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CERTIFICATE OF INTERESTED PARTIES: 1
Planitiff/Petitioner Kareem Salessi (“Petitioner”, “Salessi”, or “I”)
requests this honorable court to first conflict-check against the former
defendants of this case, in addition to this section of my 9th Circuit opening
brief’s “CERTIFICATE OF INTERESTED PARTIES” (page 8) in my case#
13-57063, filed 5/20/16, and incorporated here-in-full with this reference.
The full document is linked herein below:
https://kareemsalessi.files.wordpress.com/2010/04/e2809ckareem-salessiinformal-opening-brief-case-13-57063-file-stampede2809d.pdf

CERTIFICATE OF WORD COUNT
According to Microsoft Word program, the body of this petition starting from
next page, but excluding “verifications”, contains 9,000 words.

Respectfully submitted,
Dated:
January 7, 2017

Kareem Salessi
Petitioner/Plaintiff

1
Each exhibit is a true and correct copy of the document identified, or a true copy
of the contents thereof, and is incorporated by this reference into this petition;
Also: every referenced document, whether provided here with a web-link or not, is
incorporated here-in-full with this reference;
ROA = Register Of Action.
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THIS COURT’S SUMMARY DENIAL OF WRITS:
In 2009, while attending an educational seminar of the Orange
County Trial Lawyers Association (OCTLA), given by the Appellate Justices
of this honorable court, I witnessed the Honorable Justice Rylaarsdam of
this court delivering astounding statements which caught the shocking
surprise of around 150 lawyers in attendance. The statements were
confirmed by the nods of the other justices presenting the event. I have
documented that incident, and its related incidents, on pages 52, and 69-73
of my 9th Circuit Court Case# 13-57063 Opening Brief, linked above, and
incorporated here-in-full with this reference.
Justice Rylaarsdam stated that this appellate court summarily denies
all writs by dumping them in a trash can while cashing their fee checks, but
that lawyers should keep filing them because writs are a great source of
revenue for this court. I was specially shocked because, not long before
that seminar, my painstakingly written writ# G040713 against the former
Judge William Monroe’s refusal to recuse himself had been similarly denied
by this court, leading to the destruction of my entire trial case against the
world’s largest ever known Mexican-American drug cartel, operating under
the disguise of Wachovia bank, which was aided and abetted by U.S.
entities to launder probably as much as two trillion dollars of drug money
under the rug of Wells Fargo, as summarized in this minimal report of its
events, titled:
“IF YOU ARE TOO BIG TO FAIL, DRUG TRAFFICKING IS A GOOD INVESTMENT”
http://www.byronsworld.org/the_mark_monitor/newsletters/mm_news_07.29.2011_Wells_Wachovia_Drug_Money.pdf
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Therefore, petitioner’s serious concern is that the court may be
similarly inclined to trash this writ with yet another summary denial, and
without reading its contents, just as the justices stated in their 2009 event.
Such a potential summary denial would further aggravate the prejudice
against me, petitioner Salessi, and would further violate my constitutional
due process rights, afforded every individual in this country, at least on
paper.
Such summary denials are also against this court’s own published
policy, as this appellate court stated in its published opinion of Frisk,
despite denying Frisk a WRIT, Frisk v. Superior Court, 200 Cal. App. 4th
402 (2011):
““It is true that the Supreme Court in Bay Development recommended that appellate
courts in the future “should follow the contemplated statutory procedure by issuing
an alternative writ or order to show cause before setting a writ matter for oral
argument.” (Bay Development, et al.,… 50 Cal.3d at p. 1025, fn. 8.)””
““A party moving for judicial disqualification need not show actual bias because the
Legislature sought to guarantee not only fairness to individual litigants, but also to
ensure public confidence in the judiciary, which may be irreparably harmed if a case
is allowed to proceed before a judge who appears to be tainted. Cal. Civ. Proc. Code
§170.1(a)(6)(A)(iii).””
Petitioner Salessi will demonstrate that there was overwhelming
“taint” in the way the case was handled, in an apparently concerted effort to
rig a 2007 non-appealable judgment against defendant Peimani.

-7-

INTRODUCTION
A.

Nature of The Case: 2
Petitioner seeks a writ of mandate from this court commanding

respondent court to vacate its order rejecting a Challenge For Cause,
coupled with a re-invoked peremptory challenge, under the respective Codes
of Civil Procedure §170.1 and §170.6 and to enter its order transferring the
within action to another judge pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure §170.3,
or to issue an Order disqualifying The Hon. Judge Crandall for cause,
and/or, peremptorily, and declaring void all the entered orders of the court
since the case was fraudulently reopened in a San Mateo court by the
2007 default judgment defendant Farrokh Peimani.
This challenge was filed 12/19/16 subsequent to the court’s
continued pretentious presumption of jurisdiction of the case without the
original mandatory REASSIGNMENT NOTICES filed on 6/14/16, but
NEVER served to petitioner Salessi, or even to Peimani’s counsel who had
actually known about them, but concealed them from me (Exhibit-O2).
On 12/23/16 Judge Crandall, purportedly acting pursuant to CCP
§170.4(b), issued an Order striking Petitioner's challenge, claiming that it
failed to set forth legal grounds for the challenge (Exhibit-C2). The
Disqualification Statutes Preclude the Challenged Judge Crandall from
Passing on the Merits of a Challenge.
Further, the trial court failed to abide by the statutory procedures of
2 A brief history of this case’s related events, and Wachovia/Wells Fargo’s drug money laundering
with fake accounts, are readily available in petitioner’s published comments at: GOOGLE: “Kareem
Salessi 12-6-16” & GOOGLE: “Kareem Salessi 12-10-16”, incorporated herein with this reference.
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section 170.4(d), governing challenges for cause as a result of which, it
lost its power to act, but acted anyway and instead of either NOT filing an
opposition, or passing on the challenge to another judge to rule upon, it
acted anyway by striking it, and adding a boilerplate one page answer,
despite the fact that Judge Crandall, by his waiver of denial, did admit to
have been disqualified for cause, per CCP §170.1; see page 2, line 8 of
(Exhibit-C2), where Judge Crandall only denied the CCP §170.6
challenge

B.

Why Extraordinary Relief Is Warranted:
By statute, denial of a motion for disqualification under CCP §170.1,

and/or CCP §170.6, is reviewable only by petition for a writ of mandate,
CCP §170.3(d). The 12/19/16 challenge had been for cause as well as for
the 12/7/16 re-invocation of the peremptory challenge of 9/22/16 (ExhibitJ2), which the court had not stricken with an entered order, thus remaining
in its full force and effect as re-invoked on 12/7/16, according to
petitioner’s understanding of CCP.

-9-

Judge Crandall’s ORDER STRKING JUDICIAL CHALLENGES

This WRIT is against Judge Crandall’s striking and denial (ROA 776)
(Exhibit-C2), of my judicial challenges served to him on 12/19/16 (ROA
769) (Exhibit-E2).
Judge Crandall’s 1.3 page boilerplate STRIKING ORDER, dated
12/23/16, is self-defeating and should be deemed not filed, or alternatively,
should be reversed by this court’s mandate for the following reasons:
The ORDER failed to find facts in my CHALLENGE, because the
judge didn’t read the CHALLENGE, and that he never actually even saw it,
according to his clerk Ms. Quach, as explained herein below:
On Friday, 12/16/16, I called the e-filing service company
ONELEGAL to find out if they serve judicial challenges, which are
supposed to be served to the judge, and if their e-service of the challenge
would be accepted by the court as a hand-service of the document.
ONELEGAL affirmatively answered both the above questions. I eventually
e-filed the judicial challenge the next day, Saturday 12/17/16. (Exhibit-E2),
but which was file-stamped 12/19/16.
On Monday (12/19/16), I called the court and was assured by
assistant clerk Ms. Julie that they had received it, and asked her if I still
needed to personally serve it to the judge. I emphasized to her that judicial
challenges must be immediately handed over to the judge, otherwise its
service may be considered delayed. For assurance, Ms. Julie instructed me
to call back just before 5 p.m. so that by then she would have ascertained
- 10 -

from Ms. Quach if she handed it to Judge Crandall. I called a few times
between 4:45 and 5:10, however, no one answered.
The next morning 12/20/16, upon calling the court, Ms. Quach
answered whereupon I asked about the e-filed CHALLENGE, and that I
needed to know if I should still bring its physical original to serve it to the
judge, and also if she already gave it to the judge. These are the few
telephonic exchanges, according to the best of my memory:
Salessi: Ms. Quach: did you give the printed copy of my Judicial Challenge
to Judge Crandall?
Ms. Quach: I gave it to his attorney.
Salessi: So, you didn’t give it to the judge?
Ms. Quach: No, I gave it to his attorney to take care of it.
Salessi: Judicial challenges must be promptly handed to the judge. Are you
telling me that giving it to his attorney equals giving it to the judge himself?
Ms. Quach: Yes it is just as good.
Salessi: So, I don’t need to personally serve it?
Ms. Quach: No, you don’t need to bring it and we know our procedures
here…Bye Mr. Salessi. Phone slam!
The

above

explanation

also

self-defeat’s

Judge

Crandall’s

unspecified reasons, at page 1, line 26 of (Exhibit-C2), that the challenge
“was not properly served on the court” [due to the gaming of his court staff
of course].
As such, it is most likely that Judge Crandall never saw the challenge,
and the boiler-plate response was by his consulting attorney, just as stated
- 11 -

by Ms. Quach, and that Judge Crandall is estopped from claiming improper
service of the challenge.
The second page begins with an odd quote from the 2006 case of
Guerra, which is cited in an incriminating manner as an implied admission
that the court deliberately renders repeated erroneous rulings, upon
reliance on this falsified quote. Furthermore, the Guerra case had been
faked with a sentence taken out of the context of its decision, and totally
inapplicable to the instant challenges:
“[Moreover,] a trial court's numerous rulings against a party—even
when erroneous—do not establish a charge of judicial bias, especially
when they are subject to review.” People v. Guerra (2006), 37 Cal.4th
1067) [citing: (Andrews v. Agricultural Labor Relations Bd. (1981) 28
Cal.3d 781];
The above cited sentence is the tail-end of a long paragraph adopted
from Andrews supra, which in turn had taken the sentence out of a 1916
appellate decision, of a 1910 trial of McEwen v. Occidental Life Ins. Co.,
172 Cal. 6, , 155 P. 86, 90 (1916) when each existing California county had
only one judge, except for the largest counties such as Los Angeles, which
may have had a handful of judges. Therefore, it appeared once again that
the court attorney had fabricated yet another plaintiff-favorable case law
into a faked adversarial case as to my position.
McEwen decision supra screams of judicial bias of its trial Judge
Wood, even to a 10 year old reader, based on Judge Wood’s reactions to
the Jury’s plaintiff-verdict, as documented and even testified to, by his own
court reporter (from the judge’s transcribed words), thus indicating that
- 12 -

Judge Wood was clearly on the insurer’s payroll, yet that appellate court
endorsed his outrageous bias as acceptable.
Fast forward 100 years to my 2008-2010 cases in this appellate
court, in which I had documented much more egregious misconducts of the
former judicial officers Monroe and Pacheco, and the bankruptcy Judge
Erithe Smith, upon having been evidently bribed by multiple attorneys
working for Mexican-American drug traffickers, under the disguise of
Wachovia bank. For their confession of judgment:
GOOGLE: “WACHOVIA $1/2 Trillion Drug Money Laundering into Wells Fargo”
https://kareemsalessi.files.wordpress.com/2010/04/wachovia-12-trillion-drug-money-launderinglegitimized-by-dismissal-of-florida-criminal-case-cr-20165-jal.pdf

In detail, I had documented many of the illegal affairs of the above
courts in their own court files, in this court, in higher courts, to “law
enforcement”, to the “Office of Judicial Performance”, and even published
those online, all to no avail against such well-documented judicial mischief.
My careful study of Guerra proved that Judge Crandall’s attorney had
double-faked Guerra, by pretending that Guerra had made multiple
challenges to disqualify a trial judge, for multiple erroneous rulings, while
Guerra had not exercised even a single judicial challenge, although Guerra
had exercised around a dozen challenges to his 300 strong pool of
potential jurors,

http://www.leagle.com/decision/200615840CalRptr3d118_3142/PEOPLE%20v.%20GUERRA

Guerra’s challenges were to jurors (300 strong), to jury instructions,
and to the U.S. Constitution in that Guerra claimed “Death Penalty was
unconstitutional…”. There is absolutely no incident of a Judicial Challenge,
- 13 -

either for cause, or peremptory, in the above Guerra case, thus proving that
Guerra waived his rights to such a challenge, which could not be reviewed
later, either by a statutory writ or by an appeal because he never filed a
judicial challenge. Here is an exact quote from Guerra: “Defendant never
expressed any concern that the judge was prejudiced against him during
trial nor did he request the judge to recuse himself.”
Therefore, Judge Crandall, and/or his consulting attorney/s, who
drafted his opposing paper, faked the above decision by misapplying one of
its sentences, pulled out of context, to justify repeated erroneous rulings
and decisions of judges. Therefore, the court perjured itself by falsifying
the above citation to its own use, similar to tampering with evidence, which
landed the Orange County Sheriff Carona, and many Los Angeles sheriffs,
in federal prisons. Judge Crandall’s attorney had similarly botched another
case (“in re Abdul”) in a previous order faking its contents to represent its
opposite as against me, while the case was most favorable to me. This
side-tracking tactic appears to be a serial Weapon of Mass Destruction
(WMD) against pro se litigants who do not know how to conduct legal
research to find what cited cases actually say, as against how they are
faked by courts’ attorneys. Attorney Jacobson had similarly faked over a
dozen plaintiff-favorable cases to convey the contrary.
In any event, the above 1916 Guerra misquote is totally contrary to
today’s statutory judicial disqualification laws which were first invented in
1957 as CCP §§170: 170.9, with many levels of sections, and subsections,
added every few years, and morphed into hundreds of appellate decisions,
the following of which may possibly resemble complex cult rituals,
- 14 -

especially with the advent of mandatory WRITS, such as this one, which
WRITS are rendered worthless with this court’s blanket summary denial of
them.
Since the 1970s, when such WRITS were invented as the only way to
appeal judicial challenge orders, erroneous orders of courts based on judges’
failure to disqualify themselves have NOT been reviewable on appeal except
by such WRITS, thus the above misquote is absolutely false as to today’s
judicial challenge procedural rituals, and the citation of Guerra in court
documents should be banned by de-publishing cases, such as Guerra, which
contain the false line, and are traps for the unwary.
“CONCLUSION” of Judge Crandall, on page 2, of his striking ORDER,
ends with the faking of yet another case law (PBA, LLC) as against the case
contents, with a sentence which doesn’t even exist in its decision. Below is the
scope of that faked case, as regards the filing of an answer, and as distilled by
this legal webpage, under “Procedures After Filing”:
https://www.dailyjournal.com/mcle.cfm?ref=article&eid=888853&evid=1&qVersionID=205&qTypeID=8&qSPCtypeID=12&
qcatid=9&additem=1

“A judge may strike a disqualification statement that is untimely or demonstrates on
its face no legal grounds for disqualification. Code of Civ. Proc. section 170.4(b). The
latter typically include statements based on rulings, opinion, speculation or
inadmissible evidence. A strike order may and often does include an alternative
answer to be on file in the event that a reviewing court finds that the statement was
improperly stricken. See PBA, LLC v. KPOD, LTD (2003) 112 Cal.App.4th 965, 972.”
“If a verified answer is filed, the matter is referred to another judge to determine the
question of disqualification. Although the statute permits referral to a judge stipulated
to by the parties, there is normally no such stipulation, and the referral is to a judge
from another county by the Chief Justice. Code of Civil Procedure section
170.3(c)(5).”
- 15 -

Therefore, according to the Hon. Judge Crandall’s own cited case law
above, the judge having failed to refer the matter to another judge, even in
the same courthouse, has filed an ineffective, and void, denial of my
challenge which should be deemed NOT filed, due to his evasion of its
mandatory statutory referral, pursuant to CCP 170.3(c)(5), thus mandating
this court’s grant of a WRIT OF MANDATE against Judge Crandall’s order
striking my challenges.

- 16 -

JUDGE CRANDALL’s PROFERRED VERIFIED ANSWER
#2 is false and self-defeating, for the following reasons:
Even though the presiding judge assigned the case to Judge
Crandall on 6/14/16, the mandatory NOTICE of the assignment was NOT
ever served to me, petitioner/plaintiff Salessi, thus the assignment was
rendered ineffective and void ab initio as fully discussed in (ROA 726)
(Exhibit-M2), incorporated herein with this reference. Despite the fact that
the reassignment had been e-served to two non-party law firms, which
never had anything to do with this case, and was not even served to
Peimani’s counsel Mr.Jacobson, he had been fully aware of it, and had
actively taken measures to conceal it from me, petitioner Salessi.
Furthermore, Judge Crandall’s clerk Ms. Quach, upon illegal
solicitations of Mr. Jacobson, had illegally solicited from Judge Moss, and
procured, an order setting aside default and default judgment of Frank
Peimani. See last pages of (ROA 726).
That document also self-defeats Judge Crandall’s claim of having
obtained jurisdiction of the case “for all purposes” on 6/14/16, because had
he gained jurisdiction already, he would have been able to personally sign
those orders, although he would have had to conduct a new timely noticed
hearing on setting aside the default judgment, and upon a timely ACTUAL
NOTICE of his assignment to the case “for all purposes”, and a NOTICE
OF RIGHT TO FILE A PEREMPTORY CHALLENGE.
710

NOTICE OF CONTINUANCE FILED BY PEIMANI, FARROKH ON 06/23/2016

711

PROOF OF SERVICE BY MAIL FILED BY PEIMANI, FARROKH ON 06/23/2016
- 17 -

The above two filed documents, are a sign of defense counsel’s role
in this likely court fraud, in that Attorney Jacobson, with his above belated
6/23/16 NOTICE of continuance (ROA 710) (Exhibit-P2) of the 6/24/16
hearing in another court (C-33), took extraordinary measures to conceal the
reassignment to a new judge (Crandall), and especially concealed Judge
Crandall’s identity in that, and in its subsequent, documents, whereby I
presumed that Judge Moss had moved to C-33, from C-14 where I had
seen multiple judges at bench, giving the impression that C-14 was a
transitory court. In addition, Ms. Quash had already told me that Mr.
Jacobson had solicited her to obtain the 6/22/16 ORDERS from Judge
Moss by calling her every day (i.e.: since 6/14/16 of course) to obtain
signatures on those orders.
#3 makes a false assertion that I (Salessi) made “conclusory
assertions of bias”, obviously because the judge never read the challenge,
as he has NOT disproved a single specific statement in my declarations as
conclusory, thus waiving such an objection. In addition, I already quoted his
clerk saying that she didn’t even give the challenge to the judge.
#5, and the other sentences are generalized boilerplate objections
further proving the judge’s bias, because with his answer, by his failure to
deny, and/or explain, my charges against the judge that he never read any
of my filed documents, he has in fact admitted to those charges, thus
establishing the bias. Furthermore, since he had NOT even read the
challenge, his attorney produced the one page meaningless answer, thus
making his answer a continuing enhancement of judicial bias, and
prejudice, by inter alia NOT reading any of my documents.
- 18 -

PETITION
Plaintiff and petitioner Salessi respectfully petitions this court for a
writ of mandate, and for a writ of prohibition, directed to the respondent
court, and by this verified petition alleges and shows:
1-

Petitioner Salessi is the plaintiff in the underlying action and its

related actions, namely OCSC case # 04CC11080, and its 2008 botched
Appellate Case# G038002, botched by the misconducts of two
consecutive retained counsel; See pages 3-4 of (Exhibit-E2); 3
2-

Defendants Peimani, and Century Funding, had been the named

San Mateo defendants who had been personally served with the summons
and complaint, more than once, according to declarations of a local
registered process server, and his proofs of service, in court file since
2006. Recent findings revealed that “Century Funding”, had been a total
paper fraud operated by Orhan Tolu who has continued similar paper
frauds to this day under other fake company names, by operating
unlicensed mortgage businesses with faked stationary in San Mateo, using
the name of “Century Funding”, which existed only on paper, as
documented in (ROA 734) (Exhibit-K2). Its (Exhibit-W) ends with a blank3
John Chakmak, the original attorney I retained for that appeal committed attorney
malpractice, and theft, by stealing my funds and filing nothing in this court.
Richard Knickerbocker, subsequently also stole my funds, and destroyed my appellate
case# G038002, for his sociopathic reasons stated in (Exhibit-E2), and by filing the bogus Chakmak
opening brief which Chakmak had not filed once he realized that his associate who wrote it had
botched it. Its worthless opening brief was the bogus Chakmak brief which I had given to
Knickerbocker.
Because G038002 underlying case is now revisiting this court of appeal, this court may be
in the position to initiate an inquiry into the above named sociopath with the California Attorney
General, with whom I filed a complaint several months ago, but about which I have received no
feedback.
- 19 -

filed DBA registration certificate, produced by Peimani’s counsel, serving
as the ultimate proof of its fakeness. Also, counsel did not deny to have
faked that document!
3-

In

2007,

while

the

fraudulent

appellate

attorney

Richard

Knickerbocker had been tasked to file a meritorious opening brief in my
former case# G038002, a two day default prove up trial with the former
Judge James Gray, resulted in judgments of $825,000 against four
defaulting defendants, including a $75,000 “Joint-and-Several” judgment of
fraud against the instant defendant Farrokh (a/k/a: Frank) Peimani (a/k/a:
Pay-Money), and his fake none-existing mortgage initiation employer
“Century Funding”, operated by Peimani’s boss Orhan Tolu.
4-

In late 2016, when Peimani was served a NOTICE TO APPEAR

FOR JUDGMENT DEBTOR EXAMINATION in a San Mateo court, then he
started a scheme to avoid the payment of the judgment, leading to where
we are now in this case. The account of this is briefed throughout the
exhibits of this WRIT PETITION, especially in my opposition to Peimani’s
demurrer (ROA 694) (Exhibit-Q2) which supports this petition whose
objective is to set aside the instant denial of Judge Crandall’s recusal, and
the orders and judgments he issued. The issuance of that writ would also
render the entire appeal moot, according to petitioner’s understanding,
since it would send the case back to the Central Court for assignment ab
initio, probably in conjunction with setting aside also the 6/22/16 orders of
Judge Moss, thus reinstating the original default judgment, or alternatively,
for the first amendment of complaint as to defendant Peimani, and Orhan
Tolu, the alter ego of his fake Century Funding.
5-

On December 23rd, 2016, the Hon. Judge Crandall struck Salessi’s
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challenges, and while knowing for a fact that petitioner had been denied
due process of law by the courts’ failures to serve ACTUAL NOTICES of
multiple assignments, leading to the assignment of the case to his court
(C-33) “for all purposes”, he continued to pretend that ACTUAL NOTICES
were not necessary, thus departing from the laws of civil procedure, and
due process.
6-

Wherefore, Petitioner believes, that as a matter of statutory and

case laws, the above ruling of the judge was null and void, and that
respondent was retroactively disqualified as his 6/14/16 assignment, upon
the receipt of the first challenge from me on 9/22/16, and again the two
final challenges of 12/19/16, both with retroactive effects to Judge
Crandall’s original assignment to the case on 6/14/16 (ROA 697, 698)
(Exhibit-O2).
7-

Respondent had a clear legal duty to grant the disqualification

motions, and the actions of respondents as of 6/14/16 were, and remain,
void and in excess of his jurisdiction.
8-

Petitioner is beneficially interested in the issuance of the writ

requested because petitioner is the plaintiff in the action.
9-

Petitioner has performed all conditions precedent to the filing of

this petition and has no plain, speedy, and adequate remedy in the
ordinary course of law, other than the civil procedure section 170.3,
subdivision (d), the determination of whether a judge should be
disqualified is not an appealable order and may be reviewed only by a writ
of mandate from an appropriate court.
10-

At all times herein mentioned, respondent has been able to

perform the duty mentioned above. Notwithstanding such ability, and
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despite petitioner’s demand for such performance, respondent continues
to fail and refuses to perform such duty.

WHEREFORE, petitioner prays:

1-

That the court issue a peremptory writ in the first instance
commanding respondent to vacate its denial of the
disqualification motion and to assign or transfer the action to
another judge; or

2-

That the court alternatively first issue an alternative writ
commanding respondent to take the aforesaid actions or, in
the alternative, show cause why it should not do so, and
thereafter issue a peremptory writ commanding respondent
to take such actions;

3-

That defendant Peimani be enjoined from evading the 2007
judgment with a possible order to pay the entire amount;

4-

For costs of this proceeding; and

5-

For any such further relief as the court deems just and
proper.

Dated:

January 7, 2017

Kareem Salessi
Petitioner/Plaintiff
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VERIFICATION

I, Kareem Salessi, declare:
I am the petitioner in this action and in this writ proceeding. I have
personally drafted the above petition for writ of mandate, and/or prohibition,
and know its contents. I have personally reviewed and am familiar with the
records, files and proceedings described in the subject of the within
petition, and I personally attended all hearings described therein. All the
facts alleged in the petition not otherwise supported by citations to exhibits
or other documents are true of my own personal knowledge, except as to
those matters that are therein alleged on information and belief, and as to
those matters, that I believe them to be true..
I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California
that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed in Irvine, California.

Dated:

January 7, 2017

Kareem Salessi
Petitioner/Plaintiff
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DECLARATION OF POINTS AND AUTHORTIES IN SUPPORT OF WRIT
OF MANDATE, PROHIBITION, AND EXTRAORDINARY RELIEF
AS THE STATEMENT OF OBJECTION SET FORTH FACTS
CONSTITUTING LEGAL GROUNDS FOR DISQUALIFICATION, JUDGE
CRANDALL WAS PRECLUDED FROM RULING ON THE SUFFICIENCY
OF THE CHALLENGE.
At the threshold, Judge Crandall erred by ruling on the merits of the
disqualification. Petitioner's Statement of Objection was a timely challenge
for cause per CCP §170.1 and on the basis of his 12/7/16 re-invocation of
his still valid 9/22/16 Peremptory Challenge on the basis of CCP §170.6, as
advised to file by Judge Crandall himself, and without defendant’s
objections. The 12/19/16 challenge on its face, set forth causal legal
grounds for the challenge. Judge Crandall was therefore precluded by
Code of Civil Procedure §170.3(c) from passing on the sufficiency of the
challenge. As the judge failed to adhere to statutory procedure, his ORDER
striking the challenge must be vacated and the matter remanded for a
different judge to consider the merits of the challenge, as fully supported by
the herein attached exhibits, and references.
The issues of whether Judge Crandall proceeded according to the
judicial disqualification scheme and whether that scheme permits a
challenged judge from passing on the merits of the challenge present pure
questions of law. Questions of law are reviewed under the standard of
independent review. “On questions of law arising in mandate proceedings,
we exercise independent judgment. Accordingly, in interpreting statutes, we
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apply our independent review without reference to the trial court's actions.”
Kalway v. City of Berkeley, 151 Cal. App. 4th 827 (2007).
On December 23rd, 2016, Judge Crandall, purportedly acting
pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure §170.4(b), issued an Order striking
Petitioner's challenge for failure to set forth legal grounds for the challenge.
The Disqualification Statutes Preclude the Challenged Judge from
Passing on the Merits of a Challenge.
In enacting Code of Civil Procedure sections 170.1 through 170.9, the
Legislature created a comprehensive scheme for resolving the question of
whether a judge should be disqualified for cause. When presented with
such a challenge, the disqualified judge is limited by §170.4(b) to
determining only whether the challenge is timely and whether, on its face,
the challenge presents facts sufficient to establish legal grounds for
disqualification. Petitioner's challenge met both criteria. As § 170.3(c)(1)
precludes the challenged judge from passing on the sufficiency of the
disqualification, Judge Crandall’s Order striking the challenge exceeded his
jurisdiction.
Furthermore, pursuant to CCP §170.3(c)(5):
“A judge who refuses to recuse himself or herself shall not pass upon his or her own
disqualification or upon the sufficiency in law, fact, or otherwise, of the statement of
disqualification filed by a party. In that case, the question of disqualification shall be
heard and determined by another judge agreed upon by all the parties who have
appeared or, in the event they are unable to agree within five days of notification of
the judge's answer, by a judge selected by the chairperson of the Judicial Council, or
if the chairperson is unable to act, the vice chairperson. The clerk shall notify the
executive officer of the Judicial Council of the need for a selection…”
None of the above happened here since the judge struck the challenge.
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Code of Civil Procedure § 170.1(a)(6)(A)(iii) provides that “[a] judge
shall be disqualified if... (6) [f]or any reason: (A)(iii) [a] person aware of the
facts might reasonably entertain a doubt that the judge would be able to be
impartial.” The standard is an objective one. (United Farm Workers of
America v. Superior Court (1985) 170 Cal.App.3d 97, 105.) [The standard]
represents a legislative judgment that due to the sensitivity of the question
and inherent difficulties of proof as well as the importance of public
confidence in the judicial system, the issue is not limited to the existence of
an actual bias. Rather, if a reasonable man would entertain doubts
concerning the judge's impartiality, disqualification is mandated. (Ibid.)
Actual bias need not be proven. Use of the word ‘might’ in the statute was
intended to indicate that disqualification should follow if the reasonable
man, were he to know all the circumstances, would harbor doubts about
the judge's impartiality. ( Id. at 104 - 105, citing Potashnick v. Port City
Const. Co. (5th Cir. 1980) 609 F.2d 1101, 1111.)
Thus phrased, the issue is whether a reasonable person, aware of
Judge Crandall’s subjective belief that the “all-purpose assignment
ORDER” of the case to his court on 6/14/16, without mandatory NOTICE to
petitioner Salessi was not an actual violation of Salessi’s fundamental due
process right to ACTUAL NOTICE of the said assignment, which contained
the crucial NOTICE OF RIGHT TO PEREMPTORY CHALLENGE, with a
15 day window, which never expired due to the court clerks’ failures to
serve Salessi the said NOTICE, plus other NOTICES as shown in (ExhibitO2). If this be the case, then courts should abolish sending out their issued
NOTICES to parties in their cases, because they are presumed to
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telepathically receive them, or alternatively hack them, out of courts’
computers.
“The policy that the law favors trying all cases and controversies upon their merits
should not be prostituted to permit the slovenly practice of law or to relieve courts of
the duty of scrutinizing carefully the affidavits or declarations filed in support of
motions for relief to ascertain whether they set forth, with adequate particularity,
grounds for relief. [Fn. omitted.] When inexcusable neglect is condoned even tacitly
by the courts, they themselves unwittingly become instruments undermining the
orderly process of the law.” Transit Ads, Inc. [citations omitted] Carroll v. Abbott
Labs., Inc., 32 Cal. 3d 892 (1982)
Parallel to Carroll, supra, Judge Crandall tacitly condoned the
inexcusable neglect of courts failures to serve mandatory NOTICES to
petitioner Salessi. Aggravating Salessi’s situation even further, is the similarity
in the conditions that defendant Peimani managed to set aside a nonappealable default judgment by filing sham papers, including falsified
declarations of facts, and even falsified case laws, both of which situations are
set forth in parallel cases below:

“The Superior Court of Los Angeles County, Clinton Rodda, J. pro tem., set aside
entry of default and default judgment, and plaintiff appealed. The Court of Appeal,
Aiso, J., held that where answer filed with motion for relief from default judgment was
tantamount to admission of liability and denials were sham and frivolous, granting
relief was an abuse of discretion. Ordered reversed.” Transit Ads, Inc. v. Tanner
Motor Livery, Ltd., 270 Cal. App. 2d 275 (1969)
““In Transit Ads Inc., supra, this court dealt with a similar problem. That case
concerned the setting aside of a default judgment by a trial court, due to excusable
neglect on the part of counsel. The court specifically state that legal discretion on
granting relief was not to be bestowed ex gratia:
‘Discretion is abused in granting relief from default if the moving party's supporting
affidavit or declaration fails to set forth facts sufficient to constitute the grounds for
relief.’ [Citations] The court also stated that:
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‘In a plain case this discretion has no office to perform, and its exercise is limited
**614 to doubtful cases. . . .’ [Citations]”” People v. Superior Court (Ross), 49 Cal.
App. 3d 632 (1975)
““*895 Section 473.5 of the Code of Civil Procedure provides in part that “[w]hen
service of a summons has not resulted in actual notice to a party in time to defend
the action and a default or default judgment has been entered against him ...,” he
may move to set it aside if he acts within two years after entry of the default
judgment and shows that his “... lack of actual **302 notice in time to defend the
action was not caused by his avoidance of service or inexcusable neglect.”” 4
““To read “actual notice” as imputed notice would stand Civil Code section 18 on its
head. We hold that the reference in Code of Civil Procedure section 473.5 to “actual
notice” means genuine knowledge of the party litigant and does not contemplate
notice imputed to a principal from an attorney's actual notice. …..We likewise reject
as wholly illogical respondents' argument that the letter to Duffy of November 5,
1976, threatening a possible future lawsuit was “actual notice” to Garner (or Duffy)
of litigation to be defended within the meaning of Code of Civil Procedure section
473.5.”” Rosenthal v. Garner, 142 Cal. App. 3d 891 (1983)
Therefore, Judge Crandall’s ideas of equating constructive knowledge with
“actual notice” have always been rejected by California laws.

4
(Exhibit-D) of the Appendix, which is also the last exhibit to (ROA 694) (Exhibit-Q2) displays
defendant Peimani’s 2010 written correspondence with the California Department of Real Estate
(CALDRE). Peimani’s waiver of denial of the lawsuit, and of its personal service to him, proved
inter alia that: Peimani had been served the complaint/s; that he was estopped to claim otherwise;
that he had defaulted to show up to the court or to the default prove-up trial; that he was now
protesting CALDRE’s efforts to collect my $25,000 statutory fraud-victim’s compensation from
Peimani, and that he was asking CALDRE for legal advice, and for a way out. That “DEMURRER
OPPOSITION”(ROA 694), filed 6/13/16, also estopped Hon. Judge Moss (C-14) from issuing a
judgment to set aside Peimani’s default on 6/22/16, which was 9 days after Judge Moss had
received my above opposition, whereupon on its next day (6/14/16) he relinquished his jurisdiction
of the case, by sending it to Dept. C-01 for re-assignment to another court, NONE of which
documents I was served with.
Therefore, if this WRIT is summarily denied, then upon the pending appeal, the above proof
alone should compel this court to reverse the trial court’s orders, and judgments, of dismissals.
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U.S. Supreme Court stands with Petitioner Salessi:
In its latest judicial disqualification cases, the U.S. Supreme Court
fully supports petitioner Salessi’s challenge, and now a writ of mandate, in
its case of Williams v. Pennsylvania, 136 S. Ct. 1899, 1921 (2016), as
quoted below:
““Prior to this Court's decision in Caperton v. A.T. Massey Coal Co., 556 U.S. 868
(2009), we had declined to require judicial recusal under the Due Process Clause
beyond those defined situations. In Caperton, however, the Court adopted a new
standard that requires recusal “when the probability of actual bias on the part of the
judge or decision maker is too high to be constitutionally tolerable.” Id., at 872
(internal quotation marks omitted). The Court framed the inquiry as “whether, under
a realistic appraisal of psychological tendencies and human weakness, the interest
poses such a risk of actual bias or prejudgment that the practice must be forbidden if
the guarantee of due process is to be adequately implemented.” Id., at 883–884
(internal quotation marks omitted).”” Williams at: 1912.
““Due process guarantees “an absence of actual bias” on the part of a judge. In re
Murchison, 349 U.S. 133 (1955). Bias is easy to attribute to others and difficult to
discern in oneself. To establish an enforceable and workable framework, the Court's
precedents apply an objective standard that, in the usual case, avoids having to
determine whether actual bias is present. The Court asks not whether a judge
harbors an actual, subjective bias, but instead whether, as an objective matter, “the
average judge in his position is ‘likely’ to be neutral, or whether there is an
unconstitutional ‘potential for bias.’ ” Caperton, 556 U.S., at 881.”” Williams at: 1905.
““This Court's precedents set forth an objective standard that requires recusal when
the likelihood of bias on the part of the judge “ ‘is too high to be constitutionally
tolerable.’ ” Caperton [citation] (quoting Withrow v. Larkin, 421 U.S. 35 (1975)).
Applying this standard, the Court concludes that due process compelled the justice's
recusal.”” Williams at: 1903.
““The perceived bias that the majority fears is instead outside the bounds of the
historical expectations of judicial recusal. Perceived bias (without more) was not
recognized as a constitutionally compelled ground for disqualification until the Court's
recent decision in Caperton v. A.T. Massey [citations]. In Caperton, the Court
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decided that due process demanded disqualification when “extreme facts” proved
“the probability of actual bias.” Id., at 886–887”” Williams v. Pennsylvania, 136 S. Ct.
1899, 1921 (2016)
In addition, Salessi already established a due process violation in the
record, by inter alia, at the top of page 14 of (ROA 734) (Exhibit-K2),
quoting petitioner’s own California Petition For Review (PFR) (S212642),
also formerly filed in this court, and incorporated here-in-full with this
reference, which PFR discussed the fact that the courts’ failures to serve
ACTUAL NOTICES to me were fundamental due process violations and
rendered all the courts’ orders and decisions void, citing ARMSTRONG v.
MANZO, 85 S.Ct. 1187 (1965), which also supports my denied “MOTION
TO SET ASIDE DISMISSAL OF CASE” (ROA 726) (Exhibit-M2), as
quoted below:
“A fundamental requirement of due process is ‘the opportunity to be heard.’ Grannis
v. Ordean, 234 U.S. 385, 394. It is an opportunity which must be granted at a
meaningful time and in a meaningful manner. The trial court could have fully
accorded this right to the petitioner only by granting his motion to set aside the
decree and consider the case anew. Only that would have wiped the slate clean.
Only that would have restored the petitioner to the position he would have occupied
had due process of law been accorded to him in the first place. His motion should
have been granted. For the reasons stated, the judgment is reversed, and the case
is remanded for further proceedings not inconsistent with this opinion. It is so
ordered. Reversed and remanded.” Armstrong v. Manzo, 380 U.S. 545, 552 (1965)
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California Supreme & Appellate Courts stand with Petitioner Salessi:
“Statute providing that order denying motion to disqualify a judge is not
appealable does not apply to, and hence does not bar, review on appeal
from final judgment of nonstatutory claims that final judgment is
constitutionally invalid because of judicial bias. CCP §§170.1, 170.3(d)”
People v. Peoples, 62 Cal. 4th 718 (2016).
In the above case, defendant “Peoples” had failed to file a
disqualification motion, as opposed to petitioner Salessi here who did file
same, and is now filing the writ petition as required by statutes. However,
as lawfully expected, if this court of appeal does not summarily deny this
petition and if it does grant it then all the orders entered in the trial court
would have to be vacated, including the 6/22/16 order setting aside default,
and the case would revert back to where it was a year ago for the collection
of judgment from defendant Peimani.
“A party moving for judicial disqualification need not show actual bias
because the Legislature sought to guarantee not only fairness to individual
litigants, but also to ensure public confidence in the judiciary, which may be
irreparably harmed if a case is allowed to proceed before a judge who
appears to be tainted. Cal. Civ. Proc. Code § 170.1(a)(6)(A)(iii).” Wechsler
v. Superior Court, 224 Cal. App. 4th 384 (2014).
Briggs v. Superior Court (2001) 87 Cal.App.4th 312, cited by the
court, and by defendant, in objections to my challenges states in clear
language:
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“On undisputed facts, question of whether a reasonable member of public at large,
aware of all facts, would fairly entertain doubts concerning judge's impartiality, so as
to require disqualification, is a question of law for independent appellate review CCP
§170.1(a)(6)(C)”. [Thus the facts, as petitioner salessi could best recollect and put
into evidence here, place this matter in the hands of this court of appeal to justify the
issuance of a writ as requested.]
““Disqualification of a judge based on an appearance of bias is designed to protect
the integrity of the legal system by promoting public confidence in an impartial
judiciary. As pronounced by the California Supreme Court more than a century ago:
The trial of a case should not only be fair in fact, but it should also appear to be fair.
And where the contrary appears, it shocks the judicial instinct to allow the judgment
to stand. (Pratt v. Pratt (1903) 141 Cal. 247, 252.) In Johnson v. Superior Court
(1958) 50 Cal.2d 693, 697, the California high court again underscored the
importance of the appearance of judicial neutrality, stating: “It is important, of course,
not only that the integrity and fairness of the judiciary be maintained, but also that the
business of the courts be conducted in such a manner as will avoid suspicion of
unfairness.” (Ibid.)””
If a party complies with the conditions set forth in the statute, the
court should grant a disqualification motion in order to promote those goals,
as supported by La Seigneurie, as cited below, in which the sole concern of
its appellate court was to determine the timeliness of a defendant’s
peremptory challenge which had been denied as untimely because it was
after a first appearance resulting in an unfavorable ruling, similar to
petitioner’s 7/14/16 dismissal order, with the difference that Salessi never
received ACTUAL NOTICE of the assignment to Judge Crandall. Although
this only applies to peremptory challenges, it is relevant here, because
attorney Jacobson, who had personally concealed the “all-purpose
assignment to Judge Crandall”, had falsely accused me of abusing the
judicial challenge, in his opposition papers (ROA 729-730) (Exhibit-L2), in
which he had literally faked the texts of many case laws which were
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favorable to me to make them appear as if they were against me, petitioner
Salessi. The quotes from above case law:
““What Clark has overlooked, however, is the purpose underlying the enactment of
section 170.6 which is to promote the integrity and fairness of the judiciary and to
ensure that the “business of the courts [is] conducted in such a manner as will avoid
suspicion of unfairness.” (Johnson v. Superior Court (1958) 50 Cal.2nd 693) In order
to further these laudable goals, a court should (provided a party has complied with
the conditions set forth in the statute) grant a disqualification motion—even if the
court suspects that the party has abused its right to utilize section 170.6.
(Solberg v. Superior Court (1977) 19 Cal.3d 182)”” [bold-font not in the original].
La Seigneurie U.S. Holdings, Inc. v. Superior Court, 29 Cal. App. 4th 1500, 1505
(1994)
“Where interests that tempt adjudicators to disregard neutrality are present, a
showing of actual bias is not required for disqualification of the judge under the due
process clause. U.S.C.A. Const. Amend. 14.” People v. Freeman, 47 Cal. 4th 993,
222 (2010);
“We have allowed a defendant who objected to a judge's participation in the
proceedings and merely failed to pursue the statutory appellate remedy under Code
of Civil Procedure section 170.3, to raise on appeal a narrow due process claim,
Freeman, supra; Chatman {citation}; see Caperton {citation} [establishing the
standard for a due process claim that a judge was biased after the party making the
claim had moved to disqualify the judge].) But a defendant who never objected to the
judge may not do so. {citation}” [brackets in the original] People v. Johnson, 60 Cal.
4th 966, 979 (2015)
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Review of Denial of a Peremptory Challenge under Section 170.6
As this appellate court has previously explained, “An order denying a
peremptory challenge is not an appealable order and may be reviewed only
by way of a petition for writ of mandate. (§170.3, subd.(d))” (Daniel V. v.
Superior Court (2006) 139 Cal.App.4th 28, 39.)
The most supportive recent bellow parallel case which granted Jones
below a writ, distilled the very similar details of a case where Jones had
similarly NOT received ACTUAL NOTICE of the judicial assignment:
Paul Lee JONES et al. v. SUPERIOR COURT, 246 Cal.App.4th 390 (2016):

““The deadline of “10 days after notice of the all purpose assignment,” [15 DAYS
FOR CIVIL CASES] for a peremptory challenge of a judge, runs from the time actual
notice is given that a judge is assigned to the case for all purposes, and not from the
time constructive notice is given. Cal. Civ. Proc. Code § 170.6.”” [Petitioner Salessi
NEVER received actual notice.]
“There is no dispute Judge Tamietti is assigned to this case for all purposes within
the meaning of the all-purpose deadline undersection 170.6. However, the parties
dispute whether actual notice is required or whether constructive notice suffices to
trigger the 10–day all-purpose assignment deadline for filing a peremptory
challenge.”
“The People contend constructive notice suffices, making petitioners' peremptory
challenges untimely because they were filed more than 10 days after their attorneys
first appeared before Judge Tamietti. Petitioners argue actual notice is required so
that they timely filed their peremptory challenges the day after they first secured a
copy of the complaint bearing a stamp that stated Judge Tamietti was assigned to
the case for all purposes. We conclude the 10–day deadline runs from the time
actual notice is given that a judge is assigned to the case for all purposes.”
““Subdivision (a)(2) does not require any kind of notice to trigger the deadline when a
party appears for the first time in an ongoing action in which a judge is already
assigned. (Brown, supra, 163 Cal.App.3d at p. 826 [defining “appearance” under
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section 170.6 to refer to when a party first appears and submits to the jurisdiction of
the court].) By contrast, subdivision (a)(2)'s other trigger of an all-purpose
assignment deadline is the“notice of the all purpose assignment.” We decline to
construe this language to **785 allow constructive notice to suffice for two reasons.
First, the juxtaposition of notice *404 against the first appearance trigger for the allpurpose assignment deadline suggests notice means actual notice. If constructive
notice sufficed, the Legislature could have specified the triggering event giving rise to
a duty to inquire about any existing assignment of a judge to the case—just as the
Legislature did with the first appearance trigger.”” Paul Lee JONES et al. v.
SUPERIOR COURT, 246 Cal.App.4th 390 (2016)
During the hearing of 9/22/16, Judge Crandall evidently misled me,
petitioner Salessi, by telling me that since I had never been served the
NOTICES of case reassignments, and of my right to file a CCP 170.6
peremptory challenge, then I could still file the peremptory especially in order
to preserve my appeal rights thereto. Defense counsel did not object to that,
and later the same day, I did e-file a peremptory challenge form, however, the
court subsequently filed a minute order striking it as untimely, although the
court did not file a NOTICE of DENIAL OF THE PEREMPTORY
CHALLENGE, which NOTICE would have triggered the 15 day (including 5
days mail) deadline to file a writ against its denial. I specified to the court that,
in that case, with the court’s permission, I would assume having received
ACTUAL NOTICE of those assignments as of today (9/22/16) in court, and not
earlier. The court accepted my logic and did not object.
Therefore, a reasonable man could conclude that Judge Crandall may
have intended to bluff me by first assuring me that it was timely to file a
peremptory challenge as of 9/22/16, and then turning around and denying
what he had just advised me to file. That action by itself, established ACTUAL
JUDICIAL BIAS. In fact, it appears that, three consecutive courts, hand in
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hand with defense counsel, may have contemplated an active scheme to
prevent me from receiving MANDATORY NOTICES of the case transfers, in
order to cut all possible corners, in order to bring about the illegal objective of
dismissing defendant Peimani, from an otherwise non-appealable judgment.
Actual judges have been disciplined, disqualified, and de-benched when
they argued that an implied waiver of ACTUAL NOTICE was enough to justify
their continued involvement in a case. See, for example Fletcher v.
Commission on Judicial Performance, 19 Cal.4th 865 (1998), at 967:
““[citations omitted](McCartney) [judge improperly delegated judicial power and
committed misconduct by imposing sentences bailiff suggested]; cf. Fewel v. Fewel
(1943) 23 Cal.2d 431 [judicial decision making “ ‘may not be delegated to investigators
or other subordinate officials or attachés of the court, or anyone else’ ”].)””
In the 7/14/16 demurrer hearing, petitioner recalls a couple of hearings
held before his case, in which Judge Crandall was unable to respond to
attorneys regarding the basis of his tentative rulings, because he appeared
unfamiliar with their papers, since the tentatives must have been delegated to
Judge Crandall’s consulting attorney.
In Salessi’s instant case, as I have documented in the consecutive
exhibits in the appendix, Judge Crandall’s delegation of his judicial tasks to his
consulting attorney, and to his clerk Ms. Quach, were too obvious, while
himself appearing to be totally out of the loop, and uninformed about what was
before him, or what his court staff were doing.
Likewise, the presiding judge court C-01, and the Judge Moss court C14, had both delegated the task of serving mandatory ACTUAL NOTICES to
their incompetent clerks, who claimed to have relied on different flawed data
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on their computer, listing non-party attorneys on its e-service list, and without
even caring about correcting the flaws, mistakes and damages they caused.
According to petitioner’s extensive documentations since ten years ago,
the Orange County Superior Courts’ administration has become progressively
flawed, and corrupted, in more ways than one can imagine. After all, who
could have imagined judges forging, and faking, their official court reporters’
transcripts, which I had documented Judge William Monroe to have serially
engaged in with the transcripts of my 2008 hearings?
It is likely, that due to my reporting of such transcript forgeries, OC
courts eliminated court reporters, unless ordered and paid for by a party.
Although that policy reduces potential judge transcript forgeries, it now leaves
courts open to say and do anything in courts, and later deny having said or
done so, due to the absence of actual records. This is in fact what Attorney
Jacobson pulled off in his proffered opposition to my 12/19/16 challenges
(ROA 775) (Exhibit-D2), while accepting my recollections of the hearings by
his waiver of denial, he pretended that an actual court reporter was typing
during the hearing/s, which was not.
However, I do recall noticing an apparent court reporter scam on
7/14/16, whereby I recognized the court reporter of the former Judge Monroe,
sitting in the crowd and reading my opposition paper to Peimani’s demurrer
(ROA 694) (Exhibit-Q2). Once my case was called, he moved to the court
reporter’s desk and prepared to type the proceeding but stopped typing
evidently upon viewing a signal on his display, ordering him to stop. He then
continued to read my opposition, while keeping an eye on his screen, which I
believe was directly connected to Judge Crandall’s keyboard!
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At the close of the 7/14/16 demurrer hearing, when I demanded Judge
Crandall for a “STATEMENT OF DECISION”, I noticed the reporter signaling
an objection with his head, as an apparent signal to the judge to object, which
Judge Crandall did by saying that he was NOT sure if such was necessary but
that, on the second thought, it might be since the dismissal was dispositive,
and that he would look it up and if so issue such a statement.
However, Judge Crandall didn’t issue a “STATEMENT OF DECISION”,
but instead, he issued his minute order immediately thereafter, stating he took
the case under submission to issue a statement of decision, and that he
adopted his TENTATIVE RULING as his statement of decision (all on the
same day). But it was not a “STATEMENT OF DECISION”, as I had fully
described in the follow up document (ROA 744) (Exhibit-i2). The minute order
(ROA 719), which was adopted as a fake statement of decision, and
completed on 7/14/16, was mailed out on 7/21/16 to pretend that the court
spent time taking the case under submission and studied it, which it did not,
according to the self-defeating MINUTE ORDER.
(ROA 734) (Exhibit-K2) has documented how Ms. Quach had probably
played the role of the judge in faking that MINUTE ORDER into a statement of
decision, which was void by statute, due to its elaborate violation of inter alia
CCP §632 which I read to Ms. Quach on telephone and memorialized in (ROA
734). Therefore, according to my personal knowledge and experience, the
OC courts’ administration and conducts appear to have progressively
worsened since ten years ago, when court transcripts were routinely forged.
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CONCLUSION:
Petitioner Salessi complied with the full requirements of the Codes of Civil
Procedure §§170-170.9 and respectfully requests that the relief prayed for herein
be granted: that a writ of mandate be issued; the order of the judge’s denial of my
judicial challenges be vacated; the dismissal order of the case as well as the
setting aside order of petitioner’s 2007 joint & several judgment against
defendants Peimani and “CENTURY FUNDING” be set aside, and the case
remanded for Mr. Peimani’s debtor’s examination.
In the alternative, this court of appeal should issue the judicial challenge
writ of mandate and remand the case for trial and discovery to another court,
starting with an amended complaint, to include defendant Peimani’s alter ego
boss, Mr. Orhan Tolu, the operator of fake paper frauds, such as “CENTURY
FUNDING”, which did NOT exist except on stationary, according to proof
established above.
For the foregoing reasons, this Court should grant Petitioner's prayer for
relief, issue the WRIT/s, and grant any further or equitable relief that the court
deems just and proper.

I am the petitioner in this action and in this writ proceeding and know its contents. I
have personally reviewed and am familiar with the records, files and proceedings describe
in the subject of the within petition, and I personally attended all hearings described therein.
All the facts alleged in the petition not otherwise supported by citations to exhibits or other
documents are true of my own personal knowledge, except as to those matters that are
therein alleged on information and belief, and as to those matters, that I believe them to be
true.
I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the
foregoing is true and correct. Executed in Irvine, California.
Dated:
January 7, 2017
Kareem Salessi
Petitioner/Plaintiff
- 39 -
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776 ORDER - OTHER (STRIKING STATEMENT OF
DISQUALIFICATION AND, IN THE ALTERNATIVE, VERIFIED
ANSWER OF JUDGE JAMES L. CRANDALL) FILED BY THE
SUPERIOR COURT OF ORANGE ON 12/23/2016
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1
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2

DEC _,2 3 2016

3
4
5

6
7

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

8

COUNTY OF ORANGE- CENTRAL JUSTICE CENTER

9

10

KAREEM SALESSI,

CASE NO. 04CC11080

Plaintiff,

11

ORDER STRIKING

12

STATEMENT OF

13

V.

14

THOMAS M. ABERCROMBIE, et al,

15

DISQUALIFICATION AND, IN THE
AL TERNATJVE, VERIFIED

Defendants.

ANSWER OF
JUDGE JAMES L. CRANDALL

16
17

This action was assigned to this Court on July 14, 2016. On December 19, 2016,

18
19
20
21

Self- Represented Plaintiff Kareem Salessi filed a pleading entitled, "PLAINTIFF SALESSI'S
JUDICIAL CHALLENGE FOR CAUSE PER CCP 170.1, SUPPORTED BY PLAINTIFF'S
RENEWED (ROA 737) PEREMPTORY CHALLENGE PER CCP 170.6, INVOKED

22

DURING ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE (OSC) HEARING OF 12-7-16" (hereinafter

23

"Statement of Disqualification"). The Statement of Disqualification makes conclusory

24

assertions that the Court is biased against Plaintiff, and is biased because the Court denied

25

PlaintiWs 170.6 peremptory challenge. Because the pleading demonstrates on its face no

26

legal grounds for disqualification, was not properly served on the Court, and fails to state

27

facts supporting disqualification, it is ordered stricken. (Code Civ. Proc., § 170.4 subd. (b).)

28
-1 -

ORDER STRIKING STATEMENT OF DISQUALIFICATION
AND, IN THE ALTERNATIVE, VERIFIED ANSWER

1

The Court's rulings do not constitute a valid basis for disqualification. "A trial court's

a party--even when erroneous--do not establish

2

numerous rulings against

3

judicial bias, especially when they are subject to review." (People v. Guerra (2006) 37

4

Cal.4th 1067, 1112.) A party's remedy for an erroneous ruling is not a motion to disqualify,

5

but rather review by appeal or writ. (See Ryan v. Welte (1948) 87 Cai.App.2d 888, 893.) In

6

any event, the proper way to contest an erroneous ruling on a peremptory challenge is to

7
8
9

a charge of

file a Petition for Writ of Mandate with the Court of Appeal. (Code Civ. Proc., § 170.3 subd.
(d) .) Thus, the Court's denial of the 170.6 challenge is insufficient to support a claim of bias
as a matter of law.

10
A judge has both an ethical and statutory duty to decide cases, where, as here, there

11
are no legal grounds for disqualification. (Code Civ. Proc., § 170.) The duty to decide cases
12
13
14

if there are no legal grounds is as strong as the duty to recuse if there are grounds. (United

Farm Workers of America v. Superior Court (1985) 170 Cai.App.3d 97, 100.)

Conclusion

15
16

Because the Statement of Disqualification on its face discloses no legal grounds for

17

disqualification, it is ordered stricken. (Code Civ. Proc., § 170.4 subd. (b).) This

18

determination is not an appealable order and may be reviewed only by a writ of mandate

19

from the Court of Appeal sought within 10 days of notice to the parties. (Code Civ. Proc., §

20

170.3 subd. (d).) In the event that a timely writ is sought and an appellate court determines

21

that an answer should have been timely filed, an alternative answer is filed herewith. (See

22

PBA, LLC

23

v.

KPOD, LTD (2003) 112 Cai.App.4th 965, 972.)

GOOD CAUSE APPEARING THEREFORE, It is so ordered.

24
25

Date: DecemberJ-.3

, 2016

26
27
28
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ORDER STRIKING STATEMENT OF DISQUALIFICATION
AND, IN THE ALTERNATIVE, VERIFIED ANSWER

VERI
FIED AN SW ER
OF JUDGE JAME§ L. CRANDALL
I
-

1

I

I

•

I

•

I

2

3
4
5

I, James

1.

L. Crandall, declare as follows:
I am a Judge of the Superior Court of California, County of Orange. If called

upon as a witness, I could and would competently testify to the matters stated herein.

6

2.

7

3.

·This proceeding was first assigned to me on July 14, 2016.
On December 19, 2016, Self-Represented Plaintiff Kareem Salessi filed a

8

document entitled, "PLAINTIFF SALESSI'S JUDICIAL CHALLENGE FOR CAUSE PER

9

CCP 170.1, SUPPORTED BY PLAINTIFF'S RENEWED (ROA 737) PEREMPTORY

10

11

CHALLENGE PER CCP 170.6, INVOKED DURING ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE (OSC)
HEARl NG OF 12-7-16." Plaintiff makes conclusory assertions that I am biased against him

12
because I denied his untimely peremptory challenge.
13
14

15
16
17

4.

I specifically deny that I am biased or prejudiced for or against any party in this

action. I further deny that I am unable to act fairly and impartially in this proceeding. I am not
prejudiced or biased against or in favor of either party, nor am I unable to act impartially.
5.

I specifically deny that I have acted improperly in this action. All my

18

statements, actions, and rulings in this proceeding have been based on my understanding of

19

the facts and law, and have been in furtherance of what I believe to be my judicial duties.

20
21
22
23
24

25

6.

I do not believe that my recusal would serve the interests of justice.

7.

I know of no facts or circumstances which would require my disqualification or

recusal in this case .
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on
December ~J

, 2016, at Santa Ana, California.

26
27

28
ORDER STRIKING STATEMENT OF DISQUALI FICATION
AND, IN THE ALTERNATIVE, VERIFIED ANSWER

.

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA
COUNTY OF ORANGE, CENTRAL JUSTICE CENTER

Salessi

CASE NUMBER: 04CC II 080
Plaintiff(s)
Vs.
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE BY MAIL
OF the Order, DATED 12/23/2016

Abercrombie
Defendant(s)

I, DAVID H. YAMASAKI, Bxecutive Officer and Clerk of the Superior Court, in and for the
County of Orange, State of California, hereby certify; that I am not a party to the within action or
proceeding; that on 12/23/20 16, I served the Order, dated 12/23/20 16, on each of the parties herein named
by depositing a true copy thereof, enclosed in a sealed envelope with postage thereon fully prepaid, in the
United States Postal Service mail box at Santa Ana, California addressed as follows:
Kareem Salessi
2082 Michelson Drive #I 00
Irvine, CA 92612

Cohen and Jacobson LLP
900 Veterans Boulevard, Suite 600
Redwood City, California 94063

Law Office of Timothy Krantz
2082 Michelson Drive #212
Irvine, CA 92612

Watten, Discoe, Bassett & McMains
1551 N Tustin Avenue #900
Santa Ana, CA 92705

DATED: 12/23/2016

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE BY MAIL

Superior Court of California

Hasler

County of Orange
Civil and Probate/Mental Health Division
700 Civic Center Drive West
Santa Ana, California 92701

c,.J3

\~(u l

Kareem Salessi
2082 Michelson Drive #100
Irvine, CA 92612
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775 RESPONSE FILED BY PEIMANI, FARROKH ON 12/21/2016
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1

4

LAWRENCE A. JACOBSON, SBN 057393
SEAN M. JACOBSON, SBN 227241
COHEN AND JACOBSON, LLP
900 Veterans Boulevard, Suite 600
Redwood City, California 94063
Telephone: (650) 261-6280
Facsimile: (650) 368-6221

5

Farrokh Peimani aka Frank Peimani

2
3

6
7

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

8

COUNTY OF ORANGE

9

CIVIL DIVISION UNLIMITED JURISDICTION

10
11

KAREEM SALESSI,

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Case No. 04CC11080
Plaintiff,

vs.
THOMAS ABERCROMBIE;
ABERCOMBRIE REALTY; NICK (ALI)
ROSHDIEH; DANA BALLARD;
PATRICK F. ORTIZ; DEBORAH M
ORTIZ; SOUTHWOOD PEST CONTROL;
ANN SKINNER; KAREN MITCHELL;
COAST CITIES ESCROW; TAMZI
RICHARDSON; FIRST TEAM REAL
ESTATE; CAMERON N. MERAGE;
FARROKH (FRANK) PEIMANI;
CENTURY FUNDING; ALPHA
APPRAISALS; MICHAEL SHADAB;
WORLD SAVINGS BANK (GROUP);
ASSESSOR, COUNTY OF ORANGE;
DOES 1 THROUGH 500, INCLUSIVE,
Defendants.

RESPONSE BY FARROKH PEIMANI
AKA FRANK PEIMANI TO PLAINTIFF
KAREEM SALESSI’S “JUDICIAL
CHALLENGE FOR CAUSE PER CCP §
170.6 AS SUPPORTED BY
PLAINTIFF’S RENEWED
PEREMPTORY CHALLENGE PER
CCP § 170.6”

Complaint Filed:
Judgment Entered:

November, 2004
August 1, 2016

1

Defendant Farrokh Peimani aka Frank Peimani (“Peimani”) presents this Response to

2

Plaintiff’s “Judicial Challenge for Cause per CCP § 170.6 as Supported by Plaintiff’s Renewed

3

Peremptory Challenge per CCP § 170.6”(the “Challenge”). To the extent that it can be

4

deciphered, the Challenge appears to seek renewal of a previously denied challenge pursuant to

5

CCP § 170.6, and presentation of a challenge pursuant to CCP § 170.1 based upon the alleged

6

“cause” that Judge James Crandall is prejudiced against Plaintiff’s interests. For the reasons set

7

forth below, Peimani submits that the Challenge should be stricken in its entirety pursuant to

8

CCP § 170.4(b). Peimani further notes that it seems that the Challenge has been presented with

9

some element of gamesmanship, with the Court’s ten (10) day response time appearing to

10

Peimani to expire on or about December 26, 2016, i.e., the day after Christmas which is a Court

11

holiday.

12

I.

13

THE “RENEWED” CHALLENGE PURSUANT TO CCP § 170.6 IS EVEN MORE
UNTIMELY THAN THE PRIOR IDENTICAL CHALLENGE – WHICH ITSELF
WAS DENIED AS UNTIMELY

14

1.

15

for all purposes.

16

2.

17

Judge Crandall.1

18

3.

19
20

On June 14, 2016, this case was reassigned to Judge Crandall in Department C33

On or about On September 22, 2016, Plaintiff filed a Peremptory Challenge to

On November 8, 2016 that Peremptory Challenge was denied as untimely and

waived.
4.

It appears that Plaintiff is attempting to “renew” the previous untimely challenge.

21

Given that the initial Peremptory Challenge was untimely, the “renewed” challenge, such as it is,

22

is even more so and should be stricken.

23

5.

As set forth in Peimani’s Opposition to Set Aside Dismissal, which was filed on

24

or about September 9, 2016, Plaintiff’s attempted Peremptory Challenge is tardy and therefore

25

waived on numerous grounds, and the repeated attempts to present such unmeritorious challenges

26

are transparent “judge shopping.”

27
28

1

Plaintiff participated in two substantive hearings, in July and September, 2016, prior to
asserting any challenge.
-1-

1

6.

Pursuant to CCP § 170.6(a)(2), a peremptory challenge to the department as to

2

which the case has been assigned for all purposes must be made within fifteen days after notice

3

of the assignment. Here, the case was assigned to Department C33 on June 14, 2016. Peimani

4

served Plaintiff with notice of continued hearing on June 23, 2016 which stated that the hearing

5

on Peimani’s Demurrer was continued due to “the reassignment of this action from

6

Department C14 to Department C33.” (Emphasis supplied). Therefore, any challenge to

7

Department C33 was due within fifteen days of such notice. The following timeline

8

demonstrates the lack of a timely challenge:

9

June 23, 2016

Plaintiff receives, and opens, the Notice which advises that the case
has been reassigned to Department 33.

July 14, 2016

The hearing on Peimani’s Demurrer occurs twenty-one (21) days
after the Notice was served. No challenge was made by Plaintiff
prior to or during the hearing.

July 22, 2016

Plaintiff contends that on this date he obtained a copy of the
reassignment order from the Court – however, he did not thereafter
file any peremptory challenge.

August 3, 2016

Plaintiff files a motion seeking to set aside the Judgment (but not a
peremptory challenge) forty-one (41) days after receiving notice of
the reassignment, and twenty (20) days after the hearing on the
Demurrer occurred.

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

September 22, 2016 Plaintiff files a Peremptory Challenge several months after the
reassignment and receipt of notice of the reassignment.

18
7.

Based upon the foregoing, the right to present a peremptory challenge was not

19
timely raised by Plaintiff. The fifteen (15) day period is rigid and not subject to waiver or
20
extension. Briggs v. Superior Court, 87 Cal. App. 4th 312, 318 (2001)(timeliness of peremptory
21
challenge not subject to waiver by the Court – it must be timely raised or is ineffective). Here,
22
Plaintiff did not file a peremptory challenge within the required time period under any
23
calculation. He knew of the assignment on June 23, 2016, and admits he obtained a copy of the
24
Order on July 22, 2016, but did not timely file any challenge. Thus, the period for presenting the
25
alleged challenge has long expired.
26
8.

Further, Plaintiff complaints of Judge Crandall having presided over the Demurrer

27
hearing on July 14, 2016. However, where the peremptory challenge involves a hearing, as
28
opposed to the trial of the cause, then the challenge must be made prior to commencement of the
-2-

1

hearing. CCP § 170.6(a)(2); Andrews v. Joint Clerks Committee, 239 Cal. App. 2d 285, 294

2

(challenge not presented prior to hearing on OSC and demurrer and therefore was not effective);

3

Cybermedia, Inc. v. Sup Court (Brown), 72 Cal. App. 4th 910 (1999).

4

9.

The Court in Cybermedia ruled that where a hearing occurs prior to the expiration

5

of the 15 day period to challenge the single department assignment, and no objection is made

6

prior to or at the hearing, then (1) the challenge is waived as to that hearing (here, the demurrer

7

hearing as to which Plaintiff failed to object but not complains); and (2) a challenge made after

8

the hearing, but before expiration of the fifteen day period (i.e., a timely objection made after the

9

hearing but before the deadline) applies (if otherwise proper and not waived) prospectively but

10

not as to the prior hearing.

11

10.

Here, Plaintiff made no objection at the Demurrer hearing, and did not raise the

12

attempted initial Peremptory Challenge until months after expiration of the deadline under CCP §

13

170.6(a)(2).

14

II.

THE PRESENT CHALLENGE IS LIKEWISE UNTIMELY AND IS
SUBSTANTIVELY DEFICIENT SUCH THAT IT SHOULD BE STRICKEN

15
16
17
18

11.

California Code of Civil Procedure Section 170.3(c)(1) states that a party alleging

grounds for disqualification must:

20

“[F]ile with the clerk a written verified statement objecting to the hearing or trial
before the judge and setting forth the facts constituting the grounds for
disqualification of the judge. The statement shall be presented at the earliest
practicable opportunity after discovery of the facts constituting the ground
of disqualification.” (Emphasis supplied)

21

12.

19

Plaintiff’s immensely peculiar Challenge appears to be based upon the argument

22

that Judge Crandall is biased against Plaintiff’s position due to the conduct of a hearing on July

23

14, 2016, more particularly because Judge Crandall was not persuaded by Plaintiff’s homophobic

24

tirade against his former counsel during that hearing (which argument had nothing to do with the

25

matter presented to the Court). See also In re Tharp, 188 Cal. App. 4th 1295, 1328 (2010) (“the

26

mere fact a judicial officer rules against a party does not show bias” – facts showing bias must be

27

presented).

28

13.

Aside from the very unusual substantive argument presented by Plaintiff,
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1

the face of the Challenge demonstrates that it is grossly untimely. Plaintiff complains of conduct

2

at a hearing on July 14, 2016, but did not present this Challenge until December 16, 2016 – i.e.,

3

five months later. Such a delay is far outside the bounds of “the earliest practicable opportunity”

4

contemplated by section 170.3(c)(1).

5

14.

The result of the failure to timely file is that the purported grounds for challenge

6

are waived, and the pleading must be stricken. Caminetti v. Pac. Mutual L. Insur., 22 Cal. 2d

7

386, 391 (1943)(failure to timely raise grounds for challenge results in a waiver). Indeed, “[t]he

8

reason for requiring a prompt claim of bias is that a party should not be allowed to play fast and

9

loose with the administration of justice by deliberately refraining from raising an objection, on

10

the chance that he might get a favorable decision and still be free to urge the objection as grounds

11

for upsetting an unfavorable judgment.” Keating v. Sup. Ct., 45 Cal. 2d 440, 446 (1955) ;

12

Burdusis v. Superior Court, 133 Cal. App. 4th 88 (2005)(discussing challenges and the “dangers

13

presented by judge-shopping”)).

14

15.

Moreover, the Challenge lacks evidentiary support, with Plaintiff’s “evidence”

15

being his purported recollections of dialogue at the hearing which constitutes hearsay and fails

16

the best evidence rule – with the best evidence being a transcript which Plaintiff did not request.

17

Additionally, where issues are decided by the judge (rather than jury), the judge’s comments on

18

the facts, legal issues, and credibility do not establish bias because the judge is expected to draw

19

such conclusions in making a ruling. Fishbaugh v. Fishbaugh, 15 C2d 445, 456 (1940)(Judge

20

“had the right and it was his duty to believe the testimony of the party who it appeared to him

21

was telling the truth”).

22

17.

23

“Notwithstanding paragraph (5) of subdivision (c) of Section 170.3, if a statement of
disqualification is untimely filed or if on its face discloses no legal grounds for
disqualification, the trial judge against whom it was filed may order it stricken.”
(Emphasis supplied).

24

Code of Civil Procedure Section 170.4(b) states:

25
26
27

18.

For the foregoing reasons, Peimani respectfully submits that the Challenge should

be stricken as untimely and substantively deficient.

28
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1
2

Respectfully submitted
Dated: December 21, 2016

COHEN AND JACOBSON, LLP

3
By:
4

/s/ Lawrence A. Jacobson
Lawrence A. Jacobson

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
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769 PEREMPTORY CHALLENGE PURSUANT TO 170.1 CCP (AND
170.6 CCP AGAINST HON. JAMES CRANDALL) FILED BY SALESSI,
KAREEM ON 12/19/2016
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1
2
3
4

KAREEM SALESSI
2082 Michelson Drive, #100
Irvine, Ca. 92612
TEL: (949) 783-0165
Plaintiff

5
6
7
8

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
COUNTY OF ORANGE, CENTRAL JUSTICE CENTER

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

)
)
)
)
)
THOMAS M. ABERCROMBIE, et al, )
Defendants,
)
)
Plaintiff Kareem Salessi declares:
KAREEM SALESSI,
Plaintiff,
vs.

Case No.:
Dept.:

04CC11080
C-33, Honorable Judge James Crandall

PLAINTIFF SALESSI’s JUDICIAL CHALLENGE FOR CAUSE
per CCP § 170.1, Supported by Plaintiff’s Renewed (ROA 737)
PEREMPTORY CHALLENGE per CCP § 170.6, as Invoked
During Order to Show Cause (OSC) Hearing of 12-7-16

I am the injured-in-fact real-estate forgery, and mortgage forgery, victim to
the within action, with a non-appealable 2007 money judgment of $75,000
against the instant defendant Peimani, and his fake employer (Century Funding).
The Hon. Judge James Crandall, before whom the trial of this case was pending,
had at all times been prejudiced against my interests so that I believe that I could
never have had a fair and impartial trial, and/or hearing before him.
On 9/22/16, pursuant to Judge Crandall’s own advice, I filed a CCP §170.6
Peremptory Challenge, which I re-invoked on 12/7/16, stating it to have been in
full force and effect, which Judge Crandall once again denied. This CCP §170.1
challenge for cause now mandates Hon. Judge Crandall’s retroactive recusal,
and the setting aside of all of 2016 entered orders in this case.

26
27
28

Respectfully submitted.
Dated: 12/16/16

Kareem Salessi, Plaintiff
1

PLAINTIFF SALESSI’S JUDICIAL CHALLENGES AGAINST HON. JUDGE JAMES CRANDALL

12-16-16

1

DECLARATION OF PLAINTIFF IN SUPPORT OF JUDICIAL CHALLENGES

2
3

Plaintiff/declarant Kareem Salessi declares as follows:
I begin with the following excerpt of page 19 of plaintiff Salessi’s 6/13/16

4
5

Opposition to Demurrer of Frank Peimani, (ROA 694).
“A sealed document filed as a reply to Cameron Merage/First Team
objection to Salessi’s appellate “motion for expedited reversal and
remand”, in the appellate case#13-57063, documents how Salessi’s
appeals in this case#04CC11080 had been destroyed by his fraudulent
retained counsel, namely John Chakmak, and Richard Knickerbocker, both
of whom were just outright thieves, as Salessi had reported to the
appellate court. The slightly redacted version of that filing, also taken
judicially notice of here, proves that Knickerbocker destroyed the appeals
to this case in 2008 due to his sociopathic perversions, which is also the
reason Salessi filed it under seal- as a gesture of political correctness. The
original of that document can be brought to the court for its private viewing.
Salessi was under the illusion that the 9th Circuit Court of Appeal had a
duty to take some action against Knickerbocker. Therefore, Salessi
herewith requests this honorable court to take appropriate action against
him, according to proof.”

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

The court’s Register Of Action (ROA) erroneously shows the above filing
entered as: “OPPOSITION FILED BY PEIMANI, FARROKH ON 06/13/2016”. 1
During Peimani’s demurrer hearing of 7/14/16, I first showed the original
version of the above mentioned 9th Circuit court document about which I stated
that: “I had filed this under seal for the sake of political correctness…”, to which
Judge Crandall responded: “Mr. Salessi your Constitutional First Amendment
rights are much more important that any political correctness could be…”. Next,
1

In my previous filings, I had explained that in order for the court’s e-filing system to accept my efiling I always had to enter defendant’s name as the filer, because the court’s flawed computer
system rejected my own name as the filer, due to what I believe is a systemic fraud of the court’s
administration to prevent pro se litigants from e-filing. The court has not contested my charges in
this regard, and thus has admitted to it by its waiver of denial, and/or by its failure to explain.

All footnotes, and referenced material, are incorporated herein with this reference.
2

PLAINTIFF SALESSI’S JUDICIAL CHALLENGES AGAINST HON. JUDGE JAMES CRANDALL

12-16-16

1

Judge Crandall asked what the significance of that document was, to which I

2

responded with statements to the following effect:

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

“…Its significance is due to the fact that almost the entire body of your
honor’s tentative ruling contains excerpts and references to the flawed
decision of Justice Sills in this case’s failed appellate case# G038002. The
excerpts appear to have all been copy-pasted from Peimani’s papers. That
appellate decision was totally flawed, and fabricated, as I have detailed in
my papers which your honor has obviously not read, including this 9th
Circuit document with its few redactions, which was in my exhibits. The
G038002 decision was flawed mainly due to the fraudulent appellate
attorney Richard Knickerbocker who stole my money, refused to return it,
and then filed a bogus Opening Brief to kill my case, due to his sociopathic
perversions which I had politely described in that document. Because
Knickerbocker’s opening brief had been total nonsense, the Court of
Appeals had nothing to work with except to affirm the dismissals due to
Knickerbocker’s failure to appeal the dismissed claims, which dismissals
Judge Gray himself had later realized to have been wrong, upon his two
day default-prove-up trial of October 2007, during which I obtained a total
of $825,000 judgments, including $75,000 against defendant Peimani…”.

15

Then I passed on to Judge Crandall, and to Peimani’s counsel (Mr.

16

Jacobson), the original copies of that sealed document and insisted that the Hon.

17

Judge Crandall read the unredacted page in which I had documented why the

18

“Certified Appellate Attorney Richard Knickerbocker” to whom I had desperately

19

resorted to, in order to save my appellate case# G038002 from the fraudulent

20

attorney John Chakmack’s malpractice (for not filing anything), had doubly

21

destroyed my appellate case by filing his bogus Opening Brief.

22

Now, armed with my First Amendment passport, issued by Judge Crandall,

23

and because I foresee this case revisiting the same appellate court, I need to

24

fully disclose why the perverted Knickerbocker filed a bogus brief which killed this

25

case in late 2008, one year after the $825,000 judgments, which he also ignored.

26

“Richard Knickerbocker turned out to be a sexually perverted predatory

27

faggot”, and thus a sociopath who likely preyed on clients of his choice, as I had

28

explained it in that sealed document which Judge Crandall read. I also requested
3
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1

that I excepted Judge Crandall to initiate some action against Knickerbocker,

2

such as referring the matter to OCDA, and/or CALBAR for investigation, and

3

potential prosecution, which I stated that I had previously requested the 9th

4

Circuit Court of Appeal (9th Circuit) to take such action in 2015, when I filed that

5

document in my case# 13-57063. I further stated that they 9th Circuit did nothing

6

about it probably because they sit in San Francisco. Judge Crandall asked: “what

7

does San Francisco have to do with it?”

2

8

To answer the above question, again with some political correctness, I was

9

about to quote a recorded conversation of President Richard Nixon in which he

10

had called San Francisco “The Faggiest Place On Earth…”.3 However, Judge

11

Crandall cut me off with his disparaging remarks to the following effect:

12

“…I don’t know Richard Knickerbocker but I know that Judge Monroe,

13

whom you have described here as corrupt, is a very reputable judge, and

14

that Wahcovia is a very reputable bank…I understand that you sued Judge

15

Monroe because he dismissed this case... Mr. Salessi, with such remarks,

16

you have lost your credibility…”. 4

17

Therefore, the above disparaging remarks of Hon. Judge Crandall not only

18

established his actual bias against me, from his own mouth, but also proved that

19

Judge Crandall had not at all read any of my filed documents. In fact, I

20
21
22

2

Soon after the 7/14/16 hearing, I filed a complaint with the California D.O.J., but heard nothing of.

3

YOUTUBE: Richard Nixon San Francisco faggiest place on earth
In addition to the fact that with the above statement Judge Crandall spelled out actual prejudice
against me (plaintiff Salessi), his statements further actually proved that he had NOT read my
filings. Had Judge Crandall read any of my 900 pages of filed documents he would have known that
Judge Monroe had admitted to his corruption, and bribery, by Wachovia attorney Fred Hickman.
Furthermore, Judge Crandall would have seen the confession of judgment of Wachovia and Wells
Fargo in which both banks had confessed to have laundered $1/2 TRILLION of drug money from
Mexico into Wachovia, and then into Wells Fargo. Those court documents can easily be found by
copy-pasting its title into:
GOOGLE: “WACHOVIA $1/2 Trillion Drug Money Laundering into Wells Fargo”
4

23
24
25
26
27
28

4
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1

responded that: “Obviously your honor has not read any of my papers, or he

2

would have known that Judge Monroe had nothing to do with this case, and that

3

the former Judge James Gray had issued a total of $825,000 judgments against

4

four defendants, one of whom was this defendant Frank Peimani...”

5

I then asked: “Does your honor even know why this judgment debtor

6

defendant is here now, 9 years after a judgment against him entered?”. To this

7

Judge Crandall responded: “Yes, to set aside default”. That was evidently the

8

extent of Judge Crandall’s knowledge of the grounds defendant Peimani was in

9

court now. Combining that with the court’s deficient “Tentative Ruling”, which had

10

been fabricated by the court’s consulting attorneys by simple copy-pasting of

11

excerpts from Peimani’s falsified documents, and without reference to a single

12

sentence of my 900 pages of filed papers, it was a recipe for disaster and total

13

prejudice, in particular with the courts’ failures to serve me (ROA 698) 6/14/16:

14

NOTICE OF REASSIGNMENT OF THE CASE TO JUDGE CRANDALL +

15

NOTICE OF RIGHT TO FILE A CCP 170.6 PEREMTORY CHALLENGE, which

16

had, probably intentionally, been served only to Peimani’s counsel.

17

As such, Judge Crandall made it remarkably clear that he had been totally

18

unaware that in October 2007, I had obtained a total of $825,000 judgments from

19

Judge Gray against several defendants, and that Peimani’s recent stunts were to

20

undo his $75,000 share of that fraud judgment, and that Judge Monroe had

21

nothing to do with this case!

22

Furthermore, Judge Crandall was clearly even unaware, as I was unaware,

23

that on 6/22/16, his court clerk (Ms. Quach) had illegally solicited, and filed, an

24

“ORDER TO SET ASIDE DEFAULT” (ROA 707), from Judge Moss who had

25

voluntarily relinquished jurisdiction of the case on 6/14/16 (ROA 699), thus

26

rendering his 6/22/16 orders void ab initio. According to my personal knowledge

27

and experience, from my own cases as well as many other people’s cases, in

28

Orange County courts (namely: state, bankruptcy, federal, and their appellate
5
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1

courts), all levels of the said courts’ staff (including judges) must have been

2

trained to do whatever it takes to kill cases filed by pro se plaintiffs. I have

3

documented much of this on my webpage: “SALESSI LITIGATION PAGE”, and

4

in related public websites, such as in a recent comment which comes up in

5

GOOGLE: “Kareem Salessi 12-10-16”.

6

As to Wells Fargo’s drug running operations this comment sheds some light on:

7

GOOGLE: “Kareem Salessi 12-6-16”.

8

As to my other related published comments, these searches shed much light on:

9

GOOGLE:

10

“Kareem_Salessi_10_27_16”

11

“Kareem_Salessi_11_3_16”

12

“Kareem_Salessi_11_10_16”

13

I have herein totally established the Hon. Judge Crandall’s actual prejudice

14

against me in this case, even though it is not necessary to prove actual prejudice,

15

according to the codes, and case laws, cited to in the exemplar of (Exhibit-B2),

16

by Hon. Judge James Stotler, titled: “OPINION AND ORDER OF RECUSAL”,

17

fully incorporated herein with this reference. As such, the Hon. Judge James

18

Crandall is herein mandated to retroactively recuse himself as of his assignment

19

of the case on 6/14/16, without any mandatory NOTICES to me.

20

Furthermore, my 12/7/16 stated stance in re-invoking the full force and

21

effect of my formerly filed CCP §170.6 peremptory challenge, has just been

22

cemented by the http://www.courts.ca.gov/opinions/documents/S225109.PDF

23

Supreme Court decision, in its latest judicial challenge case Maas v. Superior

24

Court, 383 P.3d 637 (Cal. 2016), incorporated herein full with this reference.

25

As attested to, in this 11/7/16 decision, and just as I had foreseen, the

26

California Supreme Court upheld the lower court’s WRIT OF MANDATE to grant

27

Mass his CCP §170.6 peremptory challenge, only because he had NOT been

28

served ACTUAL NOTICE of them (i.e.: identically equal to my lack of notice).
6
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1

A search for the word “NOTICE” in the above decision, confirms what I

2

had previously proved, in support of my CCP §170.6 challenge, that courts’

3

failures to ever serve me, the assignment NOTICE, and the NOTICE of right to

4

file a CCP §170.6 challenge, had rendered the actual assignment to the Hon.

5

Judge Crandall void ab initio, and that therefore all of the courts’ orders, and/or

6

judgments, were rendered retroactively void ab initio.

7

CONCLUSION:

8
9

With this filing, the Hon. Judge Crandall should declare himself recused

10

from this case retroactively, as if never assigned ab initio. Although the Hon.

11

Judge Crandall’s recusal does not need an actual statement, such as the

12

attached exemplar by Judge Stotler, the court can opt to issue one if it prefers.

13

Furthermore, the Hon. Judge Crandall still maintains jurisdiction to undo

14

courts’ errors nunc pro tunc, by issuing a blanket order dissolving all orders,

15

and/or judgments, issued, and/or entered since 6/14/16. This would return the

16

case to its point of origin, namely to defendant Peimani’s judgment debtor’s

17

examination which was aborted over a year ago, by his counsel of record. My

18

potential filing of a NOTICE OF APPEAL will not disturb the nunc pro tunc

19

jurisdiction of the court to undo all erroneously entered orders, and/or judgments.

20
21
22
23

I, plaintiff Kareem Salessi, am the declarant in the above-entitled proceeding. I
have personally drafted the foregoing judicial challenge, and its declarations, and know
the contents to be true of my own personal knowledge and experience, except as to
those matters that are therein alleged on information and belief, and, as to those
matters, that I believe them to be true.
I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California
that the foregoing is true and correct.

24
25
26

Respectfully Submitted.
Dated 12-16-16

Kareem Salessi
Plaintiff

27
28
7
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3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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EXHIBIT-B2

12
13
14

OPINION AND ORDER OF RECUSAL EXEMPLAR

15
16

by:

17
18

Judge James A. Stotler

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
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THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA,

)
)

Plaintiff,

)
)

vs.

Case No. 12ZF0137

)

OPINION AND ORDER
ONRECUSAL

)

DANIEL PATRICK WOZNIAK,

)
)

Defendant.

)

OPINION
This court has read voluminous material submitted by the parties during the evolution of
this case in this department. Over the course of time, the case has been continued multiple times
to allow defendant to file a motion to recuse the Orange County District Attorney's Office (OCDA)
and a motion to dismiss the death penalty. The court has witnessed intense arguments over the
course of the proceedings with each side casting aspersions on the other. The subject of some of
the rancor has been a collateral case pending in another department of this court, People v. Scott
Dekraai, No. 12ZFO 128. The court has time and again allowed defendant the opportunity to file

the aforesaid motions due to defense allegations that OCDA and the Orange County Sheriffs
Department (OCSD) have, among other things, inappropriately withheld discovery in the Dekraai
case. While the postponements have been unfortunate, they are somewhat understandable in light
of the particular nature of both this case and Dekraai.
In the course of the proceedings in this case (Wozniak), the defense has indicated an intent

to file a motion to recuse the entire Orange County Superior Court.
Defendant filed a SUMMARY OF MOTION TO DISMISS THE DEATH PENALTY on
January 22, 2015.

The court was able to read and consider that summary as well as the

defendant's NOTICE OF MOTION AND MOTION TO CONTINUE TRIAL DATE (P.C. Section
1

1050); DECLARATION OF GOOD CAUSE ATTACHED HERETO, for the first time, over this
past weekend. Earlier, on Friday, January 23,2015, in oral argument, the court heard vociferous
invectives directed by defense counsel toward OCDA. Again, the rhetoric went back and forth
between the parties. Defense counsel LeSage was not involved in any of this and never has been.

In reading the defense motion to continue for the first time over the weekend, the court
noted in defense counsel's declaration the following, "I am requesting additional time, in part, to
also study materials and present a motion to disqualify this court under Civil Code of Procedure
170.1, as there now [sic] at least an appearance of prejudice against the defense -- created by Mr.
Murphy's representations. Again, as discussed in the Motion to Compel Discovery, which is
incorporated by reference, I address the compromised position in which the court would be placed
by making an analysis of who is accurate; fellow Superior Court Judges or defense counsel."
It is true as set forth in CCP Sec. 170 that a judge must decide any proceeding in which the
judge is not disqualified. Unless disqualified, a judge must accept all assignments (see, Cal. Rules
of Ct. 226) or provide the presiding judge with a statement of reasons for refusing to hear a case
(Cal. Rules of Ct. 6.608(1). See Briggs v. SuperiorCourt(200l) 87 Cal.App.4th 312,319 [judge's
duty to hear cases when not disqualified is as strong as judge's duty not to hear cases when
disqualified]; see also Rothman, California Judicial Conduct Handbook, Sec. 7.01 (CJA 2007) on
a judge's duty to hear difficult cases.
However,judges have a duty to make their decisions free from any bias or prejudice. Cal.
Rules of Ct., Standards of J. Admin 10.20; Cal. Rules of Ct., Code of Judicial Ethics, Canon 3B(5).
Because of this obligation, judges must disqualify themselves in proceedings in which their
disqualification is required by law (See, CCP Sec. 170.l(a)) or in which their impartiality might
reasonably be questioned (CCP Sec. 170.l(a)(6)(A)(iii); see Commentary to Cal. Rules of Ct.,
Code of Judicial Ethics, Canon 3E).

In general, a judge is disqualified if: (1) The judge believes that recusal would serve the
interests of justice (CCP Sec. 170.1(a)(6)(A)(i); (2) The judge has substantial doubt that he or she
could be impartial (CCP Sec. 170.1 (a)(6)(A)(ii); or (3) A person who was aware of the facts might
reasonably entertain doubt about the judge's impartiality (CCP Sec. 170.l(a)(6)(A)(iii);
Commentary to Cal Rules of Ct., Code of Judicial Ethics, Canon 3(E)).
Judges should use an objective standard in deciding whether a person aware of the facts
2

might entertain doubts concerning the judge's impartiality. Briggs v. Superior Court (2001) 87
Cal.App.4th 312, 319; Flyer v. Superior Court (1994) 23 Cal.App.4th 165, 170. In deciding the
question of recusal, judges should ask themselves if a reasonable person would entertain such
doubts looking at the circumstances of the present time. United Farm Workers of Am. v. Superior
Court (1985) 170 Cal.App.3d 97, 104. No actual bias is required. In re Wagner (2005) 127
Cal.App.4th 201.

Actual bias need not be present.

Roitz v. Coldwell Banker Residential

Brokerage Co. (1998) 62 Cal.App.4th 716, 723. If an average person could entertain doubt about
the judge's impartiality, disqualification is mandated. People v. Enriquez (2008) 160 Cal.App.4th
230; Catchpole v. Brannon (1995) 36 Cal.App.4th 237, 246. Potential bias and prejudice must be
clearly established. People v. Chatman (2006) 38 Cal.4th 344; and, Roitz, supra, at p. 724. Bias
or prejudice consists of a judge's mental attitude or disposition for or against a party to the
litigation. Roitz, supra, at p. 724.
(On actual bias and due process vs. the appearance of bias, see People v. Freeman (2010)
47 Cal.4th 993, wherein the California Supreme Court said, "Where only the appearance of bias is
at issue, a litigant's recourse is to seek disqualification under state disqualification statutes."
In light of the above, the court finds: (1) Recusal of Judge James A. Stotler as an

individual would serve the interests of justice (CCP Sec. 170.1(a)(6)(A)(i); (2) This individual
judge has substantial doubt that he could be impartial (CCP Sec. 170.1(a)(6)(A)(ii); and (3) A
person who was aware of the facts might reasonably entertain doubt about the judge's impartiality
(CCP Sec. 170.1 (a)(6)(A)(iii); Commentary to Cal Rules of Ct., Code of Judicial Ethics, Canon
3(E)).

ORDER
Accordingly, Judge James A. Stotler hereby recuses himself from any further proceedings
herein. The presiding judge has been advised of this recusal. The parties are ordered to Dept.
C5 of this court forthwith for further proceedings.
DATED: January 27,2015

3
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1
2
3

KAREEM SALESSI
2082 Michelson Drive, #100
Irvine, Ca. 92612
TEL: (949) 783 0165
Plaintiff & Appellant

4
5
6
7
8
9

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF
ORANGE, CENTRAL JUSTICE CENTER

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

KAREEM SALESSI,
Plaintiff,
vs.
THOMAS M. ABERCROMBIE, et al,
Defendants

) Case No.: 04CC11080
) Dept. C-33, Honorable Judge CRANDALL
)
) Plaintiff Salessi’s Declaration in
) Support of Non-appearance at 8:30
a.m. Status Conference, Pursuant to
)
Court Order of 10/4/16 (ROA 745)
)
) Hearing Date: 11/8/16; Time: 8:30 a.m.

To The Court; Defendant Frank Peimani, and his Counsel of Record:

18
19
20

I, Plaintiff Kareem Salessi, under the penalty of perjury of the laws of the State of
California, declare as follows, and would fully testify thereto in any legal
proceedings:

21
22
23
24
25
26
27

(ROA 745) filed by this court on 10/4/16 had evidently been mailed to me
from Sacramento on 10/5/16, and arrived at my address on 10/11/16 (i.e.: 6 days
after it had been filed on the court’s docket). It contained a two-line order to appear
at the court for a status conference on 11/8/16, at 8:30 in the morning. However, I
had not realized that it was set for the morning, while presuming that it was set for
the usual 1:30 p.m. hearing, some of which hearings I had previously attended.

28
1

Plaintiff’s Salessi’s Declaration in Support of NON-APPEARANCE for 11/8/16 Status Conference (ROA 745)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

In anticipation, and preparation, of appearing at the court at 1:30 p.m.,
shortly after 9 a.m. on 11/8/16, I checked the court’s docket online to see if any
new documents had been filed that I had not yet received, whereupon discovering
four separate entries (ROA 748-751).
I subsequently called the court around 9:30 to check on those documents
and to make sure that the Status Conference was still on at 1:30 p.m. However, to
my surprise, the court clerk, Ms. Julie told me that it was already heard at 8:30,
and that one counsel personally appeared, and another one appeared by
telephone (presumably Mr. Jacobson, on behalf of defendant Peimani).
Ms. Julie told me that the court set an Order to Show Cause (OSC) for
12/8/16, as to why I did not appear on 11/8/16. As explained above, this was due
to my inadvertence of not noticing the a.m. scheduled hearing as opposed to the
regular 1:30 p.m. appearances for law and motion hearings.
After that phone call, I sent the following email message to Mr. Jacobson:

15
16
17

Subject: Mr. Jacobson: have you received all these documents by
email from courts? I haven't received any yet, even by mail.!

18
19

FILED BUT NOT SERVED TO PLAINTIFF SALESSI:

20
21

751

pages

11/02/2016
750

E-FILING TRANSACTION 3460946 RECEIVED ON

11/04/2016

NV

11/02/2016

3

09/23/2016 12:28:57 PM.
749

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/ELECTRONIC
SERVICE

26
27

3

REASSIGNMENT) FILED BY PEIMANI, FARROKH ON

23

25

11/02/2016

DISMISSAL OF CASE AND FOR REMAND OF CASE FOR

22

24

ORDER - OTHER (DENYING MOTION TO SET ASIDE

748

pages

MINUTES FINALIZED FOR CHAMBERS WORK 11/02/2016
10:45:00 AM.

11/02/2016

1
pages

28
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1

Mr. Jacobson:

2
3
4
5

Thinking that we had an OSC this afternoon, I pulled the case docket and
found, to my surprise, the above listed documents which seem to have been
filed but not yet delivered to me either by email, or mail. Do you have them?

7

To inquire what these are I just called the court and talked to clerk Ms. Julie
who said the OSC was earlier today at 8:30 whereby the court set another
OSC for 12/8/16 also at 8:30, and further set dates of May 8, 2017 for trial,
and April 21, 2017, for a Mandatory Settlement Conference.

8

She also said that one attorney appeared, and one by phone (presumably

9

yourself).

6

10

Whom was the appearing attorney representing?

11

I appreciate any further information on any of the above.

12

thanks.

13

Kareem Salessi 11/8/16

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

********************************* NO RESPONSE FROM MR. JACOBSON *************

I called the court again to inquire how the court could calendare a trial and
a settlement conference while proceeding with the dismissal of the case at the
same time? Ms. Julie couldn’t tell me, but said that it would probably be explained
in the MINUTE ORDER that the court would file on that matter.
(ROA 746) arrived at plaintiff Salessi’s address, on 11/8/16. Its last line
reads: “Clerk to give notice by eService”, however, once again this had not been
emailed to me but sent by mail on 11/3/16, and arrived on 11/8/16. Additionally,
(ROA 746) had been mistakenly emailed to my former counsel, Mr. Tim Krantz,
who kindly provided his declaration herein attached as (Exhibit-A2) for the record,
and in support of my formerly filed statements the service of documents by the
multiple courts handling this case, since it was reopened early this year, has
apparently been a modus operandi fraud of the courts’ administration in order to

28
3

Plaintiff’s Salessi’s Declaration in Support of NON-APPEARANCE for 11/8/16 Status Conference (ROA 745)

1
2

avoid the mandatory servicing of documents to me on a routine basis, in order to
kill the case as soon as possible.
Later in the evening, on 11/8/16, I pulled the court’s docket again and found

3
4
5
6

an array of documents to have been filed today as listed below, wherefore, I
demand that the court order all those documents eServed to my email which the
court already has: SALESSI@SBCGLOBAL.NET

7
758

MINUTES FINALIZED FOR STATUS CONFERENCE 11/08/2016 08:30:00 AM.

11/08/2016

1 pages

757

THE ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE RE: DISMISSAL IS SCHEDULED FOR 12/07/2016
AT 08:30 AM IN DEPARTMENT C33.

11/08/2016

NV

756

THE MANDATORY SETTLEMENT CONFERENCE IS SCHEDULED FOR 04/21/2017
AT 08:30 AM IN DEPARTMENT C33.

11/08/2016

NV

11

755

THE JURY TRIAL IS SCHEDULED FOR 05/08/2017 AT 08:30 AM IN DEPARTMENT
C33.

11/08/2016

NV

12

754

ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE RE: DISMISSAL SCHEDULED FOR 12/07/2016 AT
08:30:00 AM IN C33 AT CENTRAL JUSTICE CENTER.

11/08/2016

NV

753

MANDATORY SETTLEMENT CONFERENCE SCHEDULED FOR 04/21/2017 AT
08:30:00 AM IN C33 AT CENTRAL JUSTICE CENTER.

11/08/2016

NV

752

JURY TRIAL SCHEDULED FOR 05/08/2017 AT 08:30:00 AM IN C33 AT CENTRAL
JUSTICE CENTER.

11/08/2016

NV

751

ORDER - OTHER (DENYING MOTION TO SET ASIDE DISMISSAL OF CASE AND
FOR REMAND OF CASE FOR REASSIGNMENT) FILED BY PEIMANI, FARROKH ON
11/02/2016

11/02/2016

3 pages

8
9
10

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

I, plaintiff Kareem Salessi, have personally drafted the foregoing declaration
and know the contents to be true of my own personal knowledge, except as to
those matters that are therein alleged on information and belief, and, as to those
matters, that I believe it to be true.
I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California
that the foregoing is true and correct.

23
24

Respectfully submitted.
Dated:
11/8/2016

Kareem Salessi
Plaintiff

25
26
27
28
4
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

(EXHIBIT-A2)

12
13
14
15

Declaration of Timothy Krantz, Esq. Bar No. 125906
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1 Timothy Krantz, Esq. Bar No. 125906
LAW OFFICE OF TIMOTHY KRANTZ
2 2082 Michelson Drive, #212
Irvine, California 92612
3 (949) 752-2291
4
Attorney for Plaintiff
5

6
SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
7

COUNTY OF ORANGE, CENTRAL DISTRICT
8

UNLIMITED JURISDICTION
9
10
)

K.AREEM SALESSI,
11

l

Plaintiff,
12
vs.
13
THOMAS ABERCROMBIE, ET AL.,
15
Defendants.

_____________________________ ))

DECLARATION OF TIMOTHY KRANTZ

17
18
19

DECLARATION OF TIMOTHY
KRANTZ

l

14

16

CASE NO.: 04CC11080

I, Timothy Krantz, hereby declare a!) follows:
1.

I am, and was at all times herein mentioned, an attorney duly licensed to practice

20

law in the State of California and a member of this court and was the prior attorney for Kareem

21

Salessi (hereinafter "Plaintiff') in the above-captioned matter. I have personal knowledge of the

22

following facts set forth herein, and if called upon to testify, I could do so truthfully and

23

competently.

24

2.

On 12/2/15, I caused to be filed a Substitution of Attorney form with the Orange

25

County Superior Court which substituted me out of the case as the attorney of record for Kareem

26

Salessi (Plaintiff) and substituted in Mr. Salessi as representing himself. I request that the court

27

take judicial notice of the court docket for this document.

28

3.

Since the date of that filing (12/2/15), I have periodically received notices from the

1
DECLARATION OF TIMOTHY KRANTZ

Court on behalf of the Plaintiff. However, since I am no longer the attorney of record, I should not
2

have received those notices. Moreover, I assumed that Plaintiff was receiving these notices since

3

he was representing himself. As such, I did not forward the notices to Plaintiff.

4
5

6
7

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the

foregoing is true and correct.
Executed in Irvine, California on November 8, 2016.

~
t_

8
9

10

TIMOTHY KRAN

/

"

~,ESQ .

11
12

13
14

15

16
17

18

19
20
21
22

23
24

25
26
27

28
2

DECLARATION OF TIMOTHY KRANTZ
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4

LAWRENCE A. JACOBSON, SBN 057393
SEAN M. JACOBSON, SBN 227241
COHEN AND JACOBSON, LLP
900 Veterans Boulevard, Suite 600
Redwood City, California 94063
Telephone: (650) 261-6280
Facsimile: (650) 368-6221

5

Farrokh Peimani aka Frank Peimani

2
3

ELECTROmCALL Y FILED
Superior Court of California,
County of Orange

11/0212016 at 12 :28 :00 PM
Clerk of the Superior Court
By Diana .Acosta, Deputy Clerk

6

7

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

8

COUNTY OF SAN ORANGE- CIVIL DIVISION UNLIMITED

9

10

KAREEM SALESSI,

11

Plaintiff,

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Case No. 04CC11080

vs.
THOMAS ABERCROMBIE;
ABERCOMBRIE REALTY; NICK (ALI)
ROSHDIEH; DANA BALLARD; PATRICK
F. ORTIZ; DEBORAH M ORTIZ;
SOUTHWOOD PEST CONTROL; ANN
SKINNER; KAREN MITCHELL; COAST
CITIES ESCROW; TAMZI RICHARDSON;
FIRST TEAM REAL ESTATE; CAMERON
N. MERAGE; FARROKH (FRANK)
PEIMANI; CENTURY FUNDING; ALPHA
APPRAISALS; MICHAEL SHADAB;
WORLD SAVINGS BANK (GROUP);
ASSESSOR, COUNTY OF ORANGE; DOES
1 THROUGH 500, INCLUSIVE,

21
Defendants.

22
23

Ill

24

Ill

25

Ill

26

Ill

27

Ill

28

Ill

ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION TO SET ASIDE DISMISSAL OF
CASE AND FOR REMAND OF CASE
FOR REASSIGNMENT
Hearing Date
Date: September 22, 2016
Time: 1:30 p.m.
Place: Dept C33
Central Justice Center
700 Civic Center
Santa Ana, CA 92701

Complaint Filed:
Judgment Entered:

November, 2004
August 1, 2016

1

PlaintiffKareem Salessi ("Plaintiff') having filed his Motion to Set Aside Dismissal of

2

Case and for Remand of Case for Reassignment, and related pleadings (the "Motion"); Farrokh

3

Peimani ("Peimani") having filed his Opposition to the Motion, and related pleadings; Plaintiff

4

having filed his Reply Brief; the Court having read and considered all pleadings filed by the

5

Parties; the Court having posted its Tentative Ruling indicating an intent to deny the Motion and to

6

deny Peimani's request for sanctions against Plaintiff(the "Tentative Ruling"); the matter having

7

come on for hearing on September 22, 2016, at 1:30 p.m., in Department 33 of the above entitled

8

Court, the Hon. James L. Crandall presiding; Peimani having appeared by Cohen and Jacobson,

9

LLP (Lawrence A. Jacobson appearing telephonically); Salessi having appeared in pro per; the

10
11

12

Court having entertained the arguments of counsel; and good cause appearing:
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Tentative Ruling is adopted and the Motion is
DENIED. Peimani's request for sanctions is also DENIED. The Court finds as follows:

13

Plaintiffhas not set forth sufficient facts showing he did not have knowledge of the

14

reassignment from C14 to C33. Further, plaintiff chose to argue the merits of the demurrer

15

before Judge Crandall rather than asserting any rights he may have had under CCP § 170.6.

16
17

A motion to disqualify a judge by filing an affidavit ofprejudice pursuant to Code Civ.

18

Proc. § 170.6 is untimely if made after the judge has conducted a pretrial hearing involving

19

a determination of contested fact issues relating to the merits. (In re Abdul Y., (1982) 130

20

Cal. App. 3d 847, 857-858.)

21
22

If plaintiff had any intention of exercising his rights under§ 170.6 he should have done so

23

prior to the hearing on the demurrer.

24
25

Responding Party has requested sanctions for his having to oppose this "frivolous" motion.

26

However, there is no indication Responding Party has complied with the procedural

27
28

requirements of CCP § 128.5. That section requires such a motion to be served 21 days

1

before it is filed so as to allow time for correction of the offending conduct. There is no

2

indication Responding Party gave 21 days notice to plaintiff of his intent to seek sanctions

3

under CCP § 128.5

4

5

Defendant Frank Peimani's request for sanctions is denied for failure to comply with the

6

provisions ofCCP § 128.5.

7

8

Dated: November 2, 2016

9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25
26

27
28

Hon. James Crandall
Judge of the Superior Court
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1
2
3

KAREEM SALESSI
2082 Michelson Drive, #100
Irvine, Ca. 92612
TEL: (949) 783 0165
Plaintiff

4
5
6
7
8
9

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF
ORANGE, CENTRAL JUSTICE CENTER

10
11
12

KAREEM SALESSI,
Plaintiff,
vs.

13
14

THOMAS M. ABERCROMBIE, et al,
Defendants

15

) Case No.: 04CC11080
) Dept. C-33, Honorable Judge CRANDALL
)
) Plaintiff’s Objection to the Court’s
) DENIAL ORDER OF PLAINTIFF’s
PEREMPTORY CHALLENGE (ROA 742)
)
)

16

To The Court; Defendant Frank Peimani, and his Counsel of Record:
17
18

This objection is to this court’s (ROA 742) DENIAL OF PLAINTIFF’s

19

PEREMTORY CHALLENGE (ROA 737), purportedly served 9/26/16 from

20

Sacramento, and arriving at plaintiff’s address on 9/30/16 (Friday), thus

21

crisscrossing Salessi’s preparation and filing of his 10/3/16 OBJECTION

22

(ROA 744). Although (ROA 744) was also meant to preempt the instant

23

denial order, this instant OBJECTION is to enforce Salessi’s position in (ROA

24

744) as well as a stand-alone objection to this court’s denial of Salessi’s

25

9/22/16 PEREMTORY CHALLENGE (CCP 170.6).

26
27
28

Respectfully submitted.
Dated: 10/11/16

Kareem Salessi
Plaintiff
1

Plaintiff’s Objection to the Court’s Denial of CCP 170.6 Peremptory Challenge (ROA 742)

1

DECLARATION OF PLAINITFF SALESSI IN SUPPORT OF OBJECTION:

2
3
4

I, Plaintiff Kareem Salessi, under the penalty of perjury of the laws of the State of
California, declare as follows, and would fully testify thereto in any legal
proceedings:

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

The facts and laws pertaining to my 10/3/16 OBJECTION, and in support
of my 9/22/16 “PEREMPTORY CHALLENGE”, pursuant to CCP 170.6, directly
apply to the instant “OBJECTION”, and are incorporated herein with this
reference as if fully set forth herein. In re Abdul Y., (1982) 130 Cal. App. 3d 847
was the landmark case supporting my position in having timely filed my 9/22/16
challenge, pursuant to the court’s own advice that day as well as in its
“TENTATIVE RULING”, in which ruling the court cited only to the Abdul case,
evidently unaware that it was most favorable to my position.

14

The most recent development, as to California Peremptory Challenges,

15

which was also in support of my position, was the recently de-published case of

16

Maas v. Superior Court, 232 Cal.App.4th 169 (2014) which is citable here

17

because the conclusion of its pending California Supreme Court decision, in

18

case# S225109 would be undoubtedly in my favor, as explained herein, and thus

19

this court should do as the above appellate case ended its decision by stating:

20
21
22
23

“DISPOSITION: Let a writ of mandate issue directing respondent superior
court to vacate its August 7, 2013, order denying Maas’s petition for writ of
habeas corpus. Thereafter, the superior court shall reassign Maas’s
petition for writ of habeas corpus for decision by a judge other than Judge
Thompson.”

24
25
26
27

The above decision was solely based on the court’s failure to give NOTICE
to Maas of the assignment to Judge Thompson and thus the failure to give him
NOTICE of his right to file a CCP 170.6 Peremptory Challenge.

28
2

Plaintiff’s Objection to the Court’s Denial of CCP 170.6 Peremptory Challenge (ROA 742)

1
2
3
4
5

The above appellate decision: Maas, a third-striker, had filed a Petition
for a Writ of Habeas Corpus with the San Diego Superior Court, a.k.a.: Enron On
the Sea (since the publicized judicial convictions related to the infamous “Adams’
Game” which was the fixing of hundreds of cases by San Diego judges for corrupt
attorney Patrick Frega, in return for bribes, for around two decades).

6

Maas’ request habeas had been assigned to a Judge Thompson without

7

NOTICE to Maas who had later stated that he would have filed a Peremptory

8

Challenge had he been served NOTICE of the assignment to Judge Thompson.

9

To the above appellate court Maas’ intention to file, or not to file, a challenge, was

10

irrelevant; all that mattered was the fact that he was not given NOTICE of the

11

assignment. Maas had discovered the said assignment after receiving the

12

DENIAL of his Habeas request, by Judge Thompson; Maas then filed his CCP

13

170.6 challenge.

14
15

Not surprisingly, however, and as in my case, Judge Thompson denied

16

Maas’ challenge on the false basis that it was too late, and that he had already

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

ruled on Maas’ Habeas request and that thus Maas had waived his rights to a
timely challenge. Very similarly, Plaintiff Salessi’s instant situation in not having
ever been served the NOTICE of assignment to this court as well as the NOTICE
of his right to file his CCP 170.6 challenge, thus a squarely similar Maasy
situation, even though Salessi here is a civil suit plaintiff, while Maas was a
criminal defendant. Evidently, Maas had been able to retain counsel to file a
timely WRIT-PETITION with San Diego County Court of Appeal, whereupon that
court had unanimously granted the WRIT and ordered Judge Thompson’s
Habeas Denial withdrawn and the case re-assigned to another judge to decide
the Habeas. The above Appellate Court did not consider Maas’ challenge judgeshopping in any way, as the opposing counsel Mr. Jacobson had falsely
implicated during the 9/22/16 oral argument and his paperwork.
3

Plaintiff’s Objection to the Court’s Denial of CCP 170.6 Peremptory Challenge (ROA 742)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

For reasons unknown to me, plaintiff Salessi, the California Supreme
Court, on its own motion, picked up the above appellate decision for review,
whereupon California DOJ filed an answering brief in opposition to the above
appellate decision. However, ironically as it may sound, Attorney General Kamala
Harris’ Brief expresses full and detailed support of my (Plaintiff Salessi) position,
in part stating the following, at its page 17 of its herein linked PDF file:
http://www.courts.ca.gov/documents/2-s225109-rpi-answer-brief-merits-092915.pdf

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

““Courts interpreting this provision have concluded that initial court rulings
on a variety of pretrial motions do not prevent a subsequent peremptory
challenge. (See Guardado v. Superior Court (2008) 163 Cal.App.4th 91,
97, fn. 5 [listing examples]; School District of Okaloosa County v. Superior
Court (1997) 58 Cal.App.4th 1126, 1133-1134 ["Most pretrial motions are
decided without a determination of contested facts related to the merits of
the case."].) Most notably, several courts have concluded that an earlier
demurrer does not involve "contested fact issues" so as to prevent a later
challenge in the same cause. (See, e.g., Fight for the Rams v. Superior
Court (1996) 41 Cal.App.4th 953, 957; Zdonek v. Superior Court (1974)
38 Cal.App.3d 849, 852-853...””

16
17

The last above case (Zdonek) was the one to which this court's only cited
case (In re Abdul) also cited to in this court's 9/22/16 "TENTATIVE RULING" to

18

which plaintiff filed a documented objection on 10/3/16 (ROA 744). In her Brief,
19

DOJ continues exploring and discussing the various scenarios related to CCP
20

170.6, including “all purpose assignments”, as a sort of exception, however, at all

21

times emphasizing the triggering of deadline to file a challenge to be 15 days after
22
23
24
25
26
27

the “NOTICE OF ALL PURPOSE ASSIGNMENT” is served to party/s (p. 20 of
pdf), or after the first hearing on the merits. According to the DOJ’s extensive
analysis, and as applied to my case, such an exception was inapplicable, due to
the lack NOTICE as well as the fact that demurrers are not hearings on the merits
of the case, and thus do not trigger such right to file challenge, in particular without
NOTICE of CCP 170.6 rights.

28
4

Plaintiff’s Objection to the Court’s Denial of CCP 170.6 Peremptory Challenge (ROA 742)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

In the instant situation, the court, and defense counsel have repeatedly,
and falsely, implied that I had been “deemed served” such a NOTICE, by having
received a 9/23/16 “NOTICE OF CONTINUANCE” of hearing of the demurrer
from 6/24/16, to 7/14/16, to this court, while I have never been served the above
mandatory NOTICE/s, according to proof filed in my 9/22/16 motion papers, and
according to the court’s own admission which falsely equated the 6/23/16 paper
with such mandatory ACTUAL NOTICE/s, to which I repeatedly objected.

8

DOJ’s sole argument in its Answering Brief was the contention that

9

hearings such as DEMURRERS and HABEAS can not trigger the initial right to

10

file a Peremptory Challenge, and that such a right is first triggered by a hearing

11

on a contested issue on the merits. As such, this fortifies plaintiff’s Salessi’s

12

position further, as against both contentions of this court as well as that of

13

defendant in their false claims that I had already lost, and waived, my right to file

14

a peremptory challenge because a demurrer had been heard on 7/14/16.

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Consequently, even assuming the worst potential outcome in Maas, which
the California Supreme Court recently took under submission (pending a decision
any day now), would be the overturning of the above appellate decision, such
outcome would only strengthen Salessi’s position in that it would decided that my
right to file a Peremptory Challenge has not yet been triggered because the
7/14/16 demurrer was not a hearing on "contested fact issues".
Furthermore, I believe that the Honorable Judge Crandall who (on 9/22/16)
expressly advised me to file my CCP 170.6 challenge in order to preserve my

24

rights to it on appeal, had presumably determined that my filing of the said

25

challenge at that time was timely, and thus the court should not have filed a

26

MINUTE ORDER OF DENIAL of the challenge the next day.

27
28
5

Plaintiff’s Objection to the Court’s Denial of CCP 170.6 Peremptory Challenge (ROA 742)

1

CONCLUSION:

2
3
4

For all the forgoing reasons, this honorable court should respectfully

5

withdraw its minute order (ROA 742) and should not file an “Entered Order” of

6

denial of my 9/22/16 Peremptory Challenge, as also documented in my previous

7

filing (ROA 744), and to respectfully remand the case to the presiding judge to

8

reassign to another court for the demurrer, and/or, any further proceedings.

9

I, plaintiff Kareem Salessi, am the moving party in the above-entitled
objection to defendant’s proposed ruling. I have personally drafted the foregoing
declaration and know the contents to be true of my own personal knowledge,
except as to those matters that are therein alleged on information and belief, and,
as to those matters, I believe it to be true.
I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California
that the foregoing is true and correct.

10
11
12
13
14
15

Respectfully submitted.
Dated:
10/11/2016

Kareem Salessi
Plaintiff

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

P.S.:
NOTICES TO THE COURT:
1- Plaintiff Salessi still has to file his documents by clicking the name of a
defendant for the court-computer to accept the download, otherwise it reject
everytime. I believe this to be a systemic fraud of the court’s administration,
to prevent self-represented parties (pro se) from e-filing documents.
2- The proof of service of documents by court are inconsistent and faulty. They
do not serve documents to me electronically by email as they do to defense
counsel. Furthermore, the proofs of service by mail, do NOT express that
the documents are deposited in “The United States Postal Service” (USPS),
therefore, and according to an order of the Hon. Judge Moss in a 3/11/16
motion, the proofs of service should be deemed invalid and and void, and
the documents should be deemed never served.
3- (ROA 745) filed by court 10/4/16, arrived at my address today, 10/11/16.

26
27

Respectfully submitted
Dated:
10/11/2016

Kareem Salessi

28
6

Plaintiff’s Objection to the Court’s Denial of CCP 170.6 Peremptory Challenge (ROA 742)
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1
2
3

KAREEM SALESSI
2082 Michelson Drive, #100
Irvine, Ca. 92612
TEL: (949) 783 0165
Plaintiff & Appellant

4
5
6
7
8
9

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF
ORANGE, CENTRAL JUSTICE CENTER

10
11
12
13
14

KAREEM SALESSI,
Plaintiff,
vs.
THOMAS M. ABERCROMBIE, et al,
Defendants

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

) Case No.: 04CC11080
) Dept. C-33, Honorable Judge CRANDALL
)
) Plaintiff’s Objection to Defendant
) Peimani’s “PROPOSED ORDER”
denying plaintiff’s motion to set
)
aside dismissal of case (ROA 740)
)
)

To The Court; Defendant Frank Peimani, and his Counsel of Record:
This objection is based upon the filings related to plaintiff Salessi’s 9/22/16
motion to set aside dismissal of case for multiple courts’ failures to serve Salessi
with mandatory notices; the oral argument held 9/22/16; the Tentative Ruling of
the court which was adopted during the oral Argument, despite plaintiff’s
objections thereto; plaintiff’s declaration herein; case-laws herein presented,
based on the court’s own citation to In re Abdul Y., 130 Cal. App. 3d 847, (Ct.
App. 1982), misstated by the court to represent the contrary of what the case
stands for.

26
27
28

Respectfully submitted.
Dated: 10/2/16

Kareem Salessi
Plaintiff
1

Plaintiff’s Objection to Defendant Peimani’s “PROPOSED ORDER”… (ROA 740)

1

DECLARATION OF PLAINITFF SALESSI IN SUPPORT OF OBJECTION:

2
3
4

I, Plaintiff Kareem Salessi, under the penalty of perjury of the laws of the State
of California, declare as follows, and would fully testify thereto in any legal
proceedings:

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

On 9/22/16 motion (ROA 726, 729, 734) was heard by this court. During
the Oral Argument I reiterated the fact that I had never been served the
mandatory NOTICE OF REASIGNMENT of the case to this court, and that I
personally discovered those, and other filed, but not served, documents on
7/22/16 from the court’s document retrieval office, as documented in my motion
papers. That was eight days after the 7/14/16 Demurrer of Frank Peimani had
already been heard, due to the unserved reassignments, coupled with the
unserved right to exercise a CCP 170.6 peremptory challenge.
Furthermore, during the oral argument, I restated that defense counsel
Mr. Jacobson had obviously intentionally concealed the said documents from
me throughout with a modus operandi pattern of concealment, fraud, and
deceit, under color of law. Mr. Jacobson did not deny those charges.
Additionally, I reiterated Mr. Jacobson and the court’s clerk Ms. Quach’s
numerous illegal exparte contacts which had led to some of the fraudulent
activities, as detailed in my filings. I specifically charged that, according to proof,
the 8/1/16 documents had all been backdated and filed illegally, pursuant to the
court’s illegal exparte contacts, although with the Judge’s apparent approval.
Once again, Mr. Jacobson did not deny any of those charges, and the court
admitted that such exparte illegalities were quite routine in that court, as if they
were totally legal, while they are in fact illegal, as I explained in the motion
papers, and orally. It is quite likely that most, if not all, Orange County Superior
Court (OCSC) clerks, and courts, are running their own illegal private casefixing enterprises on the side of their official jobs, quite similar to what the dozen

28
2

Plaintiff’s Objection to Defendant Peimani’s “PROPOSED ORDER”… (ROA 740)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

OCSC clerks were arrested for on 9/7/16 for fixing thousands of traffic court
cases, while not disclosing the parts which judges, of the said courts, had likely
played in those case fixes.
On 9/22/16, the Honorable Judge Crandall persistently, and falsely,
equated “ACTUAL NOTICE” with my having had a late second hand knowledge
of the assignment of the case to his court with a 6/22/16 filing of Mr. Jacboson
which was for the continuance of the 6/23/16 hearing to 7/14/16, with this
court’s details on it (ROA 710). I objected to the Judge’s statements by citing to
two of his own rulings to the contrary of his instant statements from his tentative
rulings of 7/14/16, and 9/22/16, the first of which is copy-pasted herein below:

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

8 Tilton vs. Cal
Max
Properties
L.P.
16-835846

The request for judicial notice by defendant Cal Max Properties, LP
(defendant) is granted.
The court declines to consider plaintiff John Tilton’s (plaintiff)
opposition. The proof of service is faulty; it indicates the opposition
was served “on the parties in this action, because their service
addresses are unknown, since they have not appeared,” and then
lists the address for the defendant’s prior counsel, without indicating
whether the opposition was served on such counsel.
Defendant’s demurrer is sustained in its entirety with 10 days
leave to amend.
///
///

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

In response to the above contradictions of the court’s own rulings, the Hon.
Judge Crandall stated that he will keep to his Tentative Ruling [despite the
contradictions, resulting in the court’s double-standard of practice]. Worse yet,
the court’s citations below in its 9/22/16 Tentative Ruling was a pure fabrication,
of the contents as well as of its interpretation of the cited Abdul decision:
3

Plaintiff’s Objection to Defendant Peimani’s “PROPOSED ORDER”… (ROA 740)

1
2
3
4

“A motion to disqualify a judge by filing an affidavit of
prejudice pursuant to Code Civ. Proc. § 170.6 is
untimely if made after the judge has conducted a
pretrial hearing involving a determination of contested
fact issues relating to the merits. (In re Abdul Y.,
(1982) 130 Cal. App. 3d 847, 857-858.)”

5
6

Herein below is copy-pasted the true pinpointed citation to the court’s

7

above falsely cited pages (857-857) of the case, with probably the most relevant

8

sentences highlighted below, emphasizing that demurrers are NOT “hearings on

9

the merits”, contrary to how the court had falsely labeled them above:

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Abdul:

““Prior to 1965, if a party failed to exercise his section 170.6 rights before a pretrial hearing
involving a contested issue of law or fact, he lost his right to peremptorily disqualify the
judge. (Swartzmen v. Superior Court (1964) 231 Cal.App.2d 195, 41 Cal.Rptr. 721.) The
1965 amendment added a final sentence to paragraph (2) of that section reading: “The
fact that a judge ... has presided at or acted in connection *858 with a pretrial conference
or other hearing, proceeding or motion prior to trial and not involving a determination of
contested fact issues relating to the merits shall not preclude the later making of the
motion provided for herein at the time and in the manner hereinbefore provided.” (Stats.
1965, ch. 1442, p. 3375, § 1; emphasis added.) That amendment was drafted and
sponsored by the State Bar of California to permit the litigant to exercise his peremptory
right to disqualify a judge prior to trial “notwithstanding that the judge had earlier heard
demurrers and motions without challenge.” (Zdonek v. Superior Court, supra, 38
Cal.App.3d at p. 852, 113 Cal.Rptr. 669.) In the July-August 1964 issue of the State Bar
Journal, the proposed legislation was explained, in pertinent part, as follows:
“As to other hearings and matters before trial, it [§ 170.6] appears proper to distinguish
matters before trial which involve a judicial ‘determination of contested fact issues relating
to the merits.’ A preliminary injunction hearing, for example, may turn upon the same fact
issues as are involved in a trial on the merits. Here the ‘challenge’ should be exercised or
waived.
“But hearings on demurrers, pleading and other matters before trial are comparatively
routine and should not result in waiver.
“The committee believes that the suggested change in Section 170.6, if enacted into law,
will (1) conserve judicial manpower on the smaller counties; (2) reduce the number of
disqualification motions statewide; (3) preserve the motion for the important situation
where fact determinations are involved, such as trials; (4) recognize that preliminary
8

28
4

Plaintiff’s Objection to Defendant Peimani’s “PROPOSED ORDER”… (ROA 740)

1
2
3
4
5

motions and matters are often handled in routine fashion by an attorney other than the one
who will try the case, without the presence of the client (whose views and information are
important on a disqualification motion).” (Report of the Committee on Administration of
Justice (1964) 39 State Bar J. 496, 498.)””
In re Abdul Y., 130 Cal. App. 3d 847, 857–858, 182 Cal. Rptr. 146, 152
(Ct. App. 1982)

6

Abdul had in fact been a landmark case in plaintiff’s favor, thus making it

7

suspicious as to how the court came to cite to it as it did. It is likely that the above

8

fabricated citation, falsely attributed to the Abdul case, had in fact been

9

fabricated by the court’s consulting attorney/s who usually handle such motions,

10

and that the Hon. Judge Crandall had not even looked up the case to see that it

11

proved otherwise. However, one way or the other, the citation had been

12

fabricated by the court and must be held against the court for having falsely cited

13

to a case which was in fact most favorable to plaintiff, even more so than the

14

cases falsely cited to by defense counsel in his opposition.

15

However, in order to fully convince this court that it should now withdraw its

16

own tentative ruling, especially due to the above fabrication, and in order to grant

17

Salessi’s 9/22/16 motion, plaintiff Salessi has herein brought this court up-to-date

18

with the progeny of applicable cases which have cited to Abdul in their sequence

19

below, followed with their pinpointed full citations below:

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

““Prior to 1965, if a party failed to exercise his section 170.6 rights before a pretrial hearing
involving a contested issue of law or fact, he lost his right to peremptorily disqualify the
judge.” (In re Abdul Y. (1982) 130 Cal.App.3d 847, 857, 182 Cal.Rptr. 146, citing
Swartzman v. Superior Court (1964) 231 Cal.App.2d 721, 41 Cal.Rptr. 721.) “In 1965, the
Legislature, at the suggestion of the State Bar of California, adopted the following
amendment to section 170.6, subdivision 2: ‘The fact that a judge has presided at or acted
in connection with a pretrial conference or other hearing, proceeding or motion prior to trial
and not involving a determination of contested fact issues relating to the merits shall not
preclude the later making of the motion [to disqualify] provided for herein at the time and in
the manner hereinbefore provided.’ [Citation.]” (Kohn v. Superior Court (1966) 239

28
5
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Cal.App.2d 428, 429–430, 48 Cal.Rptr. 832.) (Emphasis in original.) “The underlined
language is at the heart of, reflects the motivating purpose of the 1965 amendment. This
addition preserves the right of a party to disqualify a judge under ... section 170.6
notwithstanding the *657 fact the judge had heard and determined an earlier demurrer or
motion, or other matter not involving ‘contested fact issues' relating ‘to the merits' without
challenge in the same cause. [Citation.]” (In re Jose S. (1978) 78 Cal.App.3d 619, 626,
144 Cal.Rptr. 309; accord, Brown v. Swickard (1985) 163 Cal.App.3d 820, 825, 209
Cal.Rptr. 844.)””
Bambula v. Superior Court, 174 Cal. App. 3d 653, 656–57, 220 Cal. Rptr.
223, 224 (Ct. App. 1985)

ORANGE COUNTY APPELLATE COURT CASE:
““Despite the trial judge's probably accurate observation that this lawsuit has little prospect
of success, he was not called upon to, nor did he, make “a determination of contested fact
issues relating to the merits.” (Code Civ.Proc. § 170.6; see also Bambula v. Superior
Court (1985) 174 Cal.App.3d 653, 220 Cal.Rptr. 223 [ruling on a motion for summary
judgment does not involve a determination of contested fact issues].) For the purposes of
the demurrer, he simply accepted **854 plaintiff's factual allegations as true.””
Fight for the Rams v. Superior Court, 41 Cal. App. 4th 953, 958, 48
Cal. Rptr. 2d 851, 853–54 (1996)
““The amendment was adopted in the 1965 at the suggestion of the State Bar of California
to preserve the right of a party to disqualify a judge under section 170.6 despite the fact
that the judge had heard and determined an earlier demurrer or motion or other matter not
involving contested fact issues relating to the merits. (See Bambula v. Superior Court,
supra, 174 Cal.App.3d at pp. 656–657, 220 Cal.Rptr. 223.)””
Depper v. Superior Court, 74 Cal. App. 4th 15, 21, 87 Cal. Rptr. 2d 563,
568 (1999)
““This provision was added by amendment in 1965 “at the suggestion of the State Bar of
California to preserve the right of a party to disqualify **179 a judge under section 170.6
despite the fact that the judge had heard and determined an earlier demurrer or motion or
other matter not involving contested fact issues relating to the merits.” (Depper v. Superior
Court (1999) 74 Cal.App.4th 15, 21, 87 Cal.Rptr.2d 563.)””

25
26

Zilog, Inc. v. Superior Court, 86 Cal. App. 4th 1309, 1317, 104 Cal. Rptr.
2d 173, 178–79 (2001)

27
28
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““*882 II. Discussion
A. Standard of Review
1“The determination of the question of the disqualification of a judge is not an
appealable order and may be reviewed only by a writ of mandate from the
appropriate court of appeal sought only by the parties to the proceeding. The petition
for the writ shall be filed and served within 10 days after service of written notice of
entry of the courts order determining the question of disqualification.” (§ 170.3, subd.
(d); Zilog, Inc. v. Superior Court (2001) 86 Cal.App.4th 1309, 1315, 104 Cal.Rptr.2d
173 (Zilog ).) The Courts of Appeal have reached varying conclusions regarding the
appropriate standard of review of the denial of a peremptory challenge. In Zilog, for
instance, the court reviewed the trial court's order for abuse of discretion and noted
that “[a] trial court abuses its discretion when it erroneously denies as untimely a
motion to disqualify a judge pursuant to section 170.6.” (Zilog, at p. 1315, 104
Cal.Rptr.2d 173)””

11
12

Swift v. Superior Court, 172 Cal. App. 4th 878, 882, 91 Cal. Rptr. 3d 504,
506 (2009)

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

““Only a hearing which involves a determination of contested factual issues relating to the
merits will have this preclusive effect.... [T]he fact that a judge has presided at ‘ “a pretrial
conference or other hearing, proceeding or motion prior to trial and not involving a
determination of contested fact issues relating to the merits shall not preclude the later
making of the motion provided for herein.” ’ ” (Zilog, supra, 86 Cal.App.4th at p. 1317, 104
Cal.Rptr.2d 173; § 170.6, subd. (a)(2).)””
Swift v. Superior Court, 172 Cal. App. 4th 878, 883, 91 Cal. Rptr. 3d 504,
507 (2009)

21

Furthermore, the short related trial court level RULING of (2007 WL

22

7262930), which turned up with the above legal research, emphasized the

23

importance of ACTUAL NOTICE of reassignments, as coupled with its mandatory

24
25
26
27
28

NOTICE of RIGHT TO FILE A CCP 170.6 CHALLENGE TO AN ASSIGNED
JUDGE, and that nothing is accepted as a substitute for such ACTUAL NOTICE.
Lastly, but not least, plaintiff focuses the court’s attention to the fact that
the court never rendered a “STATEMENT OF DECISION” to this case, probably
because it never made any findings of facts, or conclusions of laws, therefore, its
7
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

proposed ruling on having made a statement of decision is also of no force or
effect, and thus the court should simply withdraw all the wrong rulings and
remand the case to the presiding judge for reassignment, since it never legally
assumed jurisdiction of this case to begin with, due to the absence of all the
mandatory notices to plaintiff Salessi, rendering its jurisdiction void.
In support of the fact that the court’s purported statement of decision, by its
adoption of its tentative ruling of 7/14/16, was NOT a “STATEMENT OF
DECISION”, I have herein attached as (Exhibit-Z), and for the record, a recent
statement of decision example from another OCSC department. In the sample
document, although it’s outcome was not in favor of its plaintiff, the judge made
some specific findings of facts, and conclusions of laws, as opposed to the
purported statement of this court of 7/14/16 which made NO findings of fact,
NOR conclusions of laws, by adopting its tentative ruling of the same day.

CONCLUSION:
For all the forgoing reasons, this honorable court should deny the recently
filed proposed order of denial of my 9/22/16 motion, and should withdraw its
dismissal of the case as set forth in the motion papers, and unopposedly argued.
I, plaintiff Kareem Salessi, am the moving party in the above-entitled
objection to defendant’s proposed ruling. I have personally drafted the foregoing
declaration and know the contents to be true of my own personal knowledge,
except as to those matters that are therein alleged on information and belief, and,
as to those matters, I believe it to be true.
I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California
that the foregoing is true and correct.

22
23
24

Respectfully submitted.
Dated:
10/2/2016

Kareem Salessi
Plaintiff

25
26
27
28
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8
9
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(EXHIBIT-Z)

12
13
14
15
16
17

STATEMENT OF DECISION SAMPLE

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
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,,

1
2

The case came on for trial on January 28, 2016, in Department C17 of the
Orange County Superior Court, the Honorable Craig L. Griffin, Judge presiding, with

3 Chad S. Hummel, David R. Carpenter and Eric B. Schwartz, from Sidley Austin LLP,

from Janus Capital Law Group, appearing for defendant and cross-complainant

and cross -complainant Guaranteed Rate, Inc. (GRI). Due to family medical issues,
11
12
13

14

defendant Brian Decker was severed for later separate trial. Defendant and crosscomplainant Yvonne Felix did not appear.
As reflected in their Joint Statement filed on January 22, 2916, the parties
agreed that the trial on the consolidated cases would be conducted in phases: First,

15

liability and compensatory damages; second, punitive damages; and third, the 7th

16
17

cause of action in MOMCO's third amended complaint for Unfair Competition in

18

claim was to be determined by the Court based on the evidence admitted during the

19

first two phases of trial and subsequent briefmg of the parties.

Violation of Business and Professions Code section17200 (the UCL Claim). The UCL

20

The Court, having heard all of the testimony presented at trial, both live and by

21

deposition transcript, having reviewed the exhibits admitted into evidence, and having

22

considered the jury verdict rendered, the arguments of counsel, both oral and written,

23

and objections to the Court's proposed Statement of Decision, now issues its Statement

24

ofDecision.

25
26
27
28

·2·

'I

1

A. The UCL Claim

2

3

4

The UCL Claim alleges that based on all ofMOMCo's other causes of action
against defendant Anderson and GRI, the two had violated the UCL by their unfair,

5

unlawful or fraudulent acts. Although the 71h cause of action alleges "damages,"

6

compensatory damages may not be awarded in connection with this claim. Pineda v.

7 Bank ofAmerica, N.A. (2010) 50 Cal.4th 1389, 1402 n.14; Korea Supply Co. v.
8 Lockheed Martin Corp. (2003) 29 Cal. 4th 1134, 1150. But in the prayer, MOMCO
9

seeks injunctive relief and such other and further relief as the Court deems just and

10

proper. This Court holds this is sufficient to provide a basis for injunctive relief and

11

restitution under the UCL which is what MOMCO seeks.

12
13
14

There is no right to jury trial on a UCL claim. It is an equitable claim and the
remedies are solely equitable. This claim is tried to the Court. Hodge v. Superior

15

Court (2006) 145 Cal.App.4th 278,284-85. "Though there is no right to a jury trial

16
17

under §§ 17200 ... if the § 17200 claim is accompanied by other claims seeking

18

that will assist the court in reaching a decision as to the purely equitable §§ 17200

19

Cal. Prac. Guide: Bus. & Prof C. 17200 ~ 7:280-281 (Rutter Group 2016). The Court

20

here chose not to have the jury issue an advisory verdict; rather, the Court made its

21

ruling independently based on the evidence admitted at the first two phases of the trial.

22

Although the court would not have been bound by an advisory jury's UCL

23
24

determination, "[w]here legal claims are first tried by a jury and equitable claims later

25

common issues offact." Hoopes v. Dolan (2008) 168 Cal.App.4th 146, 158.

26
27

damages at law, the court may impanel an advisory jury to make non-binding findings

tried by a judge, the trial court must follow the jury's factual determinations on

Following phases one and two of the trial, he parties submitted additional evidence,
including declarations, in connection with briefing on MOMCO's UCL claim.

28
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1 Because the Court did not authorize this additional evidence, the Court has not
2 therefore considered it in making its ruling here.
3
4

5
6

The Business and Professions Code section17200 et seq.) prohibits any
"unlawful, unfair, or fraudulent business act or practice" to protect both consumers and
competitors by promoting fair competition in commercial markets for goods and

7 services. B&P §17200; Kwikset Corp. v. Superior Court (2011) 51 Cal.4th 310. Its
8 reach is expansive, embracing virtually anything that can properly be called a business
9 practice. Cel-Tech Communications, Inc. v. Los Angeles Cellular Telephone Co.
10

(1999) 20 Cal.4th 163, 180; Puentes v. Wells Fargo, Inc. (2008) 160 Cal.App.4th 638,

11

643-644.

12
13

1. Unlawful Business Act or Practice

14
"By defining unfair competition to include any 'unlawful ... business act or
15 practice' ... the UCL permits violations of other laws to be treated as unfair
16 competition that is independently actionable .... By defining unfair competition to
17
18

19

include also any 'unfair or fraudulent business act or practice' (§ 17200, italics added),
the UCL sweeps within its scope acts and practices not specifically proscribed by any
other law..... " Kasky v. Nike, Inc. (2002) 27 Cal.4th 939, 949.

20

21

Thus, conduct that is unlawful under common law qualifies as unlawful conduct

22

under this prong of the UCL. Cal. Prac. Guide: Bus. & Prof. C. 17200 §3:56 (Rutter

23

Group 2016). For example, engaging in the tort of interfering with contract, is a

24
25

tortious violation of duties imposed by law, so it supports liability under the

26
27

"unlawful" prong. CRST Van Expedited, Inc. v. Werner Enterprises, Inc~ (9th Cir.
2007) 479 F.3d 1099, 1107. Based on the jury's special verdict, GRl and Anderson
violated "law" in the form of Penal Code §502 (computer misuse), and violated tort

28
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1

rules under common law by the finding they misappropriated confidential information,

2

committed conversion, a breach of fiduciary duty and duty ofloyalty (Anderson),

3

fraud (Anderson), and tortious interference with economic advantage.

4

5

6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13

14

Thus, the jury's findings compel a finding that defendants have unmistakably
committed a violation of section 17200
Nonetheless, even if the Court were to disregard the jury's verdict, the court's
own independent review of the evidence leads it to the same conclusions on all liability
issues. The evidence was abundant and convincing to the Court that Anderson, while
still putatively employed by, and drawing a paycheck from MOMCO, became
employed at GRI and began processing loans based on confidential borrower data
surreptitiously downloaded from MOMCO's computers in violation ofMOMCO
policy and his employment agreement without MOMCO's knowledge or consent.

15

Despite owing duties to MOMCO, Anderson concealed his employment with GRI and

16
17

pretended to be working in MOMCO's best interests. Anderson intended to and did

18

Anderson's loyalties and thus prevented MOMCO from taking steps to prevent or

19

mitigate damage to its business. Anderson not only lacked MOMCO"s permission to

20

access and download the confidential borrower information, but did so without the

21

borrower's knowledge or permission. (The court does not fmd credible Anderson's

22

testimony that he had the borrower's permission to transfer the data to GRI.) For its

defraud MOMCO, which prevented MOMCO from discovering the true nature of

23 part, GRI encouraged and incentivized Anderson's wrongful acts, and, having
24 knowledge of such acts, ratified them. Due to the acts of GRI and Anderson,
25 MOM CO suffered monetary harm, both in terms oflost profits and to its business as a
26
whole.
27

28
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1
2

Thus, the Court holds that Anderson and GRI violated the unlawful business act
or practice prong of the UCL.

3
4

5

6
7
8
9

10

11
12
13
14

2. Unfairness

"When a plaintiff who claims to have suffered injury from a direct competitor's
'unfair' act or practice invokes section 17200, the word 'unfair' in that section means
conduct that threatens an incipient violation of an antitrust law, or violates the policy
or spirit of one of those laws because its effects are comparable to or the same as a
violation of the law, or otherwise significantly threatens or harms competition." CelTech Communications, Inc. v. Los Angeles Cellular Telephone Co. (1999) 20 Cal.4th

163, 187; Paulus v. Bob Lynch Ford, Inc. (2006) 139 Cal.App.4th 659, 679; Levitt v.
Yelp! Inc. (9th Cir. 2014) 765 F.3d 1123, 1136.

The Court has little hesitation in holding that Anderson's employment by GRI

15

while putatively employed with MOMCO to download confidential borrower data in

16

masse and send it to GRI for processing significantly threatens and harms fair

17

competition.

18

B. CUTSA Preemption

19

20

GRI argues that the California Uniform Trade Secret Act (CUTSA) "preempts"

21

the UCL claim. The issue of CUTSA preemption has been addressed and rejected on

22

a number of occasions by this court, both before and during trial, and sees no need to

23

revisit it in great detail here. At a minimum, Penal Code 502 - as a statutory cause of

24
25

action-- is clearly not preempted by CUTSA. See Civil Code section 3426.7(a).

26
27

Moreover, CUTSA preempts only common law claims based on trade secret; that the
consumer information at issue is this case was sensitive and confidential alone does not
qualify it as a trade secret. See Think Village-Kiwi, LLC v. Adobe Systems, Inc. (N.D.

28
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1 Cal., Apr. 1, 2009) 2009 WL 902337, at *3 ("The Court finds no authority holding that
2

CUTSA preempts common law claims even if the confidential information is a

3 protectible interest other than a trade secret. In light of the express limitation
4

articulated in§ 3426.7(b)-that CUTSA does not affect "other civil remedies that are

5 not based upon misappropriation of a trade secret"-the Court declines to extend
6 CUTSA preemption as far as defendants urge."). Accordingly, the Court holds that the
7 UCL claim is not preempted by CUTSA.
8
9

10

C. Injunctive Relief

Any person who engages, has engaged, or proposes to engage in unfair

by means of such unfair competition. Business and Professions Code section 17203.

17
18

Unless otherwise expressly provided, the remedies or penalties under the UCL are

19

cumulative to each other and to the remedies or penalties available under all other laws

20

of the state. Section 17205. Thus, compensatory damages are not allowed on a UCL

21

claim. A private plaintiffs remedies are "generally limited to injunctive relief and

22

restitution". Kasky v. Nike, Inc. (2002) 27 Cal. 4th 939, 950. But even if a court finds a

23

UCL violation, injunctive relief or restitution are not always ordered.

24
25
26
27

"We have also emphasized that the equitable remedies of the UCL are
subject to the broad discretion of the trial court .... The UCL does not
require "restitutionary or injunctive relief when an unfair business
practice has been shown. Rather, it provides that the court 'may make

28
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1

such orders or judgments . . . as may be necessary to prevent the use or

2

employment ... of any practice which constitutes unfair competition ...

3

or as may be necessary to restore ... money or property.' " ... "[I]n

4

addition to those defenses which might be asserted to a charge of

5

violation of the statute that underlies a UCL action, a UCL defendant

6

may assert equitable considerations. In deciding whether to grant the

7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14

remedy or remedies sought by a UCL plaintiff ... consideration of the
equities between the parties is necessary to ensure an equitable result."
Yanting Zhang v. Superior Court (2013) 57 Cal.4th 364, 371 (internal

cites omitted).
Generally, the issuance of a permanent injunction requires a determination that
the plaintiff has prevailed on a claim and that equitable relief is appropriate. DVD
Copy Control Ass'n, Inc. v. Kaleidescape, Inc. (2009) 176 Cal.App.4th 697, 721. For

15

injunctive relief to be appropriate, the plaintiff must show that the wrongful conduct

16
17

alleged in the complaint is ongoing or likely to recur. Nelson v. Pearson Ford Co.

18

of the order of judgment, there is no reasonable probability that the past acts

19

complained of will recur, i.e., where the defendant voluntarily discontinues the

20

wrongful conduct." Colgan v. Leatherman Tool Group, Inc. (2006) 135 Cal.App.4th

21

663, 702. Generally, there is also an element of irreparable harm that must be proven.

22

Id. at 721,722. To say that the harm is irreparable is simply another way of saying that

23

pecuniary compensation would not afford adequate relief or that it would be extremely

24
25

difficult to ascertain the amount that would afford adequate relief. I d. at 722.

26

(2010) 186 Cal.App.4th 983, 1015-16. "Injunctive relief will be denied if, at the time

Also, "the Court should weigh the competing equities which bear on the issue of
delay and should then grant or deny injunctive relief depending on the overall balance

27
28
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1

of those equities." Cortez v. Purolator Air Filtration Products Co. (2000) 23 Ca1.4th

2

163, 180. "[I]t is axiomatic that one who seeks equity must be willing to do equity."

3 /d. at 180. "Therefore, in addition to those defenses which might be asserted to a
4

charge of violation of the statute that underlies a UCL action, a UCL defendant may

5

assert equitable considerations. In deciding whether to grant the remedy or remedies

6

sought by a UCL plaintiff, the court must permit the defendant to offer such

7
8
9

10

11

considerations. In short, consideration of the equities between the parties is necessary
to ensure an equitable result." Id. at 180-81.
In the present case, MOMCO wants an injunction to be entered that would
essentially accomplish the following:

12

13
14

1. Require GRI and Anderson to destroy all data that was ever on
MOMCO's computers including specifically data about the customers

15

that are listed in the Exhibit A of the Chad Hummel Declaration which

16

are said to be the customers to who MOMCO sent data breach notices.

17

18
19

20

2. Restrain Defendants from soliciting any business or closing loans for any
borrowers implicated in the data theft, including those customers in
purported Trial Exhibit 739 attached to his declaration Exhibit B.

21
22

23
24

25

26

1. Destroying Records
In opposition, GRI has a compelling point- it cannot be ordered to destroy
records because it's required by law (the Equal Credit Opportunity Act regulations,
TILA regulations, the Financial Code and California regulations as well as by written

27

28
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1 contracts with its lenders like JP Morgan Chase, etc.) to keep borrower or applicant
2
3

records for varying times for public records, regulatory and public interests.
MOMCO apparently recognizes this point because it responds by

4

modifying its request in reply. MOMCO now proposes the destruction of only "those

5

files that Defendants did not use and thus are not required to maintain ...." As for the

6

rest of the files, "MOMCO requests that Defendants be ordered to produce a log of

7
8
9

10

11
12
13

14
15

documents containing stolen information that they cannot destroy, and confirm in a
declaration under penalty of perjury that they have placed an ethical wall and the
methods of doing so, between any documents or other information that contains
MOMCO[s] stolen data ... and any ofGRI's loan officers, including ... Anderson".
(ReplyBriefp. 2-3.)
The language MOMCO suggests for the injunction is problematic; what is
meant by loans that "GRI did not use"? How is the Court to decide that matter, or turn
this into language for an enforceable injunction? '[A]n injunction must be narrowly
drawn to give the party enjoined reasonable notice of what conduct is prohibited.'

16
17

People v. JTH Tax, Inc. (2013) 212 Cal.App.4th 1219, 1259. How will the Court

18

specify what records can be destroyed without violating regulatory laws? The bottom

19

line is that the requested injunction would create a logistical nightmare that would

20

undoubtedly spawn further litigation. In a word, Humpty Dumpty cannot be put back

21

together as easily as MOMCO's papers suggests. Against this backdrop is the paucity

22

of evidence regarding any risk of recurrence of the wrongful conduct. There is little, if

23

any, risk that Anderson or GRI will be surreptitiously downloading confidential

24
25

customer data from MOMCO's computer system in the future. As for that in GRI's
possession, the value of the data currently retains limited value due the passage of

26
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1

2

As noted, there generally is an element of irreparable harm that must be
proven for injunctive relief, or stated another way, that pecuniary compensation would

3 be inadequate or extremely difficult to calculate to afford adequate relief. DVD Copy
4

Control Ass'n, Inc. v. Kaleidescape, Inc. (2009) 176 Cal.App.4th 697, 721-722; Grail

5 Semiconductor, Inc. v. Mitsubishi Electric & Electronics USA, Inc. (2014) 225
6 Cal.App.4th 786, 800. Here, MOM CO was awarded full money damages for both lost
7 profits and loss of business value, and nothing suggests that it will be unable to collect
8
9

10

11
12
13

14
15

the award. And the 12.5 million punitive damage award provides MOMCO a rich
icing on the cake. In sum, the jury's monetary award to MOMCO is more than
adequate to make it whole without injunctive relief.
Moreover, GRI and Anderson contend that an injunction precluding GRI
and Anderson from doing business with the approximately 900 borrowers at issue in
the litigation would be anti-competitive. This Court agrees.
In Retirement Group v. Galante (2009) 176 Cal.App.4th 1226, 1229, a

16

company sued the defendants for misappropriating its trade secrets and taking its

17
18

customers. The trial court issued a preliminary injunction enjoining four categories of

19

preliminary injunction challenged ... , included a prohibition against [defendants]

20

from "[d]irectly or indirectly soliciting any current TRG [customers] to transfer any

21

securities account or relationship from TRG to [defendants] or any broker-dealer or

22

registered investment advisor other than TRG[.]" A separate category of the injunction

23

(Category 3) provided Advisors were enjoined from "[u]sing in any manner TRG

24
25

information found solely and exclusively on TRG databases. [However,] [s]imilar

26

other entities or businesses is excluded from the injunction[.]. ... Advisors challenge

27

acts. "The fourth category of enjoined conduct (Category 4), and the only aspect of the

information found on servers, databases and other resources owned and operated by

only the injunctive relief granted by Category 4, asserting the relief granted violates

28
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1 Edwards v. Arthur Andersen LLP (2008) 44 Cal.4th 937, ... (Edwards) and is beyond
2

the relief otherwise authorized under California law" Retirement Group v. Galante

3

(2009) 176 Cal.App.4th 1226, 1232.

4

5
6
7
8
9

10

11
12
13

14

The appellate court reversed the injunction against solicitation of clients,
observing:
"Application of these principles here convinces us the injunctive
provisions of Category 4 on its face violate Edwards and, when viewed
in counterpoise with the injunctive provisions of Category 3, cannot
rationally be upheld as an injunction limited in scope to the only
legitimate protection (i.e., enjoining the misappropriation ofTRG's trade
secrets) for which injunctive relief may be issued. First, the injunctive
provisions of Category 4 purport to bar Advisors from engaging in
conduct substantively indistinguishable from the contractually proscribed

15

conduct that, concluded Edwards, was violative of the protections of

16

[Business and Profession Code] section 16600 [stating "Except as

17

provided in this chapter, every contract by which anyone is restrained

18

from engaging in a lawful profession, trade, or business of any kind is to

19

that extent void."] .... Accordingly, the facial language contained in

20

Category 4 transgresses section 16600 under Edwards.... Additionally,

21

we are convinced Category 4 cannot be upheld as an injunction designed

22

to have the limited effect of protecting against the misappropriation of

23

TRG's trade secrets, because the injunctive provisions of Category 3

24

already grant the full range of trade secret protections to which TRG is

25

entitled. Category 3 of the injunction, which Advisors do not challenge,

26
27

barred Advisors from "[u]sing in any manner TRG informationfound

solely and exclusively [in] TRG databases" (italics added) but expressly

28
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1

excluded from its ambit the use of"[s]imilar information found on

2

servers, databases and other resources owned and operated by other

3

entities or businesses.' Thus, absent the provisions of Category 4,

4

Advisors could compete with TRG for the business ofTRG's existing

5

customers by employing all available resources and information except

6

for those materials (because it is found "solely and exclusively on TRG's

7
8
9

10

11
12
13

databases") constituting protectable trade secrets. Accordingly, Category
4 adds nothing to further the legitimate scope of protections (e.g.
protection ofTRG's trade secrets) to which TRG is entitled, and can only
operate to preclude the precise type of competition Edwards declares is
otherwise permissible." Retirement Group v. Galante (2009) 176
Cal.App.4th 1226, 1238-39.
MOMCO's moving papers request the Court enjoin GRI and Anderson

14

15

from soliciting or closing any loans with the borrowers listed in Exhibit B of

16

Hummel's declaration. This request is anticompetitive and an impermissible restraint

17

on trade.

18

D. Equitable Defenses

19

20

The Supreme Court has recognized that a trial court can consider

21

equitable defenses and consider the respective equities between the parties in deciding

22

whether to grant equitable relief under the UCL. Yanting Zhang v. Superior Court

23

(2013) 57 Cal.4th 364, 371. GRI and Anderson argue that the Court should consider

24
25

MOMCO's conduct that was presented at trial including that Brian Decker allegedly

26

MOMCO's president admitted to accessing GRI's computers without permission. (See

27

brought over loans from his prior employer to MOMCO which MOMCO's used, and

GRI Opp. p. 10-11 and Anderson Opp. p. 9).

28
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1
2

MOMCO, for its part, argues the "unclean hands" defense cannot be
applied here. It cites law that unclean hands is transaction-specific, so the

3 countervailing misconduct must directly relate to the transaction at hand.
4

As MOMCO correctly notes, there is a difference between unclean hands

5

and the maxim that "one who seeks equity must do equity" See Dickson, Carlson &

6

Campillo v. Pole (2000) 83 Cal.App.4th 436,446-47. , the Court of Appeal observed:

7

8
9

10

11
12

13
14

15

"The "do equity" doctrine differs from that of unclean hands ('One
who comes into equity must come with clean hands') .... Unclean
hands, unlike "do equity," requires inequitable conduct by the
plaintiff in connection with the matter in controversy and provides a
complete defense to the plaintiffs action. . . . [T]he doctrine of
unclean hands 'differs from the maxim 'he who seeks equity must do
equity' in that the latter assumes that different equitable rights have
arisen from the same subject matter or transaction, some in favor of

16

plaintiff and some in favor of the defendant so that the plaintiff is

17

required to recognize and provide for defendant's rights and his relief

18

is granted only upon a showing that defendant's rights are protected...

19

.. The defense of unclean hands does not apply in every instance

20

where the plaintiff has committed some misconduct in connection

21

with the matter in controversy, but applies only where it would be

22

inequitable to grant the plaintiff any relief." Dickson, Carlson &

23

Campillo v. Pole (2000) 83 Cal.App.4th 436,446-47 (emphasis

24

added).

25
26
27

The Supreme Court explained in the context ofUCL:
"[W]e agree that equitable considerations may enter into the court's
disposition of a UCL action. . . . We agree that equitable defenses may

28
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1

not be asserted to wholly defeat a UCL claim since such claims arise out

2

of unlawful conduct. It does not follow, however, that equitable

3

considerations may not guide the court's discretion in fashioning the

4

equitable remedies authorized by section 17203 .... UCL remedies are

5

cumulative to remedies available under other laws (§ 17205) and, as

6

section 17203 indicates, have an independent purpose -deterrence of

7
8
9

10

11
12
13

14
15

and restitution for unfair business practices .... Therefore, what would
otherwise be equitable defenses may be considered by the court when
the court exercises its discretion over which, if any, remedies authorized
by section 17203 should be awarded." Cortez v. Purolator Air
Filtration Products

Co~

(2000) 23 Cal.4th 163, 179-80 (emphasis

added). "The Supreme Court held that the equities may be considered
when the trial court exercises its discretion to fashion a remedy under
Business and Professions Code section 17203. (Ibid.) But, equitable

16

defenses may not be used to defeat the cause of action under the UCL."

17

Ticconi v. Blue Shield of California Life & Health Ins. Co. (2008) 160

18

Cal.App.4th 528, 544.

19

The Court fmds that any alleged ethical lapses by MOMCO are eclipsed

20

by the wrongful acts of GRI and Anderson. Indeed, the Court does not find that

21

MOMCO committed any lapses at all. Nonetheless, defendants' allegations relating to

22

the City First matter are unrelated to defendants' wrongful acts and cannot, even if

23

well-founded in fact, constitute a complete defense to MOMCO's UCL claims.

24

25
26
27

28
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E. Restitution Under the UCL

1

2

In addition to seeking injunctive relief, MOMCO seeks restitution under

3

4
5

6

the UCL in the form of:
1.

Disgorgement of the $1,960,000 in ill-gotten commissions obtained by

Anderson; and

7

2.

8

which amount represents the amount of commissions escrowed and held by GRI

9

as found in the jury's verdict.

10

Disgorgement against GRI of$657,000 in ill-gotten gains held by GRI,

Properly defined, "restitution" is "compelling a UCL defendant to return money

11

obtained through an unfair business practice to those persons in interest from whom

12

the property was taken, that is, to persons who had an ownership interest in the

13 property or those claiming through that person." Korea Supply Co. v. Lockheed
14 Martin Corp. (2003) 29 Cal.4th 1134, 1144-45 (emphasis added; citation omitted). In
15 other words, "disgorgement of money obtained through an unfair business practice is
16

17
18

19

20

21
22

23
24

an available remedy ... only to the extent that it constitutes restitution." That is, "the
object of the restitution is to restore the status quo by returning to the plaintiff funds in
which he or she has an ownership interest." Disgorgement is not a remedy when it is
not restitution, i.e. any nonrestitutionary disgorgement is not permitted. Korea Supply

Co. v. Lockheed Martin Corp. (2003) 29 Cal.4th 1134, 1140, 1145, 1146, 1149.
In Korea Supply, a competitor sued another competitor who won a bid through
alleged corruption. It sought to have the other side disgorge the profits earned under
the UCL. !d. at 1142. The Supreme Court said no:

25

"The remedy sought by plaintiff in this case is not restitutionary because

26
27

plaintiff does not have an ownership interest in the money it seeks to recover
from defendants. First, it is clear that plaintiff is not seeking the return of money

28
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•

1

or property that was once in its possession. [plaintiff] KSC has not given any

2

money to Lockheed Martin; instead, it was from the [third party] Republic of

3

Korea that Lockheed Martin received its profits. Any award that plaintiff would

4

recover from defendants would not be restitutionary as it would not replace any

5

money or property that defendants took directly from plaintiff." Korea Supply

6

Co. v. Lockheed Martin

7

8
9

10
11

12
13

14

Corp~

(2003) 29 Cal.4th 1134, 1150.

Ture, as MOMCO notes, there is a key difference in the facts ofKorea Supply
and the present case: the competitor in Korea Supply did not take directly take property
of the plaintiff. In contrast here, Anderson and GRI were found to have taken
MOMCO's data- customer names, loan information etc. -and then converted it to
close lending transactions with third parties, from which they then collected monies
from the borrowers and fmancial institutions for keeping. But this is a distinction
without a difference. MOMCO had title to neither the commissions Andersen earned

15

nor the profits GRI generated. That they earned these monies from the theft of

16
17

MOMCO property is immaterial.

18

UCL, as MOMCO had no ownership interest in the commissions themselves.

In sum, the Court concludes these commissions are not "restitution" under the

Moreover, even if the Court were to overlook this legal obstacle, the Court

19

20

would nonetheless decline to order restitution.

21

As with injunctive relief, restitution under the UCL is discretionary, not

22

mandatory, even upon a finding of liability. Cortez v. Purolator Air Filtration Prods.

23
24

(2000) 23 C4th 163. One basis for denying restitution is the adequacy of a legal
remedy. Prudential Home Mortg. Co. v. Sup. Ct. (1998) 66 CA4th 1236, 1249. As the

25

Court noted above, MOMCO is already being fully compensated for the profits that it

26
27

lost from these transactions by the lost profits award, as well for the loss of its business
value.

28
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1

In sum, the Court holds that Anderson and GRI violated the UCL. However, the

2 Court declines to award MOM CO injunctive or restitutionary relief.
3

4

5
6

7

8 DATED:
9

10

J- /s-- ( b

\

. GRIFFIN
SUPERIOR COURT

11
12

13
14
15

16

17
18

19
20
21

22

23
24
25

26
27
28
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737 PEREMPTORY CHALLENGE PURSUANT TO 170.6 CCP (HON.
JAMES CRANDALL) FILED BY PEIMANI [SALESSI], FARROKH
[KAREEM] ON 09/22/2016
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1
2
3
4

Kareem Salessi
2082 Michelson Drive, S-1 00
Irvine, Ca. 92612
Tel (949) 783-0165

ELECTROtUCALL Y FILED
Superior Court fl f Calih .1 m ia,
C!J!unty !Jif Orange

0912212016 at 11 :22 :DO PM
Clerk o.f the Superior Court
By Giov anni Galan. Deputy Clerk

2

3

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, CENTRAL JUSTICE CENTER

4

COUNTY OF ORANG E

5
6

7
8

KAREEM SALESSI

Plaintift

Han. Judge James Crandall, Dept. C-33
Case No. 04CC 11080

9
V.

10
Thomas Abercrombie, et al., Defendants .

11
12

DECLARATION IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
RE DISQUALIFICATION OF JUDGE
(C.C.P. 170.6)

PlaintiffKareem Salessi declares that he is the plaintiff, and the main party, to the within action,
and in support of DECLARANT'S motion to disqualify a judge states as follows :

14
That The Honorable Judge James Crandall , the judge before whom the trial or hearing

18

in the aforesaid action to whom it is assigned, has been prejudiced against me (Plaintiff), so that
DECLARANT could not, or believes that he could not, have a fair and impartial trial or hearing
before Hon. Judge Crandall because he presumed assignment of the case on 6/14/16 without
mandatory NOTICE of the said assignment, and without MANDATORY NOTICE of my right to
exercise this 170.6 challenge (ROA 695-702). As such, pursuant to a hearing today, 9/22/16,
and pursuant to the Hon. Judge Crandall's own advice, and in order to preserve my right for
appeal on this issue, I am herewith retroactively exercising that right to a preemptory
challenge, as if THE MANDATORY NOTICE was given to me today, on 9/22/16.
The aforementioned judge has already presided over two hearings: a demurrer by Defendan
Peimani, heard on 7/14/16 dismissing the case, and a Motion to Set Aside Dismissal of Case due to failure of court to
give me MANDATORY NOTICES listed above (ROA 695-702), and heard today, 9/22/16.

I(-

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Cali7 r ia that th foregoing is

19,
24

true and correct.
Dated: 9/22/16

292 (REV. 1/99) [MODIFIED]

Kareem Salessi, Plaintiff

MOTION TO DISQUALIFY JUDGE (C.C.P. 170.6)

~

734 REPLY TO OPPOSITION FILED BY PEIMANI [SALESSI],
FARROKH [KAREEM] ON 09/20/2016
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1
2
3

KAREEM SALESSI
2082 Michelson Drive, #100
Irvine, Ca. 92612
TEL: (949) 783 0165
Plaintiff & Appellant

4
5
6
7
8
9

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF
ORANGE, CENTRAL JUSTICE CENTER

10
11
12

KAREEM SALESSI,
Plaintiff,
vs.

13
14

THOMAS M. ABERCROMBIE, et al,
Defendants

15
16

) Case No.: 04CC11080
) Dept. C-33, Honorable Judge CRANDALL
)
) Plaintiff’s REPLY to Proffered OPPOSITION
) of Frank Peimani to Motion to Set Aside
Dismissal of Case & Remand
)
)
Date: Sep. 22, 2016
Time: 1.30 p.m.
)
Reservation # 72421058
)

17

Following plaintiff Salessi’s filing of his instant 8/2/16 motion (ROA #726),

18

renewed illegal exparte contacts between the court clerk and defense counsel Mr.

19

Larry Jacobson led to the concoction of multiple documents signed and filed on,

20

or after, 8/4/16, but backdated to 8/1/16.

21

Court clerk Ms. Quach, and Mr. Jacobson, both admitted to the said

22

illegalities, wherefore plaintiff demands this court to refer this matter for

23

investigation to the Santa Ana U.S. Attorney prosecuting a dozen OCSC clerks

24

arrested on 9/7/16 for similar frauds.

25
26

Respectfully submitted.
Dated: 9/16/16

Kareem Salessi
Plaintiff

27
28

1

Plaintiff’s REPLY to Proffered OPPOSITION of Frank Peimani to 8/2/16 Motion… 9-22-16

1

DECLARATION OF PLAINITFF SALESSI IN SUPPORT OF MOTION:

2
3
4

I, Plaintiff Kareem Salessi, under the penalty of perjury of the laws of the State
of California, declare as follows, and would fully testify thereto in any legal
proceedings:

5
6

The above mentioned illegal exparte contacts had begun with the

7

6/14/16 assignment of the case to C-33, as documented in the motion (ROA

8

726) and confirmed by Mr. Jacobson in his purported opposition, by his

9

failure and wavier of denial of having engaged in the said illegal exparte

10

contacts, the first of which had resulted in two 6/22/16 orders solicited by Mr.

11

Jacobson from Ms. Quach. It appears that Mr. Jacobson had unsuccessfully

12

solicited Judge Moss clerk (Ms. Zuanich) therefor but that she had refused

13

to solicit Judge Moss to sign the orders because he had lost jurisdiction of

14

the case on 6/14/16, and according to proof presented here, Mr. Jacobson

15

had resorted to repeated solicitations of Ms. Quach to obtain Judge Moss

16

signatures

17

CONTUNUANCE OF HEARING” (ROA 726), which NOTICE he should have

18

filed much earlier. Therefore, Mr. Jacobson’s extent of deception is beyond

19

belief, requiring disciplinary, and/or, punitive actions, including for fraud on

20

court, and by charging him at least treble the extortionate sum of $3,000 he

21

has fraudulent requested in his opposition, in order to divert attention from

22

his own deceptions and frauds on court, and pursuant to Civil Code 3294

23

applying to the fraud multiplier.

before

Mr.

Jacobson

filed

his

6/23/16

“NOTICE

OF

24

Forgery and alteration of court documents to fix cases has been a

25

routine practice in Orange County Superior Courts (OCSC), according to my

26

personal knowledge and experience, from my own previous cases,

27

beginning with this very case, as described in my Appellant’s Opening Brief

28

2

Plaintiff’s REPLY to Proffered OPPOSITION of Frank Peimani to 8/2/16 Motion… 9-22-16

1

in the 9th Circuit Court of Appeal Case# 13-57063 (“9Th Circuit Brief”), and

2

filed in this case at (ROA 706), where I had documented specific alterations

3

of a court-reporter’s transcript in 2006, which I later documented in this

4

case’s compromised appellate case# G038002, and in its Oral Argument.

5

However, the transcript forgery was totally ignored by Santa Ana Appellate

6

Court, probably because such forgeries in Orange County Superior Courts

7

(OCSC) have been routine practice, rather than exceptions. The above cited

8

alteration was to the only hearing of World Savings Bank (WoSB), which had

9

at all times been a fake bank to begin with, as documented in my 9Th Circuit

10

Brief. From WoSB transcript, Hon. Judge James Gray had redacted his own

11

statements confirming the bank’s forgery of property appaisal reports and

12

even encouraged them to “forge any documents they wanted to… and that

13

he was doing to dismiss them no matter what, and that there was nothing I

14

could do about it…, except may be to appeal...”. Those 2006 statements

15

sound eerily similar to what I heard from the Hon. Judge Crandall during the

16

7/14/16 hearing, in that I could at most appeal his dismissal of defendant

17

Peimani … [evidently because this case is doomed for dismissal anyway].

18

Just last week (9/7/16), a dozen OCSC court clerks were arrested by

19

the FBI and charged with RICO for their routine thefts, and forgeries, of court

20

documents in over 1,000 cases in order to fix them by dismissing the

21

complaints with judge’s signatures, eerily similar to the dismissals in this, and

22

other case of mine, as I have documented in my recent previous filings in

23

this court. The OCSC court clerks RICO arrests made national news

24

headlines, and the clerks’ names were published in the local, and regional

25

newspapers. However, very suspiciously, no names of lawyers, or judicial

26

officers, were included in the list of arrestees, considering the fact that all the

27

fixings were likely facilitated through lawyers with those clerks, and most

28

3
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1

likely with the approvals of the judicial officers whose signatures were

2

purportedly forged by the clerks.

3

Most likely the judicial officers were receiving cuts from the bribes, in

4

exchange for allowing the clerks to copy-paste their e-signatures on case-

5

dismissals. In any event by the laws which govern these courts, including

6

those of “Respondeat Superior” laws, the judicial officers whose signatures

7

appear on those fixed cases bear ultimate responsibility and would most

8

likely be found indictable with similar RICO charges, as the court clerks, if

9

the cases are not white-washed down the line, which would most likely occur.

10

On the contrary to the above allegedly forged judge signatures, the

11

latest orders of this court, backdated to 8/1/16, appear to have original

12

signatures of the Hon. Judge Crandall, because once I confronted Ms.

13

Quach with having concocted the 8/1/16 documents on, or after, 8/4/16 and

14

backdating them to 8/1/16, she confirmed to me on the phone to have done

15

so by adding: “... whatever I did was with the judge’s own approval...”,

16

thus amounting to an implied admission of Judge Crandalls ultimate

17

responsibility for the signatures, their backdating, and their filings.

18

As further documented below, from CEB Practice Guide, no orders,

19

and or/judgments, could have issued until after 8/6/16. See also (Exhibit-V)

20

which was the CEB excerpt attachment to my reply email to Ms. Quach.

21

This link is to the Santa Ana U.S. DOJ arrests of the OCSC clerks:

22

https://www.justice.gov/usao-cdca/pr/dozen-people-including-former-

23

oc-superior-court-clerk-indicted-bribery-scheme-fix-0

24

In addition to the above implied admission of Ms. Quach, Mr. Jacobson

25

made a similar implied admission in some email exchanges copy-pasted

26

below, whereupon by his waiver of denial Mr. Jacobson admitted to have

27

concocted the backdated orders/judgments. He reconfirmed his admission

28
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1

by not denying it in his purported opposition to my 8/2/16 motion, which will

2

be address separately.

3

My filed 8/02/16 documents (ROA 726) describe some systemically

4

routine mischief of OC courts in rigging cases, namely by their chain failures

5

to serve documents to me, a probable practice against all pro se parties who

6

are treated by all courts similar to the way innocent African Americans are

7

treated in USA by being routinely murdered during traffic stops and even

8

while walking, in what have become commonly known as the crimes of

9

Driving While Black (DWB), and the crime of Walking While Black (WWB).

10

The second page has a copy-pasted excerpt of the case’s Register Of

11

Action (ROA) as of late night 8/2/16, by which time no proposed, or final

12

judgment, had yet been signed by the court, or entered in its ROA. The

13

court’s clerk Ms. Quach had in fact told me this fact earlier the same day

14

when I informed her by telephone that I would be filing my motion to set aside

15

dismissal of the case that day. I further left a message with her assistant (Ms.

16

Julie) the next morning (8/3/16) requesting that she inform Ms. Quach that I

17

had in fact filed my discussed motion the night before. On 8/4/16, I called the

18

court again to make sure Ms. Quach received my yesterday’s message and

19

to inform the judge that my filing preempted the court’s signing of any final

20

order/s, and/or judgment/s. On that occasion (8/4/16), Ms. Quach told me a

21

new story that the judge had already signed and filed the judgment on 8/1/16.

22

I confronted her with her own words two days earlier whereby she had told

23

me that the judge had not yet signed anything, and also the fact that nothing

24

showed filed on the docket, even on 8/4/16, when I was on the phone with

25

her. Having been caught with a lie, Ms. Quach elaborated on her new fairy-

26

tale that the judge had signed it on 8/1/16 but that she (Ms. Quach) hadn’t

27

had a chance to scan it into the docket yet. I told her that she had changed

28
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1

her story, and that she must have coordinated that with defendant’s counsel

2

after she learned that I had filed my motion on 8/2/16. Thereafter, Ms. Quach

3

confirmed her conspiracy with attorney Jacobson by implication, without her

4

denial of it, and passing the ultimate liability for it to Judge Crandall, by

5

stating something to this effect:

6

“…whatever I did was with the judge’s own approval... But, this is

7

what will eventually happen according to the judge: if your 8/2/16

8

filed motion is granted on 9/22/16 then the dismissal judgment of

9

8/1/16 would be vacated”.

10
11

The above details, and the fact that Ms. Quach had told me that

12

defense counsel called him every day soliciting court signatures from

13

another court, thus forcing her to obtain the 6/23/16 orders signed by Judge

14

Moss (C-14), and then filing those judge-signed orders, but not serving them

15

to me should be more than enough to bring charges at least against Mr.

16

Jacobson, and for terminating sanctions against him and his unwary client,

17

defendant Peimani, who likely doesn’t have the faintest clue what his counsel

18

has been up to.

19

I have no doubt that Ms. Quach lied to me and that she informed the

20

judge and attorney Jacobson on 8/1/16 about my filing the motion the next

21

day, and my updating Ms. Quach about its actual filing on 8/3/16, whereupon

22

the threesome must have schemed that the judge sign the dismissal

23

judgment between 8/3/16 and 8/4/16, and that I further believe that she and

24

the judge backdated the judgment to 8/1/16 to predate my 8/2/16 motion, all

25

with Judge Crandall’s full knowledge that I had already filed a peremptory

26

challenge to the filing of it. This is also substantiated on page 2 of the

27

attached

28

motion,

as

reproduced

below,

and

supported

by

my

6
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1

memorialization of my telecon with Ms. Quach on 8/19/16 in a return email

2

to her, as it appears below, and as fully copy-pasted with its related CEB

3

attachment, as (Exhibit-V) to this reply:

4
5

---------------------------EMAIL REPLY TO O.C. COURT:

6

8-19-16

7

To Ms. Nga Quach, Clerk of Orange County Court C-33.

8
9

Ms. Quach:

10

This is to confirm our conversation this morning that I informed you, by phone, that your

11

instructions to Sacramento to mail out the below listed document on 7/22/16 to me mandated

12
13

719

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/ELECTRONIC SERVICE

07/21/2016

7 pages

14
15
16

a waiting period of 15 days before filing of any proposed, or final judgment, in the case as I
cited to you from a CEB practice guide which I quote again herein below:

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

§8.69

f. Statement of Decision

The parties may obtain the trial court's statement of decision explaining the factual and
legal bases for its decision. CCP §632. When a trial is concluded within 1 calendar day or in
less than 8 hours over more than 1 day, the request for a statement of decision must be made
before the matter is submitted for decision, and the statement of decision may be made orally
on the record. CCP §632. In all other cases, the statement must be requested within 10 days
after the court renders its tentative decision (CCP §632), and proposals for the content of
the statement must be made within 10 days after the request (see Cal Rules of Ct 3.1590(d)).

26
27
28
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1

The court may choose to prepare the proposed statement of decision itself or

2

designate, in the tentative decision, one of the parties to prepare the

3

proposed statement of decision. A party has 15 days after the proposed statement is

4

served to serve and file objections for consideration by the court before the court files

5

and serves its final statement. On procedures for requesting and preparing

6

a statement of decision, see Cal Rules of Ct 3.1590(d)–(f); CCP §872.030.

7

Although the court may adopt a referee's report to serve as findings of fact on a particular

8

issue (Worcester v Worcester (1966) 246 CA2d 56), counsel usually prefer to take part in

9

preparing the statement of decision. For a form of statement of decision, see §8.70. For

10

further discussion, see California Trial Practice: Civil Procedure During Trial §§24.34–24.50

11

(3d ed Cal CEB).

12
13
14

************END OF CEB EXCERPTS************
Ms. Quach:

15
16

I explained to you that the court should have waited at least until 8/6/16 before your filing

17

of an 8/1/16 judgment, on the same date that I had called you to inform you that I would be

18

filing my motion to set aside dismissal of case by the next day, 8/2/16. You confirmed that the

19

judge had not yet signed defendant's proposed judgment. I told you that the court can correct

20

its mistake sua sponte by withdrawing the filed judgment and dismissal order.

21
22

It is obvious that you filed that judgment after learning about my filing of my motion the next

23

day, and in order to preempt it before my filing it the next day, and/or to render it of no force

24

and effect. You told me that the signing and filing was the judge's own decision, however, you

25

had previously, and again today, told me that you had extensive exparte contacts with

26

defense counsel Larry Jacobson, and that he called you everyday asking you to have the

27

judge sign his proposed orders.

28

8
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1
2

Attached is some sections of CEB Practice Guide on Statement of Decision.

3
4

Regards.

5

Kareem Salessi 8/19/16

6
7

------------------------------ END OF EMAIL TO COURT-----------------

8
9

Mr. Jacobson admitted to have concocted the above mischief of soliciting illegal court

10

signatures and filings by his waiver of denial in the below copy-pasted email exchange as

11

well as in his instant opposition. Therefore the documents he managed to file (ROA 721-725),

12

under illegal circumstances, have to be stricken by this court and terminating sanctions

13

entered against him and his client for these serial misconducts.

14
15

------------------------EMAIL EXCHANGES WITH Mr. LARRY JACOBSON:

16

8-26-16

17
18

Mr. Jacobson:

19
20

This document titled "Notice of Entry of Judgment" is not file-stamped by the court, in

21

addition to its lack of mandatory signatures!.

22
23

If you have a file-stamped copy of it in original court-pdf please email it to me.

24

Thanks.

25

Kareem Salessi 8/26/16

26
27
28
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1

________________ Larry Jacobson’s reply on 8/29/16, 1:36 p.m.:

2
3

Mr.Salessi:

4
5

There is no requirement that service copies be file-endorsed. Nonetheless, given your

6

request, attached is a file stamped copy we received after the Court accepted the filing. For

7

future reference, file-endorsed copies are available on the Court’s website.

8
9

------------------------ My response shortly thereafter:

10
11

8-29-16

12
13

Thanks Mr. Jacobson:

14

I got it.

15

However, I noticed that your U.S. mailed version proof of service was also unsigned, making

16

that ineffective service of process.

17

More importantly, however, is the fact that you know too well that these 8/1/16 filed

18

documents (order and judgment), were in fact signed, and filed, after my 8/2/16 motion was

19

filed, but had been backdated by court to 8/1/16 to make them look like they preceded my

20

motion.

21

None of these documents were not on the docket by late evening of 8/2/16 when I last copy-

22

pasted from the court's website. They were not even there on 8/3/16, or 8/4/16, and were

23

inserted in the docket on, or after 8/5/16; all of them!

24
25

Kareem Salessi 8/29/16

26
27
28

------------------------NO FURTHER RESPONSE FROM Mr. LARRY JACOBSON
10
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1

Another type of what I believe constitutes routine court fraud is what

2

Ms. Quach had described to me as a “court routine” in that multiple proposed

3

orders, and judgments, which she had received by mail from Mr. Jacobson,

4

and which she had arranged to be signed by Judge Crandall were mailed

5

back only to Mr. Jacobson, instead of also sending me copies of same. Some

6

such documents, like those of 6/23/16, were then filed by Mr. Jacobson, and

7

without service to me (Exhibit-U).

8

understanding, it is a legally routine practice for court clerks to handle such

9

documents in such purely exparte fashion, and by mailing back the court-

10

signed ones, only to the party who originally solicited them, all without

11

mandatory NOTICE to the opposing party! Worse yet, the courts also allow

12

the filing of such unserved documents on the courts dockets, despite its lack

13

of proof of service, as in here, which is beyond belief. All such exparte

14

activities, according to my knowledge, amount to illegal manipulation of case

15

file documents by court staff, very similar to what the dirty-dozen OCSC

16

clerks were arrested for by FBI, on 9/7/16.

According to Ms. Quach’s apparent

17

Another OCSC e-filing system fraud is that, every time I have tried to

18

e-file a document, the court intake rejects it because the court-computer has

19

not listed my name in the “PARTY LIST”, even though I am the main party,

20

the plaintiff. It is probable that they do this with every pro-se party to a lawsuit,

21

in order to prevent pro se filings. Eventually, I have had to check the name

22

of defendant Peimani as the filing party in order for the court computer to

23

accept my filing, and then I have had to add a short note to the clerk

24

explaining it. Therefore, it appears that OCSC computer administrators have

25

mastered court document forgeries with many more ways than the DOJ, or

26

their inspectors, can think of. Wherefore, I am requesting this court for the

27

referral of this matter for an urgent investigation to the Santa Ana U.S. DOJ

28

11
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1

which recently arrested the dirty-dozen OCSC court clerks, and in order to

2

devise workable changes in OCSC filing procedures as well as the automatic

3

voiding of any documents tainted with fraud, and/or procured by lawyers in

4

conflict with rules of civil procedure, and common laws, similar to all those

5

fraudulent documents filed in this case by Mr. Jacobson, and possibly those

6

previously filed by other fraudulent lawyers.

7

VERIFICATION:

8
9
10
11
12
13

I, plaintiff Kareem Salessi, am the moving party in the above-entitled motion for
relief. I have personally drafted the foregoing declaration and know the contents
to be true of my own personal knowledge, except as to those matters that are
therein alleged on information and belief, and, as to those matters, I believe it to
be true.
I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that
the foregoing is true and correct.

14
15
16
17

Respectfully submitted.
Dated:
8/2/2016

Kareem Salessi
Plaintiff

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
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1

DECLARATION OF POINTS & AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT:

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Counsel’s opposition is untimely and should thus be stricken as if not
filed, and should thus not be considered by the court. Counsel had 15 days
before the hearing date of 9/22/16 to file his opposition, but failed to do so.
Assuming that the court will consider the opposition despite its
untimeliness, this P&A serves to defeat it.
The opposition admits to the facts and the laws presented in plaintiff’s
motion by its failure to deny its facts of mischief, the presented laws, and
their applications to the facts as presented. In fact, the opposition sets forth
a brand new diatribe in the form of a motion, not as an opposition to a motion,
while citing to inapplicable case laws, most of which are in fact in plaintiff’s
favor, and the rest are simply inapplicable at best.
In an apparent attempt to conceal its legal sufficiency, the opposition
has taken the form of an extortion motion for an extortionate $3,000 for filing
it, and for its flawed “legal research”, which “legal research” suggests that
counsel knows little or nothing about legal research, otherwise he would
probably not be associating false quotes to citations which do not include his
falsified quotes, because such falsifications amount to perjury and forgery.
In reality Mr. Jacobson’s $3,000 extortion is to punish plaintiff for having
discovered how his case was rigged against him.
First, the opposition wastes much space arguing Salessi having
forfeited his opportunity to file a peremptory challenge to the Hon. Judge
Crandall by a deadline of 8/6/16, while failing to realize that Salessi’s current
motion of 8/2/16 served that purpose for the lack of NOTICE as discussed,
thus preempting this court from assuming jurisdiction of the case in the first
place, which preemption takes precedence over having to file a CCP 170.6.
13
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1
2

In the below linked Petition For Review (PFR# S216242), incorporated
herein with this reference, Salessi had documented at page 20-21 that:

3

“Notice is a requirement of due process. See, Goldberg v. Kelly (1970)

4

397 U.S 254. Furthermore, all the underlying judgments, and writs,

5

appealed from were constitutionally void for their fundamental lack of

6

due process, as set forth in ARMSTRONG v. MANZO, 85 S.Ct. 1187

7

(1965).”

8

https://kareemsalessi.files.wordpress.com/2010/04/1-31-14-pfr-s216242-to-

9

dismissal-of-fraudulent-udas-appeal-g047834.pdf

10

Below are the multiple cases counsel cited in his opposition listed in

11

the sequence they appeared, with short parts related, but in favor of plaintiff’s

12

motion, and some parts actually falsified in Mr. Jacobson quotations:

13

#1- Luz v. Lopes, 55 C2d 54, 62 (1960);

14

“The burden of proof on such a motion is on the moving party who must

15

establish his position by a preponderance of the evidence.” [Salessi

16

has documented with ultimate proofs, and way beyond preponderance,

17

that he was never given mandatory NOTICES];

18

#2- Briggs v. Superior Court, 87 Cal. App. 4th 312, 318 (2001);

19

“Prohibition is a proper remedy to test whether a judge is disqualified

20

where, as here, the facts are without substantial conflict.”

21
22

#3- Andrews v. Joint Clerks Committee, 239 Cal. App. 2d 285;
[No challenge was required because no NOTICE servied to plaintiff

23

Salessi];

24

#4- Cybermedia, Inc. v. Sup Court (Brown), 72 Cal. App. 4th 910 (1999);

25

“In cases where a cause has been assigned to a judge for all purposes,

26

section 170.6, subdivision (2) provides that a party who has already

27

appeared in the action must file the challenge within 10 days “after

28
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1

notice of the all purpose assignment....” (Italics added.) [Salessi never

2

given such NOTICE];

3

“We take note that petitioners' assigned attorney is a member of a

4

downtown Los Angeles law firm consisting of a large number of

5

attorneys. Thus, it is understandable that the assigned attorney did not

6

see the general notice.” [therefore, NOTICE was deemed not served

7

even though served to the law firm, thus supporting plaintiff Salessi

8

here, with much stronger effects due to his total lack of NOTICE];

9
10

#5- Int’l Union of Operating Eng’rs v. Sup. Ct., 207 Cal. App. 3d 340 (1989);

#6- Keating v. Sup. Ct., 45 Cal. 2d 440, 446 (1955);

11

“When there is uncontradicted evidence that the trial judge entertains

12

a fixed opinion that a party to an action has deliberately perjured

13

himself upon a material issue or that he is unworthy of belief, and

14

frankly admits he possesses that frame of mind, the law entitles the

15

litigant to the privilege of a trial before some other judge. Under such

16

circumstances the question regarding the existence of bias or

17

disqualification becomes one of law.” (14 Cal.App.2d 103, 104.) [Judge

18

Crandall did state (on 7/14/16) that Salessi was not credible due to his

19

accusations of corruption against former Judge Monroe, and those

20

against the sociopathic deviant attorney Richard Knickerbocker, and

21

Judge Crandall had clearly not read any of Salessi’s filed motion

22

papers, but only the Demurrer and Reply to Plaintiff’s Opposition filed

23

by defense counsel];

24

#7- Finnie v. Town of Tiburon, 199 CA 3d 1, 12 (1988);

25

[all consulted reasonable attorneys had concluded merits in this action,

26

why else Hon. Judge Gray granted Salessi a total of $825,000

27

judgments against four defendants in October, 2007?]

28

15
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1

#8- Karwasky v. Zachay, 146 CA 3d 679, 681 (1983); [comments as above];

2

#9- Simonson v. Patterson, 27 CA 4th 773, 785 (1994); [a motion is not a

3

pleading as counsel falsely quotes from the case];

4

#10- Young v. Rosenthal, 212 CA3d 96, 127 (1989);

5

“Attorney does not have ethical obligation to his client to perjure himself

6

or to file knowingly frivolous or bad-faith motion; rather, attorney has

7

affirmative duty to refuse to make false declarations and statements to

8

court, and must withdraw from case if client insists upon such conduct.

9

Prof. Conduct Rules 2–111(B), (C)(1)(a), 7–105.” [Here, counsel has

10

made numerous forgeries from case laws, and filed multiple perjured

11

declarations in this and previous court documents];

12

#11- Midwife v. Bernal, 203 CA3d 57, 65 (1988); [forged attorney quote not

13

in case];

14

As previously explained, all the above cited cases are either irrelevant

15

to the instant motion, or are in favor of plaintiff’s instant motion and against

16

counsel’s opposition.

17

In his motion, counsel had briefly stated that most of the liability of the

18

frauds complained of is really against the employer of defendant Peimani,

19

however, without identifying who, and/or, what his employer supposedly was

20

in 2002 when he pulled a fast one on Salessi, his friend for years.

21

Plaintiff had also documented in his demurrer opposition that Century

22

Funding was an unlicensed fraud and had no permission to conduct any

23

businesses whatsoever, as it required its own real estate brokerage license

24

to do so. I told the court that I had been awaiting for long the required

25

documentation from various state administrative agencies as to the illegality

26

of Century Funding in the first place. Shortly after that hearing the first batch

27

of documents arrived from the San Mateo County Recorder showing Orhan

28
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1

Tolu’s signature on two documents registering Century Funding as a DBA,

2

however without its own license, as previously shown in DRE/BRE exhibits.

3

Those first set of documents now appear in (Exhibit-W).

Soon

4

thereafter, documents arrived from California Secretary of State (SOS)

5

verifying further directly connecting Orhan Tolu to the Century Funding fraud.

6

Those documents appear herein (Exhibit-X). Lastly, attached in a page

7

which Mr. Jacobson had filed with his Demurrer as the original of Century

8

Funding’s DBA registration certificate, herein attached as (Exhibit-Y). As I

9

had previously stated in my opposition to the Demurrer, that blank-form

10

supposedly certified by the county clerk as authentic, and according to the

11

original filed, is an absolute forgery, either by Mr. Jacobson, or by the county

12

clerk, because it is blank and the original of such a sheet of paper could not

13

have been recorded in county records. It is most likely that the original had

14

also been signed by Orhan Tolu, and that Mr. Jacobson had doctored the

15

page by deleting his name and signature from it. Even if he filed it in the form

16

he received it from the clerk, the page is a forgery and should not have been

17

passed as an original, thus amounting to violations of Ca. Penal Codes

18

115.5, and 470: 480, inclusive, and should be dealt with as such.

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
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1
2

CONCLUSION:

3

For all the forging reasons, this court should grant the motion to set

4

aside dismissal of the case and terminate the case as against the defendant

5

for its counsel’s complicity in fixing, and rigging, the case as explained above,

6

and in the motion itself. In the alternative that the case is not terminated

7

against the defendant at this juncture, then it should be referred to the

8

presiding judge for reassignment, and re-hearing, or in the alternative for

9

allowing plaintiff to amend the complaint as against defendant Peimani FOR

10

THE FIRST TIME, and to include Orhan Tolu, as his respondeat superior

11

and the alter ego of the none-existing Century Funding.

12
13
14
15

Respectfully submitted.

16

9/16/16

Kareem Salessi,
Plaintiff

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

(EXHIBIT-V)

14
15
16
17
18
19
20

CEB EXCERPTS ON STATEMENT OF DECISION
SENT AS EMAIL ATTACHMENT TO C-33 CLERK,
MS. QUACH

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
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1
2

8-16-16 CEB Statement of Decision

3
4

§8.69

f. Statement of Decision

5

The parties may obtain the trial court's statement of decision explaining the factual and

6

legal bases for its decision. CCP §632. When a trial is concluded within 1 calendar day or in

7

less than 8 hours over more than 1 day, the request for a statement of decision must be made

8

before the matter is submitted for decision, and the statement of decision may be made orally

9

on the record. CCP §632. In all other cases, the statement must be requested within 10 days

10

after the court renders its tentative decision (CCP §632), and proposals for the content of

11

the statement must be made within 10 days after the request (see Cal Rules of Ct 3.1590(d)).

12

The court may choose to prepare the proposed statement of decision itself or designate, in

13

the tentative decision, one of the parties to prepare the proposed statement of decision. A

14

party has 15 days after the proposed statement is served to serve and file objections for

15

consideration by the court before the court files and serves its final statement. On procedures

16

for requesting and preparing a statement of decision, see Cal Rules of Ct 3.1590(d)–(f); CCP

17

§872.030. {*} tops

18

Although the court may adopt a referee's report to serve as findings of fact on a particular

19

issue (Worcester v Worcester (1966) 246 CA2d 56), counsel usually prefer to take part in

20

preparing the statement of decision. For a form of statement of decision, see §8.70. For

21

further discussion, see California Trial Practice: Civil Procedure During Trial §§24.34–24.50

22

(3d ed Cal CEB).

23
24

§24.44

D. Contents

25

The statement of decision must explain the factual and legal bases for the

26

court's decision on the principal controverted issues listed in the request. CCP §632.

27

See Nunes Turfgrass, Inc. v Vaughan-Jacklin Seed Co. (1988) 200 CA3d 1518,

28

20
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1

1525; Miramar Hotel Corp. v Frank B. Hall & Co. (1985) 163 CA3d 1126. A material issue of

2

fact underlying the judgment but not disputed at trial need not be included in thestatement.

3

EXAMPLE: If the parties stipulate to facts indispensable to the judgment, these issues may

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

be excluded from the statement of decision.
Because the burden is on the party to specify the controverted issues on which
a statement of decision is desired, a trial court can make findings on those specified issues
only, i.e., on fewer than all the material issues in dispute in the case. Harvard Inv. Co. v Gap
Stores, Inc. (1984) 156 CA3d 704, 709 n3. In a statement of decision, a trial judge is not
required to find on immaterial issues or to make findings outside the pleadings. In re Cheryl
E. (1984) 161 CA3d 587.
The court is not required to discuss each question listed in a party's request or to make an
express

finding

on

every

factual

matter

controverted

at

trial.

The

court's statement of decision is adequate if it "sufficiently disposes of all the basic issues in
the

case." Bauer

v

Bauer (1996)

46

CA4th

1106,

1118.

The

court's statement of decision need only state ultimate rather than evidentiary facts. Hellman
v La Cumbre Golf & Country Club (1992) 6 CA4th 1224, 1230. The trial court has the
discretion to decide which issues are the "principal controverted issues" and need not discuss
other issues unnecessary to thedecision. Vukovich v Radulovich (1991) 235 CA3d 281, 294
(trial court found lack of subject matter jurisdiction, rendering discussion of the remaining
issues moot).
It is reversible error, however, for the trial court to fail to make findings requested by a party
on material disputed issues. People v Casa Blanca Convalescent Homes, Inc. (1984) 159
CA3d 509. See Harvard Inv. Co. v Gap Stores, Inc. (1984) 156 CA3d 704, 711. For example,
a statement of decision must be provided on the issue of damages even if liability is admitted.
The defendant has the right to specification of the components of an award so that they can
be reviewed under the substantial evidence rule. Gordon v Wolfe (1986) 179 CA3d 162.

27
28

21
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1
2

PRACTICE TIP: In drafting a proposed statement of decision, ascertain which issues are

3

controverted and, of those issues, which can be considered principal to the

4

court's decision. Use the pleadings to take stock of the issues in the case as narrowed

5

or expanded at trial. List the elements of causes of action on which a party is determined

6

to have prevailed, as well as the elements of any affirmative defenses that were raised.

7

If the less flattering disputed issues are not squarely handled in the statement, you may

8

succeed in building reversible error into an otherwise favorable result. Reflect on how

9

best to organize the statement, e.g., the factual and legal bases for the decision may be

10

merged into one narrative or set forth separately. Whatever approach is taken, the

11

objective is clarity of the factual and legal issues that the court decided. The appellate

12

courts seem to be looking for a narrative statement that is comprehensible and does not

13

avoid material issues. The more conclusionary or cryptic thestatement, the more likely it

14

is that a court of appeal will find it inadequate. On appellate review, see §24.50.

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

The court's tentative decision may be adopted as its statement of decision if the document
fairly and completely sets forth the factual and legal bases for the decision. See Wolfe v
Lipsy (1985) 163 CA3d 633(called "memorandum of intended decision"). In In re Rodrigo
S. (1990)

225

CA3d

1179,

the

court

held

that

when

a

party's

proposed statement of decision was adopted as the court's tentative decision and no
objection

to

it

was

made,

the

tentative decision properly

became

the

court's statement of decision.
A judge who has disqualified himself or herself after hearing a bench trial, however, may
not issue a statement of decision, even if it would mean merely adopting the
tentative decision. Geldermann, Inc. v Bruner (1991) 229 CA3d 662.

25
26
27
28
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1

§17.3

A. Nature and Effect

2

The tentative decision may be rendered by an oral statement entered in the minutes or by

3

a written statement filed with the court clerk. Cal Rules of Ct 3.1590(a). It sets forth the

4

court's decision and the reasons for it, including the authorities relied on. The

5

tentative decision may (Cal Rules of Ct 3.1590(c))
● State that it is the court's proposed statement of decision, subject to a party's objection
under Cal Rules of Ct 3.1590(g);
● Indicate that the court will prepare a statement of decision;
● Order a party to prepare a statement of decision; or
● Direct that the tentative decision will become the statement of decision unless, within
10 days after announcement or service of the tentative decision, a party specifies
those principal controverted issues as to which the party is requesting
a statement of decision or makes proposals not included in the tentative decision.

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

In trials lasting 8 hours or more over more than 1 day, the announcement of the

13

tentative decision begins

a

10-day

time

period

within

14

a statement of decision, if any, must be made. CCP §632.

which

a

request

for

15

No time limit is prescribed by statute or rules of court within which the

16

tentative decision must be announced. However, a trial judge's salary will be held back if any

17

cause "remains pending and undetermined for 90 days after it has been submitted

18

for decision." Cal Const art VI, §19. In practice, this condition is satisfied when the

19

tentative decision is announced. Unless the decision is announced in open court in the

20

presence of all parties that appeared at the trial, the clerk must immediately serve on all

21

parties that appeared at the trial a copy of the minute entry or written tentative decision.Cal

22

Rules of Ct 3.1590(a).

23
24
25
26
27
28
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1

§23.24

1. When statement of decision requested

2

After the court announces its tentative decision (see §§24.30–24.33), any party may

3

request the court to issue astatement of decision explaining the factual and legal basis for

4

its decision. CCP §632. On when statement of decision must be requested or it is waived,

5

see §24.35.

6

Within 10 days after the announcement or service of the tentative decision, a party may

7

request a statement of decisionto address the principal controverted issues; these issues

8

must be specified in the request. See Cal Rules of Ct 3.1590(d). On the procedures and timing

9

for requesting and drafting a statement of decision, see §§24.34–24.50. On drafting the

10
11

proposed judgment, see §23.26.
Any party may, within 15 days after the proposed statement of decision and proposed

12

judgment

13

proposed statement of decision and proposed judgment. Cal Rules of Ct 3.1590(g).

14
15

have

been

served,

serve

and

file

objections

to

the

The judge may order a hearing on the proposals and objections to the
proposed statement of decision or the proposed judgment. Cal Rules of Ct 3.1590(k).

16

Although not a judgment, the statement of decision, like former findings of fact, may help

17

to interpret ambiguous or uncertain provisions in the judgment. See Mayes v Sturdy N. Sales,

18

Inc. (1979) 91 CA3d 69, 82, disapproved on other grounds in Applied Equip. Corp. v Litton

19

Saudi Arabia Ltd. (1994) 7 C4th 503, 521 n9.

20
21

NOTE: If the trial was completed within 1 day, Cal Rules of Ct 3.1590 do not apply.
See §24.37.

22
23

§27.28

H. Statement of Decision

24

After a nonjury trial, any party may request a statement of decision within 10 days after the

25

court announces its tentative decision. If trial is concluded in less than 1 day (or less than 8

26

hours over more than 1 day), then the request for the statement of decision must be made

27
28

24
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1

before the matter is submitted fordecision. CCP §632. The statement of decision explains the

2

factual and legal basis for the decision on the principal controverted issues. CCP §632. If the

3

matter is uncontested, a simple recitation that the allegations in the petition are true should

4

suffice.

5
6

On statement of decision, see California Trial Practice: Civil Procedure During Trial
§§23.23–23.26 (3d ed Cal CEB).

7
8

727

9

MOTION TO SET ASIDE/VACATE DISMISSAL

SCHEDULED FOR 09/22/2016 AT 08/04/2016

NV

01:30:00 PM IN C33 AT CENTRAL JUSTICE CENTER.

10
11
12
13

726

MOTION TO SET ASIDE DISMISSAL FILED BY SALESSI, KAREEM ON 08/02/2016

08/02/2016

23 pages

725

E-FILING TRANSACTION 4585361 RECEIVED ON 08/02/2016 10:49:41 PM.

08/04/2016

NV

724

NOTICE OF ENTRY OF JUDGMENT FILED BY PEIMANI, FARROKH ON 08/04/2016

08/04/2016

12 pages

723

E-FILING TRANSACTION 3442658 RECEIVED ON 08/04/2016 02:11:42 PM.

08/04/2016

NV

722

JUDGMENT FILED BY PEIMANI, FARROKH ON 08/01/2016

08/01/2016

2 pages

721

ORDER - OTHER (SUSTAINING DEMURRER) FILED BY PEIMANI, FARROKH ON 08/01/2016

7 pages

14
15
16
17
18

08/01/2016

19
20
21

720

E-FILING TRANSACTION 4576181 RECEIVED ON 07/14/2016 04:49:18 PM.

08/03/2016

NV

719

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/ELECTRONIC SERVICE

07/21/2016

7 pages

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

25
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3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

(EXHIBIT-W)
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FILED·

WARREN SLOCUM, Assessor-County Clerk-Recorder
Attn: Special Services
555 County Center, 1st Floor
Redwood City, California 94063-1665

SAN MAT50. Q.QU.NfY

OCT 0 1 2007

REMINDER
1. Submit Original and 3 copies.

2. Filing fee $28.00 for 1st Business Name
and Registrant, $5.00 for each additional
Business Name, and Partner.
3. Provide Return
If mailed.

RUEASE RRIN'l1 OR

m~mE

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT (FILENo.
THE FOLLOWING PERSON(S) IS (ARE) DOING BUSINESS AS:
.

I

.

* ··· .Cen.P.-!.'0-j. ······~~~&~:;.
Name[si'c>ri i.iri~'i\t>ove) ·· · · ··· · · ·· · · ··· · ··· ·· ·· ··· · ·· ·· ··· · ·· · ·
* * ~QC.In~.QMi .. /.?..~.ff..... ~9.~ ..... ~ ....~9.-YY.l.\'0.9. .. .~~:J ......~~~:.~ \9. ................. .
,,cililo·u·s·aiislness..

USE SEPARATE SHEET OF PAPER FOR ADDITIONAL BUSINESS NAMES

.

(Street Address of Business -

if No Street Address Assigned - Give Exact Location of Business Plus P.O. Box or Rural Route)

1~.:..... :'$.gY,), .. V.:O.q_+~.<;!?, .... 1...... ~A- .. ·:(Oily
..............
9.. if. Y..Q .~ .................... ···........ ·····. ·
and Zip)
IS [ARE] HEREBY REGISTERED BY THE FOLLOWING OWNER[S]:

* * *®... I??P..r:~.t?t.q.e
... 8./J\qn.(~ .. /(!. ~.
<.J
(Full Nama- ,Type/P~Iiitf

'

·

®........................................................... .
(Full Name- Type/Print)

.

'

!..t?.~ .... ~9.0.-h...~ .(J?:~YJ(~,r{ .. &~.lf!v. /1~ ... ' .. ' .... ' .. ... ''' ........ ' .. ' ........................ ' .. '
(Residence Address or state of incorporation If Incorporated)

(Residence Address orstate of lncorporatlon.lf Incorporated)

JOn
;iflt1f--eo C/4- t:tYCfot_
' ...... ' .... ' .. ' .... ' ...... 4.' .. '.''' .. ' .. ' ' .. ' .. ' ' ... '' .... .

(citv'arid z'1i>i · · ·· ·· ··· ·· ·· ·· · -·· · ·· ··· · ···· ·· ·· ···· · ···· ·· ·· · ··

(City and Zip)

@

(Fuii.Nam&:..:. w,;&,P'ririti · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

(cit~:

****
* *** *

@

and zii>i · · .. ·.... · .. · .... · · · .. · · · ·.. ·.. · · ··.... · · ·· ·· ·.. ·:

.

.

(Fuii.Nam&:..:. 'iv'tielfiririti · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

(citv'arid zii>i · · ·· ·· ··· ·· ··· · ·· · ··· ·· · ·· ····· ··· ·· ··· ··· ··· ·· ·· ·

(U More Than 4 Registrants · Attach Additional Sheet Showing Owner Information)

This business Is conducted by: 0 an Individual 0 Individuals - Husband and Wile 0 a General Partnership 0 Co-Partners
0 a Limited Partnership ~a Corporation 0 a Businoss Trust 0 a Joint Venture
0 Limited Liability Company · .
0 an Unincorporated Association- other than a Partnership . 0 Othor (Specify) ............. : ........ : . ........... : . ............. .
The registrant commenced to transact business under the fictitious business name or names listed above on - · - - - - - - -

"1 DECLARE THAT ALL INFORMATION IN THIS STATEMENT IS TRUE AND CORRECT."

SIGNA~UR~'~f"kE~~;n:;;NT~ ""' ~~~;;~~:.:.; '"'m•) ••••••••••••••. ••••••••. ••••
(Print name of person signing ;md, if a

~i~t: Officer, also state title.)

THIS STATEMENT WAS FILED WITH WARREN SLOCUM, ASSESSOR-COUNTY CLERK-RECORDER, SAN MATEO COUNTY
. ON DATE INDICATED BY FILE STAMP ABOVE
A FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT EXPIRES FIVE YEARS
FROM THE DATE IT WAS FILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY
CLERK.
THE FILING OF THIS STATEMENT DOES NOT OF ITSELF
AUTHORIZE THE USE IN THIS STATE OF A FICTITIOUS
BUSINESS NAME IN VIOLATION OF THE RIGHTS OF
ANOTHER UNDER FEDERAL. STATE. OR COMMON LAW .
~ (SEE SECTION 14411 ET SEQ .. BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS
~ CODE).

COUNTY CLIERK

When embossed, this is certified to be a true copy of the
~~te~~s~tfflfounty Clerk-Recorder.
records of the

SA

Mark Church, Assessor-County Clerk-Recorder
By

4{f0&U

WARREN SLOCUM, Assessor-County. Clerk-Recorder
Attn: Special Services
555 County Center, 1st Floor
Redwood City, California 94063-1665·

0

REMINDER
1. Submit Original and 3 copies.

2. Filing lee $28.00 lor 1sl Business Name
and Regislranl, $5.00 lor each addlllonal

3.

Business Name, and Partner.
·
· llmalled.

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT (FILENo.

)

THE FOLLOWING PERSON(S) IS (ARE) DOING BUSINESS AS:

* ·C."?.?.!Y!y ·····&,~ ~iypairrini f:ici1i1iiu's' i:lu.s'lness.Namelsi <iri i.irie ·;.,bova>· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·.
USE SEPARATE SHEET OF PAPER FOR ADDITIONAL BUSINESS NAMES

* * L.Q~.i\T~~ .~T; ... ./ .'?.?.-:J': .. ..~.· ...~......<A.':.h.1.0. ~.....~.~.~..~ .....~!!. :. .~.~ .~ ................... .
(Sireet Address of Business -

if No Street Address Assigned - Give Exacl Location of Business Plus P.O. Box or Rural Roule)

~~.:... %n ....~}~Q .................... .' .. 9.l:i.Y:.9.~................................................. .
(City and Zip)

IS [ARE] HEREBY REGISTERED BY THE FOLLOWING OWNER[S]:

* * * ~i,.£Er?t)r,C¥. .. ~;4? ~.,. ./ ~ (: .... ·.

~ii.Name:..: Type/Priri1\ ............ · .................... ·.... ..

/)2.g S El ~111/VlO f_f"'-( S}LJ · }01.

<Resid9ric9 :.\dtiri!s's· oi &ititi!oi iricoriio'raiio'n' it'lncorporaia'<i> · · · · · · · · · ·

mcx.i-e a

o

~ Vl
q '-f '-~ 2
<citv'arici i£1,;; · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

(citv'.irici zi,;; ··········· ····· -·· ·······························

@

@

· (Fuii.Nama:..: WJia/Pririt\ · · ·· · · ·· · · ·· · ·· · · ·· · ·· · · · ·· · · ··· ·· ·· · ···

<Fuii.Name :..: Y.;Ji~'P'riri1\ · · ·· · · ·· ·· ··· ···· · ··· · ··· · ··· · · ··· ·· · ···

·····························································

<citv'8rici zi,;; · ··· ·············································:

* ***
*****

(City and Zip)

(II More Than 4 Regislranls . Atlach Addilionai Sheet Showing Owner Information)

This business Is conducted by:~0 an Individual 0 Individuals ·- Husband and Wile 0 a Gonoral Partnership 0 Co-Partners
0 a limited Partnership ~ Corporation 0 a Business Trust 0 a Joint Venture
0 Limited Liability Company
0 an Unincorporated Association- othor than a Partnership 0 Other (Specify) ............•...................... : . ............. .
The registrant commenced to transact business under the fi ilious business name or names listed above on --~-----

"1 DECLARE THAT ALL INFORMATI
(A registrant who declares as true In

SIGNATURE OF REGISTRANT:::

TATEMENT IS TRUE AND CORRECT.. "
she know.s to be false is guilty of a crime.)

::~h:: >?.:: :~/:0_: /?.f.ff/iJ-t:0.t.:: :·: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :<:

(Print name of person signing !lnd, II a

b~(porate Officer, also stale IIIIa.)

.

THIS STATEMENT WAS FILED WITH WARREN SLOCUM, ASSESSOR-COUNTY CLERK-RECORDER, SAN MATEO COUNTY
. ON DATE INDICATED BY FILE STAMP ABOVE
A FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT EXPIRES FIVE YEARS
FROM THE DATE IT WAS FILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY
CLERK.
THE FILING OF THIS STATEMENT DOES NOT OF ITSELF
AUTHORIZE THE USE IN THIS STATE OF A FICTITIOUS
BUSINESS NAME IN VIOLATION OF THE RIGHTS OF
"' ANOTHER UNDER FEDERAL. STATE. OR COMMON LAW
~ (SEE SECTION 14411 ET SEQ., BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS
~ CODE).
COUNTY CLERK

When embossed, this is certified to be a true copy of the
records of the S'an Mateo Assessor-County Clerk-Recorder.

By

M~k Ch"""·1V~~)~,,,.R~"'"

County of San Mateo
Assessor-County Clerk-Recorder
Mark Church
555 County Center
Redwood City, CA, 94063
Finalization 2016046389
8/3/16 2:59 pm
016
82
Item

Title

1

FBNCC
Certified Copy FBN
Document ID

Amount

DOC# n/a
Time Recorded 2:59pm

10.00

Total

10.00

Payment Type
Check tendered
# 1268

Amount Due

THANK YOU
PLEASE RETAIN THIS RECEIPT
FOR YOUR RECORDS

Amount

10.00

0.00

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

(EXHIBIT-X)

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
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a·

State of California

.'
~

(

l ...

Bill Jones
Secretary of State

~~

v

LLC-1

LIMITED LIABll..ITY COMPANY
ARTICLES OF ORGANIZATION

~~.Vt

iMPORTANT· Read the instructions before completing the form.
This document is presented for liling pursuant to Section 17050 of the California Corporations Code.
I. Limited liabili~ company name:
(Eftd lllc...,..,..; •u.c- 1V'Uo1110d l.ilhiliiJI C:..mpon,•.
CI':NTURY FUNDING I

•

No p<rio4l ~ lhc 1«un I• "U.C'. 'Li.,ilod' IIIMI 'Co,.pooy• ,..1 ... ""~"''Lid &Ad ·eo ')

LLC

2. Latest date (month/day/year) on which the limited liability company is to dissolve:
January 19, 2014
3. 'lne purpose of the limited liability company is to engage in any lawful act or activity for which a limited liability company
n1ay be organized under the Beverly-Killea Limited Liability Company Act.
4. Enter the name of initial agent for service of process and check the appropriate provision below:
STEVEN L. POLLAK

, which is

[ X)

an individual residing in California. Proceed to Item 5.

[

a corporation which has filed a certificate pursuant to Section 1505 of the California Corporations Code. Skip Item 5
and proceed to Item 6.

]

5. If the initial agent for service of process is an jodjvjdual, enter a business or residential street address in California:
Street address:
City:

700 El Camino Real, Suite 201
State: CALIFORNIA

~Hllr<.e

Zip Code:

94030

6. Tile limited liability company will be managed by : (check one)

[ x1

] one manager

[

more than one manager

[

] limited

liabi~ity

company members

7. ((other matters are to be included in the Articles of Organization anach one or more separate pages.
Number ofpages attached, if any: 0

8. It is hereby declared that I am the person who
( _ ::.;. · trumont, which <xocution i•
and deed .

For Sccrduy ~ISla It Ust

I qCfqtJ 1 ~I oo 13

. fl/ ~~

Sig:Z"'
'

of tile State of California

K
tH E HILDEBRAND
Type or print name of organizer

Date:

'~··•

Januar:l::

r.. ng

MAR 1 8 1999

\

19

Appro•ld

U.C·I

FILED

In lite office of the Secrei!Jy of State

~1t

Sill JONES,s retary of State

'19 99

~,.~.

St<nu., or S1111

II"

I hereby c.e, lily lhi.llllie oregolng
transcript or
- pago(s)
~·:: ;.); Is a lull, true and correct copy of the
:... .: , ong1na1 record tn lhe custooy of!ha
~;",.~~·
Callrvrni.1 Secretury of State's office.

~
...

.-;::-~. ~

:~~··
. -~
,.

JUL 11 2016

~'{'{'v~

Date:. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

)2 '

~OI~etary

of State

~~~·
~ ··.

State of California
Bill Jones

U,J,~r,;>;

~·

Secretary of State

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY- STATEMENT OF INFORMAnON RENEWAL

.'l\l~-~if(iip:~ami.--.
··:.·::r~
~·.:..~Ct1o1\i'!lle(dPe~coiii""'retfifrn1ra·
F.orm l;~~AY.:h~
!l~.IMifonr.4.Nt~eaa
.... / ... • •• •._•,..a,..,, ,.......... , ,,.,, ~,., , ,...;.!!,!::!;~.'!.
......- . . _~h"""'"".....-v'"..y;.,;"•-• R-.rl .. ,,_,,g. ,.-_ ... ,j~
;~JI.~f~~~

• 'to

1.

-

..

, ......

DO NOTAlTER PREPRINTED NAME. IF ITEM t IS BLANK, PLEASE arrER UMITED UABIUTY COMPAN't' NAME..

CENTURY FUNDING, LLC
700 EL CAMINO REAL N201
MILLBRAE CA 94030

s1'l

D. :;)F.

:

2.

This Space For Alfng Use Only

,1)fERE .HAS e'eeN:No 'cHA'r-~.GE iN'nie .INFOFUdA'nON co.tfl:AINED ·,~ .TtiE.. L.Ast~AT~,~~;gf.J~ia.SfiOJic\~!1
~: 0~ J:IL~ W~ l!'f?.~~F~t;I~!A SECRf?Y~~y Qr::,~T,~~:~~~~~· -rr!r:;.~o~. ~~ -~~O.C~EI? T~f~~l~~- ·. . ~t~

SECRETARY OF STATE FILE NUMBER

3.

JURISDICTION OF FORMATION

199907810073 1

CA

4.

.aiB£EI ADDRESS OF PAINCIPAJ.PE]UT~ OFFICE

5.

.s:I.B.EEl ADDRESS IN CALIFORNIA OF OFFICE WHERE RECORDS ARE MAINTAINEO (FOR DOMESTIC ONLY)

t.5;:;.~ J'vJ''v'

Eo :.l-

~

ZIP CODE

CITY AND STATE

J Mv'

#Ak

74~61

:>
CITY

ZIP CODE

f~~
8.

AGENT'SNAME:

7.

CA

CHECK THE APPROPAIATE PROVISlON BELOW AND NAME THS AGENT FOR SERVICE OF PROCESS:
' [ ) AN INDIVIDUAL RESIDING IN CALIFORNIA.
.
.
. .
.
... • .
. •~)A CORPORA110N W~ICH)JAS ~1.§0 A rERTI~URSUANT TO SEcno~ OF TliE CAUFORNIA CORPORATIONS CODE.

l6~P~Vw1.,

2~·;...-

tYtur.r,_.~~q- 4

~(.

4Ww,tJ. IJ_K:O. ..JAAJ

MA-r~.
I

6-

r;#..tJt
ZIP CODE

ADDRESS Of TliE AGENT FdR SERVICE OF PROCESS IN CAUFOANIA, IF AH INDIVIDUAL

CA
8.

DESCRIBE TYPE OF BUSIN~ OF THE UMITED LIABILITY COMP")''Y.

fYlt~r ~r.~<

.

~o--teeA

{ 1CEO, IF ANY
11.

NUMBER OF PAGES ATTACHED, IF ANY•
./'7 A~

12.

IOE~RETHAT~.7E.COAR~
SIGNA1URE OF !NDIVIDU~FU2EO TO SIGN

{I~ · f:;t..oilt'l- · C/!u #~..~~-/,r;-

DATE

TYPE OR PRINT NAME AND 1TTl..E OF PERSON SIGNING

DUE DATI!:
SfCJSTATE ·FOR~

03/18/2001

U.C-12R (REV. 11/H)

APPROVED BY SECRETARY OF STATE

.

10!_'~:(.

1J,w;·by c;e~.rJ \1 ~• m,

t~
: tr.1nscr.pl ol
~

.

~.

~~·

,

lor tl'~OirnJ
page..{~)

IS a full, !1\Je and coffltct copy of the
l)nginallt'Card In lho Clll\tooy of tna
Calllornl.. Sntn :.1rv ol State's urt1ce.

Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~ -

~DI~cretary

of State

Secretary of State
Business Programs Division
Business Entities- Records, P.O. Box 944260, Sacramento, CA 94244-2600

Date:

July 11, 2016

RE:

CENTURY FUNDING, LLC

Employee Initials:

mms

This is response to your request for information.

D
lZiJ

D

0

A refund for overpayment in the amount of $
will be processed and mailed in
approximately six to eight weeks. Note: Refunds cannot be applied to future requests.
The 'not to exceed' or blank check submitted with your request has been completed in the
amount of$ 17.00
The California Secretary of State is not able to determine the intended purpose of the
enclosed payment. Please provide the entity name, entity number and the reason you are
submitting the payment. Enclosed please find the Business Entities Records- Information
& Fees and Order Form.
The payment received is insufficient to cover the cost of the order. The current cost of this
. You may resubmit your request with the appropriate fees.
order is$

For more information, go to www.sos.ca.gov/business/be/information-requests.htm.

BE RECORDS PAYMENT LETTER (Rev. 0612014)

California Secretary of State
www.sos.ca.gov/business/be
(916) 657-5448

State of California
Secretary of State
CERTIFICATE OF STATUS

ENTITY NAME:

CENTURY FUNDING, LLC

FILE NUMBER:
FORMATION DATE:
TYPE:
JURISDICTION:
STATUS:

199907810073
03/18/1999
DOMESTIC LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
CALIFORNIA
SUSPENDED

I, ALEX PADILLA, Secretary of State of the State of California,
hereby certify:
The records of this office indicate the Secretary of State suspended
the entity's powers, rights and privileges on March 27, 2013,
pursuant to the provisions of the California Corporations Code; the
California Franchise Tax Board suspended the entity's powers, rights
and privileges on June 2, 2014, pursuant to the provisions of
the California Revenue and Taxation Code; and the entity's powers,
rights and privileges remain suspended.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I execute this
certificate and affix the Great Seal
of the State of California this day of
July 11, 2016.

ALEX PADILLA
Secretary of State
MMS
NP-25 (REV 01/2015)

ALEX PADILLA
Secretary of State
Business Programs Division
P.O. Box 944260
Sacramento, CA 94244-2600

lH

U.~. K.i~ IAl>t: )>PITNEY BOWES

9
5r
~~
s
ooo.41
0001386326JUL 13 2016
814

REGISTER TO VOTE

Voter RegistrationNoter Fraud Hotline
Ca/11 -800-345-VOTE
e-mail: comments@sos.ca.gov

KAREEM SALESSI
DISCLOSURE REALTY COMPANY
2082 MICHELSON DRIVE, S-100
IRVINE CA 92612

tn 1H11•11 hr•l• 1111t'l·flll 1JltHt'tlul,rJluuJid·'tt't' I'

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

(EXHIBIT-Y)
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n!:1dll:lil:i! r~:~m~:moer

1:0

pnm,

Sign ana mail J

Please include a self-addressed

Mail To:
San Mateo

to return your copy.

Reminder

1. Submit Original and 3 copies.

Clerk

ATIN: Special Services

2. Filing fee $28 for 1st Business name and Regis:rant,$5

555 COUNTY CENTER, 1ST
FLOOR

for each additional Business Name and Partner.
3. Provide Return Envelope, if mailed.

REDWOOD CITY, CA 94063
Renewal

D

1 CENTURY FUNDING
Business Address:

1528 S. EL CAMINO REAL #100

Zip, County: SAN MATEO CA 94402
Mail Address:
Phone:
***Is [Are] hereby registered by the following owner(s) Name
BALDWIN MORTGAGE CORPORATION
1528 S. El CAMINO REAL #100
Address
SAN MATEO
CA
94402-

Yes
CA

llC
A Corporation

****This business is conducted

*****The registrant commenced to transact business under the fbn or names on

August 26, 2004

"I DECLARE THAT ALL INFORMATION IN THIS STATEMENT IS TRUE"
(A registrant who declares as true information which he or she know to be false is qullty of a1 crime)
Signature of Registrant:

(Print name of person signing and if a Corporate officer, also state title)
A fictitious business name statement expires five years from the date lt was flied in the office of the County Clerk.
The filing of this statement does not of itself authorize the use in this state of a fictitious business name in liolation
of another under federal, state, or common taw.
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SEAN M. JACOBSON, SBN 227241
COHEN AND JACOBSON, LLP
900 Veterans Boulevard, Suite 600
Redwood City, California 94063
Telephone: (650) 261-6280
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Farrokh Peimani aka Frank Peimani

2
3

6
7

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

8

COUNTY OF ORANGE

9

CIVIL DIVISION UNLIMITED JURISDICTION

10
11

KAREEM SALESSI,

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Case No. 04CC11080
Plaintiff,

vs.
THOMAS ABERCROMBIE;
ABERCOMBRIE REALTY; NICK (ALI)
ROSHDIEH; DANA BALLARD;
PATRICK F. ORTIZ; DEBORAH M
ORTIZ; SOUTHWOOD PEST CONTROL;
ANN SKINNER; KAREN MITCHELL;
COAST CITIES ESCROW; TAMZI
RICHARDSON; FIRST TEAM REAL
ESTATE; CAMERON N. MERAGE;
FARROKH (FRANK) PEIMANI;
CENTURY FUNDING; ALPHA
APPRAISALS; MICHAEL SHADAB;
WORLD SAVINGS BANK (GROUP);
ASSESSOR, COUNTY OF ORANGE;
DOES 1 THROUGH 500, INCLUSIVE,
Defendants.

OPPOSITION BY FARROKH PEIMANI
AKA FRANK PEIMANI TO PLAINTIFF
KAREEM SALESSI’S “MOTION TO
SET ASIDE DISMISSAL OF CASE &
REMAND FOR REASSIGNMENT”;
AND REQUEST FOR SANCTIONS
AGAINST KAREEM SALESSI
PURSUANT TO CCP § 128.5
Hearing Date
Date: September 22, 2016
Time: 1:30 p.m.
Place: Dept C33
Central Justice Center
700 Civic Center
Santa Ana, CA 92701
Complaint Filed:
Judgment Entered:

November, 2004
August 1, 2016

23
24
25
26
27
28
OPPOSITION BY FARROKH PEIMANI AKA FRANK PEIMANI TO PLAINTIFF KAREEM SALESSI’S
“MOTION TO SET ASIDE DISMISSAL OF CASE & REMAND FOR REASSIGNMENT”

1

I.

INTRODUCTION

2

A.

3

While this litigation relates to a transaction that the Complaint contends occurred in 2002,

Procedural Posture

4

the original Complaint was not filed until November 5, 2004. The action has been the subject of

5

extensive pro se litigation activity which cannot be fully described in detail as to all of the

6

parties. In sum, each and every defendant that has appeared in this action has obtained a

7

favorable judgment in their favor. Most recently, the Court sustained without leave to amend the

8

Demurrer filed by Farrokh Peimani aka Frank Peimani (“Peimani”) on the grounds that the

9

Complaint, which states wild accusations and conspiracy theories, (a) was hopelessly uncertain

10

(as was likewise determined as to all other responding parties in rulings upheld on appeal) and

11

(b) failed to state a claim against Peimani. Judgment of Dismissal was entered on August 1,

12

2016.

13

B.

14

Plaintiff’s present motion seeks to set aside the Judgment of Dismissal, apparently on the

15

grounds that Plaintiff allegedly did not receive notice that this case had been transferred from the

16

unassigned inventory calendar in Department C14 to Department C33 as a single assignment for

17

all purposes, and that if he had received the notice he “might” have filed a peremptory challenge.

18

Summary of Argument and Sanction Request

Peimani submits that the motion fails on numerous levels, is disingenuous, and that

19

Plaintiff cannot legitimately contend that he was unaware of the reassignment of the case and

20

allegedly did not receive notice of the transfer based upon the following:

21

1.

Upon learning of the transfer, Peimani filed and served a notice on Plaintiff

22

indicating that the case had been reassigned, and that therefore the date and

23

location of the hearing on the Demurrer had likewise changed;

24

2.

The original hearing date on the Demurrer (prior to reassignment) was June 24,

25

2016, and prior to that date Department C14 issued a Tentative Ruling stating that

26

the matter had been transferred to Department C33 and would therefore not be

27

heard in Department C14 on June 24, 2016. There is no indication on the docket

28

or in Plaintiff’s papers that he appeared in Department C14 on June 24, 2016 such
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1
2

that he was clearly aware of the transfer.
3.

Further aware of the transfer to Department C33, Plaintiff appeared at the hearing

3

on July 12, 2016 indicating an intent to argue the Tentative Ruling that had been

4

posted the day prior (i.e., he was fully aware of the transfer and the Tentative

5

Ruling issued by Department C33).

6

4.

In addition to having been keenly aware of the transfer by having reviewed the

7

Tentative Ruling and having appeared in the correct department on the correct

8

date and time (and not in Department C14 which Plaintiff contends he believed

9

was still the operative department) Plaintiff waived any alleged lack of notice by

10

presenting his argument to Judge Crandall (and in fact in doing so asked that the

11

Court consider new documents presented by Plaintiff at the hearing). Stated

12

differently, if Plaintiff had any objection to the assignment to Department C33 for

13

all purposes – or at least for the hearing on the demurrer – he must have raised

14

that objection. He did not, but instead presented his substantive arguments for

15

decision.

16

5.

There is no substantive basis presented for the Motion. Plaintiff moves under

17

CCP § 473(b), but establishes no mistake, surprise, inadvertence, or excusable

18

neglect. Plaintiff’s only contention is that the Clerk of the Court did not notify

19

him of any reassignment. However there is no nexus between the alleged lack of

20

service and any mistake, surprise, inadvertence, or excusable neglect – especially

21

when Plaintiff clearly knew of the reassignment, appeared at the hearing to argue

22

and submit the matter for ruling by Department C33, and requested issuance of a

23

statement of decision.

24

Peimani further requests that sanctions be imposed against Plaintiff Kareem Salessi in the

25

amount of $3,000 pursuant to CCP § 128.5 for the presentation of this Motion that is completely

26

devoid of merit. The Motion is based upon demonstrably incorrect factual assertions and is

27

legally unsupportable. As such, the instant Motion is frivolous and presented in bad faith such

28

that sanctions are appropriate in order to compensate Peimani for the cost of responding to the
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1

Motion.

2

II.

THE MOTION LACKS MERIT AND SHOULD BE DENIED

3

A.

4

In order to seek relief from an order, dismissal or judgment, a party seeking relief

Legal Standard

5

pursuant to CCP § 437(b) must establish that the entry of the order or judgment resulted from

6

“mistake, inadvertence, surprise, or excusable neglect.” The burden of proof rests on the moving

7

party to prove the factual basis for any alleged mistake, inadvertence, surprise, or excusable

8

neglect. Luz v. Lopes, 55 C2d 54, 62 (1960)(evidence required, and moving party must meet

9

preponderance of evidence standard).

10

B.

It is Indisputable that Plaintiff Had Notice of the Transfer, Thereby Belying
His Contentions in the Motion

11
12

While Plaintiff urges that he was unaware of the transfer to Department C33, the evidence

13

unequivocally establishes that – even if he did not receive notice from the Clerk – Plaintiff was

14

absolutely aware of the transfer of this case from Department C14 to C33.

15

1.

Peimani Provided Plaintiff With Notice of the Transfer

16

The Proof of Service of the order regarding reassignment indicates that the Order was

17

served by the Court on June 15, 2016 (a Wednesday), and counsel’s records indicate that the

18

Order was received in the mail on June 20, 2016 (a Monday). Upon receiving the notice of

19

transfer, counsel for Peimani contacted Department C33 to obtain a hearing date on the fully-

20

briefed Demurrer. On June 23, 2016, after receiving the order and obtaining a new hearing date,

21

counsel for Peimani filed and served a Notice Regarding Change of Date and Location for

22

Hearing on Demurrer by Farrokh Peimani aka Frank Peimani to Plaintiff Kareem Salessi’s Third

23

Amended Complaint (the “Notice”). The Notice recites as follows:

24
25
26

“NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT, as a result of the reassignment of this
action from Department C14 to Department C33, the hearing on the Demurrer
by Farrokh Peimani aka Frank Peimani to Plaintiff Kareem Salessi’s Third
Amended Complaint (the “Demurrer”), which was originally set for hearing in
Department C14 on June 24, 2016, at 9:00 a.m., has been changed to July 14,
2016, at 1:30 p.m. in Department C33.

27
28

Therefore, the hearing will proceed on July 14, 2016, at 1:30 p.m., or as soon
thereafter as the matter may be heard, in Department C33 of the above-entitled
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1

Court, located at the Central Justice Center, 700 Civic Center, Santa Ana, CA
92701.” (Emphasis supplied).

2
The Notice was served on Plaintiff both by e-service, through One Legal, and by mail. In
3
fact, the e-service confirmation by One Legal shows the precise times that the Notice was served,
4
and the time that Plaintiff opened the Notice. The confirmation reveals the following:
5
Kareem Salessi – salessi@sbcglobal.net
6
7

Viewed
Partially Viewed
Retrieved
Notification Sent

6/23/2016
6/23/2016
6/23/2016
6/23/2016

2:59:52 PM
2:58:11 PM
2:57:52 PM
1:49:07 PM

8

Thus, Plaintiff received and opened the Notice within one hour and ten minutes after the Notice

9

was filed, and therefore was fully aware of the transfer of this case to Department C33 as of June

10

23, 2016 at 2:25 p.m.1

11

2.

12

The Hearing That Was Originally Scheduled in Department C14 Did
Not Go Forward, and That Department Issued a Tentative Ruling
Further Advising of the Transfer

13

As set forth in the Notice, given the transfer of the case, the hearing on the Demurrer was

14

continued from June 24, 2016 in Department C14 to July 14, 2016 in Department C33. Plaintiff

15

received that Notice (as set forth above) and therefore was aware of the transfer. Moreover,

16

Department C14 issued a Tentative Ruling on June 23, 2016 indicating that the matter was not

17

proceeding as originally scheduled due to the transfer. The matter therefore did not proceed in

18

Department C14; there is no indication on the docket that Plaintiff (or anyone else) appeared at

19

the original hearing date (and if anyone did appear they would presumably have been advised that

20

the matter had been reassigned as stated in the Tentative Ruling); and counsel for Peimani

21

received no communication from Plaintiff suggesting that he appeared at the original hearing

22

which had been vacated – all further confirming Plaintiff’s knowledge of the transfer.

23
24
25
26
27
28

1

To the extent that it even requires a response, Plaintiff’s contention that Peimani’s counsel
somehow concealed the reassignment from Plaintiff is absurd. Counsel presumed Plaintiff received
the same notice as counsel did, and issued a notice to Plaintiff regarding the change in hearing date
and location based upon the reassignment. At no time did Plaintiff contact counsel with any
inquiries regarding the notice, any comment on the reassignment, nor any request for a copy of the
notice of reassignment.
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1

3.

2

Plaintiff Appeared at the Hearing in Department C33 With
Knowledge of the Tentative Ruling Thereby Further Indicating His
Awareness of the Transfer

3

Finally, while Plaintiff seeks to set aside the ruling on the Demurrer based upon alleged

4

lack of knowledge as to the transfer of this action to Department C33, his allegation as to lack of

5

knowledge is utterly belied by the fact that he appeared at the hearing in Department C33 on July

6

14, 2016 (thus being aware of the transfer and new hearing date). Further, Plaintiff indicated his

7

awareness of the Tentative Ruling posted by Department C33 and presented argument related to

8

the Tentative Ruling. If Plaintiff were unaware of the transfer he surely would not have known

9

to check the Tentative Ruling nor would he have known to appear in the new department.

10
11
12

C.

The Motion Lacks Any Substantive Basis in That the Alleged Lack of Service
by the Court Does Not Implicate Any Mistake, Inadvertence, Surprise, or
Excusable Neglect – Particularly Where Plaintiff Was Aware of the Transfer

In addition to the foregoing, the Motion fails to establish the requisite mistake,

13

inadvertence, surprise, or excusable neglect required under CCP § 473(b). Here, the entire

14

Motion is based upon Plaintiff’s contention that the Court failed to serve him with the notice

15

regarding reassignment of the action to Department C33 for all purposes. However, even if true,

16

this fact does not establish any inadvertence, surprise, or excusable neglect – particularly where it

17

is incontravertable that Plaintiff had actual knowledge of the transfer. Thus, Plaintiff has failed

18

in his proof under section 473(b) in that the alleged lack of service of the notice of reassignment

19

had absolutely no bearing on the Demurrer proceedings, with Plaintiff knowing of the transfer,

20

and appearing to argue. Stated differently, there is no evidence that Plaintiff suffered from any

21

inadvertence, surprise, or excusable neglect.

22

The closest that Plaintiff comes to alleging any basis for relief is his suggestion that

23

“therefore I never had NOTICE of the MINUTE ORDER, and/or NOTICE of my right to file a

24

CCP 170.6 peremptory challenge, which I would likely have filed, had I been served the

25

misdirected NOTICES of 6/14/16.” Motion 4:18-19. This contention fails on its face because

26

(a) it is premised on the demonstrably incorrect presumption that Plaintiff did not have notice –

27

which he clearly did as set forth above; and (b) Plaintiff does not even state that he would have

28

filed a peremptory challenge – only that he may have (a contention further rebutted below in that
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1

Plaintiff appeared and argued before Judge Crandall without any challenge).

2

The same analysis applies with respect to Plaintiff’s passing reference to CCP § 128.

3

While Courts do, in fact, have the power to control the proceedings before them, there is no

4

analysis as to why that power applies to the present facts. Plaintiff was fully aware of the

5

reassignment yet took no action to challenge it – therefore, there is no action necessary or

6

required under section 128.

7
8

D.

Plaintiff Waived Any Alleged Lack of Notice by Consenting to the Hearing
Proceeding in Department C33, Engaging in Oral Argument, Presenting New
Material for Consideration at the Hearing, Submitting the Matter for Ruling,
and Requesting a Statement of Decision

9
10

Similarly, but slightly different from Plaintiff’s failure of proof, Plaintiff’s position also

11

fails because he waived any argument as to lack of notice by (a) appearing at the hearing in the

12

new department and on the new hearing date; (b) engaging in oral argument; (c) presenting new

13

material for Judge Crandall to consider at the hearing, requesting that the Court read those (very

14

peculiar) materials aloud in the Courtroom, and further requesting that the Court consider that

15

new material in making its ruling; (d) failing to raise any objection to the hearing proceeding; (e)

16

submitting the matter for decision by Judge Crandall; and (f) requesting that Judge Crandall issue

17

a statement of decision. All of the foregoing constitute a waiver of any challenge to the

18

reassignment to Department C33, whether pursuant to CCP § 170.6 or otherwise.

19

1.

20
21

An Objection to an Assignment to a Single Department for All
Purposes Must be Made Within Fifteen Days of Notice of the
Assignment

Pursuant to CCP § 128.7(a)(2), a challenge to the department as to which the case has

22

been assigned for all purposes must be made within fifteen days after notice of the assignment.

23

Here, even if Plaintiff were correct in that he did not receive notice from the Court, he did

24

receive notice of the assignment from Peimani on June 23, 2016, with the Notice provided

25

advising of new hearing information due to “the reassignment of this action from Department

26

C14 to Department C33.” (Emphasis supplied). The following timeline demonstrates the lack

27

of a timely challenge:

28

June 23, 2016

Plaintiff receives, and opens, the Notice which advises that the case
has been reassigned to Department 33.
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July 14, 2016

The hearing on the Demurrer occurs twenty-one (21) days after the
Notice was served. No challenge was made by Plaintiff.

July 22, 2016

Plaintiff contends that on this date he obtained a copy of the
reassignment order from the Court – however, he did not thereafter
file any peremptory challenge.

August 3, 2016

Plaintiff files the instant Motion forty-one (41) days after receiving
notice of the reassignment, and twenty (20) days after the hearing
on the Demurrer occurred.

2
3
4
5
6
7

Based upon the foregoing, the right to present a peremptory challenge was not timely

8

raised by Plaintiff. The fifteen (15) day period is rigid and not subject to waiver or extension.

9

Briggs v. Superior Court, 87 Cal. App. 4th 312, 318 (2001)(timeliness of peremptory challenge

10

not subject to waiver by the Court – it must be timely raised or is ineffective). Here, Plaintiff did

11

not file a peremptory challenge within the required time period – or at all – under any calculation.

12

He knew of the assignment on June 23, 2016, and admits he obtained a copy of the Notice on

13

July 22, 2016, but never filed any challenge. Thus, the period for presenting the alleged

14

challenge has long expired.

15

Further, Plaintiff is no stranger to peremptory challenges. Plaintiff collectively filed four

16

(4) peremptory challenges in two of the other litigations which he initiated in this court – three in

17

one case, and one in the other. Thus, Plaintiff is aware of the ability to challenge assignment to a

18

particular department, having done so many times previously – yet here he elected not to do so.

19

2.

20

Even if the Time Period Had Not Elapsed – Which it Has – a Party
Waives the Right to Challenge as to a Particular Hearing if an
Objection is Not Made Prior to Commencement of the Hearing

21

Even if Plaintiff had no knowledge or notice of the reassignment such that the time for

22

presenting a peremptory challenge had not run, he waived his right to challenge Judge Crandall’s

23

ability to preside over the Demurrer proceedings by failing to object prior to commencement of

24

the hearing.

25

Where the peremptory challenge – or here, the alleged peremptory challenge that Plaintiff

26

“might” have presented – involves a hearing, as opposed to the trial of the cause, then the

27

challenge must be made prior to commencement of the hearing. CCP § 170.6(a)(2). This rule

28

applies to a hearing on a Demurrer, with the challenge required to be presented prior to the
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1

commencement of the hearing on the demurrer. Andrews v. Joint Clerks Committee, 239 Cal.

2

App. 2d 285, 294 (challenge not presented prior to hearing on OSC and demurrer and therefore

3

was not effective).

4

In fact, case law addresses this very particular fact pattern. Cybermedia, Inc. v. Sup Court

5

(Brown), 72 Cal. App. 4th 910 (1999). In Cybermedia, a local rule required that any peremptory

6

challenge to a single assignment department must be filed within fifteen (15) days after the Court

7

notified the parties of the assignment. Prior to the hearing on defendant’s demurrer, the case was

8

assigned to a single department for all purposes, however the notice served by the Court was

9

deemed inadequate and was not received by the defendants’ counsel. The hearing on the

10

demurrers proceeded without objection and the matter was taken under submission. Several days

11

later the defendants filed a peremptory challenge and contended that the judge that presided over

12

the demurrer hearing therefore lost jurisdiction to rule on the demurrers.

13

The appellate court in Cybermedia ruled that (1) the peremptory challenge was timely as

14

to the case, generally; but that (2) for purposes of the demurrer hearing that occurred prior to the

15

filing of the challenge, the challenge was not timely and the judge presiding over the hearing

16

could, and must, rule on the demurrer before the case be reassigned. Id. at 914. The Court

17

specifically stated:

18
19
20
21

“‘Once properly and timely challenged, the judge loses jurisdiction to proceed and
all his [or her] subsequent orders and judgments are void.' [Citation.]’ However,
with respect to the hearing on the demurrers and motion to strike, petitioners'
challenge was untimely since it should have been filed before the commencement
of the hearing. [Citation omitted] Accordingly, the trial court has jurisdiction to
rule on the demurrers and motions to strike before it. Therefore, on remand, the
superior court is ordered to rule on the demurrers and motions to strike prior to
granting petitioners' section 170.6 motion.” Id. (Emphasis supplied).

22
23

The same applies here. Even if Plaintiff did not receive notice as he contends, such that the

24

period for presenting a peremptory challenge did not commence, he waived his right to present

25

any challenge to Department C33 presiding over the demurrer hearing by failing to object prior to

26

commencement of the hearing. Id. Therefore, even if Plaintiff could still have presented a

27

challenge as to subsequent matters, Department C33 retained jurisdiction over the demurrer

28
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1

proceedings such that it could, and under Cybermedia must, rule on the demurrer.2 See also Int’l

2

Union of Operating Eng’rs v. Sup. Ct., 207 Cal. App. 3d 340 (1989)(party did not object to judge

3

presiding over TRO hearing such that result of that hearing could not be challenged even if

4

challenge was timely and appropriate as to subsequent proceedings).

5

The policy behind the requirement to timely present a challenge cannot be overlooked.

6

“The reason for requiring a prompt claim of bias is that a party should not be allowed to play fast

7

and loose with the administration of justice by deliberately refraining from raising an objection,

8

on the chance that he might get a favorable decision and still be free to urge the objection as

9

grounds for upsetting an unfavorable judgment.” Keating v. Sup. Ct., 45 Cal. 2d 440, 446

10

(1955). Here, Plaintiff had no objection to the matter proceeding in Department C33; appeared

11

and argued the cause; requested that the Court accept and consider new material; submitted the

12

matter for decision; and requested issuance of a statement of decision. He cannot later attempt to

13

present a challenge having been disappointed with the result.

14

III.

THE MOTION IS SO PATENTLY FRIVOLOUS THAT PLAINTIFF SHOULD
BE SANCTIONED PURSUANT TO CCP § 128.5

15
16

Peimani requests that the Court impose sanctions in the amount of $3,000 against

17

Plaintiff Kareem Salessi pursuant to CCP § 128.5 for the presentation of the instant Motion that

18

is legally unsupportable and is based upon factual assertions that are demonstrable incorrect. As

19

such, the presentation of the Motion is frivolous and is a bad faith tactic as contemplated by CCP

20

§ 128.5 such that sanctions are appropriate.

21

Pursuant to CCP § 128.5(b)(1), the presentation of a motion is an “action or tactic” that is

22

subject to the imposition of sanctions. A motion is considered “frivolous” if it is “totally and

23

completely without merit or for the purpose of harassing an opposing party.” CCP § 128.5(b)(2).

24
25
26
27
28

2

Peimani notes that the charade regarding Plaintiff’s contention that he “might” have
presented a challenge is moot given that he represents – in the very first sentence of his
“Declaration” (Page 2:6-7) – that he obtained the Notice of Reassignment on July 22, 2016.
Therefore, even under the most generous interpretation, his fifteen day period to challenge
commenced on July 22, 2016 and expired on August 6, 2016. Plaintiff did not file any challenge
within that period such that the premise of this entire motion is faulty in that Plaintiff never did file
a challenge.
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Determination of whether an action is frivolous is evaluated under an objective standard

2

of whether “any reasonable attorney would agree that the action is totally and completely without

3

merit.” Finnie v. Town of Tiburon, 199 CA 3d 1, 12 (1988); Karwasky v. Zachay, 146 CA 3d

4

679, 681 (1983)(motion frivolous where not supported by statutory or case law and lacked

5

evidentiary support). Factors considered are lack of legal support and lack of an evidentiary

6

showing in support of the factual assertions. Finnie at 12-15; Simonson v. Patterson, 27 CA 4th

7

773, 785 (1994)(sanctions appropriate where any reasonable person would determine the content

8

of the pleading to be without merit). Likewise, the presentation of pleadings that include untrue

9

factual statements warrants imposition of sanctions. Young v. Rosenthal, 212 CA3d 96, 127

10

(1989); see also Midwife v. Bernal, 203 CA3d 57, 65 (1988)(pro se litigants are held to the same

11

standard as if they were represented by counsel).

12

Here, Plaintiff represents that he had no notice of the reassignment of the case and that

13

therefore the judgment should be set aside. As set forth above, that contention lacks legal and

14

factual support in that Plaintiff did know of the reassignment such that his factual assertion

15

regarding lack of notice is not true. Plaintiff also contends that his alleged lack of notice

16

precluded him from exercising a peremptory challenge that he “might” have otherwise presented.

17

However, he did not, and has not, done so and the time for filing such a challenge – a procedure

18

Plaintiff is well familiar with – has long passed, thereby negating this factual contention.

19

Perhaps more importantly, he did not present a challenge prior to commencement of the demurrer

20

hearing, which indisputably belies his position pursuant to the Cybermedia holding discussed,

21

supra.

22

For the reasons set forth above, the Motion lacks any legal merit and is based upon

23

factual contentions that are utterly unsupportable. Peimani nonetheless was required to oppose

24

the Motion, and Plaintiff should be required to reimburse those fees in the amount of $3,000.

25

Dated: September 9, 2016

COHEN AND JACOBSON, LLP

26
By:
27

/s/ Lawrence A. Jacobson
Lawrence A. Jacobson

28
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LAWRENCE A. JACOBSON, SBN 057393
SEAN M. JACOBSON, SBN 227241
COHEN AND JACOBSON, LLP
900 Veterans Boulevard, Suite 600
Redwood City, California 94063
Telephone: (650) 261-6280
Facsimile: (650) 368-6221

5

Farrokh Peimani aka Frank Peimani

2
3

6
7

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

8

COUNTY OF ORANGE

9

CIVIL DIVISION UNLIMITED JURISDICTION

10
11

KAREEM SALESSI,

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Case No. 04CC11080
Plaintiff,

vs.
THOMAS ABERCROMBIE;
ABERCOMBRIE REALTY; NICK (ALI)
ROSHDIEH; DANA BALLARD;
PATRICK F. ORTIZ; DEBORAH M
ORTIZ; SOUTHWOOD PEST CONTROL;
ANN SKINNER; KAREN MITCHELL;
COAST CITIES ESCROW; TAMZI
RICHARDSON; FIRST TEAM REAL
ESTATE; CAMERON N. MERAGE;
FARROKH (FRANK) PEIMANI;
CENTURY FUNDING; ALPHA
APPRAISALS; MICHAEL SHADAB;
WORLD SAVINGS BANK (GROUP);
ASSESSOR, COUNTY OF ORANGE;
DOES 1 THROUGH 500, INCLUSIVE,

REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE IN
SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION BY
FARROKH PEIMANI AKA FRANK
PEIMANI TO PLAINTIFF KAREEM
SALESSI’S “MOTION TO SET ASIDE
DISMISSAL OF CASE & REMAND
FOR REASSIGNMENT”; AND
REQUEST FOR SANCTIONS
AGAINST KAREEM SALESSI
PURSUANT TO CCP § 128.5
Hearing Date
Date: September 22, 2016
Time: 1:30 p.m.
Place: Dept C33
Central Justice Center
700 Civic Center
Santa Ana, CA 92701

Defendants.
Complaint Filed:
Judgment Entered:

24
25
26
27
28

REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE

November, 2004
August 1, 2016

1

Pursuant to the provisions of California Evidence Code §§ 451-54, Defendant Farrokh

2

Peimani aka Frank Peimani (“Peimani”) hereby requests that the Court take judicial notice of the

3

following:

4

1.

The docket in this action reflecting the lack of a hearing and or appearances on

5

June 24, 2016, and the Tentative Ruling issued by Department C14 indicating that

6

the hearing on June 24, 2016 was vacated due to reassignment of the case.

7

2.

The lack of any peremptory challenge on file herein.

8

3.

Docket No. 90 in Wachovia Mortgage v. Salessi, Orange County Superior Court

9
10

Case No. 30-2008-00091741-CL-UD-HNB (ruling on Salessi challenge).
4.

Docket Nos. 66, 90, and 222 in Salessi v. Wachovia Mortgage, Orange County

11

Superior Court Case No. 30-2008-00107531-CU-OR-CJC (three separate

12

peremptory challenges filed in that action).

13

Dated: September 9, 2016

COHEN AND JACOBSON, LLP

14
By:
15

/s/ Lawrence A. Jacobson
Lawrence A. Jacobson

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE

2

1

4

LAWRENCE A. JACOBSON, SBN 057393
SEAN M. JACOBSON, SBN 227241
COHEN AND JACOBSON, LLP
900 Veterans Boulevard, Suite 600
Redwood City, California 94063
Telephone: (650) 261-6280
Facsimile: (650) 368-6221
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Farrokh Peimani aka Frank Peimani

2
3

6
7

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

8

COUNTY OF ORANGE

9

CIVIL DIVISION UNLIMITED JURISDICTION

10
11

KAREEM SALESSI,

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Case No. 04CC11080
Plaintiff,

vs.
THOMAS ABERCROMBIE;
ABERCOMBRIE REALTY; NICK (ALI)
ROSHDIEH; DANA BALLARD;
PATRICK F. ORTIZ; DEBORAH M
ORTIZ; SOUTHWOOD PEST CONTROL;
ANN SKINNER; KAREN MITCHELL;
COAST CITIES ESCROW; TAMZI
RICHARDSON; FIRST TEAM REAL
ESTATE; CAMERON N. MERAGE;
FARROKH (FRANK) PEIMANI;
CENTURY FUNDING; ALPHA
APPRAISALS; MICHAEL SHADAB;
WORLD SAVINGS BANK (GROUP);
ASSESSOR, COUNTY OF ORANGE;
DOES 1 THROUGH 500, INCLUSIVE,

DECLARATION OF LAWRENCE A.
JACOBSON IN SUPPORT OF
OPPOSITION BY FARROKH PEIMANI
AKA FRANK PEIMANI TO PLAINTIFF
KAREEM SALESSI’S “MOTION TO
SET ASIDE DISMISSAL OF CASE &
REMAND FOR REASSIGNMENT”;
AND REQUEST FOR SANCTIONS
AGAINST KAREEM SALESSI
PURSUANT TO CCP § 128.5
Hearing Date
Date: September 22, 2016
Time: 1:30 p.m.
Place: Dept C33
Central Justice Center
700 Civic Center
Santa Ana, CA 92701

Defendants.
Complaint Filed:
Judgment Entered:

24
25
26
27
28

DECLARATION OF LAWRENCE A. JACOBSON

November, 2004
August 1, 2016

1

I, Lawrence A. Jacobson, declare:

2

1.

I am an attorney duly licensed to practice in all of the Courts of the State of

3

California and am counsel for defendant above named, Frank Peimani. This Court entered

4

Judgment in favor of Peimani on August 1, 2016.

5

2.

I have reviewed my file in this matter, and my file reflects that I received the

6

Order regarding reassignment of this action to Department C33 on June 20, 2016 (a Monday).

7

After receiving the Order, I contacted Department C33 to obtain a new hearing date on the

8

Demurrer due to the reassignment.

9

3.

On June 23, 2016, after receiving the Order and obtaining a new hearing date in

10

Department C33, I filed and arranged for service of a Notice Regarding Change of Date and

11

Location for Hearing on Demurrer by Farrokh Peimani aka Frank Peimani to Plaintiff Kareem

12

Salessi’s Third Amended Complaint (the “Notice”). A true and correct copy is attached as

13

Exhibit A hereto.

14

4.

The Notice was served on Plaintiff both by e-service, through One Legal, and by

15

mail. In fact, the e-service confirmation by One Legal shows the precise times that the Notice

16

was served, and the time that Plaintiff opened the Notice. The confirmation reveals the

17

following:

18

Kareem Salessi – salessi@sbcglobal.net

19

Viewed
Partially Viewed
Retrieved
Notification Sent

6/23/2016
6/23/2016
6/23/2016
6/23/2016

2:59:52 PM
2:58:11 PM
2:57:52 PM
1:49:07 PM

20
21

A true and correct copy of the e-service confirmation that I downloaded from the One Legal

22

website is attached as Exhibit B hereto.

23

5.

To the extent that it even requires a response, Plaintiff’s contention that I

24

somehow concealed the reassignment from Plaintiff is absurd. I presumed Plaintiff received the

25

same notice as counsel did, and issued the Notice to Plaintiff regarding the change in hearing

26

date and location based upon the reassignment. At no time did Plaintiff contact me with any

27

inquiries regarding the notice, any comment on the reassignment, nor any request for a copy of

28

the notice of reassignment.

DECLARATION OF LAWRENCE A. JACOBSON

2

1

6.

The hearing on the Demurrer was originally set to take place on June 24, 2016 in

2

Department C14. The hearing did not proceed on June 24, 2016 due to the reassignment of the

3

case. On June 23, 2016, the same day I filed the Notice, I checked the Tentative Rulings in

4

Department C14. The Tentative Ruling confirmed that the matter was off calendar due to the

5

reassignment. I did not keep a copy of that Tentative Ruling, and was unable to retrieve a copy

6

from the docket, but presume that it remains in the Court’s file. I received no communication

7

from Plaintiff suggesting that he appeared at the original hearing which had been vacated.

8

7.

The hearing on the Demurrer did proceed on July 14, 2016 in Department C33. I

9

personally appeared at that hearing, as did Plaintiff (in pro per). Plaintiff appeared, indicated to

10

the Court his familiarity with the Tentative Ruling; presented extensive oral argument against the

11

Tentative Ruling; presented new written materials to the Court, requested that those materials be

12

read aloud in the Courtroom (which the Court did); requested that the new material be considered

13

by the Court in issuing its final ruling; ultimately submitted the matter for decision; at no time

14

objected to Judge Crandall presiding over the matter; and at the conclusion of the hearing

15

requested that Judge Crandall issue a written statement of decision.

16

8.

My office was required to respond to this Motion on behalf of Peimani. A total of

17

14.2 attorney hours at the rate of $300 per hour were spent reviewing the Motion, preparing the

18

response (the Opposition, Declaration, and Request for Judicial Notice), researching factual

19

issues, and conducting research regarding the issues addressed in the Points and Authorities.

20

Peimani has agreed to write that figure down to 10 hours, and therefore requests that the Court

21

award fees in the sum of $3,000 (10 hours x $300 per hour).

22
23

I have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein and can competently testify
thereto.

24

Executed at Redwood City, California, on the 9th day of September, 2016.

25

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the

26
27

foregoing is true and correct.
/s/ Lawrence A. Jacobson
Lawrence A. Jacobson

28

DECLARATION OF LAWRENCE A. JACOBSON

3

l l FILED

ELECTR Nl
1

4

LAWRENCE A. JACOBSON, SBN 057393
SEAN M. JACOBSON, SBN 227241
COHEN AND JACOBSON, LLP
900 Veterans Boulevard, Suite 600
Redwood City, California 94063
Telephone: (650) 261-6280
Facsimile: (650) 368-6221
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Farrokh Peimani aka Frank Peimani

2
3
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7

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

8

COUNTY OF ORANGE

9

CIVIL DIVISION UNLIMITED JURISDICTION

10
11

KAREEM SALESSI,

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Case No. 04CC11080
Plaintiff,

vs.
THOMAS ABERCROMBIE;
ABERCOMBRIE REALTY; NICK (ALI)
ROSHDIEH; DANA BALLARD;
PATRICK F. ORTIZ; DEBORAH M
ORTIZ; SOUTHWOOD PEST CONTROL;
ANN SKINNER; KAREN MITCHELL;
COAST CITIES ESCROW; TAMZI
RICHARDSON; FIRST TEAM REAL
ESTATE; CAMERON N. MERAGE;
FARROKH (FRANK) PEIMANI;
CENTURY FUNDING; ALPHA
APPRAISALS; MICHAEL SHADAB;
WORLD SAVINGS BANK (GROUP);
ASSESSOR, COUNTY OF ORANGE;
DOES 1 THROUGH 500, INCLUSIVE,
Defendants.

NOTICE REGARDING CHANGE OF
DATE AND LOCATION FOR
HEARING ON DEMURRER BY
FARROKH PEIMANI AKA FRANK
PEIMANI TO PLAINTIFF KAREEM
SALESSI'S THIRD AMENDED
COMPLAINT
Continued Hearing Date
Date: July 14, 2016
Time: 1 :30 p.m.
Place: Dept C33
Central Justice Center
700 Civic Center
Santa Ana, CA 92701
Reservation No. 72353889
Complaint Filed:
Trial Date:

November, 2004
Not yet set

23
24
25
26
27
28
NOTICE REGARDING CHANGE OF DATE AND LOCATION FOR HEARING ON DEMURRER BY
FARROKH PEIMANI AKA FRANK PEIMANI TO PLAINTIFF KAREEM SALESSI'S THIRD
AMENDED COMPLAINT

1

TO PLAINTIFF KAREEM SALESSI:

2

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT, as a result of the reassignment of this action from

3

Department C14 to Department C33, the hearing on the Demurrer by Farrokh Peimani aka Frank

4

Peimani to Plaintiff Kareem Salessi' s Third Amended Complaint (the "Demurrer"), which was

5

originally set for hearing in Department C14 on June 24, 2016, at 9:00a.m., has been changed to

6

July 14, 2016, at 1:30 p.m. in Department C33.

7

Therefore, the hearing will proceed on July 14, 2016, at 1:30 p.m., or as soon thereafter as

8

the matter may be heard, in Department C3 3 of the above-entitled Court, located at the Central

9

Justice Center, 700 Civic Center, Santa Ana, CA 92701.

10
11

Respectfully submitted.
Dated: June 23, 2016

12
13
14

15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

26
27

28
NOTICE REGARDING CHANGE OF DATE AND LOCATION FOR HEARING ON DEMURRER BY
FARROKH PEIMANI AKA FRANK PEIMANI TO PLAINTIFF KAREEM SALESSI'S THIRD
AMENDED COMPLAINT
1

1

4

LAWRENCE A. JACOBSON, SBN 057393
SEAN M. JACOBSON, SBN 227241
COHEN AND JACOBSON, LLP
900 Veterans Boulevard, Suite 600
Redwood City, California 94063
Telephone: (650) 261-6280
Facsimile: (650) 368-6221
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Farrokh Peimani aka Frank Peimani

2
3

6
SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
7
COUNTY OF ORANGE
8
CIVIL DIVISION UNLIMITED JURISDICTION
9
Case No. 04CC11080

KAREEM SALESSI,
10

PROOF OF SERVICE

Plaintiff,
11
vs.

Continued Hearing Date

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

THOMAS ABERCROMBIE;
ABERCOMBRIE REALTY; NICK (ALI)
ROSHDIEH; DANA BALLARD; PATRICK
F. ORTIZ; DEBORAH MORTIZ;
SOUTHWOOD PEST CONTROL; ANN
SKINNER; KAREN MITCHELL; COAST
CITIES ESCROW; TAMZI RICHARDSON;
FIRST TEAM REAL ESTATE; CAMERON
N. MERAGE; FARROKH (FRANK)
PEIMANI; CENTURY FUNDING; ALPHA
APPRAISALS; MICHAEL SHADAB;
WORLD SAVINGS BANK (GROUP);
ASSESSOR, COUNTY OF ORANGE; DOES
1 THROUGH 500, INCLUSIVE,

Date: July 14, 2016
Time: 1:30 p.m.
Place: Dept C33
Central Justice Center
700 Civic Center
Santa Ana, CA 92701
Reservation No. 72353889

Complaint Filed:
Judgment Entered:

Defendants.

21
22
23
24
25
26

PROOF OF SERVICE

November, 2004
October 26, 2007

1

PROOF OF SERVICE

2

I am employed in San Mateo County. My business address is 900 Veterans Boulevard, Suite
600, Redwood City, California, 94063. I am over the age of 18 years and am not a party to this
cause. I am readily familiar with the practices of Cohen and Jacobson for collection and processing
of correspondence for mailing with the United States Postal Service and for overnight delivery.
Such correspondence is deposited with the United States Postal Service the same day in the ordinary
course of business or delivered to a box or other facility regularly maintained by overnight express
couner.

3
4
5

On June 23, 2016, I caused the documents bearing the titles:

6

7

1.

8
9
10

NOTICE REGARDING CHANGE OF DATE AND LOCATION FOR HEARING ON
DEMURRER BY FARROKH PEIMANI AKA FRANK PEIMANI TO PLAINTIFF
KAREEM SALESSI'S THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT

to be served on interested parties in this action:

()

by placing true copies thereof enclosed in sealed envelopes addressed as stated on the
attached mailing list.

(X)

by placing ( ) the original (X) true copies thereof enclosed in sealed envelope
addressed as follows:

11
12

Kareem Salessi
2082 Michelson Dr., #100
Irvine, CA 92612

13
14
15

( )

(BY FAX) I transmitted these documents by facsimile to:

16

(X)

(BY MAIL) I placed such envelopes for collection and mailing on this date following
ordinary business practices.

()

(BY PERSONAL SERVICE) I delivered such envelopes by hand to the offices of the
addressee.

()

(BY OVERNIGHT DELIVERY) I deposited the foregoing pleading in a box or other facility
regularly maintained by an express service carrier, in an envelope or package designated by
the express service carrier with delivery fees paid or provided for, addressed as follows:

21

(X)

(STATE) I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

22

()

(FEDERAL) I declare that I am employed in the office of a member of the bar of this
Court at whose direction the services was made.

17
18
19
20

23
Executed on June 23, 2016, at Redwood City, Califo ·
24
25
26

PROOF OF SERVICE

Order Details
Order Receipt

(/OrderReceipt/lndex/20297977)

Order Number: 1 0377789
Order Status: Filing Complete
Order Type: eFiling & eService

Information

Documents

eService

Electronic Service Recipients
Name

, Status

Email

Jacobso~Lawrence

laj@cohenandjacobson.com

Partially Viewed

8/3/2016 1 0:03:09 AM

Retrieved

6/23/2076 7:57:38 PM

Notification Sent 6/23/2076 7:49:07 PM

Kareem Salessi

salessi@sbcglobal.net

Viewed

6/23/2016 2:59:52 PM

Partially Viewed

6/23/2076 2:58:7 7 PM

Retrieved

6/23/207 6 2:57:52 PM

Notification Sent 6/23/2076 7:49:07 PM
1 - 2 of 2 items

Thank you for choosing One legal
If you have any questions about this order, please contact our Customer Support team.
Phone: 1-800-938-8815
Email: support@onelegal.com

One Legal© 2016

Customer Support: 1-800-938-8815 or support@onelegal.com (mailto: support@onelegal.com)
Support Hours: Mon- Fri, 8:15a.m.- 5:30p.m. PT
Version: 6.0 .8183

1

4

LAWRENCE A. JACOBSON, SBN 057393
SEAN M. JACOBSON, SBN 227241
COHEN AND JACOBSON, LLP
900 Veterans Boulevard, Suite 600
Redwood City, California 94063
Telephone: (650) 261-6280
Facsimile: (650) 368-6221

5

Farrokh Peimani aka Frank Peimani

2
3

6
SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
7
COUNTY OF ORANGE
8
CIVIL DIVISION UNLIMITED JURISDICTION
9
KAREEM SALESSI,

Case No. 04CC11080

10
Plaintiff,

PROOF OF SERVICE

11
vs.
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Hearing Date
THOMAS ABERCROMBIE;
ABERCOMBRIE REALTY; NICK (ALI)
ROSHDIEH; DANA BALLARD; PATRICK
F. ORTIZ; DEBORAH MORTIZ;
SOUTHWOOD PEST CONTROL; ANN
SKINNER; KAREN MITCHELL; COAST
CITIES ESCROW; TAMZI RICHARDSON;
FIRST TEAM REAL ESTATE; CAMERON
N. MERAGE; FARROKH (FRANK)
PEIMANI; CENTURY FUNDING; ALPHA
APPRAISALS; MICHAEL SHADAB;
WORLD SAVINGS BANK (GROUP);
ASSESSOR, COUNTY OF ORANGE; DOES
1 THROUGH 500, INCLUSIVE,

Date: September 22, 2016
Time: 1:30 p.m.
Place: Dept C33
Central Justice Center
700 Civic Center
Santa Ana, CA 92701
Complaint Filed:
Judgment Entered:

Defendants.

21
22
23
24
25
26

PROOF OF SERVICE

November, 2004
August 1, 2016

1

PROOF OF SERVICE

2

I am employed in San Mateo County. My business address is 900 Veterans Boulevard, Suite
600, Redwood City, California, 94063. I am over the age of 18 years and am not a party to this
cause. I am readily familiar with the practices of Cohen and Jacobson for collection and processing
of correspondence for mailing with the United States Postal Service and for overnight delivery.
Such correspondence is deposited with the United States Postal Service the same day in the ordinary
course of business or delivered to a box or other facility regularly maintained by overnight express
courier.

3
4
5
6
7

On September 9, 2016, I caused the documents bearing the titles:
1.

OPPOSITION BY FARROKH PEIMANI AKA FRANK PEIMANI TO PLAINTIFF
KAREEM SALESSI’S “MOTION TO SET ASIDE DISMISSAL OF CASE &
REMAND FOR REASSIGNMENT”; AND REQUEST FOR SANCTIONS AGAINST
KAREEM SALESSI PURSUANT TO CCP § 128.5

2.

DECLARATION OF LAWRENCE A. JACOBSON IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION
BY FARROKH PEIMANI AKA FRANK PEIMANI TO PLAINTIFF KAREEM
SALESSI’S “MOTION TO SET ASIDE DISMISSAL OF CASE & REMAND FOR
REASSIGNMENT”; AND REQUEST FOR SANCTIONS AGAINST KAREEM
SALESSI PURSUANT TO CCP § 128.5

3.

REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION BY
FARROKH PEIMANI AKA FRANK PEIMANI TO PLAINTIFF KAREEM
SALESSI’S “MOTION TO SET ASIDE DISMISSAL OF CASE & REMAND FOR
REASSIGNMENT”; AND REQUEST FOR SANCTIONS AGAINST KAREEM
SALESSI PURSUANT TO CCP § 128.5

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

to be served on interested parties in this action:
16
( )

by placing true copies thereof enclosed in sealed envelopes addressed as stated on the
attached mailing list.

(X)

by placing ( ) the original (X) true copies thereof enclosed in sealed envelope
addressed as follows:

17
18
19

Kareem Salessi
2082 Michelson Dr., #100
Irvine, CA 92612

20
21
( )

(BY FAX) I transmitted these documents by facsimile to:

( )

(BY MAIL) I placed such envelopes for collection and mailing on this date following
ordinary business practices.

(X)

(BY E-SERVICE) I filed the above-entitled documents through One Legal, and arranged for
electronic service of those documents on Kareem Salessi at <salessi@sbcglobal.net>

( )

(BY PERSONAL SERVICE) I delivered such envelopes by hand to the offices of the
addressee.

22
23
24
25
26

PROOF OF SERVICE

1

(X)

(BY OVERNIGHT DELIVERY) I deposited the foregoing pleading in a box or other facility
regularly maintained by an express service carrier, in an envelope or package designated by
the express service carrier with delivery fees paid or provided for, addressed as follows:

3

(X)

(STATE) I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

4

( )

(FEDERAL) I declare that I am employed in the office of a member of the bar of this
Court at whose direction the services was made.

2

5
Executed on September 9, 2016, at Redwood City, California.
6
7

/s/ Sean M. Jacobson
Sean M. Jacobson

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

PROOF OF SERVICE

726 MOTION TO SET ASIDE DISMISSAL FILED BY SALESSI,
KAREEM ON 08/02/2016

Exhibit-M2
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1

2

3

ELECTRONICALL V FILED

KAREEM SALESSI
2082 Michelson Drive, #1 00
Irvine, Ca. 92612
TEL: (949) 783 0165
Plaintiff & Appellant
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4

5
6
7

8
9

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF
ORANGE, CENTRAL JUSTICE CENTER

10
11

12

KAREEM SALESSI,
Plaintiff,
vs.

13
14

THOMAS M. ABERCROMBIE, et al,
Defendants

15

) Case No.: 04CC11 080
) Dept. C-33, Honorable Judge CRANDALL

l

Plaintiff's Motion to Set Aside Dismissal of
) Case & Remand for Reassignment Due to
) Court Clerks' Failures to Serve Plaintiff
) NOTICES of TRANSFER+ REASSIGNMENT,
) Pursuant to CCP §473; cc: §128

Date: Sep. 22, 2016

16
17
18

T1me: 1.30 p.m.

) Reservation # 72421058

___________________________)

To defendant Frank Peimani and his Counsel of Record:
Notice is herewith given that on 9/22/16, at 1.30 p.m. in the above entitled

19

court, Plaintiff Kareem Salessi will be heard for this timely motion to prevent the
20

entry of any dispositive order, and/or final judgment, dismissing defendant
21

Peimani due to two court clerks' failures to serve plaintiff two mandatory
22

NOTICES issued by departments C-14, and C-01, on 6/14/16, resulting in the
23

reassignment of case to C-33, without plaintiff's NOTICE or consent, and to set
24

I

'-

aside dismissal of this case per 7/14/16 hearing, pursuant to mandatory as well
25

as discretionary provisions of CCP §§473;
26
27

Respectfully submitted.
Dated: 8/2/16

128. ~

Kareem Salessi
Plaintiff

28
1

Plaintiff's Motion to Set Aside Dismissal of Case & Remand for Reassignment Due to Court Clerks' ERRORS

1

  

DECLARATION  OF  PLAINITFF  SALESSI  IN  SUPPORT  OF  MOTION:  

2

  

3

I,  Plaintiff  Kareem  Salessi,  under  the  penalty  of  perjury  of  the  laws  of  the  State  
of  California,  declare  as  follows,  and  would  fully  testify  thereto  in  any  legal  
proceedings:  
  
On  7/22/16,  for  the  first  time,  at  the  Orange  County  Central  Court’s  

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

document  retrieval  office,  I  became  aware  that  two  mandatory  NOTICES,  dated  
6/14/16,  purporting  to  be  “NOTICE  TO  PLAINTIFF”  had  not  been  served  to  me,  
Plaintiff  Kareem  Salessi.  The  first  purported  “NOTICE  TO  PLAINTIFF”  (#696)  
was  purportedly  e-served  to  attorney  Tim  Krantz,  who  had  substituted  out  of  the  
case  on  12/2/15  (#645).  Mr.  Krantz  had  been  a  judgment  collection  attorney  
who  left  the  case  once  defendant  filed  his  motion  to  set  aside  default.  On  
7/22/16,  I  retrieved  the  newly  discovered  documents  as  they  appear  herein  
attached  in  (Exhibit-U),  except  its  last  page.    The  related  section  of  the  
Register  Of  Action  (ROA)  is,  with  related  document  #  is  herein  below:    
701 E-FILING TRANSACTION NUMBER 1327471 REJECTED.

06/16/2016

1 pages

699 CASE REASSIGNED TO JAMES CRANDALL EFFECTIVE 06/14/2016.

06/14/2016

NV

698 CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/ELECTRONIC SERVICE

06/14/2016

3 pages

697 MINUTES FINALIZED FOR CHAMBERS WORK 06/14/2016 04:02:00 PM.

06/14/2016

1 pages

696 CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/ELECTRONIC SERVICE

06/14/2016

2 pages

16
17
18
19

695 MINUTES FINALIZED FOR CHAMBERS WORK 06/14/2016 02:37:00 PM.

07/29/2016

1 pages

20

694 OPPOSITION FILED BY PEIMANI, FARROKH ON 06/13/2016

06/13/2016

29 pages

21

693 E-FILING TRANSACTION 4561466 RECEIVED ON 06/13/2016 10:17:53
PM.

06/13/2016

NV

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

  
Evidently,  Judge  Moss,  having  reviewed  my  6/13/16  filed  documents,  had  
encountered  at  least  one  conflict  of  interest  prompting  him  to  transfer  the  case  
to  the  presiding  judge  (C-01)  to  be  reassigned  to  another  court.  It  further  
appears  that  Dept.  C-14  clerk,  Ms.  Betsy  Zuanich,  by  inadvertent  mistake,  
and/or  by  pure  neglect,  instead  of  serving  the  NOTICE  to  me  by  email,  or  mail,  
she  e-served  the  order  to  the  former  attorney  Tim  Krantz.      
2
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

On  the  same  day,  6/14/16,  and  less  than  two  hours  later,  the  presiding  
judge  of    Dept.  C-01  issued  an  order  of  reassignment  of  the  case  to  Dept.  C-33  
(Hon.  Judge  Crandall),  with  specific  instructions  to  me,  plaintiff  Salessi.  
However,  once  again  that  MINUTE  ORDER  (#697  &  #698)  was  also  not  served  
to  me,  but  to  just  one  former  defense  law  firm  (AFRCT)  which  had  only  once  
appeared  in  an  ex-parte  motion  in  Feb.  2008,  without  filing  any  documents.  
On  7/21/16,  upon  calling  C-14,  Ms.  Betsy  Zuanich  emailed  me  the  one  
page  MINUTE  ORDER,  without  its  proof  of  service.  I  sent  her  a  couple  of  emails  
to  which  she  did  not  respond.  See  (Exhibit-T).  The  next  day,  upon  visiting  her  
she  stated  that  she  could  not  receive  incoming  emails,  however,  she  hadn’t  told  
me  that  the  day  before  when  I  told  her  that  I  will  confirm  receipt  by  return  email.  
I  visited  all  three  courts  on  7/22/16,  followed  by  multiple  follow  ups  and  
calls  to  Dept.  C-01  clerk,  Ms.  Labrador,  to  find  out  why  she  had  served  the  
wrong  parties,  and  not  myself.    Eventually  Ms.  Labrador  blamed  her  faulty  
service  on  their  computer  system  which  she  claimed  gave  her  those  emails;;  she  
made  those  claims  on  8/2/16  while  connecting  me  with  her  supervisor,  
Margarita  Marquez  (657)  622-7561,  with  whom  I  left  a  voicemail  with  the  above  
question,  but  she  never  returned  my  call.  On  7/28/16,  after  multiple  follow  up  
calls,  to  Ms.  Labrador,  and  her  consult  with  Ms.  Marquez  she  had  previously  
told  me  that  my  only  way  out  of  the  mess  which  she  had  created  was  to  resort  
to  the  court  of  appeal.    
Therefore,  it  appears  that  either  the  court’s  computer  operations  is  faulty  
and  spews  out  wrong  emails  as  active  case  parties  to  be  served,  each  time  a  
clerk  looks  for  a  parties’  list,  or  that  the  clerks  are  recklessly  careless  about  who  
they  serve;;  alternatively,  the  clerks  may  have  standing  instructions  to  avoid  
serving  self-represented  parties,  similar  to  plaintiff  Salessi  here,  as  an  ongoing  

26

modus  operandi  of  courts,  which  would  not  surprise  me  at  all.    Under  any,  or  all  

27

or  the  above  possibilities,  the  deficiency  came  from  the  court  itself,  and  I  had  

28
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4

5
6
7

not contributed to it, and should not have to be punished for it either by a
burdensome appeal, or in any other ways.
On the contrary to my lack of NOTICE, defense counsel Larry Jacobson,
had been fully aware of this reassignment to C-33 whereupon he first solicited
Dept. C-33 clerk, Ms. Quach to procure two orders (#707; #708) for him, filed
6/22/16, signed by Hon . Judge Moss of Dept. C-14, and without serving them to
me, despite the fact that Judge Moss had voluntarily lost jurisdiction of the case
on 6/14/16, and was thus not authorized to prepare such orders. I learned about

8

this solicitation from Ms. Quach, on 8/1/16. Ms. Quach confirmed that she had
9

not served the filed orders to me, and that she might have mailed them only to
10

Mr. Jacobson, all of which constitute illegal ex-parte contacts with court staff.
11

Furthermore, attorney Jacobson had waited for 9 days to elapse before
12

filing and serving me a NOTICE OF CONTINUANCE OF DEMURRER
13

HEARING (#71 0), on 6/23/16, just one day before the original hearing, and
14

without attaching the said MINUTE ORDER (#697) which he was citing to. In
15

order to prevent me from seeing the MINUTE ORDER, Mr. Jacobson had not
16

included the minute order so that to let the time elapse before my discovery of
17

the MINUTE ORDER. Therefore, I never had NOTICE of the MINUTE ORDER,
18

and/or NOTICE of my right to file a CCP 170.6 peremptory challenge, which I
19

would have likely filed, had I been served the misdirected NOTICES of 6/14/16.
20

VERIFICATION:

21
22
23
24

25
26

27
28

I, plaintiff Kareem Salessi, am the moving party in the above-entitled motion for
relief. I have personally drafted the foregoing declaration and know the contents
to be true of my own personal knowledge, except as to those matters that are
therein alleged on information and belief, and, as to those matters, I believe it to
be true.
I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that
11 (
the foregoing is true and correct.
Respectfully submitted.
II Dated:
8/2/2016
Kareem Salessi
Plaintiff
4
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DECLARATION  OF  POINTS  &  AUTHORITIES  IN  SUPPORT:  
This  motion  is  to  set  aside  the  dismissal,  and  sent  the  case  for  

3

reassignment,  based  upon  clerk  error  under  CCP  473  and  128(5).  The  Court  

4

may  relieve  a  party  or  his  legal  representative  from  a  dismissal,  order  or  other  

5

proceeding  taken  against  him  through  his  mistake,  inadvertence,  surprise  or  

6

excusable  neglect.  See  California  Code  of  Civil  Procedure  §  473(b).    

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Furthermore,  pursuant  to  CCP  §128(3),  the  court  is  entitled  to  provide  for  
the  orderly  conduct  of  proceedings  before  it,  or  its  officers.  To  control  in  
furtherance  of  justice,  the  conduct  of  its  ministerial  officers,  and  of  all  other  
persons  in  any  manner  connected  with  a  judicial  proceeding  before  it,  in  every  
matter  pertaining  thereto.  [CCP  128(5)].  Furthermore,  CCP  128  (8)  authorizes  
the  courts  to  amend  and  control  its  process  and  orders  so  as  to  make  them  
conform  to  law  and  justice.  

14
15

Zamora  v.  Clayborn  Contracting  Group,  Inc.,  28  Cal.4th  249  (2002),  and  

16

its  progeny,  discuss  both  the  mandatory  as  well  as  the  discretionary  provisions  

17

of  request  for  relief  under  CCP  473,  in  particular  when  the  party  seeking  relief  

18

has  not  contributed  to  the  mistake  from  which  relief  is  sought,  “…and  the  

19

opposing  party  took  unfair  advantage  of  the  mistake  and  suffered  no  apparent  

20

prejudice.  C.C.P.  §§  473(b),  998.”,  as  in  Zamora,  in  which  plaintiff’s  attorney  

21

had  made  a  ministerial  mistake  in  the  typing  of  stipulation  of  a  $150,000  

22

stipulated  judgment  in  Zamora’s  favor  by  mistakenly  typing  “as  against  plaintiff”,  

23

whereupon  Clayborn’s  attorney  had  pulled  a  fraud  on  the  court  by  claiming  that  

24

the  stipulation  was  for  the  money  judgment  in  favor  of  defendant.    

25
26
27

In  Zamora,  the  trial  court  set  aside  the  mistakenly  adverse  stipulated  
judgment,  which  the  court  of  appeal  affirmed,  and  subsequently  the  California  
Supreme  Court  affirmed,  based  upon  the  mandatory  as  well  as  discretionary  

28
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3
4

5

6

provisions of CCP §4 73, both of which fully apply to the instant Salessi situation
where by two court clerks had mistakenly served non-parties mandatory
NOTICES, instead of serving plaintiff Salessi, and thus plaintiff had been
precluded from taking any action on the NOTICES, such as by giving NOTICE
OF REASSIGNMENT to opposing counsel as well as by filing a CCP §170.6, as
a matter of right.

7

Furthermore, defense counsel, Mr. Jacobson, having personally known of

8

the reassignment, and of the fact that plaintiff had been unaware of it, and of his

9

right to exercise CCP §170.6, took direct advantage of this clerical mistake by

10

his own concealment of same, and even soliciting C-33 clerk to obtain two

11

orders for him from the former court C-14, despite the loss of jurisdiction of case

12

by C-14, as of its 7/14/16 voluntary transfer. As such, the grounds for relief from

13

all the orders in this case, as to defendant Peimani, have been compounded

14

more so than in the Zamora case, considering that Zamora's counsel had

15

contributed to his mistaken stipulation, while in this case plaintiff Salessi had not

16

contributed to these misdeeds in any way, shape or form.

17
18
19
20
21
22
23

CONCLUSION: For the foregoing reasons, this honorable court should apply
Zamora and its progeny in setting aside the tentative dismissal order of 7/14/16,
and remand the case to Dept. C-01 for reassignment to a neutral judge, who
should first inspect (Exhibit-E) of Salessi's 6/20/16 filing, for potential conflicts
of interest, as requested in Salessi's opposition to Frank Peimani's Demurrer
(#694 ), filed 6/13/16.

24
25

Kareem Salessi
Plaintiff

Respectfully submitted.
Dated:
8/2/2016

26
27

P.S.: Plaintiff will hand-deliver conformed copies to Dept. C-01, C-14, C-33
28
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1

  
Court  Clerk  of  Dep.  C-14  email  to  Salessi  On  7/21/16  at  1:41  PM:  

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

  

Hi, Mr. Salessi:
Here’s the copy of the reassignment Minute Order.
Betsy
C14
657-622-5214
  
Below  is  the  text  of  clerk’s  attached  Minute  Order  of  6/14/16  4:02  PM  DEPT:C01:  
  
***********************  
There  are  no  appearances  by  any  party  
  
This  case,  having  been  received  from  the  Supervising  Judge  in  Department  C14  for  
reassignment,  the  Court  now  rules  as  follows:  
  

14
15

This  case  is  reassigned  to  the  Honorable  James  L.  Crandall  in  Department  C33  for  
all  purposes.  
  

Counsel  to  contact  clerk  in  Department  C33  within  15  days  of  receipt  of  this  order  to  
reschedule  any  pending  hearings.  

16
17

  

The   Court   determines  that  for   purposes   of   exercising  C.C.P.§170.6  rights,  there   are  
two  sides  to  this  matter  unless  the  contrary  is  brought  to  the  attention  of  the  Court,  by  
Ex-Parte   motion.   Counsel   has   15   days   from   the   date   of   the   enclosed   certificate   of  
mailing  in  which  to  exercise  any  rights  under  C.C.P.§170.6.  

18
19
20

  

Court   orders   Clerk   to   give   notice.     Plaintiff   to   give   notice   to   any   parties   not   listed  
and   to   file   proof   of  service  with  the  court  within  10  days.  

21
22

  

23

**************************  
The  falsely  served  proof  of  e-service  page  of  the  above  MINUTE  ORDER  was  
not  attached  to  the  above  email!  Why  NOT?  
    
Q:  Did  the  C-14  clerk  know  that  it  had  been  falsely  served  to  non-parties,  and  
intentionally  concealed  that  from  plaintiff?    

24
25
26
27
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Plaintiff  Salessi’s  Response  to  Clerk’s  above  email  On  7/21/16  at  4:41  p.m.  
  
Thanks Betsy:

7

For some reason it had gone into Spam folder!

8

But, anyhow, this is the first time I see this Minute Order, and I notice it has a
CCP 170,6 NOTICE which I did not receive to exercise it. Please advise Hon.
Judge Moss, and Hon. Judge Margines whose name appears on this M-Order,
and let me know that you did.

9
10
11
12

Larry Jacobson (defense counsel) probably intentionally withheld this M-O from
me. It probably calls for an Order to Show Cause against him.

13
14

16

THanks.
Kareem Salessi
  

17

  

18

  

19

  

20

  

21

  

22
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Plaintiff  Salessi’s  2nd  Response  to  Court  clerk  on  7/21/16  at  9:47  PM  
Ms. Zuanich:

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Once again:
I just pulled my case docket which comes up with the below link:

Superior Court of California - County of Orange
It does appear that Hon. Judge Moss found a conflict of interest after studying
the documents I filed 6/13/16, and then asked the presiding judge to reassign
the case to another court. This is the document I had filed:
694 OPPOSITION FILED BY PEIMANI, FARROKH ON 06/13/2016 29 pages

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

I filed the above under the name of defendant Peimani, because your deficient
system did not have my name as a party and kept rejecting the e-filing, until I
eventually put the defendant's name as the filer and attached a NOTE to the
clerk informing her & to add my name to party's list!
Question: Which document # is this assignment order, and its proof of service
by court to me?
Please also email me it's proof of service, and also a couple of other documents
which seem associated with this.
NOTICE: I never received any documents from court, while there seems to be
more than one re-assignment related document, and more than one related
proof of service here. What is going on?
NOTICE TO CLERK: Please immediately advice the court of Hon. Judge Crandall
about this mishap, because it will affect his tentative ruling of last week, which
is not yet final. With the above missing NOTICES to me Judge Crandall's
tentative ruling can not be finalized!

24
25
26
27

Thanks.
Kareem Salessi, Plaintiff
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(EXHIBIT-U)  
  
  
  
Documents  retrieved  from  court  on  7/22/16,  but  
NEVER  served  to  Plaintiff  Salessi  
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Superior Court of California
County of Orange

Case Number : 04CC 11080
Copy Request: 2661023
Request Type: Case Documents
Prepared for: salessi
Number of docutnents: 5
Number of pages: 9

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA,
COUNTY OF ORANGE
CENTRAL JUSTICE CENTER
MINUTE ORDER

DATE: 06/14/2016

DEPT: C14
TIME: 02:37:00 PM
JUDICIAL OFFICER PRESIDING: Supervising Judge Robert J. Moss
CLERK: Betsy Zuanich
REPORTER/ERM: None
BAILIFF/COURT ATTENDANT: None
CASE INIT.DATE: 11/05/2004
CASE NO: 04CC11080
CASE TITLE: SALESSI VS ABERCROMBIE
CASE CATEGORY: Civil- Unlimited
CASE TYPE: Fraud
EVENT ID/DOCUMENT ID: 72392316
EVENT TYPE: Chambers Work

APPEARANCES

There are no appearances by any party.
The Court, having reviewed the above-entitled action, now rules as follows:
The Court orders the case removed from the unassigned inventory and transferred to Department C1 for
reassignment.
Clerk to give notice by eService to Plaintiff and Plaintiff to give notice to all other parties and file proof of
service with the court within 10 days.

DATE: 06/14/2016
DEPT: C14

MINUTE ORDER

Page 1
Calendar No.

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF ORANGE
Central Justice Center
700 W. Civic Center Drive
Santa Ana, CA 92702
SHORT TITLE: SALESSl VS ABERCROMBIE

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/ELECTRONIC
SERVICE

CASE NUMBER:
04CC11080

1 cetiify that lam not a party to this cause. I certify that the following document(s), Minute Order dated 06/14116, have
been transmitted electronically by Orange County Superior Court at Santa Ana, CA. The transmission originated from
email address on June 14,2016, at 2:44:01 PM PDT. The electronically transmitted document(s) is in accordance with rule
2.251 of the California Rules of Court, addressed as shown above. The list of electronically served recipients are listed
below:
LAW OFFICE OF TIMOTHY KRANTZ
AMANDA2 I @PACBELL.NET

LAW OFFICE OF TIMOTHY KRANTZ
TKRANTZ@PACBELL.NET

Clerk of the Court, by:

, Deputy

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/ELECTRONIC SERVICE

V3 1013a (June 2004)

Code ofCiv. Procedure,§ CCP1013(a)

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA,
COUNTY OF ORANGE
CENTRAL JUSTICE CENTER
MINUTE ORDER

DATE: 06/14/2016

DEPT: C14
TIME: 02:37:00 PM
JUDICIAL OFFICER PRESIDING: Supervising Judge Robert J. Moss
CLERK: Betsy Zuanich
REPORTER/ERM: None
BAILIFF/COURT ATTENDANT: None
CASE INIT.DATE: 11/05/2004
CASE NO: 04CC11080
CASE TITLE: SALESSI VS ABERCROMBIE
CASE CATEGORY: Civil- Unlimited
CASE TYPE: Fraud
EVENT 10/DOCUMENT 10: 72392316
EVENT TYPE: Chambers Work

APPEARANCES

There are no appearances by any party.
The Court, having reviewed the above-entitled action, now rules as follows:
The Court orders the case removed from the unassigned inventory and transferred to Department C1 for
reassignment.
Clerk to give notice by eService to Plaintiff and Plaintiff to give notice to all other parties and file proof of
service with the court within 10 days.

DATE: 06/14/2016
DEPT: C14

MINUTE ORDER

Page 1
Calendar No.

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA,
COUNTY OF ORANGE
CENTRAL JUSTICE CENTER
MINUTE ORDER

DATE: 06/14/2016

DEPT: C01
TIME: 04:02:00 PM
JUDICIAL OFFICER PRESIDING: Presiding Judge Charles Margines
CLERK: L. Labrador
REPORTER/ERM: None
BAILIFF/COURT ATTENDANT:
CASE NO: 04CC11080
CASE INIT.DATE: 11/05/2004
CASE TITLE: SALESSI VS ABERCROMBIE
CASE CATEGORY: Civil- Unlimited
CASE TYPE: Fraud
EVENT ID/DOCUMENT ID: 72392504
EVENT TYPE: Chambers Work

APPEARANCES

There are no appearances by any party.
This case, having been received from the Supervising Judge in Department C14 for reassignment, the
Court now rules as follows:
This case is reassigned to the Honorable James L. Crandall in Department C33 for all purposes.
Counsel to contact clerk in Department C33 within 15 days of receipt of this order to reschedule any
pending hearings.
The Court determines that for purposes of exercising C.C.P.§170.6 rights, there are two sides to this
matter unless the contrary is brought to the attention of the Court, by Ex-Parte motion. Counsel has 15
days from the date of the enclosed certificate of mailing in which to exercise any rights under
C.C.P.§170.6.
Court orders Clerk to give notice. Plaintiff to give notice to any parties not listed and to file proof of
service with the court within 10 days.

DATE: 06/14/2016
DEPT: C01

MINUTE ORDER

Page 1
Calendar No.

& TRYTTEN
BMARSHALL@AFRCT.COM

& TRYTTEN

ANGLIN FLEWELLING RASMUSSEN CAMPBELL

ANGLIN FLEWELLING RASMUSSEN CAMPBELL
& TRYTTEN
RBAILEY@AFRCT.COM

& TRYTTEN

JLEE@AFRCT.COM

CDANIEL@AFRCT.COM

ANGLIN FLEWELLING RASMUSSEN CAMPBELL
& TRYTTEN
REBECCA.URIOSTE@FNF.COM

Clerk of the Court, by:

, Deputy

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/ELECTRONIC SERVICE

V3 1013a (June 2004)

Code ofCiv. Procedure,§ CCP1013(a)

;.

4

LAWRENCE A, JACOBSON, SBN 057393
SEAN M. JACOBSON, SBN 227241
COHEN AND JACOBSON, LLP
900 Veterans Boulevard, Suite 600
Redwood City, California 94063
Telephone: (650) 261-6280
Facsimile: (650) 368-6221

5

Farrokh Peimani aka Frank Pehnani

2
3

6

7

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

8

COUNTY OF ORANGE

9

CNIL DIVISION UNLrMITED JURISDICTION

10
Case No. 04CC11080

KAREEM SALESSI,

11
Plaintiff,
12

ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF'S "EX
PARTE MOTION TO STRIKE OR

CONTINUE HEARING"

vs.

13
14
15
16

17
18
19

20

21

THOMAS ABERCROMBIE;
ABERCOMBRIE REALTY; NICK (ALI)
ROSHDIEH; DANA BALLARD; PATRICK
F. ORTIZ; DEBORAH M ORTIZ;
SOUTHvVOOD PEST CONTROL; ANN
SKINNER; KAREN lv1ITCHELL; COAST
CITIES ESCROW; TAMZI RICHARDSON;
FIRST TEAM REAL EST ATE; CAMERON
N. "NIERAGE; FARROKH (FRANK)
PEIMANI; CENTURY FUNDlNG; ALPHA
APPRAISALS; MICHAEL SHADAB;
WORLD SAVINGS BANK (GROUP);
ASSESSOR, COUNTY OF ORANGE; DOES
1 THROUGH 500, INCLUSNE,

Ex Parte Hearing Date
Date: March 11, 2016
Time: 8:30a.m.
Place: Dept Cl4
Central Justice Center
700 Civic Center
Santa Ana, CA 92701
Complaint Filed;
Judgment Entered:

November, 2004
October 26,2007

Defendants.

22

23
24
25

26

ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF'S "EX PARTE MOTION TO STRIKE OR CONTINUE HEARING"

Plaintiff Kareem Salessi ("Plaintiff' or HSalessi,) having filed his "Ex Parte Application to
2

strike Farrold1 Peimani motion of 3/11116 (to set aside default judgment) due to fraud on the court;

3

or, in the alternative, to continue it for 90 days to file opposition and request for sanctions and

4

disgorgement of attorney fees; Declatation of Salessi; Declaration of Points and Authoritiesn (the

5

"Salessi Ex Parte Motion"); Defendant Farrohk Peimani, also known as Frank Peimani ("Peimanf'),

6

having filed his Opposition to the Salessi Ex Parte Motion, and related pleadings; the matter having

7

cmne on for hearing on an ex parte basis on March 11,2016, at 8:30a.m., in Department C14 of the

8

above-entitled Court, the Hon. Robert J. Moss presiding; Plaintiff having appeared in pro per;

9 Peimani having appeared by Cohen and Jacobson, LLP (Lawrence A. Jacobson, appearing); the
10

Court having read and considered the written submissions by both Salessi and Peimani, and having

11

entertained oral argument by both sides; and good cause a

12

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Salessi Ex

13
14

15

earing:

~//t2-

Dated:

~Jh _, 2016

fJ/fo-.

16
17

18
19

20
21
22
23
24

25

26

ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF'S "EX PARTE MOTION TO STRIKE OR CONTINUE HEARING"

1
2
3

4

LAWRENCE A. JACOBSON, SBN 057393
SEAN M. JACOBSON, SBN 227241
COHEN AND JACOBSON, LLP
900 Veterans Boulevard, Suite 600
Redwood City, California 94063
Telephone: (650) 261-6280
Facsimile: (650) 368-6221

5 Farrokh Peimani aka Frank Peimani
6

7

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

8

COUNTY OFORANGE

9

CIVIL DIVISION UNLIMITED JURISDICTION

10
Case No. 04CC11080

KAREEM SALESSI,

I1
Plaintiff,
12
vs.

13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

THOMAS ABERCROMBIE;
ABBRCOMBRIE REALTY; NICK (ALI)
ROSHDIEH; DANA BALLARD; PATRICK
F. ORTIZ; DEBORAH M ORTIZ;
SOUTHWOOD PEST CONTROL; ANN
SKINNER; KAREN 1V1ITCHELL; COAST
CITIES ESCROW; TAMZIRICHARDSON;
FIRST TEAM REAL ESTATE; CAMERON
N. 1v1ERAGE; FARROKH (FRANK)
PEIMANI; CENTURY FUNDING; ALPHA
APPRAISALS; MICHAEL SHADAB;
WORLD SAVINGS BANK (GROUP);
ASSESSOR, COUNTY OF ORANGE; DOES
1 THROUGH 500, INCLUSIVE,

ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR
RELIEF FROM DEFAULT AND
DEFAULT JUDGMENT (VOID DUE TO
LACK OF SERVICE)
Hearing Date
Date: March 11, 2016
Time: 9:00 a.m.
Place: Dept C14
Central Justice Center
700 Civic Center
Santa Ana, CA 92701
Complaint Filed:
Judgment Entered:

November, 2004
October 26, 2007

Defendants.

22
23
24
25

26
ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM DEFAULT AND
DEFAULT JUDGMENT (VOID DUE TO LACK OF SERVICE)

1

Defendant Farrohk Peimani, also known as Frank Peimani ("Peimani''), having filed his

2

Motion for Relief From Default and Default Juclgn1ent (Void Due to Lack of Service), and related

3

pleadings (the "Motion''); the matter having been originally set for hearing on January 13, 2016; the

4

parties having stipulated to a continuance of the hearing at the request ofPlaintiffKareem Salessi

5

("Plaintiff' or "Salessi"); the Court having approved the continuance of the hearing, having re-set the

6

matter for hearing on March 11, 2016, and having set a related briefing schedule; Salessi having

7

failed to sub1nit a tin1ely opposition pursuant to the bl'iefi.ng schedule set by the Court; Salessi having

8

filed a tardy pleading on March 1, 2016, which was entitled '~Declaration" with TimothyP. Kinney

9 appearing therein as the stated declarant (the "Declaration"); Pein1ani having filed a Reply Brief, and
10

related pleadings, in response to the Declaration, on March 4, 2016; the matter having come on for

11

hearing on March 11,2016, in Department Cl4 of the above-entitled Court, the Hon. Robert J. Moss

12

presiding; upon the consent of the parties in open cou1i, the Court having advanced this matter to be

13

heard concurrently with Salessi's related ex parte proceeding which was set for 8:30a.m. (which ex

14

parte motion was denied by separate order); Peimani having appeared by Cohen and Jacobson, LLP

15

(Lawrence A. Jacobson, appearing); Salessi having appeared in pro per; the Court having read and

16

considered the Motion~ having issued a tentative ruling indicating an intent to grant the Motion, and

17

having entertained oral argun1ent by both sides at the hearing; and good cause appearing:

18

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Defendant Peimani's Motion for Relief From Default

19

and Default Judgn1ent (Void Due to Lack of Service) is GRANTED, and (a) the Default entered July

20

13, 2006, purporting to enter the default ofPeimani in this action (the "Default") and (b) the Default

21

Judgment entered on October 26, 2007 (the ~'Default Judgment") are hereby vacated, set aside, and

22

of no force or effect.

23

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Peimani's Request For Judicial Notice is granted. Judicial

24

notice of the pleadings and records is limited to their existence, filing, and legal effect, but not as to

25

the tn1th of any disputed n1atter therein.

26

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the couti exercises its discretion under authority of CRC
ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM DEFAULT AND
DEFAULT JUDGMENT (VOID DUE TO LACK OF SERVICE)

1

1

3.1300(d)~

2

Notwithstanding the fact that Plaintiff executed a stipulation as to the filing and service date for the

3

Opposition, and the fact that this court ordered that any opposition be filed no later than 02/25/16,

4

the Opposition was not served until 02/29/16, and not filed until 03/01116. This in turn, prevented

5

the Defendant fron1 exercising his statutory right to file and serve a reply brief, causing Defendant

6

substantial prejudice. Additionally, the proof of service fails to state that the Opposition was

7

deposited in the US tnail with postage prepaid, as required by CCP § 1013(a).

8
9

and does not consider Plaintiffs untimely filed, and untimely served Opposition.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED the court finds that service of process was not n1ade upon
Defendant. A judgment is void for lack of jurisdiction of the person where there is no proper service

10

on or appearance by a party to the proceedings. County of San Diego v. Gorham (2010) 186

11

Cal.App.4th 1215. While the registered process server's verified return creates a rebuttable

12

presumption of service (Evid. Code§ 647), the Defendant's evidence rebuts the fact of personal

13

service stated in the return, and the court finds the same to be more credible.

14

15

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED Defendant is to file a r
Complaint by 4/11/2016.

:: Dated:j:/;!~2016
18

19
20
21
22
23

24
25
26
ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM DEFAULT AND
DEFAULT JUDGMENT (VOID DUE TO LACK OF SERVICE)

2

ELECTRONICALLY FILED
1
2

3

SlJperior Cowt of California.
County of Orange

KAREEM SALESSI
2082 Michelson Drive, S-1 00
Irvine, Ca. 92612
(949) 783-0165

06120/2016 at 12: I 9 :00 Pt'll
Clerk of the Supericw Gourt
By James M Haines. Deputy Glerk

4

5
6
7

8
9

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
COUNTY OF ORANGE, CENTRAL JUSTICE CENTER

10
11

12

13
14
15

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

KAREEM SALESSI,
Plaintiffs
vs.
THOMAS M. ABERCROMBIE, et al 1
Defendants

16
17

Case No.: 04CC11080
Dept. C-14,
Honorable Judge MOSS
AMENDED Exhibits E-to-S in Support of:
PLAINTIFF KAREEM SALESSPs
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT PEIMANI's
DEMURRER;
Date: June 24, 2016

Time: 9 a.m.

18
19

The following continuing exhibits, from (Exhibit-E) to (Exhibit-S),

20

referenced throughout my instant Opposition to Demurrer of Mr. Peimani

21

filed 6/13/16, are the documents referenced, and cited to, in my

22

Court of Appeals Case#13-57063 Opening Brief, filed 5/16/16.

23
24

Circuit

Plaintiff believes that these speaking exhibits, in conjunction with the
exhibits of the Operative Complaint, render this case trial ready.

;t I 111 ~1~~

25
26
27

gth

Respectfully submitted.
Dated: 6/17/16

I

28

Kafee~ ~less!

Plaintiff
1

AMENDED Exhibits E-to-S in Support of SALESSI'S OPPOSITION TO DEMURRER OF Mr. PEIMANI 6-24-2016

724 NOTICE OF ENTRY OF JUDGMENT FILED BY PEIMANI,
FARROKH ON 08/04/2016

Exhibit-N2

- 52 -

1

4

LAWRENCE A. JACOBSON, SBN 057393
SEAN M. JACOBSON, SBN 227241
COHEN AND JACOBSON, LLP
900 Veterans Boulevard, Suite 600
Redwood City, California 94063
Telephone: (650) 261-6280
Facsimile: (650) 368-6221

5

Farrokh Peimani aka Frank Peimani

2
3

6
7
8

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

9

COUNTY OF ORANGE

10

CIVIL DIVISION UNLIMITED JURISDICTION

11
12

KAREEM SALESSI,

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Case No. 04CC11080
Plaintiff,

vs.
THOMAS ABERCROMBIE;
ABERCOMBRIE REALTY; NICK (ALI)
ROSHDIEH; DANA BALLARD; PATRICK
F. ORTIZ; DEBORAH MORTIZ;
SOUTHWOOD PEST CONTROL; ANN
SKINNER; KAREN MITCHELL; COAST
CITIES ESCROW; TAMZI RICHARDSON;
FIRST TEAM REAL ESTATE; CAMERON
N. MERAGE; FARROKH (FRANK)
PEIMANI; CENTURY FUNDING; ALPHA
APPRAISALS; MICHAEL SHADAB;
WORLD SAVINGS BANK (GROUP);
ASSESSOR, COUNTY OF ORANGE; DOES
1 THROUGH 500, INCLUSIVE,

22
Defendants.
23
24
25
26

NOTICE OF ENTRY OF (1) ORDER
SUSTAINING DEMURRER BY
FARROKH PEIMANI AKA FRANK
PEIMANI TO PLAINTIFF KAREEM
SALESSI’S THIRD AMENDED
COMPLAINT WITHOUT LEAVE TO
AMEND; AND (2) JUDGMENT OF
DISMISSAL FOLLOWING ORDER
SUSTAINING DEMURRER BY
FARROKH PEIMANI AKA FRANK
PEIMANI TO PLAINTIFF KAREEM
SALESSI’S THIRD AMENDED
COMPLAINT WITHOUT LEAVE TO
AMEND; PROOF OF SERVICE
THEREOF
Complaint Filed:
Judgment Entered:

November, 2004
August 1, 2016

1

TO PLAINTIFF KAREEM SALESSI AND ALL OTHER PARTIES IN INTEREST:

2

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on August 1, 2016, the Court entered the following:

3

1.

Order Sustaining Demurrer by Farrokh Peimani aka Frank Peimani to Plaintiff

4

Kareem Salessi’s Third Amended Complaint Without Leave to Amend, a copy of

5

which is attached hereto.

6

2.

Judgment of Dismissal Following Order Sustaining Demurrer by Farrokh Peimani

7

Aka Frank Peimani to Plaintiff Kareem Salessi’s Third Amended Complaint Without

8

Leave to Amend, a copy of which is attached hereto.

9
10

Respectfully submitted.
Dated: August 4, 2016

COHEN AND JACOBSON, LLP

11
By:
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

/s/ Lawrence A. Jacobson
Lawrence A. Jacobson
Attorneys for Frank Peimani

1

PROOF OF SERVICE

2

I am employed in San Mateo County. My business address is 900 Veterans Boulevard, Suite
600, Redwood City, California, 94063. I am over the age of 18 years and am not a party to this
cause. I am readily familiar with the practices of Cohen and Jacobson for collection and processing
of correspondence for mailing with the United States Postal Service and for overnight delivery.
Such correspondence is deposited with the United States Postal Service the same day in the ordinary
course of business or delivered to a box or other facility regularly maintained by overnight express
courier.

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

On August 4, 2016, I caused the documents bearing the titles:
NOTICE OF ENTRY OF (1) ORDER SUSTAINING DEMURRER BY FARROKH
PEIMANI AKA FRANK PEIMANI TO PLAINTIFF KAREEM SALESSI’S THIRD
AMENDED COMPLAINT WITHOUT LEAVE TO AMEND; AND (2) JUDGMENT OF
DISMISSAL FOLLOWING ORDER SUSTAINING DEMURRER BY FARROKH PEIMANI
AKA FRANK PEIMANI TO PLAINTIFF KAREEM SALESSI’S THIRD AMENDED
COMPLAINT WITHOUT LEAVE TO AMEND; PROOF OF SERVICE THEREOF

10
to be served on interested parties in this action:
11
( )

by placing true copies thereof enclosed in sealed envelopes addressed as stated on the
attached mailing list.

(X)

by placing ( ) the original (X) true copies thereof enclosed in sealed envelope
addressed as follows:

12
13
14

Kareem Salessi
2082 Michelson Dr., #100
Irvine, CA 92612

15
16
( )

(BY FAX) I transmitted these documents by facsimile to:

(X)

(BY MAIL) I placed such envelopes for collection and mailing on this date following
ordinary business practices.

( )

(BY PERSONAL SERVICE) I delivered such envelopes by hand to the offices of the
addressee.

( )

(BY OVERNIGHT DELIVERY) I deposited the foregoing pleading in a box or other facility
regularly maintained by an express service carrier, in an envelope or package designated by
the express service carrier with delivery fees paid or provided for, addressed as follows:

(X)

(STATE) I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

( )
24

(FEDERAL) I declare that I am employed in the office of a member of the bar of this
Court at whose direction the services was made.

25

Executed on August 4, 2016, at Redwood City, California.

17
18
19
20
21
22
23

26

/s/ Sean M. Jacobson
Sean M. Jacobson

1
2
3
4

5

LAWRENCE A. JACOBSON, SBN 057393
SEAN M. JACOBSON, SBN 227241
COHEN AND JACOBSON, LLP
900 Veterans Boulevard, Suite 600
Redwood City, California 94063
Telephone: (650) 261-6280
Facsimile: (650) 368-6221
Farrokh Peimani aka Frank Peimani

6
SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

7

COUNTY OF ORANGE

8

CIVIL DIVISION UNLIMITED JURISDICTION

9
10

KAREEM SALESSI,

11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Case No. 04CC11080
Plaintiff,

vs.
THOMAS ABERCROMBIE;
ABERCOMBRIE REALTY; NICK (ALI)
ROSHDIEH; DANA BALLARD; PATRICK
F. ORTIZ; DEBORAH M ORTIZ;
SOUTHWOOD PEST CONTROL; ANN
SKINNER; KAREN MITCHELL; COAST
CITIES ESCROW; TAMZI RICHARDSON;
FIRST TEAM REAL ESTATE; CAMERON
N. MERAGE; FARROKH (FRANK)
PEIMANI; CENTURY FUNDING; ALPHA
APPRAISALS; MICHAEL SI-IADAB;
WORLD SAVINGS BANK (GROUP);
ASSESSOR, COUNTY OF ORANGE; DOES
1 THROUGH 500, INCLUSIVE,
Defendants.

ORDER SUSTAINING DEMURRER BY
FARROKH PEIMANI AKA FRANK
PEIMANI TO PLAINTIFF KAREEM
SALESSI'S TIIIRD AMENDED
COMPLAINT WITHOUT LEAVE TO
AMEND
Continued Hearing Date
Date: July 14, 2016
Time: 1:30 p.m.
Place: Dept C33
Central Justice Center
700 Civic Center
Santa Ana, CA 92701
Reservation No. 72353889
Complaint Filed:
Trial Date:

November, 2004
Not yet set

23
24
25
26

ORDER SUSTAINING DEMURRER BY FARROKH PEIMANI AKA FRANK PE!MANI TO PLAINTIFF
KAREEM SALESSI'S THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT WITHOUT LEAVE TO AMEND

I

Defendant Farrokh Peimani ("Peimani") having filed his Demurrer by Farrokh Peimani aka

2

Frank Peimani to PlaintiffKareem Salessi's Third Amended Complaint, and related pleadings (the

3

"Demurrer"); Plaintiff Kareem Salessi ("Salessi") having filed his Opposition, and related pleadings

4

(the "Opposition"); Peimani having filed his Reply Brief; the Court having read and considered the

5

Demurrer, Opposition, and Reply; the Court having posted its Tentative Ruling indicating an intent

6

to sustain the Demurrer without leave to amend (the "Tentative Ruling"); the matter having come on

7
for hearing on July 14, 2016, at l :30 p.m., in Department 33 of the above entitled Court, the Hon.

8
James L. Crandall presiding; Peimani having appeared by Cohen and Jacobson, LLP (Lawrence A.
9
10
11

Jacobson appearing); Salessi having appeared in pro per; the Court having entertained the arguments
of counsel; and good cause appearing:

12

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Peimani's Request for Judicial Notice are GRANTED.

13

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Tentative Ruling, a copy of which is attached and

14

15

incorporated as if fully set forth herein, is ADOPTED in full.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, for the reasons set forth in the Tentative Ruling, the

16
Demurrer on the grounds of uncertainty is SUSTAINED WITHOUT LEAVE TO AMEND.
17
18

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, for the reasons set forth in the Tentative Ruling, the

19

Demurrer to the Fifth, Sixtl1, Ninth, Thirteenth, Sixteenth, Nineteenth and Twentieth Causes of

20

action are also SUSTAINED WITHOUT LEAVE TO AMEND for failure to state a cause of action

21

as to Peimani.

22

Dated:J~

23

24

,4~/,d.OIC

o . James Crandall
J ge of the Superior Court
ounty of Orange

25
26

2

,
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Rullngs1

Future Hearings:
MSC: 12/09/16 8:30am
Trial: 01/09/17 8:30am
6-·--+--ow""a-g-er_v_s-.'""'T=h:-e----1--::D:-e"""fe-n-d'a-nt,..,'s-:::R-equest For Judicial Notice as to Items A-E are each
Assembly Team LLC
granted.

15-783576

The court also takes judicial notice of the fact that Plaintiff did not
timely perfect an appeal of the judgment in favor of Defendant The
Assembly Team, LLC In OCSC Case No. 30-2014-00718082 (the

"Previous Action").
Defendant The Assembly Team, LLC's Demurrer to Plaintiff's Second
Amended Complaint (''2°dAC") Is SUSTAINED without leave to
amend, on the basis that It appears that the zndAc Is barred by the
doctrine of res judicata.
The claim asserted against Defendant In the First Amended
Complaint In OCSC Case No. 30-2014-00718082, and the claim being
asserted in the 2ndAC In the present action Involve the same primary
right, and under the doctrine of res judicata, Plaintiff is not allowed
to re-litigate such claims a second time. The sustaining of a general
demurrer on statute of limitations grounds, and subsequent dismissal
of the action can constitute a "final judgment" for purposes of
application of the doctrine of res judicata. Goddard v. Security Title
Insurance & Guaranty Co. (1939) 14 Cal.2d 47, 52
A final judgment on the merits of an action precludes the parties
from re-litigatlng Issues that were, or could have been raised in the
earlier action. Calif. Coastal Com. v. Superior Court (1989) 210
Cai.App.3d 1488, 1498. The claim for breach of the Implied warranty
could have been asserted in Prior Action.
· Plaintiff has had three opportunities to successfully plead a valid
claim against this Defendant. Plaintiff has failed to oppose the
demurrer, and therefore failed to show that there is a reasonable
possibility that the defect can be cured by amendment, as required
by Blank v. Kirwan (1985) 39 Cal.3d 311, 318. Together, these
factors create a reasonable inference that Plaintiff has pled the best
case she can, and that further leave to amend would be futile. Thus
the court declines to grant further leave to amend.
Moving party to give notice.

Future Hearings:
CMC set for this date.

'1

Salessi vs.
Abercrombie

E&mJest for Judicial Notlc;e
Moving Party requests the court take Judicial Notice of the following:

04CC11080

1. Rulings on demurrer to First Amended Complaint dated 10-2005
2. Appellate Opinion Issued In 2008 (In this case)
3. Judgment in Salessi v, Wachovia Bank ocsc # 2008·0091741
4. Sa/essi v. Commonwealth Land Title, eta/. USDC, Central
District.

http://www.oocourls.org/tantaUverullngs~ crandall rollngs.hlm

•

711~12tn6

Rulings 1

Requests

1,2,3&4

are GRANTED.

Merits of the Demurrer.
The opposition Is well over the 15-page limit for opposition briefs
established by CRC rule 313(d). (21 pages.) CRC rule 313(e) gives
the Court the discretion to refuse to consider briefs over the page
limit. Plaintiff has been previously warned to comply with the
procedural rules, but still fails to do so. Nevertheless, the court has
considered the plaintiff's opposition to the demurrer.
There are several difficulties presented by Plaintiff's pleading. First,
the Third Amended Complaint Is 119 pages in length and includes
exhibits that total approximately 300 pages. This length presents a
real problem due to the fact that Plaintiff's opposition to challenges
to his pleadings have never pointed the Court to where he believes
he has adequately alleged the challenged elements. Rather,
Plaintiff's opposition typically argues how he believes he has been
wronged and includes numerous boilerplate statements of law
without ever explaining where all of the necessary allegation are In
the morass Plaintiff has flied.
Second, throughout his pleading, Plaintiff groups several causes of
action together In a single set of allegations. For example, Plaintiff
groups together the 23rd cause of action for liED, the 24th cause of
action for malice (which Is identified as "redacted"), and the 28th
cause of action for total breach. There are numerous other
examples. Neither the Code nor the CRC specifically requires that
each cause of action be separately stated. For example, CRC rule
201(1) simply requires that each "separately stated cause of action"
be separately numbered. Nonetheless, this pleading style makes the
complaint very confusing and difficult to work.

I'

Third, Plaintiff fails to identify the elements of the causes of action
he seeks to allege. Rather, he simply identifies a cause of action by
title and then rants about his conspiracy theory. Plaintiff needs to
spend some time identifying the individual elements and other
pleading requirements for each cause of action he seeks to state and
then make sure that, within the body of each cause of action, he
alleges each of the required elements.

I The opposition to this demurrer makes no attempt to provide specific
argument showing why the demurrer should be overruled as to any
of the causes of action. Instead plaintiff makes several general
statements with regard to this particular Moving Party defendant and
Includes a (lengthy and unhelpful) narrative of plaintiff's social
history with Moving Party.
Finally, the Third Amended Complaint was addressed on the merits
by our Court of Appeal in connection with a grant of JOP against two
of the defendants. The Court of Appeal stated:
The complaint-that Is, the third amended complaint
that has been included In the appellant's appendix-Is a
desultory document to say the least. It is over 119 pages, not
counting the "table of authorities" and exhibits. It also
presents some difficulty to a judge who seeks to extract what 1
actual facts It alleges, as distinct from conclusions and
.

I

hltp:/t.vww.occourts.orgltentatlverullngsljcrandallrull~s.htm
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.
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Rulings1

argument, because of Salessl's tendency to make legally
conclusory statements In passing. Said the court In Dunn v.
County of Santa Barbara (2006) 135 Cai.App.4th 1281, 1298:
"The standard of review for a motion for judgment on the
pleadings is the same as that for a general demurrer: We
treat the pleadings as admitting all of the material facts
properly pleaded, but not any contentions, deductions or
conclusions of fact or raw contained therein." (Italics added.)
What's more, beginning at paragraph 84, the third
amended complaint strays Into conspiratorial matters beyond
the purview of the courts, making allegations concerning the
machinations of International bankers reminiscent of the
famous poet Ezra Pound, who made radio broadcasts from
Italy on that topic during World War II. Indeed, In paragraph
110, in the context of a discussion of the RICO claim against
the county tax assessor, Salessi has managed to work In a
reference to the events of September 11, 2001, being the
product of a White House conspiracy.
Indeed, conspiracy Is the riff of the third amended
complaint's basic narrative, which Is, essentially, that his own
buyer's agent, the sellers' brokers and agents, the sellers
themselves, his own loan broker, an appraisal company hired
by a prospective lender, the eventual lender and, indeed, the
county tax assessor were all in on some sort of grand plot to
saddle him with a complete dog of a house on Aloma Avenue
In Laguna Niguel
Salessl v, Shadab, No. G038002, 2008 WL 4418299, at *1-2 (Cal. ct.
App. Sept. 30, 2008).

Based on the above, the court sustains the demurrer to the entire
complaint for uncertainty.
Nevertheless, a brief substantive analysis on the specific causes of
action Identified In the demurrer follows:
Fifth cause of action for breach of contract
The court sustains the demurrer to this cause of action as It fails to
state a cause of action for breach of contract. Plaintiff has alleged in
paragraph 166 that Moving Party "breached their loan-procurement
contract with me at the first Instance of non-disclosure, whichever it
may be. One of these of course is their failure to provide me the
fraudulent appraisal of ALPHA, fearing my discovery of the real
measurements and age of the house." Paragraph 169 of the
complaint refers to "Satisfaction Clauses" but it's not clear this
Moving Party was a party to such a clause.
Sixth cause of action for breach of fiduciary dutv
Generally speaking, the elements of a claim for breach of fiduciary
duty are (1) the existence of a fiduciary duty, (2) the breach of that
fiduciary duty, and (3) damages caused by such breach. (See, e.g.,
CACI Jury Instructions, Inst. No. 605.) Here, plaintiff hasn't alleged
a fiduciary duty against this Moving Party. He contends he has
"clearly explained by twenty year fiduciary friendship with Peimani.''
The opposition to this demurrer doesn't explain or argue a fiduciary
relationship may arise from a twenly year friendship. The court
sustains the demurrer to this cause of action.
Ninth cause of action for Conspiracy
http://www.ocoourts.orgltentaUverul i ngs~ crandallrullngs.hlm
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The element of a claim for conspiracy are (1) that the defendant was
aware that his or her co-conspirator(s) planned to commit a certain
wrongful act and (2) that the defendant agreed with his or her coconspirator(s) and Intended that the wrongful act be committed.
(CACI Jury Instruction No. 3600.)
Here, Plaintiff simply alleges that, as set forth In the general
allegations, the said defendants conspired, as agents of one another,
in an elaborate scheme of deceit which ended in the sale of an
unmarketable, toxic time-bomb, residential real estate to Plaintiff.
(~194.) The rest of this cause of action Is just generic statements of
law. Plaintiff's opposition falls to point the Court to any specific
allegation where Plaintiff has adequately alleged the existence of a
conspiracy. Plaintiff's conclusory allegations are not sufficient.
Ib]rte\loth 9ause of actio!l.f.Qr dlmlnytfon of value; oegligence
The Court previously sustained the demurrer to this cause of action
without leave to amend, but Plaintiff has carried it forward into the
Third Amended Complaint. The Court again sustains the demurrer
without leave to amend.
Sixteenth cause of action for fraud jn the inducement and Nineteenth
<;j11US!';1 of action for fraudylen~ misrepresentation
The court sustains the demurrer to both of these causes of action. A
cause of action for fraud requires each of the elements to be pleaded
with specificity and also requires that the plaintiff specifically allege
what the misrepresentation was, who made it, to who, when, and
how. (Committee of Children's Television, Inc. v. General Foods
Corp. (1983) 35 Cal.3d 197, 216; Lazar v. Superior Court (1996) 12
Cai.4th 631, 645. )
Within the body of these causes of action, Plaintiff has not sought to
clearly allege the elements with the required level of specificity. In
fact, Plaintiff has not even sought to allege many of the elements of
these fraud claims other than to provide a few headings and then to
quote general statement of law. He does not allege the who, what,
where, when, and how that Is required. He makes general
statements about Defendants when he has named nearly 20
Defendants. We need specifl c facts to support each element as well
as the who, what, where, when and how and he simply has not
provided It in the body of this cause of action. At paragraph 122,
Plaintiff does allege some things that he contends Abercrombie knew
about the house, but he does not allege when and how these things
were misrepresented to Plaintiff. More Information Is provided In the
general allegations section, but there are still no specific allegations
of reasonable reliance, etc.
Moreover, In the opposition, Plaintiff does not attempt to point the
Court to any of the allegations of his 119·page pleading that properly
allege any of the elements of these causes of action. Rather,
Plaintiff simply argues his claims in general and seeks to re-plead
them through the opposition.
The opposition needs to say why the allegations In the Third
Amended Complaint are adequate. It is not the Court's responsibility
to search through Plaintiff's voluminous pleading to try and see if a
claim can be salvaged based upon some allegation that is
Incorporated by reference.

Leave to amend
http://www.oocourts.org/lllntativerulingSJjcrandallrulings.hbn
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I CCP § 430.41(e)(1) states:
In response to a demurrer and prior to the case being
at Issue, a complaint or cross-complaint shall not be amended
more than three times, absent an offer to the trial court as to
such additional facts to be pleaded that there Is a reasonable
possibility the defect can be cured to state a cause of action.
The three-amendment limit shall not Include an amendment
made without leave of the court pursuant to Section 472,
provided the amendment is made before a demurrer to the
original complaint or cross-complaint is flied,
Original complaint was flied 11·5·04. First Amended Complaint flied
prior to service on defendants
The First Amended Complaint was filed 8·12·05- demurrer by other
defendants sustained on 10·27-05.
The Second Amended Complaint was filed 1·9-05- demurrer by
other defendant sustained on 2·23-05.
The Third Amended Complaint was filed 4-5-06 - demurrer by other
defendants sustained without leave to amend on 5·15-06.
Given the history of this litigation and the multiple opportunities
given to plaintiff to plead his claims, the court denies leave to
amend. Even after the Court of Appeal's sifting through the
operative facts, it is still not clear how plaintiff can state a claim
against this particular defendant.

RUUNG:

I

Defendant Farrokh Peimanl's demurrer to the Third Amended
complaint Is sustained In its entirety without leave to amend. The
complaint as to this Moving Party defendant is uncertain and does
not contain sufficient facts to put this Moving Party defendant on
notice as to what claims, and the facts supporting those claims, are
alleged against him. Further, the Third Amended Complaint has
failed to set forth sufficient facts to support the 5, 6, 9th 13th, 16th
and 19th causes of action.
Moving Party to give notice

Future Hearings; None.

···----·-----·r-·---'"---.
. ,.......----------··--·----8
Tilton vs. Cal Max
Properties L.P.
16·835846

The request for judicial notice by defendant Cal Max Properties, LP
(defendant) is granted.

The court declines to consider plaintiff John Tilton's (plaintiff)
opposition. The proof of service Is faulty; It indicates the
opposition was served "on the parties In this action, because their
service addresses are unknown, since they have not appeared,"
and then lists the address for the defendant's prior counsel, without
Indicating whether the opposition was served on such counsel.

I Defendant's demurrer is sustained
htlp:liwww.ooctJJrtJJ.org/tentatlverulingsljcrandallrullngs.hlm
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Defendant/

JUDGMENT OF DISMISSAL
FOLLOWING ORDER SUSTAINING
DEMURRER BY FARROKH PEIMANI
AKA FRANK PEIMANI TO PLAINTIFI<
KAREEM SALESSI'S THIRD AMENDED
COMPLAINT WITHOUT LEAVE TO
AMEND
Continued Hearing Date
Date: July 14,2016
Time: 1:30 p.m.
Place: Dept C33
Central Justice Center
700 Civic Center
Santa Ana, CA 92701
Reservation No. 72353889
Complaint Filed:
Trial Date:

November, 2004
Not yet set

The Court having sustained the Demurrer by Farrokh Peimani aka Frank Peimani to Plaintiff
2

Kareem Salessi's Third Amended Complaint without leave to amend, and the Court having entered

3

its Order Sustaining Demurrer by Farrokh Peimani aka Frank Peimani to PlaintiffKareem Salessi's

4

Third Amended Complaint Without Leave to Amend, Judgment is hereby rendered as follows:

5
6

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that Defendant Farrokh
Peimani ("Peimani") be, and hereby is, dismissed from this action in its entirety with prejudice.

7
8

9
10

Dated: ··Jrrly':--;"2'0115

!+'1ffr)d.oth

OF THE SUPERIOR COURT
NTY OF ORANGE

JAMES L. CRANDALL

II
12

13
14

15

16
17
18

19

20
21
22

23
24
25

26

2

Never before seen pages retrieved from court computer for
the first time, after Demurrer hearing of 7/14/16:
698 CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/ELECTRONIC SERVICE
697 MINUTES FINALIZED FOR CHAMBERS WORK 06/14/2016
04:02:00 PM.
696 CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/ELECTRONIC SERVICE
695 MINUTES FINALIZED FOR CHAMBERS WORK 06/14/2016
02:37:00 PM.
708 ORDER - OTHER (DENYING PLAINTIFF'S EX PARTE MOTION
TO STRIKE OR CONTINUE HEARING) FILED BY PEIMANI, FARROKH
ON 06/22/2016
707 ORDER GRANTING (MOTION FO RELIEF FROM DEFAULT AND
DEFAULT JUDGMENT) FILED BY PEIMANI, FARROKH ON 06/22/2016
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Superior Court of California
County of Orange

Case Number : 04CC 11080
Copy Request: 2661023
Request Type: Case Documents
Prepared for: salessi
Number of docutnents: 5
Number of pages: 9

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA,
COUNTY OF ORANGE
CENTRAL JUSTICE CENTER
MINUTE ORDER

DATE: 06/14/2016

DEPT: C14
TIME: 02:37:00 PM
JUDICIAL OFFICER PRESIDING: Supervising Judge Robert J. Moss
CLERK: Betsy Zuanich
REPORTER/ERM: None
BAILIFF/COURT ATTENDANT: None
CASE NO: 04CC11080
CASE INIT.DATE: 11/05/2004
CASE TITLE: SALESSI VS ABERCROMBIE
CASE CATEGORY: Civil- Unlimited
CASE TYPE: Fraud
EVENT ID/DOCUMENT ID: 72392316
EVENT TYPE: Chambers Work

APPEARANCES

There are no appearances by any party.
The Court, having reviewed the above-entitled action, now rules as follows:
The Court orders the case removed from the unassigned inventory and transferred to Department C1 for
reassignment.
Clerk to give notice by eService to Plaintiff and Plaintiff to give notice to all other parties and file proof of
service with the court within 10 days.

DATE: 06/14/2016
DEPT: C14

MINUTE ORDER

Page 1
Calendar No.

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF ORANGE
Central Justice Center
700 W. Civic Center Drive
Santa Ana, CA 92702
SHORT TITLE: SALESSl VS ABERCROMBIE

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/ELECTRONIC
SERVICE

CASE NUMBER:
04CC11080

1 cetiify that lam not a party to this cause. I certify that the following document(s), Minute Order dated 06/14116, have
been transmitted electronically by Orange County Superior Court at Santa Ana, CA. The transmission originated from
email address on June 14,2016, at 2:44:01 PM PDT. The electronically transmitted document(s) is in accordance with rule
2.251 of the California Rules of Court, addressed as shown above. The list of electronically served recipients are listed
below:
LAW OFFICE OF TIMOTHY KRANTZ
AMANDA2 I @PACBELL.NET

LAW OFFICE OF TIMOTHY KRANTZ
TKRANTZ@PACBELL.NET

Clerk of the Court, by:

, Deputy

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/ELECTRONIC SERVICE

V3 1013a (June 2004)

Code ofCiv. Procedure,§ CCP1013(a)

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA,
COUNTY OF ORANGE
CENTRAL JUSTICE CENTER
MINUTE ORDER

DATE: 06/14/2016

DEPT: C14
TIME: 02:37:00 PM
JUDICIAL OFFICER PRESIDING: Supervising Judge Robert J. Moss
CLERK: Betsy Zuanich
REPORTER/ERM: None
BAILIFF/COURT ATTENDANT: None
CASE NO: 04CC11080
CASE INIT.DATE: 11/05/2004
CASE TITLE: SALESSI VS ABERCROMBIE
CASE CATEGORY: Civil- Unlimited
CASE TYPE: Fraud
EVENT 10/DOCUMENT 10: 72392316
EVENT TYPE: Chambers Work

APPEARANCES

There are no appearances by any party.
The Court, having reviewed the above-entitled action, now rules as follows:
The Court orders the case removed from the unassigned inventory and transferred to Department C1 for
reassignment.
Clerk to give notice by eService to Plaintiff and Plaintiff to give notice to all other parties and file proof of
service with the court within 10 days.

DATE: 06/14/2016
DEPT: C14

MINUTE ORDER

Page 1
Calendar No.

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA,
COUNTY OF ORANGE
CENTRAL JUSTICE CENTER
MINUTE ORDER

DATE: 06/14/2016

DEPT: C01
TIME: 04:02:00 PM
JUDICIAL OFFICER PRESIDING: Presiding Judge Charles Margines
CLERK: L. Labrador
REPORTER/ERM: None
BAILIFF/COURT ATTENDANT:
CASE NO: 04CC11080
CASE INIT.DATE: 11/05/2004
CASE TITLE: SALESSI VS ABERCROMBIE
CASE CATEGORY: Civil- Unlimited
CASE TYPE: Fraud
EVENT ID/DOCUMENT ID: 72392504
EVENT TYPE: Chambers Work

APPEARANCES

There are no appearances by any party.
This case, having been received from the Supervising Judge in Department C14 for reassignment, the
Court now rules as follows:
This case is reassigned to the Honorable James L. Crandall in Department C33 for all purposes.
Counsel to contact clerk in Department C33 within 15 days of receipt of this order to reschedule any
pending hearings.
The Court determines that for purposes of exercising C.C.P.§170.6 rights, there are two sides to this
matter unless the contrary is brought to the attention of the Court, by Ex-Parte motion. Counsel has 15
days from the date of the enclosed certificate of mailing in which to exercise any rights under
C.C.P.§170.6.
Court orders Clerk to give notice. Plaintiff to give notice to any parties not listed and to file proof of
service with the court within 10 days.

DATE: 06/14/2016
DEPT: C01

MINUTE ORDER

Page 1
Calendar No.

& TRYTTEN
BMARSHALL@AFRCT.COM

& TRYTTEN

ANGLIN FLEWELLING RASMUSSEN CAMPBELL

ANGLIN FLEWELLING RASMUSSEN CAMPBELL
& TRYTTEN
RBAILEY@AFRCT.COM

& TRYTTEN

JLEE@AFRCT.COM

CDANIEL@AFRCT.COM

ANGLIN FLEWELLING RASMUSSEN CAMPBELL
& TRYTTEN
REBECCA.URIOSTE@FNF.COM

Clerk of the Court, by:

, Deputy

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/ELECTRONIC SERVICE

V3 1013a (June 2004)

Code ofCiv. Procedure,§ CCP1013(a)

;.

LAWRENCE A, JACOBSON, SBN 057393
SEAN M. JACOBSON, SBN 227241
2 COHEN AND JACOBSON, LLP
900 Veterans Boulevard, Suite 600
3 Redwood City, California 94063
Telephone: (650) 261-6280
4 Facsimile: (650) 368-6221

5 Farrokh Peimani aka Frank Pehnani
6

7

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

8

COUNTY OF ORANGE

9

CIVIL DIVISION UNLrMITED JURISDICTION

10

Case No. 04CC11080

KAREEM SALESSI,
11

Plaintiff,
12
vs.

ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF'S "EX
PARTE MOTION TO STRIKE OR
CONTINUE HEARING"

13
THOMAS ABERCROMBIE;

14 ABERCOMBRIE REALTY; NICK (ALI)
ROSHDIEH; DANA BALLARD; PATRICK
15

F. ORTIZ; DEBORAH M ORTIZ;
SOUTHvVOOD PEST CONTROL; ANN
16 SKINNER; KAREN lv1ITCHELL; COAST
CITIES ESCROW; TAMZI RICHARDSON;
17 FIRST TEAM REAL EST ATE; CAMERON
N. "NIERAGE; FARROKH (FRANK)
18 PEIMANI; CENTURY FUNDlNG; ALPHA
APPRAISALS; MICHAEL SHADAB;
19 WORLD SAVINGS BANK (GROUP);
ASSESSOR, COUNTY OF ORANGE; DOES
20 1 THROUGH 500, INCLUSIVE,
21

Ex Parte Hearing Date
Date: March 11, 2016
Time: 8:30a.m.

Place: Dept Cl4
Central Justice Center
700 Civic Center
Santa Ana, CA 92701
Complaint Filed;
Judgment Entered:

November, 2004
October 26,2007

Defendants.

22

23
24
25

26

ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF'S "EX PARTE MOTION TO STRIKE OR CONTINUE HEARING"

Plaintiff Kareem Salessi ("Plaintiff' or HSalessi,) having filed his "Ex Parte Application to
2

strike Farrold1 Peimani motion of 3/11116 (to set aside default judgment) due to fraud on the court;

3

or, in the alternative, to continue it for 90 days to file opposition and request for sanctions and

4

disgorgement of attorney fees; Declatation of Salessi; Declaration of Points and Authoritiesn (the

5

"Salessi Ex Parte Motion"); Defendant Farrohk Peimani, also known as Frank Peimani ("Peimanf'),

6

having filed his Opposition to the Salessi Ex Parte Motion, and related pleadings; the matter having

7

cmne on for hearing on an ex parte basis on March 11,2016, at 8:30a.m., in Department C14 of the

8

above-entitled Court, the Hon. Robert J. Moss presiding; Plaintiff having appeared in pro per;

9 Peimani having appeared by Cohen and Jacobson, LLP (Lawrence A. Jacobson, appearing); the
10

Court having read and considered the written submissions by both Salessi and Peimani, and having

11

entertained oral argument by both sides; and good cause a
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Salessi Ex

12

13
14

15

earing:

~//t2-

Dated:

~Jh _, 2016

fJ/fo-.

16
17

18
19

20
21
22
23
24

25

26

ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF'S "EX PARTE MOTION TO STRIKE OR CONTINUE HEARING"

1
2
3

4

LAWRENCE A. JACOBSON, SBN 057393
SEAN M. JACOBSON, SBN 227241
COHEN AND JACOBSON, LLP
900 Veterans Boulevard, Suite 600
Redwood City, California 94063
Telephone: (650) 261-6280
Facsimile: (650) 368-6221

5 Farrokh Peimani aka Frank Peimani
6

7

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

8

COUNTY OFORANGE

9

CIVIL DIVISION UNLIMITED JURISDICTION

10
Case No. 04CC11080

KAREEM SALESSI,

I1
Plaintiff,
12
vs.

13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

THOMAS ABERCROMBIE;
ABBRCOMBRIE REALTY; NICK (ALI)
ROSHDIEH; DANA BALLARD; PATRICK
F. ORTIZ; DEBORAH M ORTIZ;
SOUTHWOOD PEST CONTROL; ANN
SKINNER; KAREN 1V1ITCHELL; COAST
CITIES ESCROW; TAMZIRICHARDSON;
FIRST TEAM REAL ESTATE; CAMERON
N. 1v1ERAGE; FARROKH (FRANK)
PEIMANI; CENTURY FUNDING; ALPHA
APPRAISALS; MICHAEL SHADAB;
WORLD SAVINGS BANK (GROUP);
ASSESSOR, COUNTY OF ORANGE; DOES
1 THROUGH 500, INCLUSIVE,

ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR
RELIEF FROM DEFAULT AND
DEFAULT JUDGMENT (VOID DUE TO
LACK OF SERVICE)
Hearing Date
Date: March 11, 2016
Time: 9:00 a.m.
Place: Dept C14
Central Justice Center
700 Civic Center
Santa Ana, CA 92701
Complaint Filed:
Judgment Entered:

November, 2004
October 26, 2007

Defendants.

22
23
24
25

26
ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM DEFAULT AND
DEFAULT JUDGMENT (VOID DUE TO LACK OF SERVICE)

1

Defendant Farrohk Peimani, also known as Frank Peimani ("Peimani''), having filed his

2

Motion for Relief From Default and Default Juclgn1ent (Void Due to Lack of Service), and related

3

pleadings (the "Motion''); the matter having been originally set for hearing on January 13, 2016; the

4

parties having stipulated to a continuance of the hearing at the request ofPlaintiffKareem Salessi

5

("Plaintiff' or "Salessi"); the Court having approved the continuance of the hearing, having re-set the

6

matter for hearing on March 11, 2016, and having set a related briefing schedule; Salessi having

7

failed to sub1nit a tin1ely opposition pursuant to the bl'iefi.ng schedule set by the Court; Salessi having

8

filed a tardy pleading on March 1, 2016, which was entitled '~Declaration" with TimothyP. Kinney

9 appearing therein as the stated declarant (the "Declaration"); Pein1ani having filed a Reply Brief, and
10

related pleadings, in response to the Declaration, on March 4, 2016; the matter having come on for

11

hearing on March 11,2016, in Department Cl4 of the above-entitled Court, the Hon. Robert J. Moss

12

presiding; upon the consent of the parties in open cou1i, the Court having advanced this matter to be

13

heard concurrently with Salessi's related ex parte proceeding which was set for 8:30a.m. (which ex

14

parte motion was denied by separate order); Peimani having appeared by Cohen and Jacobson, LLP

15

(Lawrence A. Jacobson, appearing); Salessi having appeared in pro per; the Court having read and

16

considered the Motion~ having issued a tentative ruling indicating an intent to grant the Motion, and

17

having entertained oral argun1ent by both sides at the hearing; and good cause appearing:

18

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Defendant Peimani's Motion for Relief From Default

19

and Default Judgn1ent (Void Due to Lack of Service) is GRANTED, and (a) the Default entered July

20

13, 2006, purporting to enter the default ofPeimani in this action (the "Default") and (b) the Default

21

Judgment entered on October 26, 2007 (the ~'Default Judgment") are hereby vacated, set aside, and

22

of no force or effect.

23

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Peimani's Request For Judicial Notice is granted. Judicial

24

notice of the pleadings and records is limited to their existence, filing, and legal effect, but not as to

25

the tn1th of any disputed n1atter therein.

26

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the couti exercises its discretion under authority of CRC
ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM DEFAULT AND
DEFAULT JUDGMENT (VOID DUE TO LACK OF SERVICE)

1

1

3.1300(d)~

2

Notwithstanding the fact that Plaintiff executed a stipulation as to the filing and service date for the

3

Opposition, and the fact that this court ordered that any opposition be filed no later than 02/25/16,

4

the Opposition was not served until 02/29/16, and not filed until 03/01116. This in turn, prevented

5

the Defendant fron1 exercising his statutory right to file and serve a reply brief, causing Defendant

6

substantial prejudice. Additionally, the proof of service fails to state that the Opposition was

7

deposited in the US tnail with postage prepaid, as required by CCP § 1013(a).

8
9

and does not consider Plaintiffs untimely filed, and untimely served Opposition.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED the court finds that service of process was not n1ade upon
Defendant. A judgment is void for lack of jurisdiction of the person where there is no proper service

10

on or appearance by a party to the proceedings. County of San Diego v. Gorham (2010) 186

11

Cal.App.4th 1215. While the registered process server's verified return creates a rebuttable

12

presumption of service (Evid. Code§ 647), the Defendant's evidence rebuts the fact of personal

13

service stated in the return, and the court finds the same to be more credible.

14

15

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED Defendant is to file a r
Complaint by 4/11/2016.

:: Dated:j:/;!~2016
18

19
20
21
22
23

24
25
26
ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM DEFAULT AND
DEFAULT JUDGMENT (VOID DUE TO LACK OF SERVICE)

2

ELECTRONICALLY FILED
1
2

3

SlJperior Cowt of California.
County of Orange

KAREEM SALESSI
2082 Michelson Drive, S-1 00
Irvine, Ca. 92612
(949) 783-0165

06120/2016 at 12: I 9 :00 Pt'll
Clerk of the Supericw Gourt
By James M Haines. Deputy Glerk

4

5
6
7

8
9

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
COUNTY OF ORANGE, CENTRAL JUSTICE CENTER

10
11

12

13
14
15

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

KAREEM SALESSI,
Plaintiffs
vs.
THOMAS M. ABERCROMBIE, et al 1
Defendants

16
17

Case No.: 04CC11080
Dept. C-14,
Honorable Judge MOSS
AMENDED Exhibits E-to-S in Support of:
PLAINTIFF KAREEM SALESSPs
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT PEIMANI's
DEMURRER;
Date: June 24, 2016

Time: 9 a.m.

18
19

The following continuing exhibits, from (Exhibit-E) to (Exhibit-S),

20

referenced throughout my instant Opposition to Demurrer of Mr. Peimani

21

filed 6/13/16, are the documents referenced, and cited to, in my

22

Court of Appeals Case#13-57063 Opening Brief, filed 5/16/16.

23
24

Circuit

Plaintiff believes that these speaking exhibits, in conjunction with the
exhibits of the Operative Complaint, render this case trial ready.

;t I 111 ~1~~

25
26
27

gth

Respectfully submitted.
Dated: 6/17/16

I

28
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1

4

LAWRENCE A. JACOBSON, SBN 057393
SEAN M. JACOBSON, SBN 227241
COHEN AND JACOBSON, LLP
900 Veterans Boulevard, Suite 600
Redwood City, California 94063
Telephone: (650) 261-6280
Facsimile: (650) 368-6221

5

Farrokh Peimani aka Frank Peimani

2
3

6
7

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

8

COUNTY OF ORANGE

9

CIVIL DIVISION UNLIMITED JURISDICTION

10
11

KAREEM SALESSI,

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Case No. 04CC11080
Plaintiff,

vs.
THOMAS ABERCROMBIE;
ABERCOMBRIE REALTY; NICK (ALI)
ROSHDIEH; DANA BALLARD;
PATRICK F. ORTIZ; DEBORAH M
ORTIZ; SOUTHWOOD PEST CONTROL;
ANN SKINNER; KAREN MITCHELL;
COAST CITIES ESCROW; TAMZI
RICHARDSON; FIRST TEAM REAL
ESTATE; CAMERONN. MERAGE;
FARROKH (FRANK) PEIMANI;
CENTURY FUNDING; ALPHA
APPRAISALS; MICHAEL SHADAB;
WORLD SAVINGS BANK (GROUP);
ASSESSOR, COUNTY OF ORANGE;
DOES 1 THROUGH 500, INCLUSIVE,
Defendants.

NOTICE REGARDING CHANGE OF
DATE AND LOCATION FOR
HEARING ON DEMURRER BY
FARROKH PEIMANI AKA FRANK
PEIMANI TO PLAINTIFF KAREEM
SALESSI'S THIRD AMENDED
COMPLAINT
Continued Hearing Date
Date: July 14,2016
Time: 1:30 p.m.
Place: Dept C33
Central Justice Center
700 Civic Center
Santa Ana, CA 92701
Reservation No. 72353889
Complaint Filed:
Trial Date:

November, 2004
Not yet set

23
24
25
26
27
28
NOTICE REGARDING CHANGE OF DATE AND LOCATION FOR HEARING ON DEMURRER BY
FARROKH PEIMANI AKA FRANK PEIMANI TO PLAINTIFF KAREEM SALESSI'S THIRD
AMENDED COMPLAINT

1

TO PLAINTIFF KAREEM SALESSI:

2

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT, as a result of the reassignment of this action from

3

Department C14 to Department C33, the hearing on the Demurrer by Farrokh Peimani aka Frank

4

Peimani to Plaintiff Kareem Salessi' s Third Amended Complaint (the "Demurrer"), which was

5

originally set for hearing in Department C14 on June 24, 2016, at 9:00a.m., has been changed to

6

July 14, 2016, at 1:30 p.m. in Department C33.

7

Therefore, the hearing will proceed on July 14, 2016, at 1:30 p.m., or as soon thereafter as

8

the matter may be heard, in Department C3 3 of the above-entitled Court, located at the Central

9

Justice Center, 700 Civic Center, Santa Ana, CA 92701.

10
11

Respectfully submitted.
Dated: June 23, 2016

12
13
14

15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

26
27

28
NOTICE REGARDING CHANGE OF DATE AND LOCATION FOR HEARING ON DEMURRER BY
FARROKH PEIMANI AKA FRANK PEIMANI TO PLAINTIFF KAREEM SALESSI'S THIRD
AMENDED COMPLAINT
1

1

4

LAWRENCE A. JACOBSON, SBN 057393
SEAN M. JACOBSON, SBN 227241
COHEN AND JACOBSON, LLP
900 Veterans Boulevard, Suite 600
Redwood City, California 94063
Telephone: (650) 261-6280
Facsimile: (650) 368-6221

5

Farrokh Peimani aka Frank Peimani

2
3

6
SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
7
COUNTY OF ORANGE
8
CIVIL DIVISION UNLIMITED JURISDICTION
9
Case No. 04CC11080

KAREEM SALESSI,
10

PROOF OF SERVICE

Plaintiff,
11
vs.

Continued Hearing Date

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

THOMAS ABERCROMBIE;
ABERCOMBRIE REALTY; NICK (ALI)
ROSHDIEH; DANA BALLARD; PATRICK
F. ORTIZ; DEBORAH MORTIZ;
SOUTHWOOD PEST CONTROL; ANN
SKINNER; KAREN MITCHELL; COAST
CITIES ESCROW; TAMZI RICHARDSON;
FIRST TEAM REAL ESTATE; CAMERON
N. MERAGE; FARROKH (FRANK)
PEIMANI; CENTURY FUNDING; ALPHA
APPRAISALS; MICHAEL SHADAB;
WORLD SAVINGS BANK (GROUP);
ASSESSOR, COUNTY OF ORANGE; DOES
1 THROUGH 500, INCLUSIVE,

Date: July 14, 2016
Time: 1:30 p.m.
Place: Dept C33
Central Justice Center
700 Civic Center
Santa Ana, CA 92701
Reservation No. 72353889

Complaint Filed:
Judgment Entered:

Defendants.

21
22
23
24
25
26

PROOF OF SERVICE

November, 2004
October 26, 2007

1

PROOF OF SERVICE

2

I am employed in San Mateo County. My business address is 900 Veterans Boulevard, Suite
600, Redwood City, California, 94063. I am over the age of 18 years and am not a party to this
cause. I am readily familiar with the practices of Cohen and Jacobson for collection and processing
of correspondence for mailing with the United States Postal Service and for overnight delivery.
Such correspondence is deposited with the United States Postal Service the same day in the ordinary
course of business or delivered to a box or other facility regularly maintained by overnight express
couner.

3
4
5

On June 23, 2016, I caused the documents bearing the titles:

6

7

1.

8
9
10

NOTICE REGARDING CHANGE OF DATE AND LOCATION FOR HEARING ON
DEMURRER BY FARROKH PEIMANI AKA FRANK PEIMANI TO PLAINTIFF
KAREEM SALESSI'S THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT

to be served on interested parties in this action:

()

by placing true copies thereof enclosed in sealed envelopes addressed as stated on the
attached mailing list.

(X)

by placing ( ) the original (X) true copies thereof enclosed in sealed envelope
addressed as follows:

11
12

Kareem Salessi
2082 Michelson Dr., #100
Irvine, CA 92612

13
14
15

( )

(BY FAX) I transmitted these documents by facsimile to:

16

(X)

(BY MAIL) I placed such envelopes for collection and mailing on this date following
ordinary business practices.

()

(BY PERSONAL SERVICE) I delivered such envelopes by hand to the offices of the
addressee.

()

(BY OVERNIGHT DELIVERY) I deposited the foregoing pleading in a box or other facility
regularly maintained by an express service carrier, in an envelope or package designated by
the express service carrier with delivery fees paid or provided for, addressed as follows:

21

(X)

(STATE) I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

22

()

(FEDERAL) I declare that I am employed in the office of a member of the bar of this
Court at whose direction the services was made.

17
18
19
20

23
Executed on June 23, 2016, at Redwood City, Califo ·
24
25
26

PROOF OF SERVICE

694 OPPOSITION FILED BY PEIMANI, FARROKH ON 06/13/2016

[Above filed by Petitioner Salessi, but docket shows Peimani]
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1

2
3

KAREEM SALESSI
2082 Michelson Drive, S-1 00
Irvine, Ca. 92612
(949) 783-0165

4

5
6
7

8

9

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
COUNTY OF ORANGE, CENTRAL JUSTICE CENTER

10

19
20

TO DEFENDANT PEIMANI AND HIS ATTORNEY OF RECORD :
I, plaintiff Kareem Salessi, herewith object to the arguments raised by

21

defendant Peimani's demurrer based upon my following declarations of facts, the

22

memorandum of law, and the concurrently filed documents to be taken · dicially

23

notice of.

;t_ I

24
25
26

Respectfully submitted .
Dated: 6/6/16

Kareem Salessi

27

Plaintiff

28
1

SALESSI'S OPPOSITION TO DEMURRER OF FRANK PEIMANI

6-24-2016

1
2
3
4

DECLARATION OF PLAINTIFF KAREEM SALESSI IN SUPPORT OF SALESSI’s
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT PEIMANI’s DEMURRER;
I, Plaintiff Kareem Salessi, upon my personal knowledge, and experience,
declare as follows, and will testify thereto in any legal proceedings:

5
6
7
8
9
10

In order to avoid repetitious declarations, and in order to reduce this
honorable court’s work pertaining to the instant motion, I herewith include herein
with this reference the entirety of my 3/10/16 exparte-filing, heard on 3/11/16, in
particular its declarations “under penalty of perjury” to be considered as an
integrated part of this declaration. Therefore, I herewith try to include only new
material in this declaration.

1

11

Furthermore, I herewith, incorporate herein with this reference, my 9th

12

Circuit appellate opening brief in case#13-57063 (“The Brief”), and the entirety of

13

its supporting filed documents, as new material in this case, and incorporated

14

herein with this reference, whether or not concurrently filed with this opposition,

15

as exhibits, or filed in my concurrently filed Request for Judicial Notice-Frank

16

Peimani#1 (“RJN-FP1”). My up to date discovered facts of the case, as to the

17

subject property of this lawsuit (“Aloma”), should be read from that Opening Brief,

18

not from the deficient operative complaint (FAC) of this case which is from eleven

19

years ago, when very few facts were known to me. As such I herewith adopt, and

20

incorporate herein with this reference, the ultimate material facts as well as all

21

the other facts therein detailed, from my case#13-57063 Opening Brief. 2

22
23
1

24
25
26
27
28

All the citations, footnotes, documents and things, referenced throughout this opening
brief, whether or not provided with a copy, or a web-link, are incorporated herein with this
reference, as if set forth in full.
2
Evidently the 9th Circuit was watching this case and dismissed my appellate case once this
case was reopened on 3/11/16. I just filed an application in the U.S. Supreme Court for 60 days
extension to file a petition for a writ of certiorari from dismissal of my 9th Circuit case. On 6/7/16, I
learned from that court that my opening brief, and its motion to reinstate appeal and file same, had
not been considered because the court had deemed the case dismissed and terminated on 3/11/16,
the same date this court reopened this case. I have no idea why the 9th Circuit did that.
2
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1
2

On page 24 of my above “Appellant’s Informal Opening Brief”, the 2002
ultimate material facts as the Aloma property are listed as follows:

3
4

1- Two forged deeds of trust encumbering Aloma (void as recorded);

5

2- One forged Grant-Deed granting Aloma to appellant (void as recorded);

6

3- One forged "Preliminary Change of Ownership Report" (void as recorded);

7

4- One forged "INTERSPOUSAL TRANSFER GRANT DEED" (void as recorded);

8

For the past fourteen years, the lawyers of the 2004 defendants of this
9

lawsuit have continued to conceal evidence, because the methods of their
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

clients’ criminal conspiracies are their closely held illegal trade-secrets. Although
the proof of facts filed in the above federal case are sufficient to render this state
case trial-ready now, I still request this honorable court to immediately appoint a
“Discovery Referee”, in order to prevent discovery gamesmanship. In 2005, for
no good reason, Judge Nakamura refused to appoint one, as a result of which I
obtained no discovery. In addition, the reading of the above brief should convince
this honorable court that the dismissals of all the defendants in this case were
void, at least as of the serving of the “Challenge for Cause” to the Hon. Judge
James Gray, who simply ignored the challenge, rendering all his orders void by
the operation of the law, as detailed in the above cited opening brief.
The majority of Aloma property’s 2002 conspiracies remain uncovered,
due to the after-the-fact attorney complicities in their cover ups, quite similar to
the attorney cover-ups of two decades of doping by Lance Armstrong, the alltime record-breaking biking champion who turned out to have been doping his

24

way to championship the whole time, while his highly paid lawyers prevented

25

investigators from discovering his doping techniques, and thus made Armstrong’s

26

doping wins a continuing criminal activity. The doping methods had become

27

Armstrong’s illegal trade secrets, just as USA financial criminals’ forgery, and

28

counterfeiting, operations have remained their trade secrets protected at all
3
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1

costs, including by murder of whistleblowers such as Tracy Lawrence, and many

2

others who have died mysterious deaths in the past few years. (see Brief)

3

The instant Frank Peimani demurrer:

4

In 1983, soon after I moved from Philadelphia to Hamburg, West Germany

5

(n/k/a Germany), in order to initiate commercial business activities, upon

6

acquaintance with Farrokh (Frank) Peimani (hereinafter “Frank”), we became

7

family friends. A couple of years later Frank permanently moved to California but

8

we stayed in touch by telephone, and a visit to his family in San Mateo, Ca.

9

sometime around 1991. At that time he was operating his own restaurant.

10

According to my recollection, some years later, Frank had told me that he had

11

gone into the real estate business as a Realtor agent, as the restaurant business

12

had taken a toll on him. Frank even tried to find a buyer for a 4.4 acre land which

13

I had in the City of Redlands at the time. We had established a mutual fiduciary

14

friendship and trust.

15

At the end of the year 2000, I moved my family to California, and in late

16

2001 to Orange County, while maintaining contacts with Frank who told me that

17

he had also been originating mortgage loans for some time where he worked, so

18

that whenever I thought of purchasing a home he would be able to consummate

19

a loan for me just as well as anyone else in Orange County could do.

20

In his demurrer, and his previously filed papers, Frank’s counsel, on

21

Frank’s behalf, has falsified that Frank had been a “mortgage broker” which he

22

was not. At all times, throughout his real-estate career, Frank has had a “Real

23

Estate Sales Person License #S/01156923” (i.e.: agent’s license) which license

24

he had to have physically surrendered to his real estate “employing broker” upon

25

signing up as the agent of that broker, or as the agent of a broker’s entity, which

26

entity must have obtained its own DRE license number to be legal, such as

27

Baldwin Mortgage, Inc. which was licensed until folded to avoid my judgment,

28

according to Frank. Whichever broker physically received Frank’s license was his
4
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1

official “employing broker”. This can be seen in Frank’s two page license history,

2

as certified by the Bureau of Real Estate (BRE) (f/k/a DRE), within (Exhibit-C) of

3

my 3/10/16 exparte filing. Its second page ends with his current “employing

4

broker”, namely Realty Alliance Inc., 1528 South El Camino Real, Suite #110,

5

San Mateo, Ca. 94402. The same data is readily accessible on every licensee

6

at the DRE/BRE website: www.DRE.CA.GOV.. 3

7

The last page of (Exhibit-C) BRE certifications shows broker Orhan Tolu

8

was registered as the licensed officer of two licensed entities in 2002, namely

9

Hilfasco Inc., and Baldwin Mortgage, Inc. Frank Peimani’s BRE certification also

10

shows him employed by Baldwin Mortgage, Inc. as a “Salesperson”, not a broker.

11

There is, however, no mention of an entity named “Century Funding” in the

12

(Exhibit-C) certification of Frank Peimani, or Orhan Tolu, because no such entity

13

ever existed with a DRE/BRE license, as certified to in the first two pages of

14

(Exhibit-C), called a “Negative Certification”; “Century Funding” had at all times

15

been nothing but a sham, illegal, front entity name utilized by Orhan Tolu, et al,

16

for illegal loan solicitation activities; it was only a $28 fraudulent DBA registration

17

sheet recorded at the San Mateo County Recorder, in violation of inter alia 18

18

U.S.C.§1342, and without any licenses to conduct any activities requiring a

19

license, such as real-estate, and without any intentions of licensing it to make it

20

legal. Century Funding’s 2004 “FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT”,

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

3

Until the end of 2009, every real estate agent was able to originate mortgage loans, under the
authority and permission of his real estate broker. “Loan Officers”, who are unlicensed individuals,
also illegally work under the disguise of brokers for soliciting the public into signing loan
application forms, which forms are often sold off to highest bidders as actual loans, by forging
applicants’ signatures on many pages which applicants had never seen.
Due to the colossal Realtor fraud, leading up to the USA economic meltdown of 2008, as of
2010, California real estate brokers were obligated to obtain a new additional certification (NMLS)
for originating mortgage loans, although the agents working under such brokers (such as Frank)
did not require the new NMLS licenses. “Loan Officers” were illegal then, and still are.
I, Plaintiff Kareem Salessi, obtained my own real-estate broker’s license# 01435383 at the
end of 2009, and since I did not pursue NMLS certification, I never originated a mortgage loan.
Disclosure Realty® is my registered trademark, and is active at www.DisclosureRealty.com
5
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1

with file# M-202516, which counsel had filed with his 3/11/16 motion papers, was

2

void and fraudulent in and of itself, because it lacked signature, and name of its

3

registrant, rendering it a forgery by itself. I cannot imagine how that paper could

4

have been recorded, without bribing a county clerk to record it. However, it is

5

more probable that attorney Larry Jacboson had redacted the name and

6

signature or the registrant before filing it in the San Mateo court, in order to

7

conceal his identity. Therefore, Mr. Jacobson should be compelled to produce

8

the original, certified, version of the document from San Mateo County Recorder.

9

If the two pages do not match, that would count as one count of felony forgery,

10

as against Mr. Jacobson, and as one count of tampering with court evidence.

11

In addition, in late 2015 telephone conversations (telecons), Frank had told

12

me that he had retired from his real-estate career a few years earlier, and that he

13

no longer had contacts with his former employing broker Orhan Tolu (“Tolu”). The

14

above exhibit proves that Frank lied to me and that he still works for Tolu, under

15

the disguise of Tolu’s new entity name (Realty Alliance, Inc.), or possibly under a

16

totally bogus entity name similar to Tolu’s former “CENTURY FUNDING” sham

17

front non-entity, also seen in (Exhibit-C) of my 3/10/16 exparte filing. BRE

18

license histories also indicate how recently I learned from BRE/DRE that

19

defendant “CENTURY FUNDING” was bogus, and never existed as a real estate

20

entity, and that neither Frank, nor Orhan Tolu, were authorized to conduct any

21

real-estate activities under the false flag of Century Funding, yet Century Funding

22

was the only name under which Frank was conducting his business. Frank must

23

have known that Century Funding was a sham front, operating without a license,

24

and that doing anything under its false flag was illegal, pursuant to inter alia,

25

18U.S.C.§1342: Fictitious name or address. 4

26
27
28

4

18 U.S.C. §1342 : Fictitious name or address: Whoever, for the purpose of promoting, or
carrying on any such scheme or any other unlawful business, uses a fake name or address shall be
fined or imprisoned not more than five years, or both.
6
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1

Furthermore, Frank is also still a member of San Mateo Association of

2

Realtors (SAMCAR), paying around $1,000 a year of membership fees which

3

includes unlimited access to legal advice from California Association of Realtors

4

(CAR) legal-advisors, a group of on-call lawyers who answer and guide CAR

5

members who are conducting transactions and doubt the legality of what they are

6

doing, or need guidance as to how to do something legally, or if whatever they

7

are doing is in fact illegal, such as everything done under “Century Funding”.

8

In the San Mateo County Hall of Records fictitious business names search

9

at: http://www.smcare.org/apps/eFBN/default.asp a search for “Century Funding”

10

brings up the following list of DBAs:

11

FBN Name

Name Expires

Details

13

CENTURY FUNDING

9/1/2000

View Details

14

CENTURY FUNDING

9/28/2000

View Details

15

CENTURY FUNDING

3/29/2004

View Details

16

CENTURY FUNDING

6/22/2004

View Details

17

CENTURY FUNDING

8/26/2009

View Details

18

CENTURY FUNDING

10/1/2012

View Details

19

CENTURY FUNDING

10/10/2012

View Details

12

20
21

The second above DBA, which was the extension of the first above one,
pulls up the following record which applied to the sham 2002 “Century Funding”:

22
23
24
25
26

View Registrants
Registrant Name
HILFASCO INC.*
View File Number
File Number
Status
M-141375
Application

Status
Publication
Address

Registrant Address

Mail Address

Date Filed
9/28/1995

27
28

http://www.crimes-of-persuasion.com/laws/us/criminal_laws.htm
See also the related FBI definition of “White Collar Crimes” https://www.fbi.gov/wanted/wcc
7
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1
2
3

However, the third above listed “CENTURY FUNDING”, brings up this record:
View Registrants
Registrant Name
CENTURY FUNDING LLC

Status
Publication

Registrant Address

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

View File Number
File Number
Status
M-166314
Application

Address

Mail Address

Date Filed
3/29/1999

Hilfasco Inc. above, as the registrant of that sham “Century Funding” was
connected to Orhan Tolu according to his DRE “HISTORY CERTIFICATION”
(Exhibit-C). However, the above “CENTURY FUNDING LLC”, pulled up from
http://kepler.sos.ca.gov/ below, as the corporate registrant of the above third
listed “Century Funding”, is not listed under Orhan Tolu’s affiliations, and was not

12

DRE-licensed. This means that even though “Baldwin Mortgage, Inc.” showed as

13

Frank’s official employing broker in 2002, he and his associates, were actually

14

working illegally as a sham DBA, registered by a sham unlicensed “CENTURY

15

FUNDING, LLC”, which LLC could be connected to the same people only by way

16

of their shared San Mateo address, as it appears below:

17
18

Entity Name:

CENTURY FUNDING, LLC

Entity Number:

199907810073

20

Date Filed:

03/18/1999

21

Status:

SOS/FTB SUSPENDED

22

Jurisdiction:

CALIFORNIA

Entity Address:

302 BALDWIN AVENUE

19

23

Entity City, State, Zip: SAN MATEO CA 94401
24
25

Therefore, Frank’s 2002 business activities under the false flagship of the

26

unlicensed DBA “Century Funding”, which had been registered by yet another

27

unlicensed “Century Funding, LLC” was doubly, and egregiously, fraudulent.

28
8
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1

Furthermore, contrary to Frank’s telephonic claims, and despite his age

2

seniority, he remains officially active as a Realtor “Salesperson” agent of Orhan

3

Tolu, and/or “Realty Alliance, Inc.” and is likely still conducting real estate and/or

4

loan related work for them, else he would not have been registered with them

5

requiring him to pay them an additional $1,000-2,000 annual desk fees, which is

6

the regular practice of realty companies-charging desk fees/rentals from every

7

agent registered with them, such as Frank Peimani, registered now in the employ

8

of Realty Alliance. Pursuant to California Business & Professions Codes (B&P)

9

licensed “employing brokers” are the ultimate individuals responsible for, and

10

liable for, the misconducts of their agents, such as Frank Peimani here, and their

11

unlicensed activities were categorized as criminal activities, and at the minimum

12

the violations of B&P §§10159.5; 10177D; 10177G, which mandated suspension

13

and potential revocation of their real estate licenses.

14

Furthermore, at all times since 2002, both Frank and Orhan Tolu had

15

continuous access to free legal advice through CAR’s legal advisory services,

16

and are thus presumed to have checked, and to have known that all their

17

activities under the flagship of the unlicensed “Century Funding”, registered

18

under the unlicensed “Century Funding, LLC”, were totally illegal, and likely

19

classified as criminal activity in violation of inter alia, 18 USC §1342, as a modus

20

operandi predicate of “White Collar Crimes”, both of which are defined above.

21

Once again the total illegality of “Century Funding”, and the total illegality

22

of all activities under its false flag, was disclosed to me by the DRE very recently,

23

in 2016. As it can be seen in the operative complaint, and its speaking exhibits,

24

there was no mention of “Baldwin Mortgage” anywhere, but of “Century Funding”,

25

because everyone operating under its false flag was doing so illegally, with

26

printed business cards, letterheads, and business forms, naming only “Century

27

Funding” as the fictitious front for their activities, while fraudulently concealing

28

“Baldwin Mortgage” in the background, only to maintain the appearance of
9
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1

conducting licensed business in the face of CAL-DRE, in the event they got

2

caught with their frauds. This fraudulent concealment also tolls all the statutes of

3

limitations as to Frank Peimani, Orhan Tolu, Baldwin Mortgage Inc., and any

4

other defendants connected with them in 2002, as to previous, and new causes

5

of action to be pled against them in a proposed amended complaint.5

6

The operative complaint, which should be deemed the original complaint

7

as to Frank, was erroneously labeled “Third Amended Complaint”, but in reality is

8

the “First Amended Complaint” as to all the other defendants, as explained here:

9

The original complaint was the “Complaint”; its “Amended Complaint” (AC) was

10

erroneously labeled “First Amended Complaint” (FAC); the next complaint which

11

was really the “First Amended Complaint” was erroneously labeled “Second

12

Amended Complaint” (SAC); the operative complaint which, as noted by Frank’s

13

counsel, is practically the unchanged “First Amended Complaint”, had been

14

erroneously labeled as the SAC.

15

More importantly, as to Frank Peimani, Century Funding/Orhan Tolu, an

16

amended complaint would be my right as a matter of course. The above

17

mislabeling was due to my unfamiliarity, as it was the first time I was filing a

18

lawsuit. The pleadings remained deficient mainly because I had no previous

19

experience filing a lawsuit. My mistakes were compounded by the frauds of

20

defendants’ counsel by their stunts in preventing discovery, and preventing me to

21

amend my complaint/s, by filing malicious documents and motions to waste my

22

time on those motions, to prevent me from amending my complaint. Thus their

23
5

24
25
26
27
28

My proposed “Amended Complaint” at this point would be probably only against Frank,
and his employing broker, namely Orhan Tolu, and/or any other name/s Frank identifies, as boss
and alter ego of the 2002 non-entity shams “Century Funding”, “Century Funding, LLC”, and the
dissolved Baldwin Mortgage, Inc., all of which were abandoned to avoid the payment of my default
judgment, according to Frank’s late 2015 telecons, and before he retained his current counsel who
filed false testimonies contradicting Franks own declarations as to having been personally served
with the operative complaint as well as having been served with tons of case papers, and having
been told by Mr. Tolu not to worry about it because Tolu’s lawyers had taken care of it; all of which
claims, by the way, Frank had likely made up just to evade responsibility.
10
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1

abuses of legal processes were in furtherance of their clients’ frauds, which took

2

this lawsuit out of its natural course. Had I retained an honest, and competent,

3

real estate attorney before filing this case, it would have most likely settled very

4

quickly, and probably even without a trial. However, I have never had the rare

5

luck of meeting an honest and competent lawyer, as I described in a sealed

6

motion in my 9th Circuit case# 13-57063, and its 5/16/16 opening brief. According

7

to my calculations in that brief, the probability of an injured-in-fact victim retaining

8

a competent, and honest, lawyer in USA is very remote and probably less than

9

the probability of winning any lottery.

10

3/11/2016 HEARINGS:

11

On 3/11/16, during the hearing of Franks motion to set aside default

12

judgment, I stated that the statements of Frank’s counsel, Mr. Jacobson during

13

the hearing, and as pled in his motion papers, were all false and fabricated, and

14

that in late 2015 Frank had already told me that both he, and Orhan Tolu had

15

been served my multiple complaints and tons of other documents. He had told

16

me these details well before first he first met Mr. Jacobson. I even documented

17

some of those details in my ex-parte motion, as conveyed to Mr. Jacobson by

18

email. However, a typical defense counsel is out there to make money as a hired

19

gun, hired to help conceal facts and kill the case of injured-in-fact victims; they

20

have absolutely no interest in facts, and no respect for injured victims. This

21

pattern can be seen in Mr. Jacobson’s writings full of serial falsification of

22

paragraphs from the FAC, or made up statements of his own and falsely

23

attributed to my statements in the FAC. I don’t need to itemize every single

24

falsification but one, or two, examples of his falsifications should suffice this court

25

to strike this demurrer as disingenuous and a diatribe. As one set of examples

26

every sentence which Mr. Jacobson cites to a paragraph number from the FAC is

27

totally falsified and not in the FAC at all.

28
11
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

A blatantly bold example of fraud on court in Frank’s demurrer is where
counsel writes at line 17 of page 9 his very own following falsifications:
““Sixth, despite appearing to complain as to not receiving the lender's appraisal, the
Complaint contends that Plaintiff actually met with the appraiser at the
recommendation of his broker; ascertained that the appraisal was wrong; but
nonetheless proceeded to consummate the purchase. Therefore his failure to obtain
the appraisal - which he knew was "a complete fraud" after meeting with the
appraiser - cannot be the basis of any claim.””

As stated in Gould v. Maryland Sound Industries, Inc. (1995) 31 Cal. App.
4tli 1137, 1144, 37 Cal.' Rptr. 2d 718 (defendants cannot state facts; in their
demurrers that, if true, would defeat plaintiffs complaint).
With the above quoted falsification, here, the counsel went far beyond
Gould’s above forbidden zone, by volitionally committing his very personal actual
fraud on court, per inter alia, California Civil Code §1572 (CC §1572), by making
up his own lies. The above totally falsified statement which contradicts my
pleadings, and their speaking exhibits, is intentionally fabricated to mislead this
court by simple blatant outright lying to this court, as a typical modus operandi
signature fraud of multiple defense counsel appearing against me, and as
against what I have always pled that Frank, and everyone else, had prevented
me to even learn the identity of the appraiser in order to prevent me from getting

19

a hold of his report for which Frank had charged me $500, as my very own

20

personal appraisal report, not as an appraisal report of any lenders, which

21

remained unidentified till November 2002.

22

In July-August 2002, when I paid Frank for my own appraisal report, Frank

23

hadn’t even identified to me which lender he would eventually choose to solicit

24

loans from. As I had pled, Frank had told me that each lender ordered its own

25

independent appraisal report, which were to be conducted by lenders’ appraisers

26

independently, also because lenders didn’t accept buyers’, or other lenders’,

27

appraisal reports; this is a routine practice. As pled in the FAC the reason for

28

withholding the appraisal report from me was to prevent me from learning of the
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1

real square footage, and age, of the Aloma property which would have

2

immediately prompted me to walk away from it, because just those two details

3

would have revealed its actual value to have been close to half of the doubled

4

price of $450,000 which they ended up cheating me with, by forging the loan

5

application forms into final loan documents as well as forging “DEEDS OF

6

TRUST” (DOT), and the GRANT DEED, as detailed in my case#13-57063

7

Opening Brief. 6

8

Frank continued to deceive me by withholding the appraiser’s identity and

9

contacts, even throughout 2003 and thereafter, as documented in the FAC and

10

its exhibits. I eventually found the appraiser in 2003 from World Savings Bank

11

(WoSB) with much difficulty, and upon my many contacts, whereupon I

12

eventually received a copy of the forged, and fraudulent, appraisal report

13

fabricated by Michael Shadab (in 2002), who in 2004 lost his appraisal license for

14

his forgeries, upon my complaint of his forgeries.

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

6

When one individual commits a fraud, unless he truthfully testifies to its details, it would
take a costly lawsuit to discover enough details of his fraud to hold him liable for damages. When
two individuals conspire in commission of a fraud, the likelihood of discovering enough fraud
details would become at least 2X2 == 4 times harder. As the number of co-conspirators and the
number of frauds increase the difficulties of discovering details continues to increase, at least
geometrically. Thus, with only 10 defendants, each one of whom conspired to commit 4 specific
frauds, regarding the Aloma property’s 2002 frauds, the difficulty of discovery is no less than
10X40==40 times harder than if the frauds had been committed by only one individual. I am the best
witness to this fraud multiplier, who after 14 years of investigating the crime-frauds of 2002, have
probably only discovered less than 5% of the frauds.
The methods of financial frauds, such as lending, real-estate, and credit finance, are such
closely held crime-secrets, that they are treated as trade secrets by serial fraudsters, and their
discovery is prevented at all costs, including by murder, as I have detailed in my case#13-50763
Opening Brief, whereby, I believe that Fidelity Title arranged the murder of one of their selfconfessed serial forgers (“RoboSigners”) in Nevada, namely Tracy Lawrence, just before her
testimony to a Grand Jury, as I documented in the U.S. Supreme Court case#11-1013 document:
(2012 WL 1332583) filed 4/14/12, and available at “Salessi Litigation Page” at:
– 4-14-12 SALESSI REPLY TO FIDELITY OPPOSITION TO SALESSI CERTIORARI-11-1013
https://kareemsalessi.files.wordpress.com/2010/04/4-14-12-salessi-reply-to-fidelity-opposition-to-salessi-certiorari-111013.pdf
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1

Upon meeting the fraudulent Michael Shadab, he told me that “Century

2

Funding” had paid him $400 for his Appraisal report. $400 was paid out of the

3

$500 payment I had sent to Frank for the appraisal report, which was the very

4

first report I was guaranteed to receive from Frank, in return for my $500 check

5

which had been illegally cashed by the bogus “Century Funding”, in whose name

6

they cashed checks probably to avoid reporting income. The $400 stolen

7

appraisal fee was probably the only truthful detail in the appellate opinion of

8

G038002 which had also endorsed the validity of the default judgments, thus also

9

precluding this court from vacating my default judgment against Frank Peimani,

10

who was well documented to have breached his fiduciary duties, and defrauded

11

me in the course of their 2002 operations, as to the Aloma property. The 2-day

12

default prove-up trial court transcript, of October 26-27, 2007, which transcript

13

documents the pertinent factual and legal details, is incorporated herein with this

14

reference; The transcript is on this court’s file.

15

The cryptic G038002 appellate opinion, in its discussion section

16

addressing “APPRAISER” first equated me with a third party investor, without a

17

right to the appraisal report, but immediately contradicted itself by stating that

18

“Century Funding” and Peimani were liable for their failure to give me that report,

19

after having cashed the fee from me. Meantime, that court also totally ignored my

20

oral argument that Alpha Appraisal, and its broker Michael Shadab, had lost their

21

appraisal license for forgeries. That court also ignored the grant deed, and loan

22

document forgeries, to which I testified at oral argument, citing to my filed (RJN-

23

FP1) which included forensic handwriting testimonies of the forgeries. That court

24

also ignored the fact that the present counsel for Cameron Merage/First Team

25

Real Estate, and for the Appraiser, did not contest any of my oral argument

26

statements at to their clients’ forgeries, thus establishing them as presumed

27

facts, with their waivers of denial, which facts also make this case trial ready.

28
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1

Frank Peimani had also been in contact with the DRE judgment recovery

2

office contesting the judgment, and that marked the latest time-frame in which

3

Frank had a viable opportunity to contest the default judgment, and to file

4

motions to set it aside, not now that Frank had been served by judgment

5

collector,

6

communications with DRE which has not provided me all the pages of their

7

exchanged correspondents, despite many demands to obtain them. (Exhibit-D)

8

contacts, should more than enough proof that Frank’s claims of not having been

9

served the FAC and tons of document were pure fabrications, now monetized by

10

his counsel who probably didn’t bother to tell Frank that it may cost much more to

11

set the reopen the case. At the first instance, this honorable court should order

12

DRE/BRE, and Frank, to send me every piece of paper exchange, which BRE

13

falsely considered “privileged”. Most likely those DRE contacts prompted the

14

abandonment of the sham “Century Funding” as well as Baldwin Mortgage, Inc.

attorney

Tim

Krantz.

(Exhibit-D)

shows

some

of

Frank’s

15

In this action, I had not served Commonwealth Title because they had

16

promised to investigate, whereby they instead ended up conspiring with the other

17

defendants to further conceal their conspired forgeries. (see details in The Brief).

18

I believe it is necessary to also amend the complaint as to Commonwealth Title,

19

and serve it to them for the first time in this action. As detailed in The Brief,

20

Commonwealth can quiet my title to Aloma by recording just one single sheet of

21

paper. Alternatively, this court can reinstate a stayed arbitration which the

22

bankruptcy court ordered reinstated, but which the federal court illegally

23

defeated, as detailed in The Brief, due to Judge Carter’s apparent predisposition

24

and bias at least as to two defendants, namely the former Judge William Monroe,

25

and the County of Orange. In order to avoid conflicts of interest, I believe that this

26

honorable court should evaluate the “NOTICE OF INTERESTED PARTIES”, and

27

the related sections, in The Brief, for potential existing conflicts.

28
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1

In addition to the 11 year old causes of action pled against Frank, he and

2

his employing broker, are also liable to me for TILA and RESPA violations, and

3

all the damages arising there from, even though all the documents had

4

eventually been forged. TILA and RESPA claims would be based upon the

5

recent landmark case of JESINOSKI v. COUNTRYWIDE 135 S.Ct. 790 (2015),

6

which is extensively applied to my bogus 2002 loans in The Brief. Frank, et al,

7

had totally lied to me about the loans they had been soliciting on my behalf, in

8

2002 by telling me that they were working on a fixed rate, without Negative

9

Amortization (NEGAM), while the forged loan papers which surfaced later turned

10

out to be both NEGAM, and variable rate (not fixed). [Verified at the end]

11
12

MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF

13

PLAINTIFF’S OPPOSITION TO DEMURERR OF DEFENDANT PEIMANI:

14
15

Plaintiff Salessi adopts, and incorporates herein with this reference, the

16

most recent applicable standard on demurrers to the instant motion of Frank

17

Peimani, from the recent landmark California Supreme Court decision in

18

YVANOVA v. NEW CENTURY MORTGAGE, 62 Cal.4th 919 (2016), as

19

discussed in Case#13-50763 Opening Brief (The Brief), page 92, whereupon

20

Yvanova’s complaint against the 2006 defunct “New Century Mortgage” had

21

been dismissed by the Hon. Judge Andrew Banks, upon granting a demurrer

22

without leave to amend, with the excuse that Yvanova had no viable wrongful

23

foreclosure claims against the fraudulent, and void, assignment of her fully

24

executed loan, which had been foreclosed on. The Yvanova court stated:

25

“Unlike a voidable transaction, a void one cannot be ratified or
validated by the parties to it even if they so desire.”

26
27

Applying the above Yvanova standard to Salessi’s instant case, none of

28

the void ab initio Aloma property’s 2002 transactions could have become valid
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1

under any circumstances, thus remaining void ab initio, even though Salessi’s 9th

2

Circuit appellate case# 13-57063 was prematurely dismissed on 3/11/16.

3

As detailed in The Brief, as opposed to Yvanova, Salessi’s loans and

4

grant deeds, had been fully forged, not fully executed, and thus his claims

5

against the defendants are much stronger than that of Yvanova’s above “fully

6

executed loans”. As cited to, in The Brief, three sets of counsel for

7

Commonwealth as well as for WoSB-Wachovia-Wells Fargo, had admitted to

8

have actually forged the 2002 loan and grant-deed documents, and had boldly

9

claimed that due to those forgeries [of their own clients] Salessi had no viable

10

claims to the Aloma property. That is the extent of blatant modus operandi

11

signature crimes of typical financial crimes defense attorneys, as documented in

12

The Brief; a criminal practice which they commonly call “zealous advocacy”.

13

The October 2007 default prove up trial transcript, which is on file in this

14

court, and had been available to Peimani’s counsel, documents that Salessi had

15

proved up to the court of Hon. Judge Gray the fiduciary breaches, and frauds, of

16

defendants Peimani, and his employing broker, be it Orhan Tolu, or anyone else

17

disguised as the sham “Century Funding”. Neither Peimani, nor his counsel, have

18

contested the facts, laws, or proofs presented in that trial, therefore, they are now

19

estopped from raising defenses thereto, and this demurrer should be denied with

20

leave to amend by pleading the additional pertinent facts discovered since 2005,

21

as applicable to Peimani and his employing broker, whom he should personally

22

be compelled to identify.

23

Leave to amend should also be granted as to Commonwealth Title as well

24

as the addition of Marilyn and Harold Seaman, the two alter ego owners of

25

judgment defendant “Southwood Pest Control”, which in 2002 had also been

26

illegally operating hazardous materials pest control work on homes, after having

27

already lost its operating license, and after having suspended its corporate

28

status, thus operating as another sham, and illegal, DBA with its owners as its
17
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1

alter ego. The outstanding judgment against “Southwood Pest Control” is

2

$375,000 plus interests and costs, since October 2007. As a substitute to adding

3

the Seamans, upon this honorable court’s approval, Salessi can prepare an

4

amendment to that judgment to include the owners’ names as Southwood’s alter

5

ego, and thus without having to include them in the proposed amended

6

complaint. If the above 2016 points and authorities are not sufficient for this

7

memorandum, then below are a few more former cases, and P&A:

8

A demurrer raises only issues of law [see Code Civ. Proc. § 589; Wylie v.

9

Gresch (1987) 191 Cal. App. 3d 412]. Thus, a hearing on demurrer is necessarily

10

determined by the court, as distinguished from a Jury [see Code Civ. Proc. §

11

591; Evid. Code § 310]. Yvanova supra, and The Brief have fully documented the

12

laws against Peimani, and all other defendants.

13

A general demurrer admits the truth of all factual material allegations

14

properly pleaded in the challenged pleading, regardless of possible difficulties of

15

proof, Blank v. Kirwan (1985) 39 Cal. 3d 311, whereupon the “court assumes

16

truth of well-pleaded allegations of complaint; ability of plaintiff to prove them not

17

in issue”, Roskind v. Morgan, Stanley Dean Witter & Co. (2000) 80 Cal. App. 4th

18

345. At this juncture, the Salessi’s well-pleaded allegations are herein adopted

19

from The Brief, or in the alternative will be presented in a well-pleaded amended

20

complaint in order to set forth the ultimate material facts as opposed to what

21

defense counsel and courts have fabricated so far, cloaked as their own

22

misconstructions of facts.

23

In ruling on a demurrer the court is usually limited to a consideration of the

24

pleading attacked and to matters of which it must 'or may take judicial notice

25

under Evid. Code §§ 451, 452 [see Code Civ. Proc. §§ 430.30(a), 430.70; see

26

also Gould v. Maryland Sound Industries, Inc. (1995) 31 Cal. App. 4th 1137,

27

(defendants cannot state facts; in their demurrers that, if true, would defeat

28

plaintiffs complaint), which is exactly what counsel has done in his demurrer.
18
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1

Furthermore, Salessi herein objects to Peimani’s judicial notice requests

2

as irrelevant and an abuse of legal process in trying to enter fabrications of

3

courts, cloaked as judicial notice of facts. The court may only take judicial notice

4

that counsel’s proffered documents had been filed, but not the truth of their

5

contentions, most of which Salessi had proved to have been prejudicial

6

fabrications, for one reason or another, in The Brief. The best is to strike

7

defendant’s former, and current, requests for judicial notice in their entirety.

8

However, the court should take judicial notice of the documents

9

concurrently filed by plaintiff Salessi, as they were cited to in The Brief and were

10

subsequently that taken judicial notice of in that case. Furthermore, at this

11

juncture, its documents would render this case trial ready, without anything

12

further, even without an amended complaint. The nearly 5,000 page searchable

13

Appellate Appendix in Salessi’s case#13-57063, which is around 260 megabytes,

14

can be provided to this court, and counsel, on CDs for reference, and for trial.

15

A sealed document filed as a reply to Cameron Merage/First Team

16

objection to Salessi’s appellate “motion for expedited reversal and remand”, in

17

the appellate case#13-57063, documents how Salessi’s appeals in this

18

case#04CC11080 had been destroyed by his fraudulent retained counsel,

19

namely John Chakmak, and Richard Knickerbocker, both of whom were just

20

outright thieves, as Salessi had reported to the appellate court. The slightly

21

redacted version of that filing, also taken judicially notice of here, proves that

22

Knickerbocker destroyed the appeals to this case in 2008 due to his sociopathic

23

perversions, which is also the reason Salessi filed it under seal- as a gesture of

24

political correctness. The original of that document can be brought to the court for

25

its private viewing. Salessi was under the illusion that the 9th Circuit Court of

26

Appeal had a duty to take some action against Knickerbocker. Therefore, Salessi

27

herewith requests this honorable court to take appropriate action against him,

28

according to proof.
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1

Less particularity is required if the defendant may be assumed to possess

2

knowledge of the facts at least equal, if not superior, to that possessed by the

3

plaintiff, Burks v. Poppy Construction Co. (1962) 57 Cal. 2d 463. This has been

4

the case all along. Salessi had had minimal facts when he filed the FAC.

5

Furthermore, if the facts alleged in the complaint are contradicted by the

6

supporting exhibits, the facts in the exhibits will take precedence, Holland v.

7

Morse Diesel Int., Inc. (2001) 86 Cal. App. 4th 1443. Here, Salessi’s speaking

8

exhibits, which contained substantial proofs of criminal activities by all

9

defendants, should be given priority by this court.

10

Additionally, the prayer for relief is not subject to demurrer. Ramsden v

11

Western Union (1977) 71 CA 3d 873. Counsel appears to have implicitly

12

demurred to this, therefore it should be entirely overruled since, as it would be for

13

the jury to determine, not for this honorable court to decide.

14

Common counts (e.g., moneys paid, lent, or received) are not demurrable

15

for uncertainty. Moya v Northrup (1970) 10 CA 3d 276. Additionally, uncertainty

16

about the legal effect of the facts alleged in the complaint is not a ground for

17

special demurrer. County of Santa Clara v Hayes Co. (1954) 43 C 2d 615, nor

18

does the inclusion of surplus allegations in the complaint render it uncertain. See

19

Brea v McGlashan (1934) 3 CA2d 454.

20

Finally, the general rule regarding the appropriate remedy when a

21

demurrer is granted is that if a defect in a complaint is correctable, the Court

22

should allow a plaintiff leave to amend on terms the Court deems proper. (Code

23

of Civil Procedure section 472a(c).) However, whether, this honorable Court

24

grants or denies Peimani’s demurrer as to any cause of action, plaintiff should be

25

given the opportunity to amend the complaint, with sufficient time, at least 30

26

days, but correspondingly longer if he has to file a “Petition for Writ of Certiorari”

27

in the U.S. Supreme Court.

28
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2

CONCLUSION: For the foregoing reasons, it is respectfully requested tha

3

this court overrule, and deny, defendant's demurrer and to order the defendant t

4

file an answer to the complaint on its merits, and according to the documents

5

concurrently filed, and cited. In the alternative, should this Court decide to sustain

6

the demurrer, the Court should grant me, plaintiff Salessi, leave to amend.

7

I, plaintiff Kareem Salessi, am the plaintiff in the above-entitled proceeding .

8

have personally drafted the foregoing declaration and its opposition to

9

defendant's demurrer, and know the contents to be true of my own personal

10

knowledge and experience, except as to those matters that are therein alleged

11

on information and belief, and, as to those matters, that I believe them to be true.

12

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California

13

that the foregoing is true and correct.

14
15

Respectfully submitted .

16

Dated: June 13, 2016

Kareem Salessi
Plaintiff

17

18
19
20
21
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23
24
25
26
27
28
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RECEIVED

Dept. of Real Eslote

MAR 16 2010
RECOVERY UNIT.SAOO.
March 12th, 2010
Frank,(Farrokh) Peimani
San Mateo, CA 94403.
Mrs. Venessa Papodda
California Department of Real Estate
Legal Section-Recovery Account Section
P.O.Box 187007, Sacramento
CA 95818
Re: Case# 4218, (Case Kareem Salessi, versus Frank Peimani @ Century Funding).
Dear Mrs. Papodda;
Pursuant to our t()day phone conversation; I would like to inform and report to
your good office, that based on the Business and Professional Code # 10471, I would
like to express my total rejection and disagreement with the judgment of a court in
Southern California dated at 10-26-2007-which was all happened without my
knowledge and presence in that court by then.
Kindly, acknowledge the receipt of this request and also, inform me of my possible
legal steps that I can act and follow.
Thanking you in advance for your kind cooperation, I remain.
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OCT 27 2008

(Court)

RECOVERY UNIT SAGO.

RE 8078 (Rev. 9/01)
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~
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Complete the application in its entirety and file in the court where the proration action has been filed.
Attach extra paper if more space is needed.
··.:..:,- .:·::-- 1·-.---~·.>:
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APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT
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TELEPHONE NUMBER

STRF.ET ADDRESS

STATE

CITY

CA

LAGUNA NIGUEL

ZIPCOOE

92677

ATTORNEY'S NAME (COMPLETE ONLY IF REPRES£NT£D OY AN ATTORNEY IN THIS RECOVERY APPLICAfiON)

RICHARD A HIGBIE, ESQ. #28687)
STREET ADDRESS

TelEPHONE NUMBEI1

PO BOX 328 - 333 MARINE AVENUE-8

(949) 673-7670
STATE

CITY

CA

BALBOA ISLAND

2.

ZIP COOE

92662-0328

List the name nnd address ofjudgmenl dcbtor(s).
Name
SOUTHWOOD PEST CONTROL

·'

DANA BALLARD

E.. SAN MA I EO CA 94401-3920

FRANK PEIMANI
CENTURY FUNDING

3. Identification
of the
Judgment

A1 . DATE OF CIVIL JUDGMENT OR DATE CRIMINAL RESTITUTION ORDER WAS ISSUED

10-26-2007
A2 CCURT AND COURT FILE NUMtlER

ORANGE COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT CASE NUMBER 04CC11080

B. Itemized amount of judgment or restitution to he paid under a criminal restitution order (list the basis and amount of
each element of compensatory damages awarded):
DANA BALLARD

NEGLIGENCE

FRANK PEIMANI, CENTURY FUNDING

FRAUD BY CONCEALMENT

$375,000.00
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FRANK PEIMANJ

CEN·TURY FUNDING

.OFFICE : ·650-Q5·8-520'0
DIRECT : 650.078-8000
.CELL

1·528 S~ EL CAMINO REAL #1 00
San· Mateo. CA 94402
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March 12'11 , 2010
Frank,(Farrokh) Peimani
San Mateo, CA 94403

Mrs. Vanessa Papotto
California Department of Real Estate
Legal Section-Recovery Account Section
P.O.Box 187007, Sacramento
CA 95818
Re: Case# 4218, (Case Kareem Salessi, \'ersus Frank Peimani @ Century Funding).
Dear Mrs. Papodda;
Pursuant to our today phone conversation; I would like to inform and report to
your good office, that based on the Business and Professional Code# 10471, I would
like to e~press my total rejedion and disagreement with the judgment of a court in
Southern Califomia dated at 10-26-2007-which was all happened without my
knowledge and presence in that court by then. Also, I would object any payment of
the application which was filed without my knowledge and presence by tbe
applicant in Southem California.
Kindly, acknowledge the receipt of this request and also, inform me of my possible
legal steps that I can act and foUow.
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CENTURY FUNDING
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March 12tb, 2010

Frank,(Farrokh) Peimani
San Mateo, CA 94403

Mn. Venessa Papodda
California .Department of Real Estate
Legal Sec!tion..Recovery Account Section
P.O.Box 187007, Sacramento

CA

95818

Re: Case# 4218, (Case Kareem Salessi, versus Frank Peimani@ Century Funding).
Dear Mrs. Papodda;
Purs1.1ant to our today phone conversation; I would Hke to inform and nport to
your good office, that based on the B1.1siness and Professional Code# 10471, 1 would
like to express my total rejection and disagreement witb the judgment of a court in
Southern California dated at 10-26-2007-which was all happened without my
knowledge and presence in that court by then.

Kindly, acknowledge the receipt of this request and also, inform me of my possible
legal steps that I can act and foUow.
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IN THE COURT OF APPEAL OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
FOURTH APPELLATE DISTRICT
DIVISION THREE
KAREEM SALESSI,
Petitioner,
v.

G054465

THE SUPERIOR COURT OF ORANGE
COUNTY,

(Super. Ct. No. 04CC11080)
ORDER

Respondent;
FARROKH PEIMANI et al.,
Real Parties in Interest.

THE COURT:*
The petition for writ of mandate is DENIED.

BEDSWORTH, ACTING P. J.
* Before Bedsworth, Acting P. J., Fybel, J., and Ikola, J.

2-3-17
CALIFORNIA COURT OF APPEAL
FOURTH APPELLATE DISTRICT
DIVISION THREE

601 W. Santa Ana Blvd.
Santa Ana, California 92701
(714) 571-2600
Re: WRIT # G054465

Kareem Salessi
Disclosure Realty
2082 Michelson Drive, S-100
Irvine, Ca. 92612
Tel: (949)783 -0165
Salessi@sbcglobal.net

To the Honorable Justices of The Court of Appeals:
On 1/26/17, this honorable court, summarily denied the above numbered
"WRIT OF MANDATE" of this petitioner, without explanation.
I conducted much research to find out if I could file a petition for rehearing,
at least to obtain an explanation for the denial. However, a clerk of this court
told me yesterday, that the court rejects such rehearing requests after denial of
a writ, as the court loses jurisdiction of it once a writ is denied.
Therefore, with this letter, I would like to bring to the attention of this court
that I believe that the signature of the Honorable Justice Fybel, under the said
denial, specifically approves the writ denial procedure which I had described in
page 6 of my PETITION with the following heading:
"THIS COURT'S SUMMARY DENIAL OF WRITS:"
The reason for my above contention is the fact that I specifically recall the
the Hon. Justice Fybel in that seminar, whereupon I even recall the Hon. Justice
Fybel delivering a statement as to this court rejecting decisions of another
appellate division, although I do not recall his explained reasons.
I believe that documenting this detail is significant both for my appellate
process, and as a public policy, as to how writs are summarily denied by this
court.

A copy of this court's denial is herein attached for the court's convenience.

IN THE COURT OF APPEAL OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
FOURTH APPELLATE DISTRICT
DIVISION THREE
KAREEM SALESSI,
Petitioner,
v.

G054465

THE SUPERIOR COURT OF ORANGE
COUNTY,

(Super. Ct. No. 04CC11080)
ORDER

Respondent;
FARROKH PEIMANI et al.,
Real Parties in Interest.

THE COURT:*
The petition for writ of mandate is DENIED.

BEDSWORTH, ACTING P. J.
* Before Bedsworth, Acting P. J., Fybel, J., and Ikola, J.

THIS COURT’S SUMMARY DENIAL OF WRITS:
In 2009, while attending an educational seminar of the Orange
County Trial Lawyers Association (OCTLA), given by the Appellate Justices
of this honorable court, I witnessed the Honorable Justice Rylaarsdam of
this court delivering astounding statements which caught the shocking
surprise of around 150 lawyers in attendance. The statements were
confirmed by the nods of the other justices presenting the event. I have
documented that incident, and its related incidents, on pages 52, and 69-73
of my 9th Circuit Court Case# 13-57063 Opening Brief, linked above, and
incorporated here-in-full with this reference.
Justice Rylaarsdam stated that this appellate court summarily denies
all writs by dumping them in a trash can while cashing their fee checks, but
that lawyers should keep filing them because writs are a great source of
revenue for this court. I was specially shocked because, not long before
that seminar, my painstakingly written writ# G040713 against the former
Judge William Monroe’s refusal to recuse himself had been similarly denied
by this court, leading to the destruction of my entire trial case against the
world’s largest ever known Mexican-American drug cartel, operating under
the disguise of Wachovia bank, which was aided and abetted by U.S.
entities to launder probably as much as two trillion dollars of drug money
under the rug of Wells Fargo, as summarized in this minimal report of its
events, titled:
“IF YOU ARE TOO BIG TO FAIL, DRUG TRAFFICKING IS A GOOD INVESTMENT”
http://www.byronsworld.org/the_mark_monitor/newsletters/mm_news_07.29.2011_Wells_Wachovia_Drug_Money.pdf

-6-

Therefore, petitioner’s serious concern is that the court may be
similarly inclined to trash this writ with yet another summary denial, and
without reading its contents, just as the justices stated in their 2009 event.
Such a potential summary denial would further aggravate the prejudice
against me, petitioner Salessi, and would further violate my constitutional
due process rights, afforded every individual in this country, at least on
paper.
Such summary denials are also against this court’s own published
policy, as this appellate court stated in its published opinion of Frisk,
despite denying Frisk a WRIT, Frisk v. Superior Court, 200 Cal. App. 4th
402 (2011):
““It is true that the Supreme Court in Bay Development recommended that appellate
courts in the future “should follow the contemplated statutory procedure by issuing
an alternative writ or order to show cause before setting a writ matter for oral
argument.” (Bay Development, et al.,… 50 Cal.3d at p. 1025, fn. 8.)””
““A party moving for judicial disqualification need not show actual bias because the
Legislature sought to guarantee not only fairness to individual litigants, but also to
ensure public confidence in the judiciary, which may be irreparably harmed if a case
is allowed to proceed before a judge who appears to be tainted. Cal. Civ. Proc. Code
§170.1(a)(6)(A)(iii).””
Petitioner Salessi will demonstrate that there was overwhelming
“taint” in the way the case was handled, in an apparently concerted effort to
rig a 2007 non-appealable judgment against defendant Peimani.

-7-

Case No. G054397
COURT OF APPEAL OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
FOURTH APPELLATE DISTRICT
DIVISION THREE

Plaintiff and Appellant,
vs.

te

FARROKH PEIMANI,

d

KAREEM SALESSI, an individual,

Defendant and Respondent.

ec

Appeal from Judgment and Other Orders
Salessi v. Abercrombie, et al.
Orange County Superior Court Case No. 04CC11080
Honorable Robert J. Moss and James L. Crandall, presiding
__________________________________

R
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MOTION TO DISMISS APPEAL; SUPPORTING
MEMORANDUM; REQUEST TO TAKE JUDICIAL NOTICE
_________________________________
Cohen and Jacobson, LLP
Sean M. Jacobson (SBN 227241)
*Lawrence A. Jacobson (SBN 57393)
66 Bovet Road, Suite 285
San Mateo, CA 94402
Telephone: (650) 261-6280
Fax: (650) 368-6221
Attorneys for Respondent
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TO BE FILED IN THE COURT OF APPEAL

FOUR

COURT OF APPEAL,

THREE

APPELLATE DISTRICT, DIVISION

0054397
Superior Court CaseNumber.

ATIORNEY OR PARTY WITHOUT ATIORNEY(Bme, ~ ate Bar number, and address):

Lawrence A. Jacobson
ar 57393)
- Cohen and Jacobson, LLP
66 Bovet Road, Suite 285
San Mateo, CA 94402
TELEPHONE NO.: (650) 26 1-6280 FAX NO. (Optional):

04CC11080
FOR COURT USE ONLY

Farrokh Peimani aka Frank Peimani, Respondent

APPELLANT/PETITIONER:

Kareem Salessi

RESPONDENT/REAL PARTY IN INTEREST:

Farrokh Peimani aka Frank Peimani

d

E-MAILADDRESS (Optional):
AnoRNEY FOR/NameJ:

CERTIFICATE OF INTERESTED ENTITIES OR PERSONS
(Check one):

APP-008
Court of Appeal Case Number:

[xi IN ITIAL CERTIFICATE

0

SUPPLEMENTAL CERTIFICATE
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Notice: Please read rules 8.208 and 8.488 before completing this form. You may use th is form for the initial
certificate in an appeal when you file your brief or a prebriefing motion, application, or opposition to such a
motion or application in the Court of Appeal, and when you file a petition for an extraordinary writ. You may
also use this form as a supplemental certificate when you learn of changed or additional information that must
be disclosed .

2 . a.

b.

D

Farrokh Peimani aka Frank Peimani
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1. This form is being submitted on behalf of the following party (name):

There are no interested entities or persons that must be listed in this certificate under rule 8.208.

[xi Interested entities or persons required to be listed under rule 8.208 are as follows:
Full name of interested
entity or person

Appellant

Kareem Salessi

(2)

Farrokh Peimani aka Frank Peimani

(4)
(5)

Continued on attachment 2.

R

D

Respondent
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(1)

(3)

Nature of interest
(Explain):

The undersigned certifies that the above-listed persons or entities (corporations, partnerships, firms, or any other
association, but not including government e ntities or their agencies) have either (1) an ownership interest of 10 percent or
more in the party if it is an entity; or (2) a financial or other interest in the outcome of the proceeding that the justices
should consider in determining whether to disqualify themselves, as defined in rule 8.208(e)(2).

Date:

March 20, 2017
Lawrence A. Jacobson
(TYPE OR PRINT NAME)

Form Approved for Optional Use
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MOTION TO DISMISS APPEAL
Defendant and Respondent Farrokh Peimani, aka Frank Peimani
(“Respondent”) hereby moves this Court for an order dismissing the appeal
filed by Plaintiff and Appellant Kareem Salessi.
The Motion is made on the grounds that (1) certain of the orders
purportedly appealed from are non-appealable orders; and (2) Appellant’s

d

appeal of the remaining orders and the underlying Judgment are untimely.
Under both circumstances, the Court lacks jurisdiction to entertain the

te

appeal, and Respondent respectfully submits that the appeal should be
dismissed.

The Motion is based upon this Motion, the accompanying

Memorandum, the Request to Take Judicial Notice, and the record herein

ec

(which has been completed and was filed herein on March 8, 2017).
Dated: March 20, 2017

Cohen and Jacobson, LLP

R
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By:

4

/s/ Lawrence A. Jacobson
Lawrence A. Jacobson
Attorneys for Respondent Farrokh
Peimani

MEMORANDUM
I.

INTRODUCTION
The instant appeal comes to this Court following an extraordinarily

peculiar litigation in the trial Court, which proceedings are summarized,
infra. However, the issues presented by the Motion to Dismiss are
straightforward.

d

First, Plaintiff appears to have attempted to appeal from certain

orders that are non-appealable, namely (1) orders denying a peremptory

challenge pursuant to California Code of Civil Procedure section 170.6,

te

and an order striking a challenge for cause pursuant to California Code of
Civil Procedure section 170.1; and (2) an order denying Appellant’s

“Motion to Set Aside Dismissal of Case & Remand for Reassignment.”

ec

Neither of these orders are appealable, and therefore the appeal as to those
orders should be dismissed

Second, Plaintiff appeals (1) an order setting aside a default and
default judgment which were set aside as being void due to lack of service
(“Order Setting Aside Default”), with that order entered in the trial court’s

ej

minutes on March 11, 2016, and (2) the underlying Judgment which
followed the trial court sustaining Respondent’s Demurrer without leave to
amend (the “Judgment of Dismissal”), with Notice of Entry of Judgment
having been filed and served on August 4, 2016. This appeal was not filed

R

until December 19, 2016, and therefore the appeal of the Order Setting
Aside Default and the Judgment are untimely.
II.

BACKGROUND
A.

General Background Regarding Underlying Litigation

The instant motion is narrow in scope, and does not require any
determinations as the substantive issues that were raised and/or adjudicated
5

in the trial court. However, for purposes of context, Respondent provides
this brief summary of the underlying litigation.
1.

Initiation of Action

The original Complaint was filed on November 5, 2004. 1CT/7
The action has been the subject of extensive pro se litigation with the trial
court’s docket reflecting over 700 entries. 1CT/103
General Nature of Claims Asserted

d

2.

Appellant’s Complaint spans 297 paragraphs over 123 pages of text
(and a total of 483 pages with exhibits), names nineteen (19) defendants,

te

purports to allege 31 causes of action, and seeks damages in excess of two

million dollars ($2,000,000). 1CT/203-2CT/326 These claims and alleged
damages relate to Plaintiff’s apparent dissatisfaction with the purchase in

$430,000.

ec

2002 of a single family residence in Laguna Niguel for the sum of

The Third Amended Complaint (the “Complaint”) contains an
irrelevant, existential narrative and contains few facts. Instead, the
Complaint sets forth various accusations, arguments, and conclusions. In

ej

fact, the incendiary assertions, such as they are, involve much more than
claims involving the purchase of the property, but devolve into claims
regarding international banking schemes allegedly perpetrated by the
government, counterfeiting conspiracies allegedly committed by the

R

Federal Reserve and Alan Greenspan, RICO allegations against the Orange
County Assessor, and even accusations that “the events of September 11,
2001 [were] the product of a White House conspiracy.” See, e.g., RJN No.
1 at *4-5 (opinion from this Court summarizing certain of the
particularities)
Appellant has further asserted other nefarious claims of murder
6

(Plaintiff claims that a title company assassinated one of its “robosigners”), destruction of documents and “sociopathic perversions” (as to
Plaintiff’s former counsel), and various other misconduct and criminal
activity (including that of Lance Armstrong or his attorneys as well as
numerous judges and tribunals). 3CT/805 (summarizing these additional
claims raised during demurrer proceeding); 4CT/913-14
Initial Disposition of Underlying Action

d

3.

Fifteen (15) of the nineteen (19) defendants appeared in this action,
and each of those appearing defendants obtained judgments in their favor

te

following a series of collective demurrers and motions for judgment on the

pleadings. Default Judgments were entered as to the other four defendants,
including Respondent (although the Judgment as to Respondent would

proceedings)

ec

later be set aside). 3CT/778 (request for judicial notice identifying those

Plaintiff appealed certain of those Judgments (as well as several
other adverse rulings in other cases). This Court affirmed each Judgment
appealed, and in doing so noted that Appellant’s Complaint “is a desultory

ej

document to say the least.” RJN No. 1
B.

Particular Events Pertinent to the Instant Motion
1.

Respondent’s Motion to Set Aside the Default and
Default Judgment is Granted

R

In December, 2015, Respondent filed a motion in the trial court

seeking to set aside the default and default judgment against him on the
grounds that he was not served with the Complaint such the default
judgment against him was void. 1CT/104-106 The trial court granted the
motion to set aside the default and default judgment, and ordered that
Respondent file a responsive pleading. 3CT/725-26
7

The trial court entered a minute order granting the motion to set
aside the default and default judgment on March 11, 2016. Ibid. Further,
while Appellant was in court when the trial court made its ruling,
Respondent also provided written notice of the ruling to Appellant by
preparing a formal order reciting the court’s ruling (3CT/739-41), with the
proposed written form of order served upon Appellant by mail (3CT/727-

2.

d

28). The trial court entered the formal order on June 22, 2016. 3CT/812.
Respondent’s Demurrer is Sustained Without
Leave to Amend

te

On April 11, 2016, Respondent filed his Demurrer. 3CT/742 The
Demurrer was sustained without leave to amend (3CT/821-25, 3CT/826-

31), and the Judgment of Dismissal was entered in favor of Respondent on

ec

August 1, 2016 (3CT/833-34). Respondent filed and served a Notice of
Entry of Judgment on August 4, 2016. 3CT/858
3.

Appellant’s “Motion to Set Aside Dismissal of Case
& Remand for Reassignment” is Denied

On August 2, 2016, Appellant filed a “Motion to Set Aside

ej

Dismissal of Case & Remand for Reassignment” by which Plaintiff sought
to set aside the Judgment of Dismissal (the “Motion to Set Aside
Dismissal”). 3CT/835 That motion was made on the basis that Appellant
allegedly did not receive notice that this case had been transferred for all

R

purposes from the unassigned inventory calendar in Department C14
(which ruled on the Motion to Set Aside Default) to Department C33
(which ruled on the Demurrer), and that if Appellant had received the
notice he “likely” would have filed a peremptory challenge.1 3CT/838:171

The motion was utterly baseless given that Appellant was clearly aware of
8
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The Motion to Set Aside Dismissal was denied, with the Court
entering a minute order denying the motion on September 22, 2016
(3CT/894-95), and later entering a formal order denying the Motion to Set
Aside Dismissal on November 2, 2016 (4CT/908-910).
The Motion to Set Aside Dismissal is pertinent to this Motion

d

because Appellant’s Civil Case Information Sheet filed in this appeal

contends that the Motion to Set Aside Dismissal was a motion for new

trial, motion for reconsideration, or motion to vacate the judgment (see

4.

te

analysis, infra, as to the notice of appeal being untimely). RJN No. 3
Appellant Files Multiple Judicial Challenges

Well after the denial of the Motion to Set Aside Dismissal,

ec

Appellant filed a peremptory challenge to Judge Crandall pursuant to Cal.
Code Civ. Proc. § 170.6. 3CT/896 That challenge was denied by the
presiding judge as untimely. 3CT/900

On December 19, 2016, Appellant filed a challenge to Judge
Crandall for cause pursuant to Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 170.1. 4CT/911 On

ej

December 23, 2016, the challenge for cause was stricken. 4CT/933-34
Appellant sought issuance of a writ of mandate from this Court, and that
petition was denied on January 26, 2017. RJN No. 2

R

the reassignment, as Respondent served Appellant with a notice that the
hearing on the Demurrer was transferred to Department C33 and Appellant
appeared at the hearing in Department C33 and presented oral argument
such that he was clearly aware of the transfer to Department C33.
Moreover, Appellant did not present a peremptory challenge prior to or at
the hearing, and thereby consented to the Demurrer being decided in
Department C33. See Cybermedia, Inc. v. Sup Court (Brown), 72 Cal.
App. 4th 910, 914 (1999)(peremptory challenge as to particular hearing
waived unless raised at or prior to hearing).
9

Respondent includes discussion of these challenges because the
Notice of Appeal purports to appeal “Judicial Challenges” (see discussion,
infra, on the orders as to such challenges being non-appealable orders).
III.

LEGAL ANALYSIS
While it is not entirely clear precisely which orders Appellant is

challenging on appeal, Respondent will address each of the potential orders

of the sets of orders in reverse chronological order.

d

that might be considered part of the appeal. Respondent will address each

As a preliminary matter, Respondent notes that the court of appeal

te

lacks jurisdiction where the appeal involves a non-appealable order and/or
where the appeal is untimely. Olson v. Cory, 35 Cal. 3d 390, 398 (1983).
(“question of appealability” goes to the appellate court’s jurisdiction).

ec

More specifically, “[t]he existence of an appealable order or
judgment is a jurisdictional prerequisite to an appeal. (Citation)

Accordingly, if the order or judgment is not appealable, the appeal must be
dismissed.” Canandaigua Wine Co., Inc. v. County of Madera, 177 Cal.
App. 4th 298, 302 (2009).

ej

Similarly, failure to timely file a notice of appeal is jurisdictional,
and an untimely appeal must be dismissed. Hollister Convalescent Hosp.,
Inc. v. Rico, 15 Cal. 3d 660, 666-67 (1975).
The Orders Pertaining to “Judicial Challenges” Are NonAppealable Orders

R

A.

The Notice of Appeal states that Appellant is appealing “Judicial

Challenges,” but does not state the date of any particular order being
appealed.2 4CT/922
2

Appellant may have abandoned the appeal of “judicial challenges,” as his
10

To the extent that Appellant is seeking to challenge the denial of his
peremptory challenge and/or his challenge for cause, neither of those
rulings are appealable orders. Pursuant to California Code of Civil
Procedure § 170.3(d):

d

“The determination of the question of the disqualification of
a judge is not an appealable order and may be reviewed only
by a writ of mandate from the appropriate court of appeal
sought only by the parties to the proceeding.”

Any petition for a writ of mandate must be filed within ten (10) days after

te

the ruling. Ibid. Therefore, the “judicial challenges” may not be reviewed
in this appeal. See also PBA, LLC v. KPOD, Ltd., 112 Cal. App. 4th 965,
970-71 (2003)(“all litigants ‘who seek to challenge denial of a statutory

judicial disqualification motion are relegated to writ review as described in

ec

section 170.3(d)’”).

Moreover, the peremptory challenge was denied in September,
2016, several months prior to this appeal and well beyond the ten day limit.
Further, Appellant filed a petition for writ of mandate in this court
challenging the denial of his challenge for cause, and that petition was

ej

denied such that the issue has been determined.
B.

The Order Denying the Motion to Set Aside Dismissal is a
Non-Appealable Order

As discussed, supra, Appellant’s case information sheet appears to

R

contend that the Motion to Set Aside Dismissal was a motion for
reconsideration, or motion to vacate the judgment, and the Notice of
Appeal states that Appellant is challenging an order dated November 2,

Case Information Sheet references only orders dated June 22, 2016, and
August 4, 2016.
11

2016 (which is the date of the formal Order denying the Motion to Set
Aside Dismissal).3
However, even if the Motion to Set Aside Dismissal were
considered to be either a motion for new trial or motion for reconsideration
– which Respondent does not concede, as that motion does not constitute
either – the order denying the Motion to Set Aside Dismissal would be a

d

non-appealable order.

Pursuant to CCP § 1008(g), a motion for reconsideration “is not

separately appealable.” Similarly, an order denying a motion for new trial

te

is not appealable. Walker v. Los Angeles Cty, Metropolitan Transp. Auth.,
35 Cal. 4th 15, 18-19 (2005)(“An order denying a motion for new trial is
nonappealable”). Therefore, the denial of the Motion to Set Aside

C.

ec

Dismissal is not an appealable order.

The Appeal of the Judgment of Dismissal is Untimely

Pursuant to CRC 8.104(a)(1)(B), where the appealing party has
been served with a notice of entry of judgment, an appeal must be filed
within sixty (60) days after service of such notice.

ej

Here, the Notice of Entry of Judgment was filed and served on
August 4, 2016. 3CT/858-869. Therefore, any appeal must have been
filed by October 3, 2016. The Notice of Appeal herein was filed on
December 19, 2016, and therefore the appeal of the Judgment is untimely

R

and must be dismissed. 4CT/922

Moreover, even if the Motion to Set Aside Dismissal were

3

However, as with the “judicial challenges,” the appeal as to this order may
have been abandoned given that the Case Information Sheet does not list
this order as subject to the appeal. RJN No. 3 (Section B.1)
12

considered to be a motion for new trial, motion to vacate judgment, or
motion for reconsideration of an appealable order, the appeal remains
untimely. Pursuant to CRC 8.108, upon proper presentation of one of such
motions (which did not occur here) the time to appeal under these facts
would be extended to no later than the date thirty (30) days after service of
the order denying the Motion to Set Aside Dismissal. The applicable order

d

was served by the Clerk on November 4, 2016, thereby rendering

December 4, 2016 as the extended date for filing of an appeal (again, only
if the Motion to Set Aside Dismissal constituted one of the motions

te

contemplated by CRC 8.108). Thus, the filing of this appeal on December
19, 2016 would be beyond even the outermost time period.

The Appeal of the Order Setting Aside the Default and
Default Judgment is Untimely and Moot

ec

D.

1.

The Appeal of the Order Setting Aside Default is
Untimely

An order vacating a default judgment is an appealable order as an
order after a final judgment. County of Stanislaus v. Johnson, 43 Cal. App.

ej

4th 832, 834 (1996).

Here, the Court entered the order in the minutes on March 11, 2016.

3CT/725-26. The Minute Order does not require preparation of a formal
order, however Respondent did prepare a proposed formal order (3CT/739-

R

41), which was served on Appellant (3CT/727-28), and later entered by the
trial court (3CT/812).
Pursuant to CRC 8.104(a)(1), the time for appealing an order is 60

days from service of a notice of entry of order, or 180 days from entry of
the order. Where an order is entered in the court’s minutes, and the order
entered in the minutes does not require a separate formal order, the order at
13

issue is deemed entered on the date of entry in the minutes. CRC
8.104(c)(2); Strathvale Holdings v. E.B.H., 126 CA4th 1241, 1248
(2005)(“the entry date of an appealable order is the date it is entered in the
permanent minutes unless the minute order directs the preparation of a
written order” – and finding that expiration of 180 day period under those
facts made the appeal untimely).

d

In fact, unless the order requires a separate written order, the date of
entry of the order in the minutes remains the applicable triggering event
even if counsel elects to submit a formal written order. Marriage of

te

Adams, 188 CA3d 683, 689 (1987). As stated in Adams:

ec

“Although a written order was prepared by husband's counsel
and relied upon by wife's counsel, since preparation of a
written order was not required by the minute order, it cannot
alter the date of the entry of judgment.” Ibid.

Here, the minute order was entered on March 11, 2016, and does
not require a formal written order. Therefore, an appeal must have been
filed by September 7, 2016, which is 180 days from March 11, 2016. The
notice of appeal here was filed on December 19, 2016, and therefore the

ej

appeal is untimely.

The Appeal of the Order Setting Aside Default and
Default Judgment is Moot Because the Underlying
Judgment is Final Such That This Court Cannot
Grant Effective Relief

R

2.

An appeal may be dismissed as moot where circumstances dictate

that the appellate court cannot craft effective relief to the Appellant.
Mercury Interactive Corp. v. Klein, 158 Cal. App. 4th 60, 77-78 (2007).
As stated in Mercury Interactive:
“A case is moot when the decision of the reviewing court
‘can have no practical impact or provide the parties effectual
14

relief. [Citation.]’ [Citation.] ‘When no effective relief can
be granted, an appeal is moot and will be dismissed.’
[Citation.]” Ibid.
Here, the chronological series of events demonstrates that the
appeal of the Order Setting Aside Default and Default Judgment is moot.
In particular, (1) there was an original default judgment against

d

Respondent; (2) the default judgment was set aside by the Order Setting
Aside Default; (3) after the default and default judgment were set aside,

the trial court sustained Respondent’s Demurrer, and entered the Judgment

te

of Dismissal; (4) the Judgment of Dismissal is final, as discussed above;
and (5) Appellant did not file this appeal until after the Judgment of
Dismissal became final.4

Based upon this timeline, the appeal of the Order Setting Aside

ec

Default is moot because there is now a final judgment. By letting the time
period for challenging the Judgment of Dismissal elapse, the appeal of the
Order Setting Aside Default becomes moot. In particular, even if
Appellant’s appeal of the Order Setting Aside were itself timely (which it
is not), and if the appeal had substantive merit (which it does not) such that

ej

this court vacated the Order Setting Aside Dismissal, the final Judgment of
Dismissal would remain in place. Therefore, the consideration and
determination of this appeal would be an idle exercise. As such, the appeal

R

of the Order Setting Aside Default is moot as well as untimely, and should
be dismissed.

4

As discussed, supra, the appeal of the Order Setting Aside Default is also
untimely, however Respondent includes mootness as a cumulative
argument.
15

IV.

CONCLUSION
For the reasons set forth herein, Respondent requests that the appeal

be dismissed and that he be awarded costs on appeal.
Respectfully submitted.
Dated: March 20, 2017

COHEN AND JACOBSON, LLP
/s/ Lawrence A. Jacobson
Lawrence A. Jacobson
Attorneys for Appellant

R
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By:
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REQUEST TO TAKE JUDICIAL NOTICE
Pursuant to California Rule of Court 8.252(a), Respondent hereby
requests that the Court take judicial notice of the following:
1.

Opinion in case of Salessi v Shadab et al, Case No. G038002
(2008 Cal.App.Unpub. LEXIS 8070). Copy attached as
Exhibit A.
Order Denying Petition for Writ of Mandate dated January

d

2.

26, 2017 in case of Salessi v. Sup. Ct., Case No. G054465.

3.

te

Copy attached as Exhibit B.

Civil Case Information Statement filed herein on January 25,
2017. Copy attached as Exhibit C.

Copies of each are attached hereto.

ec

Each of the foregoing are referenced in and support the factual basis
for the instant Motion, and Respondent submits that consideration of the
items will assist the Court’s review of the Motion to Dismiss. See CRC
8.252(a).

Respectfully submitted.

COHEN AND JACOBSON, LLP

ej

Dated: March 20, 2017

/s/ Lawrence A. Jacobson
Lawrence A. Jacobson
Attorneys for Appellant

R

By:

17
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EXHIBIT A

Page 1

G038002

d

KAREEM SALESSI, Plaintiff and Appellant, v. MICHAEL SHADAB et al.,
Defendants and Respondents.

te

COURT OF APPEAL OF CALIFORNIA, FOURTH APPELLATE DISTRICT,
DIVISION THREE
2008 Cal. App. Unpub. LEXIS 8070

September 30, 2008, Filed

ARONSON, J. concurred.

ec

NOTICE: NOT TO BE PUBLISHED IN OFFICIAL
REPORTS. CALIFORNIA RULES OF COURT, RULE
8.1115(a), PROHIBITS COURTS AND PARTIES
FROM CITING OR RELYING ON OPINIONS NOT
CERTIFIED FOR PUBLICATION OR ORDERED
PUBLISHED, EXCEPT AS SPECIFIED BY RULE
8.1115(b). THIS OPINION HAS NOT BEEN
CERTIFIED FOR PUBLICATION OR ORDERED
PUBLISHED FOR THE PURPOSES OF RULE 8.1115.

ej

PRIOR HISTORY: [*1]
Appeal from a judgment and an order of the Superior
Court of Orange County. Super. Ct. No. 04CC11080.
James P. Gray, Judge.
DISPOSITION: Affirmed.

R

COUNSEL: Kareem Salessi, in pro. per.; Knickerbocker
Law Corporation, Richard L. Knickerbocker and Gregory
G. Yacoubian for Plaintiff and Appellant.
Bassiri Associates and Michael H. Bassiri for Defendants
and Respondents Michael Shadab and Alpha Appraisals.

Manning & Marder, Kass, Ellrod, Ramirez and Darin L.
Wessel for Defendants and Respondents First Team Real
Estate-Orange County, Tamzi Richardson and Cameron
N. Merage.
JUDGES:

SILLS,

P.

J.;

RYLAARSDAM,

J.,

OPINION BY: SILLS
OPINION

I. INTRODUCTION
Kareem Salessi bought a house in Laguna Niguel in
late 2002. It is safe to say he was dissatisfied with it.
Representing himself, he sued 19 separate persons,
alleging various combinations of claims against them for
having induced him into buying the property. He even
included a RICO claim against the Orange County
Assessor's office.
This appeal, though, involves only two sets of
defendants. 1 They are (1) the "appraisers," consisting of
an appraisal firm, Alpha Appraisals and its owner,
Michael Shadab, and (2) the "sellers' brokers," consisting
of First Team Real Estate-Orange [*2] County, Tamzi
Richardson, and Cameron N. Merage. Moreover, under
the rule that issues not included in the appellant's opening
brief are waived (In re Marriage of Sheldon (1981) 124
Cal.App.3d 371, 381 ["We begin our analysis with the
well-settled proposition that an appellate court may
consider as waived any issues not raised in the appellant's
opening brief."]), we find that the number of issues
involving these two sets of defendants are limited as well.

Page 2
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Both sets of defendants obtained judgments in the wake
of motions for judgment on the pleadings, which came
after previous demurrers had whittled down the causes of
action against them. Thus, the opening brief raises only
two issues as to the appraisers: Whether the complaint
states (or could be amended to state) causes of action for
(1) negligent misrepresentation or (2) common counts. It
raises only one issue on the merits as to the sellers'
brokers: Whether the complaint states (or could be
amended to state) a cause of action for false advertising
under the unfair competition laws or "UCL" (Bus & Prof.
Code, §§ 17200 & 17500 et seq.). (It also raises, in regard
to the sellers' brokers, a procedural issue concerning a
recusal motion, [*3] which we address anon.)

te

d

What's more, beginning at paragraph 84, the third
amended complaint strays into conspiratorial matters
beyond the purview of the courts, making allegations
concerning the machinations of international bankers
reminiscent of the famous poet Ezra Pound, who made
radio broadcasts from Italy on that topic during World
War II. 2 Indeed, in paragraph 110, in the context of a
discussion of the RICO claim against the county tax
assessor, Salessi has managed to work in a reference to
the events of September 11, 2001, being the product of a
White [*5] House conspiracy. 3
2 To quote paragraph 85: "The counterfeiting of
fiat money was reportedly rooted over two
hundred years ago in the European countries, and
in this country, by well-known European bankers.
The United States Government lost multiple
battles with such bankers by abolishing their
schemes (banks), until they finally took the
government and population of this country
hostage by their insidious creation of the Federal
Reserve Bank Corporation', and its offshoots,
printing fiat money, credit, and the creation of
gigantic credit-lines in favor of whomever they
choose."
3
The paragraph provides in part: "I am
informed, and believe, and thereupon that
information and belief allege that foundation for
this immunity had been laid for the fear of
indictments against a majority of high
government officials, particularly in executive
branches, whose routine activities entail
conspiracies and racketeering, inside and outside
the country. A current example is a multi-billion
dollar civil RICO action brought by counsel
Stanley Hilton (Senator Dole's counsel), on behalf
of the people of the United States, in which he
allegedly documents proof of a White-House
executive order authorizing [*6] the 9/11/2001
air-raids. Also, based upon readily available
information (Google) Mr. Hilton's lawsuit has
been allegedly dismissed on the grounds of
'Sovereign Immunity', as I understood it to mean:
once you are in the white house you can do
anything, and everything you plan."

ec

1 A third defendant, the lender, World Savings
(now Wachovia) is now out of the case, this court
having dismissed the appeal. In that regard,
footnote 1 of the appellant's opening brief
(prepared by retained attorneys) notes that this
court had already dismissed an appeal against
World in another appeal, G037918, and stated that
Salessi does not "appeal now from the trial court's
October 25, 2006, judgment dismissing" World.
Salessi's erstwhile appellate attorneys wisely
knew not to raise what would have been a
patently frivolous appeal against World, which
might have exposed him to sanctions.

admitting all of the material facts properly pleaded, but
not any contentions, deductions or conclusions of fact or
law contained therein." (Italics added.)

ej

We now explain that, given the narrative of events as
told in Salessi's own words in the third amended
complaint, judgments on the pleadings in both instances
were correct, and the trial judge did not abuse his
discretion in not giving Salessi leave to amend. Basically,
Salessi alleged facts in his complaint that obviated the
element of reliance in regard to both sets of defendants.

R

II. THE THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT

The complaint -- that is, the third amended complaint
that has been included in the appellant's appendix -- is a
desultory document to say the least. It is over 119 [*4]
pages, not counting the "table of authorities" and exhibits.
It also presents some difficulty to a judge who seeks to
extract what actual facts it alleges, as distinct from
conclusions and argument, because of Salessi's tendency
to make legally conclusory statements in passing. Said
the court in Dunn v. County of Santa Barbara (2006) 135
Cal.App.4th 1281, 1298: "The standard of review for a
motion for judgment on the pleadings is the same as that
for a general demurrer: We treat the pleadings as
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Indeed, conspiracy is the riff of the third amended
complaint's basic narrative, which is, essentially, that his
own buyer's agent, the sellers' brokers and agents, the
sellers themselves, his own loan broker, an appraisal
company hired by a prospective lender, the eventual
lender and, indeed, the county tax assessor were all in on
some sort of grand plot to saddle him with a complete
dog of a house on Aloma Avenue in Laguna Niguel.

had made. Patrick Ortiz falsely told them that the house
was built in the early 1980's, and also falsely told them
that the house was around 1,800 square feet (though
Salessi alleges that Roshdieh, and Ortiz's agent Tamzi
Richardson, already knew the house was considerably
smaller, and "staged" the interview to mislead Salessi
about the square footage).
Salessi contacted Farrokh Peimani, an acquaintance
of 20 years and sometime "mentor," to act as a loan
broker for him. Peimani advised Salessi to send him a
check for $ 500 "for the origination of the loan process."
Later -- the complaint does not say when -- Salessi found
out that Peimani paid $ 400 of the $ 500 to Alpha
Appraisals.
Abercrombie had Salessi engage Dana Ballard to
inspect the house. While Ballard visited the house on
August 24, 2002, Ballard failed to discover (indeed,
Salessi alleges that Abercrombie "instructed" Ballard not
to discover) major problems with the home, including
toxic mold in the attic, and foundation [*9] cracks.
Around August 26, Salessi called Roshdieh to have
Roshdieh measure the square footage of the Aloma
house. Roshdieh said he didn't have the time, but said he
would give Salessi the exact area in the final purchase
contract.

ec

Roshdieh [*7] and Salessi arrived at the Aloma
residence; the house was smaller than Salessi wanted, but
Roshdieh insisted there was simply too much furniture
stuffed into the house so it only looked small. Roshdieh
"insisted" the house met Salessi's minimum 1,800 square
foot criteria. By carrying on about cabinets and new
carpeting in the garage, Roshdieh "lured" Salessi into
making an offer on the Aloma property.

te

In early July 2002, Salessi was in the market to buy a
house, and found a good one on San Sebastian. However,
his buyers' agent, Nick (Ali) Roshdieh, showed him a
"very colorful flyer" on the Aloma property, and
mentioned that "'we have just received this and it has not
even entered the MLS, so there is no MLS sheet for this
house yet.'"

d

Here is the story from Salessi's complaint, though
one must remember that the complaint is sometimes
indefinite in terms of the exact chronology:

R

ej

After the offer, Salessi was told by his own agent,
Roshdieh, and Roshdieh's boss Tom Abercrombie, that
there were other "good offers" on the Aloma house,
including "some above" Salessi's offer. Abercrombie
explained that the Aloma house was still not in the
multiple listing service, falsely represented to Salessi that
the house was built in the early 1980's (when in reality it
was built in the early 1970's), falsely told Salessi that the
tract had been graded out of hills (in reality it was on fill
land) and made a point that the fireplace was built
without a permit, which was "really the only concern"
Salessi could "possibly encounter."
In any event, Tom Abercrombie "managed to
convince" Salessi to accept the terms of a counter-offer
from the sellers, the price being $ 443,000. Salessi [*8]
signed the counter-offer on August 17, 2002.
One or two days later, Roshdieh and Salessi went to
the Aloma house in the hope of trying to convince the
owners (Patrick and Deborah Ortiz) to accept the offer he

Meanwhile, Salessi left on a trip to Germany. While
in Germany, about a couple of weeks into September,
Salessi received emails from Abercrombie and Roshdieh
to the effect that Peimani the loan broker could not "come
up with the loan at all" and that Salessi should seek a loan
from a firm known as "United," which is otherwise not
included in the third amended complaint but appears to
have been somehow connected to Abercrombie.
Apparently both the sellers' agent Tamzi Richardson and
Ortiz were calling Peimani to pressure him to have the
loan released to this "United" firm. Tamzi Richardson
emailed him directly to ask for an address to which she
could send the closing documents.
Salessi returned to California in late September, and
took up residence at a Holiday Inn while waiting for the
deal to close. He got a visit from Tamzi Richardson
asking if "anyone had been trying to change [his] mind
about the house."
Roshdieh called to complain that Peimani still could
[*10] not get the loan, so this "United" entity should do
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it, lest Salessi have to "stay in the hotel for ever." Then
Abercrombie called, to say that he had an agent with a
"ready to go" loan from World Savings, but Peimani
would have to take his name off the loan documents or
"United" could not process it. Abercrombie proposed that
Salessi offer Peimani $ 500 "to release" the loan, and that
World Savings had approved the loan "several weeks
ago."

Soon Salessi [*12] called up Peimani, complaining
about the sellers' threats to cancel the escrow. At that
point, Salessi himself was willing to pull out of the deal,
but Peimani "reacted with despair" and said that the loan
process would have to begin again. Salessi was "really
frustrated, feeling [he] was stuck in the middle of a
shark-field."

te

d

But, the day before Halloween 2002, Abercrombie
called Salessi to his office and presented him with a
three-page cancellation from the sellers. The document
recited the "buyer's breach of contract."
Salessi heaved a sigh of relief. But Abercrombie told
Salessi that he should not "react" to the document, but
"wait and see what happens." (Salessi now alleges this
document was itself a ruse between Abercrombie,
Peimani and Tamzi Richardson to prevent Salessi "from
bailing out of the purchase of Aloma.")
Later that afternoon, Salessi spoke with Peimani, but
Peimani also told him "to ignore it." When Salessi said he
could "now move on to the better house" he had wanted,
Peimani told him "that was not possible" because the
existing loan on Aloma could not be used for that better
house.

ec

Peimani called the next day, angry that seller Ortiz
had called him the day before offering him $ 1,000 to
release the World Savings loan to United. Meanwhile,
Salessi met Roshdieh for a viewing of the Aloma house.
Salessi's wife mentioned that the house looked too small,
but Roshdieh dismissed the comment by attributing the
smallness of the house to "clutter." Salessi soon asked
Tamzi Richardson for a property appraisal report and a
tax bill. Richardson faxed over a tax-bill but with no area
details. At the same time, Salessi was talking to Peimani
"on a daily basis," asking for an appraisal report "every
time I talked to him," but, over the course of several
weeks, Peimani put Salessi off with a number of
prevarications (saying he would email [*11] to the hotel,
saying he would arrange to have the lender send it, etc.).

information that World Saving had already approved the
loan.

ej

Indeed, it appears from the complaint that Salessi
never got the appraisal report, since Salessi alleges that
Peimani's various prevarications were part of a scheme to
prevent Salessi from discovering two items of
information about the Salessi house: (1) It was built in
1971, not the early 1980's, and (2) its true square footage
was 1,300.

R

Having eventually received the report, Salessi has
now alleged that it was faulty. Specifically, Alpha
Appraisal's report was based on "the floor plans of
another structure." Later -- after the escrow had closed -when Salessi met defendant Shadab, Shadab allegedly
admitted the appraisal was based on "an old appraisal
report of a similar house."

In any event, by mid-October Abercrombie was
telling Salessi that the sellers had other buyers waiting,
and wanted to cancel the escrow; indeed, they wanted a
non-refundable $ 1,000 from Salessi not to cancel the
escrow.
Salessi declined that chance to get out of the deal.
Abercrombie also indicated, as did Tamzi
Richardson about the same time, that they had inside

On the next day, or maybe the next after that, Tamzi
Richardson called Salessi to tell [*13] him that Peimani's
loan had finally come through, and "we should quickly
make an appointment for the final walk-through." Salessi
was now "confident the previous cancellation scenario
had been a bluff." When Salessi told Tamzi Richardson
of the cancellation, she "simply flaunted" it (though it is
not wholly clear whatever the complaint means by that
phrase). Salessi did not think of consulting an attorney at
this juncture; he now says that had he done so, he "would
have probably walked out of this doomed deal."
And so, a final walk-through took place on
November 4, 2002. Salessi asked for a pest control report.
He was told "the property appraisal" was Peimani's
responsibility. Tamzi Richardson showed Salessi the first
page of a pest control report, but didn't let him see the
rest of it. Debra Ortiz was present, and Salessi told Tamzi
Richardson "where was termite infested," but Richardson
"insisted" he not do that, then rushed into the bedroom
and then came back claiming that Ortiz did not know
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"anything about it whatsoever." When Salessi asked
about leaking backyard faucets, Richardson wrote a note
to the effect that the "buyer" had confirmed the "repairs
have been made" and "had" [*14] Salessi sign it.

[Richardson] had fed me two days earlier." Later that
day, a lady named Cindy called Salessi to ask Salessi of
his "final decision." Salessi "reconfirmed my cancellation
of the rent-back altogether" and faxed a cancellation that
evening as well.

In early 2003 Salessi contacted World Savings to
attempt to get a copy of the appraisal report, which they
sent to him after he made a formal request in writing.
At this point the third amended complaint trails off
into banking conspiracies. However, one further item
requires mentioning. The complaint charges that
Abercrombie lied about there being a multiple listing
service document for the Aloma property, and that
Salessi was able to retrieve "Aloma's MLS sheet" in
2003, and found a number of inaccuracies, including this
"huffing and puffing" description of the property: "Drop
dead gorgeous beautiful remodel single story emotional
home, remodeled home. Thousands spent in upgrades!
French doors and windows everywhere, [*17] crown
moldings, upgraded baseboards, crackling fireplace,
gutted redone kitchen and baths!! To [sic] many upgrades
to mention!! Huge lush yard great for huge parties,
thousands spent in fabulous used brick . . . come and
sweep this one away subject to the successful
cancellation of current escrow, we need a fast escrow,
hurry won't last."

ec

And, sure enough, despite his protestation that he
didn't have "a valid contract any more," Salessi showed
up that November 5th (ironically, a day historically
identified with nefarious plots) at the escrow company.
An escrow employee -- actually, the receptionist -- "put a
package of loan papers in front of [him[ to sign."

te

Later that day, Salessi got a call from the escrow
company manager to have him come in the next day and
"sign the loan papers, and the escrow closing
documents," plus bring in a cashier's check of $ 40,000.
Salessi told the escrow manager that "at that point I did
not have a valid contract any more since Ortiz had
cancelled it in writing and that a new contract would thus
be necessary." The escrow manager said that "it will all
be there the next day by the time I arrived," suggesting
she didn't hear or register what Salessi had just said.

One week after closing, [*16] Salessi got the keys
and came by the house. He discovered it was filthy, and
found that certain fixtures in the garage, such as a work
bench, had been removed. The house was, in fact, so
filthy that Salessi delayed moving in until November 19,
2002. Upon moving in, he discovered that the house was
only 1,300 square feet, not 1,800. He contacted home
inspector Ballard, and asked for a second inspection for a
fee, which he subsequently did (the time frame is not
precise).

d

But Salessi was, however, capable of reading things
and refusing to sign them on this walk-through as well.
At the end, Richardson handed him a "rent-back
agreement to sign," but this time he declined, saying it
"was out of the question."

ej

While there was some colloquy about the documents
with the receptionist, the [*15] clear import of Salessi's
complaint (though he can't quite bear to say so in so
many words) is: He signed the documents.

R

That day or the next day Salessi stopped by
Abercrombie's office to "take a look at" his "unsigned
copies of loan-papers," to see if there were any
"impurities involved." Abercrombie found that the
rent-back agreement was something different than he
expected, and Salessi had Abercrombie call the escrow
office, and in fact said that "escrow pulled a fast one on
you." (The precise dynamics of the rent-back provision,
and how Salessi was cheated in that regard, are not clear
from the complaint.)

Salessi left Abercrombie's office "with anger."
Salessi called the escrow receptionist to tell her to tell the
manager "that she should consider my entire purchase
contract cancelled, due to their cheating." On November
7, Salessi faxed over to the escrow office a letter
confronting the manager with the "lies she and

III. ENSUING PROCEEDINGS
Both the appraisers and sellers' brokers were able to
obtain dismissals of the case on motions for judgment on
the pleadings after various causes of action had been
dismissed in earlier proceedings. Those final judgments
resulted in this appeal.
The notice of appeal, filed while Salessi still
represented himself, is from judgments or orders entered
on "10/16/06, 10/25/06, and 11/6/06." The "10/16/06"
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A. The Appraisers

ej

We address the appeal from the judgment in favor of
the appraisers first. The issue (discussed below in more
detail) of the trial judge's ruling on the merits of their
motion on the day a recusal motion was leveled against
the trial judge does not affect the appraisers. Their motion
for judgment on the pleadings was held September 7,
2006 and the recusal motion was filed October 12, 2006.

Confusing as the complaint is, the complaint is clear
that Salessi never relied on the appraisal. In fact, a major
thrust of the complaint is that the appraisal was kept from
him until it was too late.

It is true that real estate appraisers [*19] can be sued
by some third parties for negligent misrepresentation in
their appraisals. In Soderberg v. McKinney (1996) 44
Cal.App.4th 1760, a mortgage broker contacted investors
about investing in a certain second deed of trust on a
residence in Redondo Beach; as part of the effort,
appraisers had prepared a report showing a value of $
670,000. Relying on the appraisal, an investor invested $
50,000 in the second trust deed. After default, however,
the investor learned that the "true value" of the property
was between $ 450,000 and $ 500,000, leaving "no
equity" to protect the investor's investment, which was
eventually lost. (Id. at p. 1763-1764.)

R

In the present case, Salessi cannot claim to stand in
the shoes of investors who, as in Bily, relied on audited
company financial statements before buying stock, or as
in Soderberg, appraisers from loan brokers before
investing in second trust deeds. He bought the house
without seeing the appraisal, while Alpha Appraisers did
not prepare the appraisal for the benefit of an indefinite
class of unknown investors, but for the benefit of only
one entity.

ec

IV. DISCUSSION

te

There is also [*18] a document, not mentioned in the
notice of appeal, filed on November 7, 2006, which is a
judgment in favor of the sellers' brokers. That judgment
was also obtained after a successful motion for judgment
on the pleadings. It is obvious from the opening brief that
Salessi wishes to challenge that judgment, as distinct
from the redundant order of November 6. Accordingly,
we construe the notice of appeal liberally so as to
encompass the judgment of November 7, 2006 so as to
consider the merits of the appeal against the sellers'
brokers.

The investor sued, with the appraisers arguing they
owed no duty to the third party investor. Relying on Bily
v. Arthur Young & Co. (1992) 3 Cal.4th 370, which
allowed a case against a company's auditors to proceed
even though investors in the company had not hired the
auditors, the Soderberg court reversed a summary
adjudication in favor of the appraisers. The Soderberg
court quoted language from Bily that a "'suppler of
information is liable for negligence to a third party only if
he or she intends to supply the information for the benefit
[*20] of one or more third parties in a specific transaction
or type of transaction identified to the supplier.'"
(Soderberg, supra, 44 Cal.App.4th at p. 1766, quoting
Bily, supra, 3 Cal.4th at p. 392, Soderberg's italics
deleted.)

d

document is a judgment in favor of the appraisers. The
"10/25/06" document is a judgment dismissing World
Savings. (The appeal concerning World Savings has since
been dismissed for untimely filing). The "11/6/06"
document is an order (as distinct from a judgment)
dismissing the appraisers after a successful motion for
judgment on the pleadings. As such, that order would
appear to be redundant given the earlier judgment.

The opening brief suggests that Salessi might have a
claim for "common count" on the theory that Salessi
should at least get his loan initiation fee money back.
But, as we have mentioned, Alpha Appraisals was hired
by Century via Peimani. (According to the complaint
Century is in default; at oral argument Salessi informed
the court that he had already obtained a $ 75,000
judgment against it.) Peimani operated as an independent
loan broker -- he might have flogged Salessi's loan to any
number of potential lenders who [*21] in turn would be
expected to protected themselves by hiring their own
appraisers. If Salessi has any basis to get his $ 500 back,
it is from Peimani or Century, not Alpha Appraisals.
B. The Sellers' Brokers
1. The Recusal Motion
In July 2006, the sellers' brokers brought a motion
for summary judgment on the one remaining cause of
action alive against them at that point -- false and
deceptive advertising under Business and Professions
Code section 17200. We will call this the "UCL" (for
unfair competition law) claim. Again, we emphasize that
the opening brief does not challenge the propriety of the
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dismissals of causes of action eliminated earlier; also, the
motion would be granted as a judgment on the pleadings.)

after all, really did exist at the time they were described
in a flyer. On appeal, Salessi's theory is that the sellers'
brokers should have known that the sellers would remove
those fixtures, and exercise reasonable care to make the
removal plans known.

The MLS listing was obtained in 2003, so, of course,
no causation can be laid at its feet.
The flyer requires some more analysis, since Salessi
did see it beforehand, on his way to his first view of the
Aloma property. His legal theory is that the sellers'
brokers should have known that the Ortiz's planned to
remove various fixtures (including items in the garage)
when the flyer was prepared, and disclosed that plan.

ec

The recusal motion was later denied by Judge Stock,
noting that there were no facts to show prejudice, only
conjecture. On appeal, now, though, Salessi asserts that
Judge Gray's ruling on the motion for summary judgment
before consideration by another judge renders his
summary judgment ruling void ab initio.

te

On October 12, 2006, the day that the motion for
summary judgment was to be heard, Salessi filed a "for
cause" recusal motion against Judge Gray under section
170.1 of the Code of Civil Procedure. (All further
statutory references are to that [*22] code.) Gray was
supposedly prejudiced because he had already ruled in
favor of other defendants. Gray immediately denied the
recusal motion, but then said, "in fact I will refer this to
Department 1," and then proceeded to hear, and grant
(albeit as a motion for judgment on the pleadings) the
motion brought by sellers' brokers.

Proposition 64, approved in 2004, has added
language requiring that a plaintiff making a UCL claim
must show a injury in fact as a result of the underlying
violation, here allegedly false advertising. (Bus. & Prof.
Code, § 17204.) In short, there is a causation requirement
for such claims. (Hall v. Time, Inc. (2008) 158
Cal.App.4th 847, 855-856). That is, we are back to the
question of reliance, for if Salessi [*24] did not rely on
the flyer or the MLS listing, he could not show any injury
in fact as a result of them.

d

The false advertising claim is based on the sellers'
broker's flyer, which misled him concerning the house,
including having a fountain, having "'designer perfect
remodeled baths'" plus some of the fixtures that were
removed upon the sale.

R

ej

The argument has been waived, however. Section
170.3, subdivision (d) is plain that the "determination of
the question of the disqualification of a judge is not an
appealable order and may be reviewed only by a writ of
mandate from the appropriate court of appeal sought only
by the parties to the proceeding." The statute goes on to
say the petition "shall be filed and served within 10 days
after service of written notice of entry of the court's order
determining the question of disqualification." Since
Salessi never sought writ review on the disqualification
[*23] issue, he cannot seek review of the issue now on
appeal. The case of Collins v. Nelson (1938) 26
Cal.App.2d 42 (referred to in Salessi's brief as Collins v.
Wilson) is inapposite, since the case predates section
170.3 subdivision (d), which was enacted in 1984 (Stats.
1984 ch. 1555, § 7). Collins assumed the issue was
directly appealable, but the Legislature eliminated that
possibility in 1984.
2. The UCL 17200 Claim
The basis for the motion is that the sellers' brokers
could not be responsible for the removal of fixtures that,

The theory, however, founders on the lack of any
facts that the Ortiz's ever gave any indication to their
agents or brokers that they intended to remove the
fixtures. Ordinarily, fixtures being fixtures, the brokers
could assume that they would be left behind. (Civil Code,
§ 660 ["A thing is deemed to be affixed to land when it is
attached to it by roots . . . or permanently attached to
what is thus permanent, as by means of cement, plaster,
nails, bolts or screws."].) Without some facts that would
indicate the brokers were on notice of the sellers'
nefarious intentions, or some provision to that effect in
the contract (see Civ. Code, § 1013 [things affixed to
"land of [*25] another . . . belongs to the owner of the
land" absent agreement to contrary]), the normal
presumption would be that the brokers would not know
about any plans to remove any fixtures. (See Civ. Code, §
3548 [presumption that "The law has been obeyed."].)
Moreover, any other result would be untenable,
because it would make agents and brokers who act for
sellers the equivalent of sureties. They would be, in
essence, warranting that their principals would not
misbehave.
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We now turn to the question of leave to amend. Given
that Salessi already had tried four times to state facts
against the sellers' brokers, it can hardly have been an
abuse of discretion for the trial court not to grant leave to
amend. (See Del Paso Recreation & Park Dist. v. Board
of Supervisors (1973) 33 Cal.App.3d 483, 502 ["In view
of the fact that plaintiffs have not, after three attempts,
pled facts which present a justiciable issue, the trial court
properly sustained the demurrer, without leave to
amend."].)

V. DISPOSITION

SILLS, P. J.

te

WE CONCUR:

ej
R

d

The judgments in favor of the appraisers and the
sellers' brokers are affirmed. Respondents shall recover
their costs on appeal.

RYLAARSDAM, J.
ARONSON, J.

ec

We note in this regard that even in this appeal Salessi
does not state how the complaint might be amended to
state a cause of action. As the Rutter treatise on civil
procedure states, " It is not up to the judge [*26] to
figure out how the complaint can be amended to state a
cause of action. Rather, the burden is on the plaintiff to
show in what manner he or she can amend the complaint,
and how that amendment will change the legal effect of
the pleading." (Weil & Brown, Cal. Practice Guide: Civil

Procedure Before Trial (The Rutter Group 2007) P 7:130,
p. 7-51.) In Smith v. State Farm Mutual Automobile Ins.
Co. (2001) 93 Cal.App.4th 700, 711, the court said:
"While such a showing can be made for the first time to
the reviewing court [citation], it must be made." No such
showing has been made here.
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EXHIBIT B

IN THE COURT OF APPEAL OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
FOURTH APPELLATE DISTRICT

KAREEM SALESSI,
Petitioner,
G054465

THE SUPERIOR COURT OF ORANGE
COUNTY,

te

v.

d

DIVISION THREE

(Super. Ct. No. 04CC11080)
ORDER
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Respondent;
FARROKH PEIMANI et al.,
Real Parties in Interest.
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THE COURT:*

R

The petition for writ of mandate is DENIED.

BEDSWORTH, ACTING P. J.

* Before Bedsworth, Acting P. J., Fybel, J., and Ikola, J.
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IN THE COURT OF APPEAL
STATE OF CALIFORNIA
FOURTH APPELLATE DISTRICT, DIVISION THREE
KAREEM SALESSI
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FARROKH PEIMANI,
Defendant and Respondent.
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HON. JAMES CRANDALL; ROBERT MOSS; CHARLES MARGINES

OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO DISMISS APPEAL FILED BY
RESPONDENT FARROKH PEIMANI
Kareem Salessi,
Plaintiff and Appellant
2082 Michelson Dr. S-100
Irvine, California, 92612

(949) 783-0165
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TO THE HONORABLE JUSTICES OF THE COURT OF APPEAL, 4TH
APPELLATE DISTRICT, DIVISION THREE:
INTRODUCTION:
On,

or

about,

3/23/17,

Mr.

Lawrence

Jacobson,

counsel

for

defendant/respondent Farrokh Peimani, via TrueFiling, filed the instant
pending motion for dismissal of this appeal.
I, plaintiff/Appellant, Kareem Salessi (“Salessi”, or “I”), received the
document with e-service. Subsequently, I received the same document again
by e-service with a large-bolded red “REJECTED” stamp appearing across
each page, thus presuming that this court had rejected the document.
Sometime thereafter, the document was e-served again, this time a
rejected version did not follow. I waited to receive some instructions from the
court as to the status of those documents. Since nothing came, I contacted
the court to see what was going on. The clerk, who was not the clerk actually
assigned to this case, didn’t know either, and told me that she had to find out
and inform me with a return call.
The clerk did not call; however, on 3/29/17 an order was e-served from
this court instructing me to file a response to the re-filed motion of defendant,
by April 13. With that order, I presumed that the motion was deemed filed. 1
Upon reading the motion, I saw the unpublished decision of the old

1
FILE-STAMPED FLAW: A serious flaw in TrueFiling documents is that only the filer is e-served
with the file-stamped version of a filed document. Therefore, other parties [than the filer] cannot see if
a document has been accepted and filed by this court, thus having to call the court, or TrueFiling, to
find out. This is in contrast to PACER which e-serves the file-stamped version of every document to
every party, not just serving it to the filer, as in here. OneLegal e-filing of superior courts has a similar
flaw. Both, TrueFiling and OneLegal. refuse to provide the file-stamped version of documents to the
parties, except to its filer. Their staff claim those to be the filing clients’ confidential, and propriety
documents, which can’t be further from truths, and in contrast with the claims of TrueFiling.
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appeal of this case’s appellate# G038002, attached as an exhibit, and
referenced throughout the motion. Subsequently, I contacted this court’s clerk
again to obtain a copy of the voice-recording of its oral argument of 9/18/08.
I was referred to the archives clerk who was unable to readily ascertain
the availability of recording in your archives. Eventually she called back a few
days later (4/4/17) telling me that she found it and can sell me a CD of the
voice-recording. I promptly ordered the voice-recording on the same day, and
followed up with the clerk to know that it was to be mailed out on 4/7/17
(Friday), to Barrett Reporting Company for transcription [per my instructions].
I then called this court again and talked to clerk (Mr. Alex) informing him
of the motion, and the CD which I was trying to obtain for transcription, and
that I would need at least an extra week for the transcription preparation in
order to reflect its contents in my projected opposition to the motion. I asked
Mr. Alex if the clerk could extend my deadline, however, he stated that I
would have to file a request to the court asking for the extension.
On 4/10/17, I TrueFiled a request for 10 days extension of time to
respond to respondent’s motion, in order to have an opportunity to have the
9/18/08 Oral Argument of G038002 transcribed, in order to reflect in the
opposition. The CD arrived at Barrett Reporting the next day (4/11/17),
however, late the same day I received this court’s decision denying my
extension request, hence no chance of transcribing the CD, although that
transcript would have been relevant here because it was my only appearance
in the botched G038002, which appeal two fraudulent attorneys had
destroyed due to their own corruption, namely attorneys John Chakmack, and
Richard Knickerbocker, as I documented in my recent appellate WRIT #
G054465, incorporated herein full with this reference.
-3-

The instant motion to dismiss appeal, although at first glance appears to
be a usual ranting diatribe by respondent’s counsel Mr. Jacobson, its careful
comparison with facts as wells with the laws cited therein, proves to be a new
attempted fraud on this appellant (i.e.: fraud on the court), in that it follows the
same modus operandi of Mr. Jacobson in fabricating case laws, rules of
court, and civil procedures (rule rituals) either to the contrary of what they
represent, or by twisting them for his illegal objective of getting his client
Peimani off the hook, by resorting to all types of illegal stunts. Therefore, I
herewith try to reflect its most related segments, after having listened to it.
Before my 9/18/2008 oral argument, I recall to have documented the
discovered forgeries which had been committed by defendants in 2002, as
discovered in the summer of 2007, and taken judicial notice of by this court
just before the oral argument, which facts and documents the perverted
sociopath Knickerbocker had failed to reflect in his bogus opening brief, and
to which facts respondents conceded in the oral argument by not contesting
to their clients’ forgeries, etc., in 2002, whereby they had forged, all the loan,
appraisal, and grant deed documents. Most recently, in late 2013, I
discovered that they had even forged at least four finger prints, and their
associated signatures in the notary book of dismissed defendant Ann Skinner
(of Coast Cities Escrow), who had been on vacation in Florida at the time
(November 5, 2002). I had filed those discovered documents in my 9th Circuit
appellate case# 13-57063, which was dismissed before I filed my late
opening brief, due to the reopening of this case in early 2016 which deprived
me of the time to spend on filing that opening brief.
The factual statements of the above opening brief, as to the subject
property of this lawsuit (Aloma Property), which were the latest available
-4-

information to me were adopted in the underlying case’s opposition to the
demurrer of defendant Peimani. However, as I had proved in the follow up
documents, the Hon. Judge Crandall had not even read any of my filed
documents, but simply copy-pasted falsified allegations, and statements, of
attorney Jacobson in his minute order/s, which he had subsequently adopted
as his final order/s, and/or judgment/s, all without even a cursory look at my
presented papers. On 7/13/16, when Judge Crandall first appeared in the
case to hear Peimani’s demurrer, he was not even aware that on 6/22/16 his
court clerk (Ms. Quach), in conspiracy with Mr. Jacobson, had illegally
created an order setting aside default of Peimani, with the purported
signature of Hon. Judge Moss, who had voluntarily relinquished his own
jurisdiction over the case on 6/13/16, by transferring the case to the Presiding
Judge Margines for reassignment, whereupon it had been reassigned to
Judge Crandall’s court, all without notice to me, plaintiff/appellant Salessi, as
documented in my summarily denied WRIT# G054465. During the 7/13/16,
when I asked Judge Crandall if he knew what the hearing was about he
stated: “TO SET ASIDE DEFAULT”. At the time I was also unaware of the
6/22/16 filed order, the entry of which is the foundation of this appeal.
As I have recently written in related public websites, I have come to
firmly believe that courts in this country (at least here in California), have
secret rules of civil procedures to avoid reading anything that self-represented
parties file in any courts, unless their filings are not objected to. Some of my
recent comments are readily available at GOOGLE: “Salessi WMD” (i.e.:
“Salessi Weapons of Mass Disclosure”) [with quotation marks].
In my proposed opening brief I will prove to this court that all the 2016
underlying orders, and/or judgments, had been obtained illegally, and should
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be deemed void ab initio, as if never entered, as also proved in my WRIT#
G054465, incorporated herein with this reference. I could have done that in
this opposition had I been granted 10 days extension, however, I will now
have to limit my arguments principally to defeat Mr. Jacboson’s allegations as
to the untimeliness of my appeals.
9/11/01 INSIDE JOB, AND THE 2008 USA ECONOMIC MELTDOWN:
Mr. Jacobson had included ridicules of my claims of 9/11/01 having
been an inside job, as also discussed in the written opinion of the late Justice
Sills in G038002, who had evidently found it entertaining and who had
included that in addition to my USA economic collapse arguments, probably
because the bogus opening brief had nothing to contribute to this court’s
decision; there were no mention of those events in Knickerbocker’s bogus
opening brief. As a reminder to this court, my “2004 USA economic meltdown
diagnosis” was reaching momentum in September 2008, during the heat of
G038002. Furthermore, as I vaguely recall, my mention of 9/11/01 having
been an inside job had been in the hopes of being asked about it during trial,
whereupon I could have documented how I had inadvertently come to learn
about it as an inside job five weeks earlier. I had documented many details of
that in a few “filed under seal” documents in my 9th Circuit case# 13-57063, in
late 2015. I could gladly file those documents with this court, if the court cares
about knowing those details, which I very much doubt, as I have no doubts
that the court has known all along that 9/11 had been an inside job. As to my
2004 USA economic meltdown diagnosis, my below linked documentation
further substantiates it:
(““USA: THE “housing bubble” SCAM WAS ENGINEERED””)
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/the_iraqi/conversations/topics/12245
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MEMORANDUM OF POINTS & AUTHORITIES:
In the proffered Peimani motion to dismiss appeal for untimeliness,
attorney Jacobson makes blanket allegations that all of my order/s, and/or
judgment/s, appealed from are either non-appealable, or that my “NOTICE
OF APPEAL” had been filed after all the related statutory deadlines had
expired, and that nothing appealed from is valid. In actually, Mr. Jacobson
means that because, in late 2015, he was hired to destroy my non-appealable
judgment my current appeal should be dismissed. Since counsel’s modus
operandi has been dumping unrelated cases, and/or arguments, as red
herrings, and to cloud clear waters, I will not waste this opposition with
proving that Mr. Jacobson has literally fabricated contents of every case law
he has cited in his motion, in addition to fabrications, and/or omissions of
rules of court, or of civil, and/or appellate procedures (“Rule Rituals”). I
wasted a huge part of one objection documenting counsel’s fabrications of a
dozen case laws, which document Judge Crandall did not even read. ROA744 (Exhibit-R2), filed 10/3/16, styled as follows, plus several other crucial
filings, may have been deliberately excluded from the Clerk’s Transcript (CT):
Plaintiff’s Objection to Defendant Peimani’s “PROPOSED ORDER”
denying plaintiff’s motion to set aside dismissal of case (ROA 740)

Two other crucial missing documents are ROA-663 (Exhibit-S2), and
ROA-667 (Exhibit-T2), which I retrieved from the court’s website today, to
include in this opposition as incontestable proofs of service, and Peimani’s
actual notice of the lawsuit and judgment from many sources.
Peimani’s motion at page 14 contains this significant fabrication which
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carries into the next page, with citations to the wrong CRC:
“Here, the Court entered the order in the minutes on March 11, 2016.
3CT/725-26. The Minute Order does not require preparation of a formal
order, however Respondent did prepare a proposed formal order (3CT/73941), which was served on Appellant (3CT/727-28), and later entered by the
trial court (3CT/812).” [entered, but not served, on 6/22/16]

The 3/11/16 order cited above, had become automatically void by the
operation of law pursuant to this appellate court’s distillations of the
applicable laws as partly cited herein below:

““Section 663a, subdivision (b), establishes the time within which a trial court
must rule on a motion to vacate. Specifically, that subdivision states, “Except as
otherwise provided in Section 12a, the power of the court to rule on a motion to
set aside and vacate a judgment shall expire” (1) 60 days after the court clerk
mailed notice of entry of judgment or any party served written notice of entry of
judgment on the moving party, “whichever is earliest,” or (2) “if that notice has not
been given, then 60 days after filing of the first notice of intention to move to set
aside and vacate the judgment.” (§ 663a, subd. (b), italics added.) The
subdivision further provides, “If that motion is not determined within the 60-day
period, or within that period, as extended, the effect shall be a denial of the
motion without further order of the court.”(§ 663a, subd. (b).)”” Garibotti v. Hinkle,
243 Cal. App. 4th 470 (2015)
Therefore, even if Judge Moss’ 3/11/16 order had been valid, and the
case had remained in his court, two month later, Judge Moss automatically
lost jurisdiction of the case to sign, and enter, an order on 6/22/16 (100 days
later), thus making the 6/22/16 order of setting aside default void as in Hinkle.
Additionally, since on 6/14/16, Judge Moss had voluntarily relinquished
jurisdiction of the case by referring it to the presiding judge for reassignment,
Judge Moss could no longer correct, modify, or update, any of his former
rulings after 6/14/16, thus his file-stamped, but not served, order of 6/22/16 is
-8-

void also for that reason. As I recall, the Hon. Justice Sills in one OCBA
seminar responding to a similar question, he stated something like this: “You
can’t keep your cake and eat it too”. Similarly, Judge Moss, could not
relinquish jurisdiction while continuing to exercise it on the same case.
Furthermore, the 6/22/16 entered order, which had NOT been served,
had a 180 days appellate deadline, falling on 12/17/16, a Saturday which
automatically pushed it to Monday, 12/19/16, according to Rule Rituals, when
my NOTICE OF APPEAL was filed; it was thus timely appealed, California
Rules of Court, Rule 8.104 (a)(1) [deadline to appeal is 180 days after entry
of judgment]; California Code of Civil Procedure §12a [added two days
because 180 days fell on Saturday, March 29, 2014].). See also: “The sixmonth period runs from entry of default, not entry of judgment.” Manson, Iver
& York v. Black, 176 Cal.App.4th 36 (2009).
Contrary to Mr. Jacobson’s claims, the unstamped, and unsigned,
minute order/s of 3/11/16 of Judge Moss were NOT appealable, even if the
court had original jurisdiction to set it aside which it didn’t. In addition, the
minute order/s contradicted Judge Moss’ statements during the hearing
where he stated that he didn’t even consider my filed objections, which were
declarations of the registered process-server Tim Kenny, that he had in fact
served Farrokh Peimani, and Century Funding personally, and/or with
substitute service in May 2006. Meantime, Judge Moss Minute order of
3/11/16 stated that he read all the documents, including the opposition, and
decided that defendant’s [bogus] allegations were more credible. (3 CT 724726). This, and other inconsistencies in the vacated default judgment, in
conjunction with the illegal operations of trial courts in 2015-2016, warrants a
remand and retrial on all the merits of the case, at least as against the
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defaulted defendants, here Peimani, and his alter ego Orhan Tolu. According
to Ryan v. Crown Castle NG Newworks, Inc., December 13, 2016,
inconsistent verdict warrants retrial on all issues. Furthermore, trial court
failed its duty to provide neutral guidance to pro se plaintiff (Salessi) as to
default-judgment requirements, how to protect it, and the invalidity of attempts
to set it aside ten years too late, pursuant to Holloway v. Quetel, 242 Cal.
App. 4th 1425 (2015). 2
Applying the same rules to Peimani’s motion to set aside default and
default judgment we can see that none of the 2015-2016 courts had
jurisdiction to entertain his motions, both according to statutes as well as case
laws applying the operative statutes. Peimani’s default had entered 7/13/06
(ROA-410), thus his outer limit to set aside default expired in mid-January
2007. Peimani’s default judgment was entered 10/26/07. The outer limit of
that was six month later. As seen in the attached exparte exhibit, Peimani
had been served both the entry of default, the default judgment, and abstracts
of judgment, many times over, yet he did nothing until late 2015 when he was
faced with a collection action in San Mateo. The absolutely outermost limit of
filing a motion to vacate a default judgment is two years, according to many
case laws such as Trackman which has distilled the latest decisions and laws
on this point, precluding any legality of attempts to set aside a default
judgment more than two years after entered:

“The trial court found that Kenney's declarations showed he was not actually
served, and that another address could have been found for him. But because
Kenney's motion was filed more than two years after the entry of judgment, his
2
Orhan Tolu was operating the fraudulent “Century Funding”, and is conducting similar fraud
operations to this day, under new entity names. Last month, I filed a complaint against Tolu, and
Peimani, with the California Bureau of Real Estate (BRE/DRE), for the 2002 frauds.
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declarations were irrelevant. The only avenue of relief open to him was to show
that the judgment was void, by showing the proof of service was void on its face.
[Citing Conway, supra]. Trackman v. Kenney, 187 Cal. App. 4th 175 (2010).
“Because motion to set aside default judgment was filed more than two years
after judgment was entered, trial court's consideration of motion was limited to
face of record, and trial court could not consider defendant's evidence offered in
support of motion.”
““Holdings: The Court of Appeal, Hull, J., held that:
1 on motion filed more than two years after entry of default judgment, trial court
was precluded from considering evidence offered in support of motion;
2 code provisions permitting vacatur of default judgment for failure to effect actual
service or when judgment is void for lack of service did not apply to motion filed
more than two years after judgment was entered; and
3 proof of substituted service by mail on “John Doe, co-resident” at address of
home that defendant owned was not void on its face, as grounds for setting aside
default judgment filed more than two years after entry of judgment.
Reversed with directions.”” Trackman v. Kenney, 187 Cal. App. 4th 175 (2010)
Tim Kenny, the 2006 process server to Peimani, and the bogus
“Century Funding”, was local to Mr. Jacobson, however, he did not try to
depose him, or have an evidentiary hearing in the San Mateo court where he
evidently bought his way through to the Orange County court.
Also, as documented in my WRIT# G054465, the assignment and
reassignment of the case from Judge Moss to Judge Margines to Judge
Crandall had all been done with NOTICE only to Mr. Jacobson, and were thus
void by the operation of law. As such, every operation that took place in the
case by Mr. Jacobson became void, not to forget his reopening of the case in
San Mateo with a fraudulent exparte without NOTICE, to my then judgment
collections counsel (Tim Krantz), and by filing only an order in that court,
without filing a single document, and without a hearing! As such the San
Mateo order to reopen the case had also been rendered void ab initio. Both of
- 11 -

the above scenarios were resolved by this court in Moghaddam v. Bone, 142
Cal. App. 4th 283 (2006), rendering the vacation of a default judgment void
due to improper notice. Here, there were several deliberately evaded notices.
Furthermore, falsely assuming the 6/22/16 entered order to have been valid,
““Having never been properly served with notice of the court's December
order, Moghaddam [here Salessi] had “180 days after entry of judgment” to
file an appeal. (Cal. Rules of Court, rule 2(a)(3).)””, Moghaddam, supra.
Salessi’s situation is even stronger that Moghaddam because Salessi was not
even served “improperly”, since Salessi was NOT served at all, in order to
conceal the filing of it, and the fact that it had been obtained illegally, by
probably bribing Ms. Quach to fabricate it, may be with a forged signature of
Judge Moss, because Judge Moss’ clerk to whom I showed the order had
never seen it, and even refused to confirm that the Judge Moss had signed it!
Furthermore, according to Moghaddam, supra, “A court ... is without
jurisdiction to set aside a judgment, and an order setting aside a decree or
judgment previously entered is void, if no notice is given to adverse parties
whose rights would be affected by the order.” [Citations].
8/4/16 Judgment Denying Salessi Motion to Set Aside Dismissal:
Counsel argues that as a tolling motion it’s appellate deadline expired 30
days later. However, Mr. Jacobson had likely, and probably once again,
bribed Ms. Quach (clerk of Judge Crandall) to work out that fraudulent
judgment for him, because as I had documented in my follow up documents,
and would again prove in my projected opening brief, that judgment had been
fraudulently fabricated after my 8/3/16 motion to set aside, and that it had
been backdated and file-stamped 8/1/16, while actually created on 8/4/16,
and actually entered 8/4/16, thus rendering that another fraudulently
- 12 -

fabricated judgment, which I request this honorable court to have
investigated. That was just before a dozen of Ms. Quach associate clerks of
O.C. Courts were arrested by FBI for fixing thousands of cases.
https://www.justice.gov/usao-cdca/pr/dozen-people-including-former-ocsuperior-court-clerk-indicted-bribery-scheme-fix-0
Even if the 8/4/16 judgment had been entered legally, its entry was
precluded with my 8/3/16 filing, which was decided 11/02/16.
12/23/16 ORDER STRIKING JUDICIAL CHALLENGES: Salessi’s
NOTICE OF APPEAL filed 12/19/16, precluded Judge Crandall from entering
any further proceedings, including the filing of his answer to, and the striking
of, my judicial challenges. At that juncture, since he was divested of all
jurisdiction, his best legal option, as set forth in the challenges, was to do
nothing and let the disqualification take effect, thus voiding everything done in
the case, pursuant to The Rutter Group (2002), Civil Appeals and Writs:

““TRIAL COURT MAY NOT ACT IN EXCESS OF JURISDICTION
The Section 916 stay means that upon the timely filing of a notice of appeal,” ...
.the trial court is divested of power to act on matters ‘embraced in’ or affected by'
the appealed judgment or order: Jurisdiction over the appealed matters shifts to
the court of appeal and is terminated in the trial court; and the trial court's power
to enforce, vacate or modify the appealed judgement or order is suspended while
the appeal is pending. [See Gold v. Super. Ct. (1970) 3 Cal. 3d 275 at 280;
Waremart Foods v. United Food & Comm 'l Workers Union, Local 588 (2001) 87
Cal.Capp.4th 145].””
As an alternative to granting this requested extension, this court could
now summarily reverse and remand this case in its entirety based, inter alia,
upon the illegalities of setting aside default judgment against Peimani, et al,
as the applicable laws set forth above.
Furthermore, this court could now also summarily reverse and remand
- 13 -

based on the uncontested proofs, as set forth in my WRIT# G054465, that
defendants Peimani, and his non-existing employer “Century Funding” were
operating illegally, and without licenses, back in 2002 and thereafter, thus
making it illegal for them to appear in courts to defend themselves, which is
why they had defaulted, pursuant to inter alia the following precedent:

“As to Helphrey [here Peimani], respondent's demurrer to the third amended
complaint while it was suspended constituted an unauthorized act by a
suspended corporation in violation of Revenue and Taxation Code section
23301…” Grell v. Laci Le Beau Corp., 73 Cal. App. 4th 1300 (1999).
In the instant case, Peimani, although himself had a real-estate
salesperson’s license, he was purportedly working for a unlicensed DBA
entity called “Century Funding”, under the disguise of a legitimate mortgage
brokerage, thus neither Peimani, nor Century Funding, even if they had
liability insurance (which they didn’t) had any rights to defense even by
insurers, or even now by Mr. Jacobson, and even if Century Funding had
been a suspended corporation, much less an unlicensed bogus DBA:

““Section 19719, subdivision (a), makes it a crime for any person “to exercise the
powers, rights, and privileges of a corporation that has been suspended pursuant
to Section 23301.” Subdivision (b) of section 19719 only exempts the “insurer, or
... counsel retained by an insurer on behalf of the suspended corporation,” from
these criminal penalties. Thus, section 19719 does not generally authorize the
insurer to exercise the rights and powers of its corporate insured. This obviously
includes the right to sue or defend a lawsuit or even to appear in the lawsuit.””
Kaufman & Broad Communities, Inc. v. Performance Plastering, Inc., 136 Cal.
App. 4th 212 (2006).

- 14 -

CONCLUSION:
Despite the lack of time to obtain the transcript of my botched G038002 Oral
Argument, Appellant Salessi’s had herein presented a slam-dunk opposition to
respondent Peimani’s instant motion to dismiss appeal, enabling this honorable
court of appeal to summarily deny Peimani’s motion and summarily reverse all of
the trial courts’ rulings and judgments, based both on the illegality of the said
orders/judgments, in addition to the illegalities of Peimani’s unlicensed practice of
mortgage banking under a bogus, and unlicensed “Century Funding” DBA, which
illegalities precluded their per se defenses then and now, as set forth above as well
as in my WRIT # G054465. Alternatively, this court should deny the motion and
allow the appeal to proceed on all counts.

Respectfully Submitted

Dated:

4/13/ 2017

Kareem Salessi
Plaintiff/Appellant
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1
2
3

KAREEM SALESSI
2082 Michelson Drive, #100
Irvine, Ca. 92612
TEL: (949) 783 0165
Plaintiff & Appellant

4
5
6
7
8
9

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF
ORANGE, CENTRAL JUSTICE CENTER

10
11
12
13
14

KAREEM SALESSI,
Plaintiff,
vs.
THOMAS M. ABERCROMBIE, et al,
Defendants

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

) Case No.: 04CC11080
) Dept. C-33, Honorable Judge CRANDALL
)
) Plaintiff’s Objection to Defendant
) Peimani’s “PROPOSED ORDER”
denying plaintiff’s motion to set
)
aside dismissal of case (ROA 740)
)
)

To The Court; Defendant Frank Peimani, and his Counsel of Record:
This objection is based upon the filings related to plaintiff Salessi’s 9/22/16
motion to set aside dismissal of case for multiple courts’ failures to serve Salessi
with mandatory notices; the oral argument held 9/22/16; the Tentative Ruling of
the court which was adopted during the oral Argument, despite plaintiff’s
objections thereto; plaintiff’s declaration herein; case-laws herein presented,
based on the court’s own citation to In re Abdul Y., 130 Cal. App. 3d 847, (Ct.
App. 1982), misstated by the court to represent the contrary of what the case
stands for.

26
27
28

Respectfully submitted.
Dated: 10/2/16

Kareem Salessi
Plaintiff
1

Plaintiff’s Objection to Defendant Peimani’s “PROPOSED ORDER”… (ROA 740)

1

DECLARATION OF PLAINITFF SALESSI IN SUPPORT OF OBJECTION:

2
3
4

I, Plaintiff Kareem Salessi, under the penalty of perjury of the laws of the State
of California, declare as follows, and would fully testify thereto in any legal
proceedings:

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

On 9/22/16 motion (ROA 726, 729, 734) was heard by this court. During
the Oral Argument I reiterated the fact that I had never been served the
mandatory NOTICE OF REASIGNMENT of the case to this court, and that I
personally discovered those, and other filed, but not served, documents on
7/22/16 from the court’s document retrieval office, as documented in my motion
papers. That was eight days after the 7/14/16 Demurrer of Frank Peimani had
already been heard, due to the unserved reassignments, coupled with the
unserved right to exercise a CCP 170.6 peremptory challenge.
Furthermore, during the oral argument, I restated that defense counsel
Mr. Jacobson had obviously intentionally concealed the said documents from
me throughout with a modus operandi pattern of concealment, fraud, and
deceit, under color of law. Mr. Jacobson did not deny those charges.
Additionally, I reiterated Mr. Jacobson and the court’s clerk Ms. Quach’s
numerous illegal exparte contacts which had led to some of the fraudulent
activities, as detailed in my filings. I specifically charged that, according to proof,
the 8/1/16 documents had all been backdated and filed illegally, pursuant to the
court’s illegal exparte contacts, although with the Judge’s apparent approval.
Once again, Mr. Jacobson did not deny any of those charges, and the court
admitted that such exparte illegalities were quite routine in that court, as if they
were totally legal, while they are in fact illegal, as I explained in the motion
papers, and orally. It is quite likely that most, if not all, Orange County Superior
Court (OCSC) clerks, and courts, are running their own illegal private casefixing enterprises on the side of their official jobs, quite similar to what the dozen

28
2
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

OCSC clerks were arrested for on 9/7/16 for fixing thousands of traffic court
cases, while not disclosing the parts which judges, of the said courts, had likely
played in those case fixes.
On 9/22/16, the Honorable Judge Crandall persistently, and falsely,
equated “ACTUAL NOTICE” with my having had a late second hand knowledge
of the assignment of the case to his court with a 6/22/16 filing of Mr. Jacboson
which was for the continuance of the 6/23/16 hearing to 7/14/16, with this
court’s details on it (ROA 710). I objected to the Judge’s statements by citing to
two of his own rulings to the contrary of his instant statements from his tentative
rulings of 7/14/16, and 9/22/16, the first of which is copy-pasted herein below:

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

8 Tilton vs. Cal
Max
Properties
L.P.
16-835846

The request for judicial notice by defendant Cal Max Properties, LP
(defendant) is granted.
The court declines to consider plaintiff John Tilton’s (plaintiff)
opposition. The proof of service is faulty; it indicates the opposition
was served “on the parties in this action, because their service
addresses are unknown, since they have not appeared,” and then
lists the address for the defendant’s prior counsel, without indicating
whether the opposition was served on such counsel.
Defendant’s demurrer is sustained in its entirety with 10 days
leave to amend.
///
///

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

In response to the above contradictions of the court’s own rulings, the Hon.
Judge Crandall stated that he will keep to his Tentative Ruling [despite the
contradictions, resulting in the court’s double-standard of practice]. Worse yet,
the court’s citations below in its 9/22/16 Tentative Ruling was a pure fabrication,
of the contents as well as of its interpretation of the cited Abdul decision:
3
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1
2
3
4

“A motion to disqualify a judge by filing an affidavit of
prejudice pursuant to Code Civ. Proc. § 170.6 is
untimely if made after the judge has conducted a
pretrial hearing involving a determination of contested
fact issues relating to the merits. (In re Abdul Y.,
(1982) 130 Cal. App. 3d 847, 857-858.)”

5
6

Herein below is copy-pasted the true pinpointed citation to the court’s

7

above falsely cited pages (857-857) of the case, with probably the most relevant

8

sentences highlighted below, emphasizing that demurrers are NOT “hearings on

9

the merits”, contrary to how the court had falsely labeled them above:

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Abdul:

““Prior to 1965, if a party failed to exercise his section 170.6 rights before a pretrial hearing
involving a contested issue of law or fact, he lost his right to peremptorily disqualify the
judge. (Swartzmen v. Superior Court (1964) 231 Cal.App.2d 195, 41 Cal.Rptr. 721.) The
1965 amendment added a final sentence to paragraph (2) of that section reading: “The
fact that a judge ... has presided at or acted in connection *858 with a pretrial conference
or other hearing, proceeding or motion prior to trial and not involving a determination of
contested fact issues relating to the merits shall not preclude the later making of the
motion provided for herein at the time and in the manner hereinbefore provided.” (Stats.
1965, ch. 1442, p. 3375, § 1; emphasis added.) That amendment was drafted and
sponsored by the State Bar of California to permit the litigant to exercise his peremptory
right to disqualify a judge prior to trial “notwithstanding that the judge had earlier heard
demurrers and motions without challenge.” (Zdonek v. Superior Court, supra, 38
Cal.App.3d at p. 852, 113 Cal.Rptr. 669.) In the July-August 1964 issue of the State Bar
Journal, the proposed legislation was explained, in pertinent part, as follows:
“As to other hearings and matters before trial, it [§ 170.6] appears proper to distinguish
matters before trial which involve a judicial ‘determination of contested fact issues relating
to the merits.’ A preliminary injunction hearing, for example, may turn upon the same fact
issues as are involved in a trial on the merits. Here the ‘challenge’ should be exercised or
waived.
“But hearings on demurrers, pleading and other matters before trial are comparatively
routine and should not result in waiver.
“The committee believes that the suggested change in Section 170.6, if enacted into law,
will (1) conserve judicial manpower on the smaller counties; (2) reduce the number of
disqualification motions statewide; (3) preserve the motion for the important situation
where fact determinations are involved, such as trials; (4) recognize that preliminary
8

28
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1
2
3
4
5

motions and matters are often handled in routine fashion by an attorney other than the one
who will try the case, without the presence of the client (whose views and information are
important on a disqualification motion).” (Report of the Committee on Administration of
Justice (1964) 39 State Bar J. 496, 498.)””
In re Abdul Y., 130 Cal. App. 3d 847, 857–858, 182 Cal. Rptr. 146, 152
(Ct. App. 1982)

6

Abdul had in fact been a landmark case in plaintiff’s favor, thus making it

7

suspicious as to how the court came to cite to it as it did. It is likely that the above

8

fabricated citation, falsely attributed to the Abdul case, had in fact been

9

fabricated by the court’s consulting attorney/s who usually handle such motions,

10

and that the Hon. Judge Crandall had not even looked up the case to see that it

11

proved otherwise. However, one way or the other, the citation had been

12

fabricated by the court and must be held against the court for having falsely cited

13

to a case which was in fact most favorable to plaintiff, even more so than the

14

cases falsely cited to by defense counsel in his opposition.

15

However, in order to fully convince this court that it should now withdraw its

16

own tentative ruling, especially due to the above fabrication, and in order to grant

17

Salessi’s 9/22/16 motion, plaintiff Salessi has herein brought this court up-to-date

18

with the progeny of applicable cases which have cited to Abdul in their sequence

19

below, followed with their pinpointed full citations below:

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

““Prior to 1965, if a party failed to exercise his section 170.6 rights before a pretrial hearing
involving a contested issue of law or fact, he lost his right to peremptorily disqualify the
judge.” (In re Abdul Y. (1982) 130 Cal.App.3d 847, 857, 182 Cal.Rptr. 146, citing
Swartzman v. Superior Court (1964) 231 Cal.App.2d 721, 41 Cal.Rptr. 721.) “In 1965, the
Legislature, at the suggestion of the State Bar of California, adopted the following
amendment to section 170.6, subdivision 2: ‘The fact that a judge has presided at or acted
in connection with a pretrial conference or other hearing, proceeding or motion prior to trial
and not involving a determination of contested fact issues relating to the merits shall not
preclude the later making of the motion [to disqualify] provided for herein at the time and in
the manner hereinbefore provided.’ [Citation.]” (Kohn v. Superior Court (1966) 239

28
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5
6
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13
14
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Cal.App.2d 428, 429–430, 48 Cal.Rptr. 832.) (Emphasis in original.) “The underlined
language is at the heart of, reflects the motivating purpose of the 1965 amendment. This
addition preserves the right of a party to disqualify a judge under ... section 170.6
notwithstanding the *657 fact the judge had heard and determined an earlier demurrer or
motion, or other matter not involving ‘contested fact issues' relating ‘to the merits' without
challenge in the same cause. [Citation.]” (In re Jose S. (1978) 78 Cal.App.3d 619, 626,
144 Cal.Rptr. 309; accord, Brown v. Swickard (1985) 163 Cal.App.3d 820, 825, 209
Cal.Rptr. 844.)””
Bambula v. Superior Court, 174 Cal. App. 3d 653, 656–57, 220 Cal. Rptr.
223, 224 (Ct. App. 1985)

ORANGE COUNTY APPELLATE COURT CASE:
““Despite the trial judge's probably accurate observation that this lawsuit has little prospect
of success, he was not called upon to, nor did he, make “a determination of contested fact
issues relating to the merits.” (Code Civ.Proc. § 170.6; see also Bambula v. Superior
Court (1985) 174 Cal.App.3d 653, 220 Cal.Rptr. 223 [ruling on a motion for summary
judgment does not involve a determination of contested fact issues].) For the purposes of
the demurrer, he simply accepted **854 plaintiff's factual allegations as true.””
Fight for the Rams v. Superior Court, 41 Cal. App. 4th 953, 958, 48
Cal. Rptr. 2d 851, 853–54 (1996)
““The amendment was adopted in the 1965 at the suggestion of the State Bar of California
to preserve the right of a party to disqualify a judge under section 170.6 despite the fact
that the judge had heard and determined an earlier demurrer or motion or other matter not
involving contested fact issues relating to the merits. (See Bambula v. Superior Court,
supra, 174 Cal.App.3d at pp. 656–657, 220 Cal.Rptr. 223.)””
Depper v. Superior Court, 74 Cal. App. 4th 15, 21, 87 Cal. Rptr. 2d 563,
568 (1999)
““This provision was added by amendment in 1965 “at the suggestion of the State Bar of
California to preserve the right of a party to disqualify **179 a judge under section 170.6
despite the fact that the judge had heard and determined an earlier demurrer or motion or
other matter not involving contested fact issues relating to the merits.” (Depper v. Superior
Court (1999) 74 Cal.App.4th 15, 21, 87 Cal.Rptr.2d 563.)””

25
26

Zilog, Inc. v. Superior Court, 86 Cal. App. 4th 1309, 1317, 104 Cal. Rptr.
2d 173, 178–79 (2001)

27
28
6
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““*882 II. Discussion
A. Standard of Review
1“The determination of the question of the disqualification of a judge is not an
appealable order and may be reviewed only by a writ of mandate from the
appropriate court of appeal sought only by the parties to the proceeding. The petition
for the writ shall be filed and served within 10 days after service of written notice of
entry of the courts order determining the question of disqualification.” (§ 170.3, subd.
(d); Zilog, Inc. v. Superior Court (2001) 86 Cal.App.4th 1309, 1315, 104 Cal.Rptr.2d
173 (Zilog ).) The Courts of Appeal have reached varying conclusions regarding the
appropriate standard of review of the denial of a peremptory challenge. In Zilog, for
instance, the court reviewed the trial court's order for abuse of discretion and noted
that “[a] trial court abuses its discretion when it erroneously denies as untimely a
motion to disqualify a judge pursuant to section 170.6.” (Zilog, at p. 1315, 104
Cal.Rptr.2d 173)””

11
12

Swift v. Superior Court, 172 Cal. App. 4th 878, 882, 91 Cal. Rptr. 3d 504,
506 (2009)

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

““Only a hearing which involves a determination of contested factual issues relating to the
merits will have this preclusive effect.... [T]he fact that a judge has presided at ‘ “a pretrial
conference or other hearing, proceeding or motion prior to trial and not involving a
determination of contested fact issues relating to the merits shall not preclude the later
making of the motion provided for herein.” ’ ” (Zilog, supra, 86 Cal.App.4th at p. 1317, 104
Cal.Rptr.2d 173; § 170.6, subd. (a)(2).)””
Swift v. Superior Court, 172 Cal. App. 4th 878, 883, 91 Cal. Rptr. 3d 504,
507 (2009)

21

Furthermore, the short related trial court level RULING of (2007 WL

22

7262930), which turned up with the above legal research, emphasized the

23

importance of ACTUAL NOTICE of reassignments, as coupled with its mandatory

24
25
26
27
28

NOTICE of RIGHT TO FILE A CCP 170.6 CHALLENGE TO AN ASSIGNED
JUDGE, and that nothing is accepted as a substitute for such ACTUAL NOTICE.
Lastly, but not least, plaintiff focuses the court’s attention to the fact that
the court never rendered a “STATEMENT OF DECISION” to this case, probably
because it never made any findings of facts, or conclusions of laws, therefore, its
7
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6
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14
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proposed ruling on having made a statement of decision is also of no force or
effect, and thus the court should simply withdraw all the wrong rulings and
remand the case to the presiding judge for reassignment, since it never legally
assumed jurisdiction of this case to begin with, due to the absence of all the
mandatory notices to plaintiff Salessi, rendering its jurisdiction void.
In support of the fact that the court’s purported statement of decision, by its
adoption of its tentative ruling of 7/14/16, was NOT a “STATEMENT OF
DECISION”, I have herein attached as (Exhibit-Z), and for the record, a recent
statement of decision example from another OCSC department. In the sample
document, although it’s outcome was not in favor of its plaintiff, the judge made
some specific findings of facts, and conclusions of laws, as opposed to the
purported statement of this court of 7/14/16 which made NO findings of fact,
NOR conclusions of laws, by adopting its tentative ruling of the same day.

CONCLUSION:
For all the forgoing reasons, this honorable court should deny the recently
filed proposed order of denial of my 9/22/16 motion, and should withdraw its
dismissal of the case as set forth in the motion papers, and unopposedly argued.
I, plaintiff Kareem Salessi, am the moving party in the above-entitled
objection to defendant’s proposed ruling. I have personally drafted the foregoing
declaration and know the contents to be true of my own personal knowledge,
except as to those matters that are therein alleged on information and belief, and,
as to those matters, I believe it to be true.
I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California
that the foregoing is true and correct.

22
23
24

Respectfully submitted.
Dated:
10/2/2016

Kareem Salessi
Plaintiff

25
26
27
28
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(EXHIBIT-Z)
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STATEMENT OF DECISION SAMPLE
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,,

1
2

The case came on for trial on January 28, 2016, in Department C17 of the
Orange County Superior Court, the Honorable Craig L. Griffin, Judge presiding, with

3 Chad S. Hummel, David R. Carpenter and Eric B. Schwartz, from Sidley Austin LLP,

from Janus Capital Law Group, appearing for defendant and cross-complainant

and cross -complainant Guaranteed Rate, Inc. (GRI). Due to family medical issues,
11
12
13

14

defendant Brian Decker was severed for later separate trial. Defendant and crosscomplainant Yvonne Felix did not appear.
As reflected in their Joint Statement filed on January 22, 2916, the parties
agreed that the trial on the consolidated cases would be conducted in phases: First,

15

liability and compensatory damages; second, punitive damages; and third, the 7th

16
17

cause of action in MOMCO's third amended complaint for Unfair Competition in

18

claim was to be determined by the Court based on the evidence admitted during the

19

first two phases of trial and subsequent briefmg of the parties.

Violation of Business and Professions Code section17200 (the UCL Claim). The UCL

20

The Court, having heard all of the testimony presented at trial, both live and by

21

deposition transcript, having reviewed the exhibits admitted into evidence, and having

22

considered the jury verdict rendered, the arguments of counsel, both oral and written,

23

and objections to the Court's proposed Statement of Decision, now issues its Statement

24

ofDecision.

25
26
27
28

·2·

'I

1

A. The UCL Claim

2

3

4

The UCL Claim alleges that based on all ofMOMCo's other causes of action
against defendant Anderson and GRI, the two had violated the UCL by their unfair,

5

unlawful or fraudulent acts. Although the 71h cause of action alleges "damages,"

6

compensatory damages may not be awarded in connection with this claim. Pineda v.

7 Bank ofAmerica, N.A. (2010) 50 Cal.4th 1389, 1402 n.14; Korea Supply Co. v.
8 Lockheed Martin Corp. (2003) 29 Cal. 4th 1134, 1150. But in the prayer, MOMCO
9

seeks injunctive relief and such other and further relief as the Court deems just and

10

proper. This Court holds this is sufficient to provide a basis for injunctive relief and

11

restitution under the UCL which is what MOMCO seeks.

12
13
14

There is no right to jury trial on a UCL claim. It is an equitable claim and the
remedies are solely equitable. This claim is tried to the Court. Hodge v. Superior

15

Court (2006) 145 Cal.App.4th 278,284-85. "Though there is no right to a jury trial

16
17

under §§ 17200 ... if the § 17200 claim is accompanied by other claims seeking

18

that will assist the court in reaching a decision as to the purely equitable §§ 17200

19

Cal. Prac. Guide: Bus. & Prof C. 17200 ~ 7:280-281 (Rutter Group 2016). The Court

20

here chose not to have the jury issue an advisory verdict; rather, the Court made its

21

ruling independently based on the evidence admitted at the first two phases of the trial.

22

Although the court would not have been bound by an advisory jury's UCL

23
24

determination, "[w]here legal claims are first tried by a jury and equitable claims later

25

common issues offact." Hoopes v. Dolan (2008) 168 Cal.App.4th 146, 158.

26
27

damages at law, the court may impanel an advisory jury to make non-binding findings

tried by a judge, the trial court must follow the jury's factual determinations on

Following phases one and two of the trial, he parties submitted additional evidence,
including declarations, in connection with briefing on MOMCO's UCL claim.

28

·3·

1 Because the Court did not authorize this additional evidence, the Court has not
2 therefore considered it in making its ruling here.
3
4

5
6

The Business and Professions Code section17200 et seq.) prohibits any
"unlawful, unfair, or fraudulent business act or practice" to protect both consumers and
competitors by promoting fair competition in commercial markets for goods and

7 services. B&P §17200; Kwikset Corp. v. Superior Court (2011) 51 Cal.4th 310. Its
8 reach is expansive, embracing virtually anything that can properly be called a business
9 practice. Cel-Tech Communications, Inc. v. Los Angeles Cellular Telephone Co.
10

(1999) 20 Cal.4th 163, 180; Puentes v. Wells Fargo, Inc. (2008) 160 Cal.App.4th 638,

11

643-644.

12
13

1. Unlawful Business Act or Practice

14
"By defining unfair competition to include any 'unlawful ... business act or
15 practice' ... the UCL permits violations of other laws to be treated as unfair
16 competition that is independently actionable .... By defining unfair competition to
17
18

19

include also any 'unfair or fraudulent business act or practice' (§ 17200, italics added),
the UCL sweeps within its scope acts and practices not specifically proscribed by any
other law..... " Kasky v. Nike, Inc. (2002) 27 Cal.4th 939, 949.

20

21

Thus, conduct that is unlawful under common law qualifies as unlawful conduct

22

under this prong of the UCL. Cal. Prac. Guide: Bus. & Prof. C. 17200 §3:56 (Rutter

23

Group 2016). For example, engaging in the tort of interfering with contract, is a

24
25

tortious violation of duties imposed by law, so it supports liability under the

26
27

"unlawful" prong. CRST Van Expedited, Inc. v. Werner Enterprises, Inc~ (9th Cir.
2007) 479 F.3d 1099, 1107. Based on the jury's special verdict, GRl and Anderson
violated "law" in the form of Penal Code §502 (computer misuse), and violated tort

28
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1

rules under common law by the finding they misappropriated confidential information,

2

committed conversion, a breach of fiduciary duty and duty ofloyalty (Anderson),

3

fraud (Anderson), and tortious interference with economic advantage.

4

5

6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13

14

Thus, the jury's findings compel a finding that defendants have unmistakably
committed a violation of section 17200
Nonetheless, even if the Court were to disregard the jury's verdict, the court's
own independent review of the evidence leads it to the same conclusions on all liability
issues. The evidence was abundant and convincing to the Court that Anderson, while
still putatively employed by, and drawing a paycheck from MOMCO, became
employed at GRI and began processing loans based on confidential borrower data
surreptitiously downloaded from MOMCO's computers in violation ofMOMCO
policy and his employment agreement without MOMCO's knowledge or consent.

15

Despite owing duties to MOMCO, Anderson concealed his employment with GRI and

16
17

pretended to be working in MOMCO's best interests. Anderson intended to and did

18

Anderson's loyalties and thus prevented MOMCO from taking steps to prevent or

19

mitigate damage to its business. Anderson not only lacked MOMCO"s permission to

20

access and download the confidential borrower information, but did so without the

21

borrower's knowledge or permission. (The court does not fmd credible Anderson's

22

testimony that he had the borrower's permission to transfer the data to GRI.) For its

defraud MOMCO, which prevented MOMCO from discovering the true nature of

23 part, GRI encouraged and incentivized Anderson's wrongful acts, and, having
24 knowledge of such acts, ratified them. Due to the acts of GRI and Anderson,
25 MOM CO suffered monetary harm, both in terms oflost profits and to its business as a
26
whole.
27

28
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1
2

Thus, the Court holds that Anderson and GRI violated the unlawful business act
or practice prong of the UCL.

3
4

5

6
7
8
9

10

11
12
13
14

2. Unfairness

"When a plaintiff who claims to have suffered injury from a direct competitor's
'unfair' act or practice invokes section 17200, the word 'unfair' in that section means
conduct that threatens an incipient violation of an antitrust law, or violates the policy
or spirit of one of those laws because its effects are comparable to or the same as a
violation of the law, or otherwise significantly threatens or harms competition." CelTech Communications, Inc. v. Los Angeles Cellular Telephone Co. (1999) 20 Cal.4th

163, 187; Paulus v. Bob Lynch Ford, Inc. (2006) 139 Cal.App.4th 659, 679; Levitt v.
Yelp! Inc. (9th Cir. 2014) 765 F.3d 1123, 1136.

The Court has little hesitation in holding that Anderson's employment by GRI

15

while putatively employed with MOMCO to download confidential borrower data in

16

masse and send it to GRI for processing significantly threatens and harms fair

17

competition.

18

B. CUTSA Preemption

19

20

GRI argues that the California Uniform Trade Secret Act (CUTSA) "preempts"

21

the UCL claim. The issue of CUTSA preemption has been addressed and rejected on

22

a number of occasions by this court, both before and during trial, and sees no need to

23

revisit it in great detail here. At a minimum, Penal Code 502 - as a statutory cause of

24
25

action-- is clearly not preempted by CUTSA. See Civil Code section 3426.7(a).

26
27

Moreover, CUTSA preempts only common law claims based on trade secret; that the
consumer information at issue is this case was sensitive and confidential alone does not
qualify it as a trade secret. See Think Village-Kiwi, LLC v. Adobe Systems, Inc. (N.D.

28
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1 Cal., Apr. 1, 2009) 2009 WL 902337, at *3 ("The Court finds no authority holding that
2

CUTSA preempts common law claims even if the confidential information is a

3 protectible interest other than a trade secret. In light of the express limitation
4

articulated in§ 3426.7(b)-that CUTSA does not affect "other civil remedies that are

5 not based upon misappropriation of a trade secret"-the Court declines to extend
6 CUTSA preemption as far as defendants urge."). Accordingly, the Court holds that the
7 UCL claim is not preempted by CUTSA.
8
9

10

C. Injunctive Relief

Any person who engages, has engaged, or proposes to engage in unfair

by means of such unfair competition. Business and Professions Code section 17203.

17
18

Unless otherwise expressly provided, the remedies or penalties under the UCL are

19

cumulative to each other and to the remedies or penalties available under all other laws

20

of the state. Section 17205. Thus, compensatory damages are not allowed on a UCL

21

claim. A private plaintiffs remedies are "generally limited to injunctive relief and

22

restitution". Kasky v. Nike, Inc. (2002) 27 Cal. 4th 939, 950. But even if a court finds a

23

UCL violation, injunctive relief or restitution are not always ordered.

24
25
26
27

"We have also emphasized that the equitable remedies of the UCL are
subject to the broad discretion of the trial court .... The UCL does not
require "restitutionary or injunctive relief when an unfair business
practice has been shown. Rather, it provides that the court 'may make

28
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1

such orders or judgments . . . as may be necessary to prevent the use or

2

employment ... of any practice which constitutes unfair competition ...

3

or as may be necessary to restore ... money or property.' " ... "[I]n

4

addition to those defenses which might be asserted to a charge of

5

violation of the statute that underlies a UCL action, a UCL defendant

6

may assert equitable considerations. In deciding whether to grant the

7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14

remedy or remedies sought by a UCL plaintiff ... consideration of the
equities between the parties is necessary to ensure an equitable result."
Yanting Zhang v. Superior Court (2013) 57 Cal.4th 364, 371 (internal

cites omitted).
Generally, the issuance of a permanent injunction requires a determination that
the plaintiff has prevailed on a claim and that equitable relief is appropriate. DVD
Copy Control Ass'n, Inc. v. Kaleidescape, Inc. (2009) 176 Cal.App.4th 697, 721. For

15

injunctive relief to be appropriate, the plaintiff must show that the wrongful conduct

16
17

alleged in the complaint is ongoing or likely to recur. Nelson v. Pearson Ford Co.

18

of the order of judgment, there is no reasonable probability that the past acts

19

complained of will recur, i.e., where the defendant voluntarily discontinues the

20

wrongful conduct." Colgan v. Leatherman Tool Group, Inc. (2006) 135 Cal.App.4th

21

663, 702. Generally, there is also an element of irreparable harm that must be proven.

22

Id. at 721,722. To say that the harm is irreparable is simply another way of saying that

23

pecuniary compensation would not afford adequate relief or that it would be extremely

24
25

difficult to ascertain the amount that would afford adequate relief. I d. at 722.

26

(2010) 186 Cal.App.4th 983, 1015-16. "Injunctive relief will be denied if, at the time

Also, "the Court should weigh the competing equities which bear on the issue of
delay and should then grant or deny injunctive relief depending on the overall balance

27
28
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1

of those equities." Cortez v. Purolator Air Filtration Products Co. (2000) 23 Ca1.4th

2

163, 180. "[I]t is axiomatic that one who seeks equity must be willing to do equity."

3 /d. at 180. "Therefore, in addition to those defenses which might be asserted to a
4

charge of violation of the statute that underlies a UCL action, a UCL defendant may

5

assert equitable considerations. In deciding whether to grant the remedy or remedies

6

sought by a UCL plaintiff, the court must permit the defendant to offer such

7
8
9

10

11

considerations. In short, consideration of the equities between the parties is necessary
to ensure an equitable result." Id. at 180-81.
In the present case, MOMCO wants an injunction to be entered that would
essentially accomplish the following:

12

13
14

1. Require GRI and Anderson to destroy all data that was ever on
MOMCO's computers including specifically data about the customers

15

that are listed in the Exhibit A of the Chad Hummel Declaration which

16

are said to be the customers to who MOMCO sent data breach notices.

17

18
19

20

2. Restrain Defendants from soliciting any business or closing loans for any
borrowers implicated in the data theft, including those customers in
purported Trial Exhibit 739 attached to his declaration Exhibit B.

21
22

23
24

25

26

1. Destroying Records
In opposition, GRI has a compelling point- it cannot be ordered to destroy
records because it's required by law (the Equal Credit Opportunity Act regulations,
TILA regulations, the Financial Code and California regulations as well as by written

27

28
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1 contracts with its lenders like JP Morgan Chase, etc.) to keep borrower or applicant
2
3

records for varying times for public records, regulatory and public interests.
MOMCO apparently recognizes this point because it responds by

4

modifying its request in reply. MOMCO now proposes the destruction of only "those

5

files that Defendants did not use and thus are not required to maintain ...." As for the

6

rest of the files, "MOMCO requests that Defendants be ordered to produce a log of

7
8
9

10

11
12
13

14
15

documents containing stolen information that they cannot destroy, and confirm in a
declaration under penalty of perjury that they have placed an ethical wall and the
methods of doing so, between any documents or other information that contains
MOMCO[s] stolen data ... and any ofGRI's loan officers, including ... Anderson".
(ReplyBriefp. 2-3.)
The language MOMCO suggests for the injunction is problematic; what is
meant by loans that "GRI did not use"? How is the Court to decide that matter, or turn
this into language for an enforceable injunction? '[A]n injunction must be narrowly
drawn to give the party enjoined reasonable notice of what conduct is prohibited.'

16
17

People v. JTH Tax, Inc. (2013) 212 Cal.App.4th 1219, 1259. How will the Court

18

specify what records can be destroyed without violating regulatory laws? The bottom

19

line is that the requested injunction would create a logistical nightmare that would

20

undoubtedly spawn further litigation. In a word, Humpty Dumpty cannot be put back

21

together as easily as MOMCO's papers suggests. Against this backdrop is the paucity

22

of evidence regarding any risk of recurrence of the wrongful conduct. There is little, if

23

any, risk that Anderson or GRI will be surreptitiously downloading confidential

24
25

customer data from MOMCO's computer system in the future. As for that in GRI's
possession, the value of the data currently retains limited value due the passage of

26
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1

2

As noted, there generally is an element of irreparable harm that must be
proven for injunctive relief, or stated another way, that pecuniary compensation would

3 be inadequate or extremely difficult to calculate to afford adequate relief. DVD Copy
4

Control Ass'n, Inc. v. Kaleidescape, Inc. (2009) 176 Cal.App.4th 697, 721-722; Grail

5 Semiconductor, Inc. v. Mitsubishi Electric & Electronics USA, Inc. (2014) 225
6 Cal.App.4th 786, 800. Here, MOM CO was awarded full money damages for both lost
7 profits and loss of business value, and nothing suggests that it will be unable to collect
8
9

10

11
12
13

14
15

the award. And the 12.5 million punitive damage award provides MOMCO a rich
icing on the cake. In sum, the jury's monetary award to MOMCO is more than
adequate to make it whole without injunctive relief.
Moreover, GRI and Anderson contend that an injunction precluding GRI
and Anderson from doing business with the approximately 900 borrowers at issue in
the litigation would be anti-competitive. This Court agrees.
In Retirement Group v. Galante (2009) 176 Cal.App.4th 1226, 1229, a

16

company sued the defendants for misappropriating its trade secrets and taking its

17
18

customers. The trial court issued a preliminary injunction enjoining four categories of

19

preliminary injunction challenged ... , included a prohibition against [defendants]

20

from "[d]irectly or indirectly soliciting any current TRG [customers] to transfer any

21

securities account or relationship from TRG to [defendants] or any broker-dealer or

22

registered investment advisor other than TRG[.]" A separate category of the injunction

23

(Category 3) provided Advisors were enjoined from "[u]sing in any manner TRG

24
25

information found solely and exclusively on TRG databases. [However,] [s]imilar

26

other entities or businesses is excluded from the injunction[.]. ... Advisors challenge

27

acts. "The fourth category of enjoined conduct (Category 4), and the only aspect of the

information found on servers, databases and other resources owned and operated by

only the injunctive relief granted by Category 4, asserting the relief granted violates

28
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1 Edwards v. Arthur Andersen LLP (2008) 44 Cal.4th 937, ... (Edwards) and is beyond
2

the relief otherwise authorized under California law" Retirement Group v. Galante

3

(2009) 176 Cal.App.4th 1226, 1232.

4

5
6
7
8
9

10

11
12
13

14

The appellate court reversed the injunction against solicitation of clients,
observing:
"Application of these principles here convinces us the injunctive
provisions of Category 4 on its face violate Edwards and, when viewed
in counterpoise with the injunctive provisions of Category 3, cannot
rationally be upheld as an injunction limited in scope to the only
legitimate protection (i.e., enjoining the misappropriation ofTRG's trade
secrets) for which injunctive relief may be issued. First, the injunctive
provisions of Category 4 purport to bar Advisors from engaging in
conduct substantively indistinguishable from the contractually proscribed

15

conduct that, concluded Edwards, was violative of the protections of

16

[Business and Profession Code] section 16600 [stating "Except as

17

provided in this chapter, every contract by which anyone is restrained

18

from engaging in a lawful profession, trade, or business of any kind is to

19

that extent void."] .... Accordingly, the facial language contained in

20

Category 4 transgresses section 16600 under Edwards.... Additionally,

21

we are convinced Category 4 cannot be upheld as an injunction designed

22

to have the limited effect of protecting against the misappropriation of

23

TRG's trade secrets, because the injunctive provisions of Category 3

24

already grant the full range of trade secret protections to which TRG is

25

entitled. Category 3 of the injunction, which Advisors do not challenge,

26
27

barred Advisors from "[u]sing in any manner TRG informationfound

solely and exclusively [in] TRG databases" (italics added) but expressly

28
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1

excluded from its ambit the use of"[s]imilar information found on

2

servers, databases and other resources owned and operated by other

3

entities or businesses.' Thus, absent the provisions of Category 4,

4

Advisors could compete with TRG for the business ofTRG's existing

5

customers by employing all available resources and information except

6

for those materials (because it is found "solely and exclusively on TRG's

7
8
9

10

11
12
13

databases") constituting protectable trade secrets. Accordingly, Category
4 adds nothing to further the legitimate scope of protections (e.g.
protection ofTRG's trade secrets) to which TRG is entitled, and can only
operate to preclude the precise type of competition Edwards declares is
otherwise permissible." Retirement Group v. Galante (2009) 176
Cal.App.4th 1226, 1238-39.
MOMCO's moving papers request the Court enjoin GRI and Anderson

14

15

from soliciting or closing any loans with the borrowers listed in Exhibit B of

16

Hummel's declaration. This request is anticompetitive and an impermissible restraint

17

on trade.

18

D. Equitable Defenses

19

20

The Supreme Court has recognized that a trial court can consider

21

equitable defenses and consider the respective equities between the parties in deciding

22

whether to grant equitable relief under the UCL. Yanting Zhang v. Superior Court

23

(2013) 57 Cal.4th 364, 371. GRI and Anderson argue that the Court should consider

24
25

MOMCO's conduct that was presented at trial including that Brian Decker allegedly

26

MOMCO's president admitted to accessing GRI's computers without permission. (See

27

brought over loans from his prior employer to MOMCO which MOMCO's used, and

GRI Opp. p. 10-11 and Anderson Opp. p. 9).

28
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1
2

MOMCO, for its part, argues the "unclean hands" defense cannot be
applied here. It cites law that unclean hands is transaction-specific, so the

3 countervailing misconduct must directly relate to the transaction at hand.
4

As MOMCO correctly notes, there is a difference between unclean hands

5

and the maxim that "one who seeks equity must do equity" See Dickson, Carlson &

6

Campillo v. Pole (2000) 83 Cal.App.4th 436,446-47. , the Court of Appeal observed:

7

8
9

10

11
12

13
14

15

"The "do equity" doctrine differs from that of unclean hands ('One
who comes into equity must come with clean hands') .... Unclean
hands, unlike "do equity," requires inequitable conduct by the
plaintiff in connection with the matter in controversy and provides a
complete defense to the plaintiffs action. . . . [T]he doctrine of
unclean hands 'differs from the maxim 'he who seeks equity must do
equity' in that the latter assumes that different equitable rights have
arisen from the same subject matter or transaction, some in favor of

16

plaintiff and some in favor of the defendant so that the plaintiff is

17

required to recognize and provide for defendant's rights and his relief

18

is granted only upon a showing that defendant's rights are protected...

19

.. The defense of unclean hands does not apply in every instance

20

where the plaintiff has committed some misconduct in connection

21

with the matter in controversy, but applies only where it would be

22

inequitable to grant the plaintiff any relief." Dickson, Carlson &

23

Campillo v. Pole (2000) 83 Cal.App.4th 436,446-47 (emphasis

24

added).

25
26
27

The Supreme Court explained in the context ofUCL:
"[W]e agree that equitable considerations may enter into the court's
disposition of a UCL action. . . . We agree that equitable defenses may

28
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1

not be asserted to wholly defeat a UCL claim since such claims arise out

2

of unlawful conduct. It does not follow, however, that equitable

3

considerations may not guide the court's discretion in fashioning the

4

equitable remedies authorized by section 17203 .... UCL remedies are

5

cumulative to remedies available under other laws (§ 17205) and, as

6

section 17203 indicates, have an independent purpose -deterrence of

7
8
9

10

11
12
13

14
15

and restitution for unfair business practices .... Therefore, what would
otherwise be equitable defenses may be considered by the court when
the court exercises its discretion over which, if any, remedies authorized
by section 17203 should be awarded." Cortez v. Purolator Air
Filtration Products

Co~

(2000) 23 Cal.4th 163, 179-80 (emphasis

added). "The Supreme Court held that the equities may be considered
when the trial court exercises its discretion to fashion a remedy under
Business and Professions Code section 17203. (Ibid.) But, equitable

16

defenses may not be used to defeat the cause of action under the UCL."

17

Ticconi v. Blue Shield of California Life & Health Ins. Co. (2008) 160

18

Cal.App.4th 528, 544.

19

The Court fmds that any alleged ethical lapses by MOMCO are eclipsed

20

by the wrongful acts of GRI and Anderson. Indeed, the Court does not find that

21

MOMCO committed any lapses at all. Nonetheless, defendants' allegations relating to

22

the City First matter are unrelated to defendants' wrongful acts and cannot, even if

23

well-founded in fact, constitute a complete defense to MOMCO's UCL claims.

24

25
26
27

28
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E. Restitution Under the UCL

1

2

In addition to seeking injunctive relief, MOMCO seeks restitution under

3

4
5

6

the UCL in the form of:
1.

Disgorgement of the $1,960,000 in ill-gotten commissions obtained by

Anderson; and

7

2.

8

which amount represents the amount of commissions escrowed and held by GRI

9

as found in the jury's verdict.

10

Disgorgement against GRI of$657,000 in ill-gotten gains held by GRI,

Properly defined, "restitution" is "compelling a UCL defendant to return money

11

obtained through an unfair business practice to those persons in interest from whom

12

the property was taken, that is, to persons who had an ownership interest in the

13 property or those claiming through that person." Korea Supply Co. v. Lockheed
14 Martin Corp. (2003) 29 Cal.4th 1134, 1144-45 (emphasis added; citation omitted). In
15 other words, "disgorgement of money obtained through an unfair business practice is
16

17
18

19

20

21
22

23
24

an available remedy ... only to the extent that it constitutes restitution." That is, "the
object of the restitution is to restore the status quo by returning to the plaintiff funds in
which he or she has an ownership interest." Disgorgement is not a remedy when it is
not restitution, i.e. any nonrestitutionary disgorgement is not permitted. Korea Supply

Co. v. Lockheed Martin Corp. (2003) 29 Cal.4th 1134, 1140, 1145, 1146, 1149.
In Korea Supply, a competitor sued another competitor who won a bid through
alleged corruption. It sought to have the other side disgorge the profits earned under
the UCL. !d. at 1142. The Supreme Court said no:

25

"The remedy sought by plaintiff in this case is not restitutionary because

26
27

plaintiff does not have an ownership interest in the money it seeks to recover
from defendants. First, it is clear that plaintiff is not seeking the return of money

28
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•

1

or property that was once in its possession. [plaintiff] KSC has not given any

2

money to Lockheed Martin; instead, it was from the [third party] Republic of

3

Korea that Lockheed Martin received its profits. Any award that plaintiff would

4

recover from defendants would not be restitutionary as it would not replace any

5

money or property that defendants took directly from plaintiff." Korea Supply

6

Co. v. Lockheed Martin

7

8
9

10
11

12
13

14

Corp~

(2003) 29 Cal.4th 1134, 1150.

Ture, as MOMCO notes, there is a key difference in the facts ofKorea Supply
and the present case: the competitor in Korea Supply did not take directly take property
of the plaintiff. In contrast here, Anderson and GRI were found to have taken
MOMCO's data- customer names, loan information etc. -and then converted it to
close lending transactions with third parties, from which they then collected monies
from the borrowers and fmancial institutions for keeping. But this is a distinction
without a difference. MOMCO had title to neither the commissions Andersen earned

15

nor the profits GRI generated. That they earned these monies from the theft of

16
17

MOMCO property is immaterial.

18

UCL, as MOMCO had no ownership interest in the commissions themselves.

In sum, the Court concludes these commissions are not "restitution" under the

Moreover, even if the Court were to overlook this legal obstacle, the Court

19

20

would nonetheless decline to order restitution.

21

As with injunctive relief, restitution under the UCL is discretionary, not

22

mandatory, even upon a finding of liability. Cortez v. Purolator Air Filtration Prods.

23
24

(2000) 23 C4th 163. One basis for denying restitution is the adequacy of a legal
remedy. Prudential Home Mortg. Co. v. Sup. Ct. (1998) 66 CA4th 1236, 1249. As the

25

Court noted above, MOMCO is already being fully compensated for the profits that it

26
27

lost from these transactions by the lost profits award, as well for the loss of its business
value.

28
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1

In sum, the Court holds that Anderson and GRI violated the UCL. However, the

2 Court declines to award MOM CO injunctive or restitutionary relief.
3

4

5
6

7

8 DATED:
9

10

J- /s-- ( b
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Attached herein is the swam affidavit of Timothy P. Kinney, San Francisco
18
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19

operative complaint, onto judgment debtors Farrokh (Frank) Peimani personally,
20
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21
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1- Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) package;
2- SUMMONS ON THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT;
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Date:
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Case No.:
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, declare:

fGt{-4 2-t.ulv--q!AOt

, am not a party to this action. My business address

5

I,

6

is: 2082 Michehion Drive, #100, Irvine, Ca. 92612.
(2-

7

8
9

10

11

0n 2-/.2-e>r / ZOLC<>, I deposited in the United States mail at lrvineiJSslfttllt"AI'Ht-1
California, a copy (or original as the Code requires) of the following
document(s):

NOTICE of filing, and the filing, of Affidavit of Timothy Kinney, as proof of service of
process of Summons & the Operative Complaint to defendants Farrokh Peimani and
Century Funding;

12

Addressed to:

13
14

15
16
17
18

Mr. Lawrence A. Jacobson, Esq.
Cohen and Jacobson, LLP
900 Veterans Boulevard, Suite 600
Redwood City, CA 94063
Telephone: (650) 261-6280
Facsimile: (650) 368-6221
Attorney for Farrokh (Frank)Peimani

19
20
21

I declare under penalty of pe~ury that the foregoing is true and correct.
Executed on 2/2'1.{/~p , in Orange County, California.

22
23
24

25
26

27
28

2

NOTICE of filing ... of Affidavit of Timothy Kinney, as proof of service to Farrokh Pelmanl & Century Funding

667

EX PARTE APPLICATION - OTHER FILED BY SALESSI,

KAREEM ON 03/10/2016

Exhibit-T2
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FILED

SUPe~~~zw~~ g~~~ORNIA

KAREEM SALESSI
2082 Michelson Drive, #1 00
Irvine, Ca. 92612
TEL: (949) 783 0165
Plaintiff & Appellant

CENTRAL JUSTICE CENTER

MAR 10 2016
ALAN CARLSON, Clerk of lhe Coun

4

5

6

•~

7

8

./

.

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF
ORANGE, CENTRAL JUSTICE CENTER

9

10
11

12

KAREEM SALESSI,
Plaintiff,
vs.

13
14

15

Thomas M. Aberbrombie
et al,
Defendants,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

16
17
18
19

Case # 04CC11 080
Department C14
Exparte Application to strike Farrokh Peimani motion
of 3/11/16 (to set aside default judgment) due to fraud
on the court; or, in the alternative, to continue it for 9
days to file opposition and request for sanctions and
disgorgement of attorney fees; Declaration of Salessi;
Declaration of Points & Authorities;
Exparte & Related Motion Date: 3/11/16 8:30;'9 !l.m? (

. /l.

----~--~~~--~~_J.

I gave 48+ hours telephonic, and email notices, to Mr. Lawrence Jacobson,

Esq. of this exparte application.
This exparte application is warranted to prevent a new fraud upon the

20

court, and upon this injured-in-fact plaintiff, by judgment debtor Farrokh Peimani

21

(a/kla: Frank Peimani), and/or his counsel Mr. Lawrence Jacobson for staging a

22

23
24

25

::
28

fraudulent motion to set aside default based upon repeated false allegations that
Mr. Peimani had not been served the operative summons & complaint in 2006,
and the fabrication of falsified affidavits of Mr. Peimani, and Mr. Jacobson, and of
being entitled to relief from the judgment based upon their fabricatio/
Respectfully submitted.
Dated:
3/9/2016

/

{
,.--/
t
Kareem Salessi
,Plaintiff
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Exparte Application to strike Farrokh Peimani motion of 3/11/16 (to set aside default judgment) due to fraud

•

1

DECLARATION OF PLAINTIFF IN SUPPORT OF THIS APPLICATION:

2
3

In 2003, this legal action had been encouraged in part by judgment

4

defendant Farrokh (Frank) Peimani, having heard of some of the atrocities in the

5

course of the fraudulent activities in which I had been led to believe that I had

6

been sold a house at 28841 Aloma Ave, Laguna Niguel, Ca. ("Aloma"), in Nov.

7

2002. Only in late 2007, did I discover with forensic handwriting experts, that the

B

executed loan, and grant-deed, documents had all been forged and recorded.

9

My research subsequent to the fraudulent sale, and before the filing of the

10

lawsuit, concluded that Frank Peimani (hereinafter "Frank"), and his then sham

11

employer "Century Funding", had played key roles in the frauds which had

12

transpired against me. Therefore, in 2004, I talked with Frank and explained to

13

him that I was about to file my lawsuit, but that I needed to include him and

14

"Century Funding" as indispensable party defendants unless he gave me a

15

declaration that he had nothing to do with the fraudulent appraisal for which I had

16

paid Frank $500 in August of 2002, and which was fabricated by Alpha Appraisal

17

owner Michael Shadab, who subsequently lost his appraisal license for forging

18

other people's signatures on fraudulent appraisal reports, such as that of Aloma. 1

19
20

Thus, in 2004, pursuant to Frank's instructions, I prepared the (Exhibit-A)
statement for him to retype a modified version on "Century Funding" letter-head

21
22

23
24

25
26

27
28

Alpha Appraisal was one of the serial appraisal forgery factories of World Savings Bank, a
drug money laundering operation of "Wachovia Drug Cartel", which merged into, and is now known
as ''Wells Fargo Drug Cartel" (a/k/a: Wells Fargo Bank), pursuant to their confession of judgment to
have laundered half a trillion dollars of drug money in less than a decade.
Google: "Salessi Litigation Page" for their confession of judgment in a Florida court.
In the Aloma case, Alpha Appraisal's owner, Mr. Shadab had forged the signature of a dead
woman Marlene Negohosian on the appraisal report Although Frank had been repeatedly telling me
that he had instructed the appraiser to bring me the Appraisal report, Frank made sure that I did not
receive it, because had I received it, I would have been alerted to the fraud I was becoming a victim
of, even though it had been forged. This is due to the fact that the forged appraisal included the
basic data on the house, namely its correct square footage and age, both of which had been vastly
misrepresented to me in August 2002 by the fraudulent agents, and the fraudulent sellers.
1

2
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1

and sign and return, however he did not do that, and he never called me again,

2

despite my many subsequent calls and voicemails, until late 2015, after Frank

3

was served a subpoena by attorney Tim Krantz to collect my 2007 judgments.

4

According to Mr. Krantz, Frank had been evading his process server for weeks.

5

After Frank's calendared debtor's examination, he and his wife, had visited

6

my office address location in Irvine and harassed the building's secretaries

7

looking for me and demanding my cellphone number. Thereafter, Frank had

8

made repeated phone calls to my known business number leaving voicemails. I

9

thus met Tim Krantz telling him about Frank's unexpected visit and askd if I

10

should talk to him, which Mr. Krantz approved. That was 1-2 weeks before his

11

scheduled debtor's examination in San Mateo. I spent many hours on telephone

12

with Frank. 2

13

To evade the upcoming debtor's examination, Frank had fabricated an

14

excuse of having to undergo a medical surgery the week before that date, and

15

that his doctor had prescribed six weeks of rest thereafter. My recent

16

investigation into this matter proved that the purported surgery was a fabrication

17

because both Frank, and Mr. Jacobson, failed to provide me any documentation

18

of it. Frank had hired attorney BRUCE LUBARSKY to appear at the San Mateo

19

court to lie to the court that Frank had just undergone the surgery and needed six

20

weeks of recuperation, thus the court should continue his debtor's examination. I

21

obtained the court reporter's transcript of that day, where a special appearance

22

attorney had attended on behalf of Tim Krantz, but no documents had been

23

shown to the court or to the court reporter regarding any surgical procedures.

24

Therefore, the whole thing had been a fabrication to evade the examination. This

25
26
2

27
28

Later on, I summarized the accounts of some of my conversations with Frank in emails to his
Attorney Jacobson to inform him that all his written claims on Frank's behalf were bogus. However,
Mr. Jacobson evidently had his own agenda, of making money in attorney fees, in furtherance of hi
client's former frauds. This I believe, amounts to the abuse of legal process and fraud on the court.
3
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1

is further supported by the fact that a day, or two, after his supposed surgery

2

Frank called me again and told me that he had to pay $1 ,000 to a lawyer to make

3

that appearance, and that his surgical procedure was not satisfactory. 3

4

I made it clear to Frank that, according to multiple similar situations,

5

which I had seen in courts, and had come across in my legal research, the

6

ultimate responsibility for paying the judgment is on his employer "Century

7

Funding", and/or its owner, Orhan Tolu, with whom I had telephonically talked a

8

few years ago when demanding payment of the judgment from him. I further

9

explained to Frank that he should talk to Mr. Tolu and ask him to come forward to

10

pay the judgment, or that in the alternative he (Frank) might have to file suit

11

against him for indemnification. I explained to Frank the process thereto,

12

whereupon he requested that I reduce that into writing so that he could show it to

13

a lawyer to find out how to go about doing it. I then told him that he must first

14

make sure that the lawyer he consults has no conflicts of interest with Mr. Tolu,

15

then to let me know so that I could prepare and email to that lawyer what I

16

discussed with Frank about indemnification. I specially told Frank that if he didn't

17

first ascertain that the lawyer had conflicts with Tolu, and Frank volunteered the

18

indemnification details to such a lawyer, that lawyer would likely sell Frank out to

19

Tolu, because that is a typical lawyer fraud here on small clients, and that I had

20

personally suffered the consequences of such fraudster lawyers multiple times.

21

Furthermore, I asked frank that in return for me dismissing the judgment

22

against him, if he would he give me a statement as to the details of their 2002

23

operations, and the fact that Orhan Tolu is eventually liable for the judgment

24

against Frank? Frank refused to give me such a statement. After his current

25

26
27

' Most likely, due to that fraudulent appearance, that lawyer had declined to represent Frank in his
subsequent motions, so he resorted to Mr. Jacobson.

28

4
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1

motions were filed, I discovered from the Bureau of Real Estate (BREIDRE) that

2

Frank had lied to me, and that he still works for Orhan Tolu, under new entities.

3

Once Frank realized that I had offered him all the possible ways out of the

4

judgment, and that he would have needed to file indemnification against Orhan

5

Tolu he told me that it would be impossible because Orhan Tolu is a Turkish Jew

6

and is protected here by the Jewish Mafia of lawyers who advised him to fold

7

both "Century Funding" and Baldwin Mortgage in order to evade my 2007

8

judgment. On 11/19/15, upon Tim Krantz emailing me a letter from Mr. Jacobson,

9

I replied with an abstract of that phone call with Frank which is partially

10
11

12
13

reproduced here:
Thanks Mr. Krantz:
But, So what? I can't see any substance in this letter, except blackmail.
The prove up default hearing NOTICE had been served by the office of Buxbaum & Chakma
on Campus drive, and its proof of service is on file. Orhan (the owner) had told me
personally on telephone that they had received tons of paper from my case.

14
15
16

17
18

If I were in your place, I would talk to this guy [ie: Mr. Jaboson) to convince Orhan to accept
indemnification and pay the judgment, and tell Orhan that otherwise Peimani has to pay it
and file suit against Orhan for indemnification, as a "Collateral Source Rule", for which
Peimani wouldn't have any statutes of limitations eitherll explained all this on the phone to
Peimani, but insisted that you must make sure he has no conflicts filing suit against Orhan,
else he would protect him against yourself (ie: Peimani). I suspect that Jacobson is
conflicted with Orhan, and that Peimani knew it but wouldn't tell me.

19
20

21

In context, Peimani had told me that Orhan was a Jewish Mafia type guy from Turkey & had
one, or a group of Jewish lawyers, covering for his frauds, and that they had advised him to
close off both Baldwin Mortgage, and Century Funding, both DBAs, to avoid my judgment
So, they must have believed in legitimacy of the judgment.

22
23

24
25
26

27

28

Iranians in this country, usually discuss Jewish adversaries that way in order to give
reference and warning that the adversary is backed by the "Jewish Mafia", so that they
should watch out! They do that both to warn their friends to stay out of trouble as well as
warning their adversaries, as a form of blackmail to get off their back!
The latter (blackmail) is what I believe Peimani's intentions were in bringing up, and
insisting on, those "Jewish" details, warning me that if I insist on collecting the judgment I'd
have to deal with the Jewish Mafia.
BTW: my Chapter-11 bankruptcy had lasted 4 years, during which no one was interested to
collect the judgment.
Kareem
5
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1

2
3
4

5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13

14
15

16
17
18

19
20

21

22
23

24
25

26
27

Above referenced NOTICE served to all judgment debtors, by the
office of Buxbaum & Chakmak, is listed as follows in the register of action:
#559 NOTICE OF HEARING (NOTICE OF HEARING) WAS FILED
BY KAREEM SALESSI ON 05/11/2007
Moreover, more than a year earlier, "NOTICE OF ENTRY OF DEFAULT"
against Frank and Century Funding was served and filed under this entry:
#378 PROOF OF SERVICE (PROOF OF SERVICE) WAS FILED
BY ASSESSOR COUNTY OF ORANGE ON 06/05/2006
Upon Frank's retaining Mr. Jacobson, he filed a couple of fraudulent
motions in San Mateo, and in this court, without giving notice of them to Tim
Krantz, or meeting and conferring with him in advance, thus making those
motions void ab initio.
Tim Krantz abruptly abandoned the case, claiming that he had been
retained only to collect judgments, not to litigate. I suspect it also had to do with
the above email. I subsequently contacted Mr. Jacobson who refused contacts
for some time as he was trying to comer the judgment without serving his filed
papers to me. Eventually, having read Frank's claims of not having been tried on
the merits of the case, I suggested to Mr. Jacobson that I would probably
stipulate to a trial on the merits as long as he does not file any terminating
motions. Mr. Jacobson abused my suggestion to frame a new ploy of staging a
stipulation to that effect only to let the time run for me to file an opposition to his
motion. His final proposal is herein attached in (Exhibit-B) and contradicts with
the terms of agreement as reflected in the body of the same email, followed by
my response, reproduced herein below:
On Tuesday, March 8, 2016 4:19PM, Larry Jacobson
<laj@ cohenandjacobson.com> wrote:

Mr. Salessi:

28
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'·

'

1
2

To facilitate resolution by the making of the proposed Stipulation that I sent to you on
February 15,2016 (at your invitation as stated in your email of January 15, 2016), I attach
proposed Order based upon that Stipulation.

3

4

5
6
7
8

The Stipulation reflects Mr. Peimani's willingness to file an Answer instead of a Demurrer.
Mr. Peimani will not otherwise limit himself in any of the manners that you reference and
will file such dispositive motions as may be appropriate for a determination on the merits for
lack of sufficient facts and legal authority to support any recovery. For sake of clarity, the
request for disposition of this matter may take the form of a motion for judgment on the
pleadings, summary judgment, motions in limine, and motion for nonsuit or other similar
motion.

9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Unless you lack confidence in your ability to demonstrate a factually and legally sufficient
basis for your claims, I would not expect that you would object to the presentation of any
such motion and, perhaps, you would make a counter-motion or seek other relief in your
favor to determine the merit, or lack of merit, of your claims.
Upon receipt of the Stipulation and proposed Order signed by you, I would file the
Stipulation and submit the proposed Order, and seek to continue the hearing set for March
11, 2016, pending entry of the Order.

lAJ
Lawrence A. Jacobson
Cohen and Jacobson, LLP
900 Veterans Boulevard, Suite 600
Redwood City, CA 94063
Telephone: (650) 261-6280
Facsimile: (650) 368-6221

20
21
22
23

[SALESSI's Response:]
Mar 8 at 6:56 PM
"motion for judgment on the pleadings, summary judgment" are both terminating
motions before trial, and in order to prevent a trial. [END OF EMAIL]

24

I further declare that, pursuant to the filing of the current motion, I
25

discovered from the California BRE that Orhan Tolu, et al, had been illegally
26

operating "Century Funding", without a mandated real estate license. Although
27

BREIDRE recently certified that it had no license (Exhibit-C) BRE have not yet
28
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1

certified my demand for identification of Orhan Tolu, or others, as the owner/alter

2

ego of the fraudulent DBA Century Funding, which had only been registered with

3

the San Mateo County Recorder for a fee of $20 as a fictitious DBA, while not

4

authorized to conduct any business requiring any type of licenses, such as in this

5

case requiring a Real Estate License from the California DRE to operate.

6

I further declare that all the documents, listed as served, in the register of

7

action in this case had been served to Frank and Century Funding, as stated in

8

their proofs of service, and that both Frank Peimani, and Orhan Tolu had

9

personally told me on telephone that they had received tons of documents from

10

my case. Therefore, there are no merits in their currently filed statements for not

11

having received them. They received the initial complaints and summons by

12

certified mail, and the subsequent operative ones by the personal service of

13

Timothy Kinney in May 2006, as re-confirmed with his declaration filed with this

14

court on 3/1/16. None of the hundreds of documents served, or mailed to Frank,

15

or Century Funding, for me, or for the defendants were ever returned.

16

Therefore, Frank's allegations are completely false which is exactly the

17

reason why Frank Pemani has not even included a "Declaration under penalty of

18

perjury" but a worthless declaration which is not under the penalty of perjury,

19

such as by the inclusion of the sentence "To the best of my knowledge", which

20

phrase defeats personal knowledge and destroys its value as a sworn affidavit,

21

thus transforming it into an attempt to pass its falsity in place of a true affidavit.

22

Such is also the case for the declaration of Mr. Jacobson, who had no personal

23

knowledge of anything to even begin to make such a declaration.

24

I further declare that I have been working on a complex Opening Brief in

25

my gth Circuit Court of Appeal Case #13-57063. My final deadline was last past,

26

on 2/24/16, and my appeal may be dismissed any day now as a result of these

27

stunts of Frank Peimani and Mr. Jacobson. This fraudulent pending motion of

28
8
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'

1

Mr. Jacobson and his stipulation bluff has cost me much time, distraction, and

2

delay from my above appeal, and may cost me my appeal.

3

Therefore, in the event that this court is not convinced to deny and strike

4

the 3/11/16 motion, I respectfully request this court to continue it by 90 days for

5

me to have time to complete my 91h Circuit appellate process, in addition to

6

completing DRE investigations. I will probably have to prepare a proposed order

7

for this court to sign to compel the California DRE to certify the identification of

8

Orhan Tolu, et al., as the alter ego of the illegal "Century Funding". That

9

certification could be then be used to amend the judgment by this court to include

10

Orhan Tolu, and/or, replace Frank Peimani with Orhan Tolu. A similar

11

certification, by Frank Peimani, however, under penalty of pe~ury and certified by

12

Mr. Jacobson, may also streamline this process and pave the way for this court

13

to substitute Frank Peimani with Orhan Tolu, et al, upon their certification of

14

him/them of having been the alter ego of the sham front entity "Century Funding".

15

Furthermore, I believe that Mr. Jacobson's appearance, and filings in this

16

case, are typical lawyer extortions, and that unless the court strikes his motion

17

now and denies it, I should have a proper opportunity to present proof of abuse

18

of legal process and to claim additional damages, and disgorgement of attorney

19

fees as a result of his filings, and emotional distress that has resulted from it.

20

VERIFICATION:

21
22

23

24
25

I, plaintiff Kareem Salessi, am the applicant in the above-entitled ex-parte
proceeding. I have personally drafted the foregoing declaration and know the
contents to be true of my own knowledge, except as to those matters that are
therein alleged on information and belief, and, as to those matters, I believe it to
be true.
I declare under penalty of pe~ury under the laws of the State of raliforni
the foregoing is true and correct.
} '/

j (

26
27

L- -"

Respectfully submitted.
Dated:
3/9/2016

Kareem Salessi
Plaintiff

28
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1

DECLARATION OF POINTS & AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT:

2
3
4

5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14

15
16

17
18
19

20
21

22
23

In the first instance, plaintiff Salessi believes that since these recorded
judgments are way beyond all the time limits to appeal, or to set aside default,
the current motion of judgment debtor Frank Peimani is way beyond all laches,
and not subject to be set

aside~~ the even that this court does find jurisdiction to

set aside that judgment, then this court should also find to have jurisdiction to
amend the judgment to add, and/or, replace Orhan Tolu, et al, as the alter ego of
"Century Funding", with Frank Peimani in order to satisfy the joint-and-several
judgment against them.
Last night I emailed to Mr. Jacobson, the applicable practice guide page,
including the up-to-date case laws in this regard, which page is reproduced
below, as all the authorities needed to strike the pending 3/11/16 motion.
The 3/11/16 motion of Frank Peimani is a continuation of evasions of
debtor's examination as it began by Mr. Jacobson on 1211/15 in San Mateo when
he sent an email notice of a San Mateo exparte hearing for 12/2/15 to Tim Krantz
(Irvine) without sending him any documents. In fact he had not at all filed any
documents for that exparte, and it is very suspecious as to how he obtained an
order the next day which he emailed to Tim Krantz. This was also against the
California Rules of Court, Rule 3.1206, regarding Service of papers:

Parties appearing at the ex parte hearing must serve the ex parte application or any
written opposition on all other appearing parties at the first reasonable opportunity.
Absent exceptional circumstances, no hearing may be conducted unless such

service has been made.

24
25

Therefore, the San Mateo court should not have held an exparte hearing

26

on 12/2/15, and thus Mr. Jacobson had pulled his first fraud on the court, as his

21

first step to file his 3/11/16 motion pending now in this court.

28
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1

2

The practice guide paper which I had emailed to Mr. Jacobson last night is
reproduced herein below:

3

40A Cal. Jur. 3d Judgments § 322
California Jurisprudence 3d
February 2016 Update
Judgments

4
5
6
7

8
9

10
11

12

13
14
15

Romualdo P. Eclavea, J.D.; Tracy Bateman Farrell, J.D.; William Lindsley, J.D. and Kimberly C.
Simmons, J.D.
VIII. Relief from Judgment, Default, Dismissal, Order, or Other Proceeding
D. Equitable Relief
3. Requisite Pleading and Proof
Topic Summary Correlation Table References
§ 322. Diligence in seaklng relief; lack of prejudice
West's Key Number Digest
West's Key Number Digest, Judgment 451, 456(1) to 456(3), 460(3)
West's Key Number Digest, Motions 59(1), 59(3)
West's Key Number Digest, Pretrial Procedure 520, 696.1, 698, 699
Treatises and Practice Aids
Moore and Thomas, California Civil Practice, Procedure § 29:86
8 Witkin, California Procedure (5th ed. 2008), Attack on Judgment in Trial Court§§ 238 to 240

A party seeking equitable relief from a judgment must demonstrate diligence in seeking to
set aside the judgment once grounds for setting It aside are discovered.1 The party seeking relief
must be diligent in discovering the grounds for relief as well.2 There is no set time limit controlling
when the motion or complaint for relief must be filed.3 The time limit Is a reasonable time from
discovery of the judgment Irrespective of when It may actually have been entered.4

16

17
18
19

20
21

Although the diligence requirement is sometimes put In terms of laches, this is not an
appropriate description, because laches requires a finding of prejudice caused by the delay.S The
fact that plaintiff falls to show any prejudice resulting from defendant's claimed lack of diligence,
although Important, Is not decisive. Lack of prejudice Is one of the factors the trial court may
properly consider in determining whether defendant acted diligently.& Nevertheless, in determining
whether reasonable diligence has been exercised the court will examine both the time factor and the
possible prejudice which might result from setting aside the default7 The greeter the prejudice to
the responding party, the more likely It Is that equitable defenses such as laches or estoppel will be
applied to deny relief.8 Heightened prejudice strengthens the burden of proving diligence, and
reduced prejudice weakens lt.9

22
23

24

The party opposing equitable relief from a judgment is not required to prove the affirmative
defense of laches. Rather, the party seeking relief has the burden of showing reasonable diligence
in discovering the grounds for relief and, alter discovery, in seeking relief.10 Nonetheless, some
courts continue to analyze the diligence issue in terms of laches.11

25
26
27

28

CAJUR JUDGMENTS § 322
Footnotes
1 Weitz v. Yankoeky, 63 Cal. 2d 849, 48 Cal. Rptr. 620, 409 P.2d 700 (1966); Gibble v. CarLene Research, Inc., 67 Cal. App. 4th 295, 78 Cal. Rptr. 2d 892 (1st Dist. 1998).
11
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1

21n reMarriage of Baltlns, 212 Cal. App. 3d 66, 260 Cal. Rptr. 403 (1st Dlst. 1989).

2

3 De Weese v. Unlck, 102 Cal. App. 3d 100, 162 Cai.Rptr. 259 (2d Dlst. 1980).

3
4

5

4 Munoz v. Lopez, 275 Cal. App. 2d 178, 79 Cal. Rptr. 563 (2d Dlst. 1969).
For discussion of limitation of actions in actions Involving equitable vacation of judgments,
see Cal. Jur. 3d, Limitation of Actions§ 116.
For discussion of limitation of actions In actions based on fraud or mistake, see Cal. Jur.
3d, Limitation of Actions §§ 64 to 70.

6
7

8

5 Weitz v. Yankosky, 63 Cal. 2d 849,48 Cal. Rptr. 620,409 P.2d 700 {1966).
6 Weitz v. Yankosky, 63 Cal. 2d 849, 48 Cal. Rptr. 620,409 P.2d 700 (1966); Cruz v. Fagor
America, inc., 146 Cal. App. 4th 488, 52 Cal. Rptr. 3d 882 (4th Dist. 2007).

9

71n reMarriage of Wlpson, 113 Cal. App. 3d 136, 169 Cal. Rptr. 664 (2d Dist. 1980).
10
11

12

8 Rappleyea v. Campbell, 8 Cal. 4th 975, 35 Cal. Rptr. 2d 669, 884 P.2d 126 (1994); In re
Marriage of Stevenot, 154 Cal. App. 3d 1051,202 Cal. Rptr. 116 (1st Dlst. 1984).

13

9 Rappleyea v. Campbell, 8 Cal. 4th 975, 35 Cal. Rptr. 2d 669, 884 P.2d 126 (1994); Falahati v.
Kondo, 127 Cal. App. 4th 823, 26 Cal. Rptr. 3d 104 (2d Dlst. 2005).

14

10 In reMarriage of Baltins, 212 Cal. App. 3d 66, 260 Cal. Rptr. 403 (1st Dlst. 1989).

15
16

17

111n reMarriage of Park, 27 Cal. 3d 337, 165 Cal. Rptr. 792,612 P.2d 882 (1980); Faiahati v.
Kondo, 127 Cal. App. 4th 823, 26 Cal. Rptr. 3d 104 {2d Dist. 2005); In re Marriage of Grissom,
30 Cal. App. 4th 40, 35 Cal. Rptr. 2d 530 (4th Dlst. 1994).
As to laches generally, see Cal. Jur. 3d, Equity§§ 36 to 53.
For discussion of laches in fraud cases generally, see Cal. Jur. 3d, Fraud and Deceh § 72.

18
19

The above cases cover all the circumstances in which setting aside default

20

judgments have been granted. Footnote #6 probably has the most parallel case

21

to the instance situation in the case of Cruz v. Fagor America, Inc., 146 Cal. App.

22

4th 488 (4th Dist. 2007), where a foreign corporation's default judgment was set

23

aside by the trial court, and subsequently reversed by the appellate court since

24

plaintiff Cruz had done all that was necessary to serve. The court held that:

25

1 plaintiff met all statutory requirements for effective service of process by

26

mail on corporation, and

27

2 corporation failed to qualify for equitable relief based on extrinsic

28

mistake. REVERSED.
12

Exparte Application to strike Farrokh Peimani motion of 3/11116 (to set aside default judgment) due to fraud

1

The Cruz court further stated:

2

A trial court has no statutory power to set aside a judgment that is not void; once six
months have elapsed since the entry of a judgment, a trial court may grant a motion
to set aside that judgment as void only if the judgment is void on its face. West's
Ann.Cai.C.C.P. § 473(d).

3
4

5
6

Likewise in his instant case, Mr. Peimani has failed to prove that he did not

7

receive the many summons and complaints, and that he had no actual notice of

8

them. In particular, from the time that the Orange County Assessor mailed

9

Peimani the "NOTICE OF ENTRY OF DEFAULT', or alternatively six month after

10

the actual entry of the judgment, Mr. Peimani should have filed this pending

11

purported motion, not now, almost ten years later; even more particularly, after

12

having expressly told me on telephone that he had received them, plus tons of

13

papers, and the judgment itself, and that his boss Orhan Tolu had told him not to

14

worry about it and that his attorney had taken care of it. This is exactly what

15

Frank told me, plaintiff Salessi, in November 2015. Frank had even added that

16

Tolu had defrauded him by charging him much money per deal, for errors and

17

omissions insurance, and that Frank had later found out that Tolu was pocketing

18

all those E&O fees!

19

On 5/19/2008, I purchased "ABSTRACTS OF JUDGMENT' from this court

20

under document #591. I subsequently recorded them in Orange County, and San

21

Mateo County. Upon recordation of each of those abstracts, the county recorder

22

mailed all judgment defendants, including Frank Peimani, certified copies of the

23

recorded abstracts. Furthermore, I filed and recorded at least one real property

24

lien on his residence, which lien he also received from San Mateo County

25

Recorder. In addition, subsequent to obtaining the judgment, I filed UCC

26

statements with the California Secretary of State. Furthermore, in my Chapter-11

27

bankruptcy proceeding of 2009-2013, the U.S. Trustee's office, and the

28
13

Exparte Application to strike Farrokh Peimani motion of 3111/16 (to set aside default judgment) due to fraud

1

Bankruptcy Court had sent countless documents to judgment defendants,

2

including Frank Peimani who ignored all the papers as he told me on telephone.

3

Now Frank wants to avoid payment of the judgment with a bogus excuse of not

4

having been personally served the operative complaint. His attorney, Mr.

5

Jacobson, has boldly gone where no man has gone before, namely in his recent

6

purported "REPLY" papers to my filing of affidavit of Timothy Kinney (of 3/1/16),

7

Mr. Jacobson pretends to be a handwriting expert, and further requests this court

8

to act as a forensic handwriting expert and determine that Timothy Kinney's

9

recent affidavifs signature is not the signature of the same person on the May

10

2006 proofs of service. Mr. Jacobson should have at least paid a couple of

11

hundred dollars for an expert witness to testify to that, before filing such a diatribe

12

in this court.

13

CONCLUSION:

14

15

For all the foregoing reasons, or for any other reasons, which this

16

honorable court may find just and proper, this court should deny Mr. Peimani's

17

3/11 /16 motion to set aside my justified judgment, or in the alternative, this court

18

should grant me 90 days continuance to have time to deal with my 91h Circuit

19

appellate case #13-57063, and to collate and file a comprehensive opposition to

20

Frank Peimani's instant motion, and to prove abuse of legal process by Attorney

21

Lawrence Jacobson, and to justify disgorgement of his legal fees as part

22

compensation for my additional damages for his bad faith filings.

23

)(.

24
25
26

Respectfully submitted.
Dated:
3/9/2016

Kar em Salessi
Plaintiff

27

28
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Exparte Application to strike Farrokh Peimani motion of 3/11116 (to set aside default judgment) due to fraud

1
2
3
4

LAWRENCE A. JACOBSON, SBN 057393
SEAN M. JACOBSON, SBN 227241
COHEN AND JACOBSON, LLP
900 Veterans Boulevard, Suite 600
Redwood City, California 94063
Telephone: (650) 261-6280
Facsimile: (650) 368-6221

5 Farrokh Peimani aka Frank Peimani
6
7

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

8

COUNTY OF ORANGE

9

CNIL DNlSION UNLIMlTED JURISDICTION

10
KAREEM SALESSI,

Case No. 04CC11080

11
Plaintiff,
12
vs.
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

THOMAS ABERCROMBIE;
ABERCOMBRIE REALTY; NICK (ALI)
ROSHDIEH; DANA BALLARD; PATRICK
F. ORTIZ; DEBORAH M ORTIZ;
SOUTHWOOD PEST CONTROL; ANN
SKINNER; KAREN MITCHELL; COAST
CITIES ESCROW; TAMZIRlCHARDSON;
FIRST TEAM REAL ESTATE; CAMERON
N. MERAGE; FARROKH (FRANK)
PEIMANI; CENTURY FUNDING; ALPHA
APPRAISALS; MICHAEL SHADAB;
WORLD SAVINGS BANK (GROUP);
ASSESSOR, COUNTY OF ORANGE; DOES
1 THROUGH 500, INCLUSIVE,

ORDER SETTING ASIDE DEFAULT
AND DEFAULT JUDGMENT AS TO
FARROKH PEIMANI AKA FRANK
PEIMANI

Hearing Date
Date: March 11, 2016
Time: 9:00 a.m.
Place: Dept C14
Central Justice Center
700 Civic Center
Santa Ana, CA 92701
Complaint Filed:
Judgment Entered:

November, 2004
October 26, 2007

Defendants.

22
23
24
25
26

ORDERSETTINGASIDEDEFAULT AND DEFAULT JUDGMENT AS TO FARROKHPEIMANIAKAFRANK

1
2

Based upon the Stipulation Resolving Motion for Relief from Default and Default Judgment
(Void Due to Lack of Service) and Setting Aside Default and Default Judgment as to Farrokh

3 Peimani Aka Frank Peimani made by and between Plaintiff Kareem Salessi ("Salessi") and

4 defendant Farrokh Peimani, also known as Frank Peimani, ("Peimani"), and good cause appearing,
5

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that:

6

l.

The Default entered herein on July 13, 2006, copy attached as Exhibit A hereto, and

7

the Default Judgment entered herein on October 26, 2007, copy attached as Exhibit B

8

hereto, as to Peimani be, and are hereby, each and both, set aside and vacated.

9

2.

10
11

Peimani shall file his Answer to the Third Amended Complaint within thirty (30)

days after the entry of this Order.

3.

The Parties will proceed with a trial on the merits as to the claims against Peimani

12

and all defenses thereto. Such trial shall not affect any other judgments issued in this

13

action, but instead shall proceed only with respect to Salessi's claims against Peimani,

14

and Peimani's defenses thereto. The Court shall conduct a Case Management

15

Conference in order to schedule the trial on the merits as to Peimani.

16

4.

The trial on the merits shall not be subject to a ceiling in the amount of damages

17

presently included in the Default Judgment, i.e., in the event that Salessi prevails in

18

the trial on the merits, Salessi's alleged damages, if any, against Peimani shall not be

19

limited to the amount of$75,000 as presently set forth in the Default Judgment that is

20

being set aside.

21

Dated: March_, 2016
Judge of the Superior Court

22
23

Approved as to form and content:

COHEN AND JACOBSON, LLP

24

By
25

Kareem Salessi

_ _ _ __

La.--wr-en_c_e...,A'.'J~aco-.-b-so_n
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Exparte Application to strike Farrokh Peimani motion of 3/11/16 (to set aside default judgment) due to fraud

STATE OF CAUFORNIA

EDMUND G BROWN JR Governor

DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS

BUREAU OF REAL ESTATE
P. 0. Box 137013
Sacramento, CA 95813-7013
(916) 263-8980

February 16, 2016

Kareem Salessi
Disclosure Realty Company
2082 Michelson Dr, S-100
Irvine CA 92612

RE: Certified History Request

Enclosed please fmd the requested Negative License Certification for Century Funding.

Enclosure(s)

State of California

Bureau of Real Estate
E'lag Section
P. 0. Box 137013

LICENSE CERTIFICATION
RE 599 (Rev. 10/89)

Sacramento, CA 95813-7013

UCENSEE NAME

UCENSE 10#

UCENSE TYPE

Century Fundin_g

None

None

DATE DOCUMENT
RECEIVED
(If applicable)

UCENSE CHANGE TRANSACTION

A diligent search was made of the records of this Bureau and no record was found of
a real estate license issued to Century Funding for the period January 1, 1975 to date.

I, Sandra Knau, the Official Custodian of Records, hereby certify the foregoing is true
and correct as extracted from the records of the Bureau of Real Estate this 16th day
of February, 2016.

Managing Deputy Commissioner IV
Bureau of Real Estate, State of California

•
,fE OF CAUFORNIA

DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS

,JUREAU OF REAL ESTATE
, 1651 Exposition Boulevard
P. 0. Box 137013
Sacramento, CA 95813-7013
(916) 263-8980

February 16, 2016
RE: FARROKH PEIMANI- S/01156923

•***IDSTORY CERTIFICATION****
Received
Date

HISTORY
No employing broker affiliation as of 01-06-95

05-06-95

Notice ftled indicating employment discontinued from JMJ Real Estate, Inc. as of 02-15-95.
No action taken on license record. Information filed for reference purposes only

08-11-95

Activated in the employ of American Bay Corporation, 130 El Camino Real, Millbrae
94030 as of07-28-95
Salesperson license expired as of 03-24-97
Employment discontinued from American Bay Corporation as or"03-24-97

07-01-97

Salesperson license renewed late as of 07-07-97
Activated in the employ of American Bay Corporation, 199 California Drive, #207,
Millbrae 94030 as of 07-07-97
Mailing address is 33 Hayward Avenue, #201, San Mateo 94401 as of 07-07-97

12-28-99

Employing broker changed to Baldwin Mortgage, Inc., 302 Baldwin Avenue, San Mateo
94401 as of 09-01-99
Salesperson license expired as of 07-06-01
Employment discontinued from Baldwin Mortgage, Inc. as of 07-06-01

12-12-01

Salesperson license renewed late as of 02-11-02
Activated in the employ of Baldwin Mortgage, Inc., 302 Baldwin Avenue, San Mateo
94401 as of 02-11-02
Mailing address changed to 1112 Wayne Way, San Mateo 94403 as of02-11-02
Salesperson license expired as of 02-10-06

02-06-06

Salesperson license renewed in the employ of Baldwin Mortgage, Inc., 1528 South El
Camino Real, San Mateo 94402 as of 02-11-06
Mailing address is 1112 Wayne Way, San Mateo 94403 as of02-ll-06

<TE OF CAUFORNIA

DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER AFFAJRS

.:tUREAU OF REAL ESTATE
1651 Exposition Boulevard
P. 0. Box 137013
Sacramento, CA 95813-7013
(916) 263-8980
February 16, 2016
RE: FARROKH PEIMANI- S/01156923
"'**"'HISTORY CERTIFICATION**"'"'
Received
Date
10-29-07

HISTORY

Employing broker changed to Century Funding, Inc., 1528 South El Camino Real, Suite
101, San Mateo 94402 as of 10-29-07
Employing corporation name changed from Century Funding, Inc. to C21 Funding, Inc. as
of08-14-08
Salesperson license expired as of 02-10-10
Employment discontinued from C21 Funding, Inc. as of02-10-10

03-04-10

Salesperson license renewed late as of 04-15-10
Activated in the employ of C21 Funding, Inc. as of 04-15-10
Mailing address is 1112 Wayne Way, San Mateo 94403 as of 04-15-10

06-01-11

Employing broker changed to Realty Alliance, Inc., 1528 South El Camino Real, Suite
#100, San Mateo 94402 as of 06-01-11

07-02-12

Employing broker changed to Taffeco Real Estate, Inc., 951 Mariners Island Boulevard,
Suite 150, San Mateo 94404 as of 07-02-12
Salesperson license expired as of 04-14-14

03-27-14

Salesperson license renewed in the employ of Taffeco Real Estate, Inc., 800 Airport
Boulevard, Suite 418, Burlingame 94010 as of 04-15-14
Mailing address is 1112 Wayne Way, San Mateo 94403 as of04-15-14

10-24-14

Employing broker changed to Realty Alliance, Inc., 1528 South El Camino Real, Suite
#110, San Mateo 94402 as of 10-24-14
Salesperson license expires 04-14-18

FORMAL ADMINISTRATIVE FILING:

NONE

STATE OF CAUFORNIA- DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS·

BUREAU OF REAL ESTATE
P. 0. Box 137013
Sacramento, CA 95813-7013
(916) 263-8980
February 16, 2016

Kareem Salessi
Disclosure Realty Company
2082 Michelson Dr, S-100
Irvine CA 92612

RE: Certified History Request

Enclosed please find tbe requested Certified License History for Orhan. Tolu.

Enclosure(s)

r

...,.
.<:AUFORNIA- DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS

.teAU OF REAL ESTATE
.>51 Exposition Boulevard
P. 0. Box 137013
Sacramento, CA 95813-7013
(916) 263-8980

February 16, 2016
RE: ORHAN TOLU- B/00831544

*"**IDsrORY CERTIFICATION**'"*
Received
Date

IDSTORY

Main office and mailing address is 302 Baldwin Avenue, San Mateo 94401 as of 10-27-97
01-15-98

Main office and mailing address changed to 2488 Junipero Serra Boulevard, Daly City
94015 as of 01-15-98

09-07-00

Main office and mailing address changed to 123 South San Mateo Drive, San Mateo 94401
as of 09-08-00
DBA Dream Team Realty added as of 09-07-00
DBAs cancelled as of 09-07-00:
Triple R Realty
World Properties
Broker license expired as of 10-~-01

10-10-01

Broker license renewed as of 10-27-01
Main office and mailing address is 123 South San Mateo Drive, San Mateo 94401 as of
10-27-07

07-29-03

Mailing address changed to 1528 South El Camino Real, San Mateo 94402 as of 07-29-03
Broker license expired as of 10-26-05
Main office address discontinued as of 10-26-05

03-17-06

Broker license renewed late as of 04-03-06
Activated with main office address 1528 South El Camino Real, Suite 100, San Mateo
94402 as of 04-03-06
Mailing address is 1528 South El Camino Real, Suite 100, San Mateo 94402 as of 04-03-06

08-01-08

Main office and mailing address changed to 1528 South El Camino Real, Suite 110, San
Mateo 94402 as of 08-01-08
Broker license expired as of 04-02-10

03-25-10

Broker license renewed as of 04-03-10

•

.

•

, CAUFOANIA

EDMUND G. BROWN JR, Governor

DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS

..EAU OF REAL ESTATE
d51 Exposition Boulevard
. P. 0. Box 137013
Sacramento, CA 95813-7013
(916} 263-8980
February 16, 2016
RE: ORHAN TOLU- B/00831544

**•*HISTORY CERTIFICATION*"'*•
Received
Date

IDSTORY

Main office and mailing address is 1528 South El Camino Real, Suite 110, San Mateo
94402 as of 04-03-10
Individual Mortgage Loan Originator Ucense Endorsement- Status: Approved as of
12-21-10
(The above information was taken from the Nationwide Mortgage License System &
Regi.stry (NMLS) records)
Broker license expired as of 04-02-14
02-18-14

Broker license renewed as of 04-03-14
Main office and mailing address is 1528 South El Camino Real, Suite 110, San Mateo
94402 as of 04-03-14
Broker license expires 04-02-18
Also licensed as Officer of:
- Hilfasco Incorporated, C/01195962, from 12/19/97 to 04/02/10
-Baldwin Mortgage, Inc., C/01263183, from 08/20/99 to 11/19/08
-Dream Team Realty, Inc., C/01403457, from 09/17/04 to 01/10/17
-Realty Alliance, Inc., C/01833755, from 10/16/07 to 10/15/19
- C21 Funding Inc, C/01834796, from 10/25/07 to 11/02/19
-Century 21 Financial Services, Inc., C/01862507, from 04/16/09 to 01/10/10

FORMAL ADMINISTRATIVE FILING:

NONE

I, Sandra Knau, the Official Custodian of Records, hereby certify that the foregoing history is true and
correct, as extracted from the records of the Bureau of Real Estate, this 16th day of February, 2015.

~"Y a,~;,__

IV
Bureau of Real Estate, State of California
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Court of Appeal Case # G054397
OCSC Case # 04CC11080

IN THE COURT OF APPEAL
STATE OF CALIFORNIA
FOURTH APPELLATE DISTRICT, DIVISION THREE
KAREEM SALESSI
Plaintiff and Appellant,
vs.
FARROKH PEIMANI,
Defendant and Respondent.

APPEAL FROM ORDERS & JUDGMENTS OF THE SUPERIOR COURT
OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF ORANGE,
HON. JAMES CRANDALL; ROBERT MOSS; CHARLES MARGINES

ERRATA TO APPELLANT’S 4/13/17 OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO
DISMISS APPEAL FILED BY RESPONDENT FARROKH PEIMANI
Kareem Salessi,
Plaintiff and Appellant
2082 Michelson Dr. S-100
Irvine, California, 92612
(949) 783-0165

-1-

TO THE HONORABLE JUSTICES OF THE COURT OF APPEAL, 4TH
APPELLATE DISTRICT, DIVISION THREE:
With apologies to this honorable court, due to the filing of my underlying
OPPOSITION under excessive time pressure, some inadvertent errors and
omissions occurred throughout my opposition which I herewith rectify with this
promptly filed errata, as listed below, for the court’s convenience:
1- Page 9 of the OPPOSITION, line 11, “March 29, 2014”, should be
replaced with “December 17, 2016”, as the actual 180th day after
6/22/16, which was automatically pushed to Monday, 12/19/16;
2- Page 10 missing citation:
Ryan v. Crown Castle NG Networks Inc., 6 Cal. App. 5th 775 (2016).
3- Page 13 of the OPPOSITION, 5th line from the bottom, should read:
“As an alternative to denying, or granting, Peimani’s motion, this
court could now summarily reverse and remand this case…”;
4- OBJECTION TO PEIMANI’s REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE:
This section had been inadvertently left out. Therefore, with this
errata, I, appellant Salessi object to Peimani’s Request for Judicial
Notice, on multiple grounds, including the fact that the G038002
decision is not the law of the case, as it was factually wrong, due to
the bogus, and fraudulent, Appellant’s Opening Brief filed by the
fraudulent sociopathic attorney Richard Knickerbocker. Moreover,
this court had not even considered my uncontested details of
forgeries, as set forth in my oral argument, based on my already
judicially filed forgery forensics. Furthermore, this court acted with
actual bias, when at my closing the court prevented the respondents’
counsel from speaking so that I would not have a chance to respond,
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and in order to defeat the entirety of my oral argument. This
“UNWRITTEN AND SECRET RULE RITUAL” of appellate courts
was explained by the Hon. Justice Sills in an OCBA luncheon
seminar as the best method of destroying the oral argument of a selfrepresented appellant. This may have also been the reason that my
forgery, false advertising, and other Oral Argument testimony was
disregarded in the G028002 decision. In addition, the court had
included factually false statements, such as the below quote which
may have been copy-pasted from a respondent’s brief, appearing at
the bottom left of page 23 of Peimani’s motion, where this court had
stated:
““In any event, by mid-October Abercrombie was telling Salessi that the
sellers had other buyers waiting, and wanted to cancel the escrow; indeed,
they wanted a non-refundable $ 1,000 from Salessi not to cancel the escrow.
Salessi declined that chance to get out of the deal.””

The above statement is the exact opposite of what is in the operative
complaint, at paragraph 61 (1CT-225):

"61- During mid-October 2002 TOM asked me to go to his office
again. He Claimed that the sellers have other buyers waiting and
want to cancel the escrow. Next, he produced a fax from them
demanding a non-refundable $1,000. to keep the not to cancel the
escrow (COA-?TOTAL BREACH). I declined to accept it..."
To be crystal-clear, the above meant: I declined to accept the $1,000
non-refundable payment to the sellers, to be taken out of my $5,000 goodfaith deposit check, as a condition to keep the escrow, and thus, I declined to
keep the escrow, not that I declined to get out of the escrow (“the deal”). That
fax automatically cancelled the escrow, which was not renewed, and I was
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happy about it, in order to purchase a much better house, at the same price,
at Dana Point. [in actuality, the fraudulent escrow had cashed, and stolen, the
$5,000 check long before that [this was discovered in 2013].
The corrupt Orange County Sheriff (OCSD) investigator (Ms. Copic) told
me outright (in 2007-2009) that she wouldn’t investigate, or raise any charges
against the escrow criminals, including forgery, theft, etc. The corrupt OCDA,
to which I was referred, by the Orange County Recorder’s office to investigate
the grant-deed forgeries, referred me back to the same OCSD office.1
For these reasons, if this court decides to take judicial notice of its 2008
G038002 decision, it should be only to reflect the fact that it was not the law
of the case, and that it was a factually wrong decision, and that therefore the
2008 decision is not res judicata.
Respectfully Submitted

Dated:

4/17/17

Kareem Salessi
Plaintiff/Appellant

P.S.: This errata is filed upon permission from the clerk this morning.

1
In September 2016, I filed a complaint with the California Attorney General documenting the
fraudulent activities which I had discovered in the underlying case during 2016. However, I heard
nothing back from that office, not even a letter of confirmation of its receipt!
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CERTIFICATE OF INTERESTED PARTIES: 1
Planitiff/Petitioner Kareem Salessi (“Petitioner”, “Salessi”, or “I”)
requests this honorable court to first conflict-check against the former
defendants of this case, in addition to this section of my 9th Circuit opening
brief’s “CERTIFICATE OF INTERESTED PARTIES” (page 8) in my case#
13-57063, filed 5/20/16, (SCT 211), and incorporated here-in-full with this
reference. The full document is linked herein below:
https://kareemsalessi.files.wordpress.com/2010/04/e2809ckareem-salessiinformal-opening-brief-case-13-57063-file-stampede2809d.pdf
VERIFICATION
Due to countless documented perjuries in defendants’ filings, this opening
brief of Plaintiff Salessi is verified, thus its responding brief must also be
verified by the defendant as well as by his counsel.
CERTIFICATE OF WORD COUNT
According to Microsoft Word program, the body of this brief starting from next
page, contains less than 9,000 words.
Respectfully submitted,
Dated:
September 6, 2017

Kareem Salessi
Petitioner/Plaintiff

1
Each referenced exhibit is a true and correct copy of the document identified,
or a true copy of the contents thereof, and is incorporated by this reference into this
Opening Brief. Every referenced document, whether, or not provided herein with a
page number, Dkt #, or a hyperlink is incorporated here-in-full with this reference;
ABRIVIATIONS:
CT = Clerk’s Transcript;
SCT = Clerk’s Transcript;
RT = Court Reporter’s Transcript
Dkt = Docket of this appellate case# G054397, lined below:
http://appellatecases.courtinfo.ca.gov/search/case/dockets.cfm?dist=43&doc_id=2172626&doc_no=G054397

ROA = Register Of Action of the trial case# 04CC11080.
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APPELLANT’S OPENING BRIEF:
INTRODUCTION:
Farrokh Peimani (a/k/a: “Frank Pay-Money”), hereinafter “Peimani”, or
“Frank”, and his sham mortgage-initiation employer “Century Funding”, a fake
entity in San Mateo, operated by Peimani’s boss Orhan Tolu, are joint-andseveral judgment defendants for $75,000, for mortgage fraud.
The judgment had been the outcome of a NOTICED default prove-uptrial (10/26/2007), tried and rendered by the Hon. Judge James Gray, against
a few defendants for having conspired in defrauding Plaintiff/Appellant
Kareem Salessi (“plaintiff”, “Salessi”, or “I”) in their 2002 staged sale of the
subject property, located at 28841 Aloma Avenue, 92677 (hereinafter
“Aloma”), worth around $200,000 (SCT 692) for more than double the price of
$443,000, while stealing and distributing the difference among the coconspirators, most of whom had been summarily, and wrongly, dismissed
from the case earlier on by Judge Gray, who was known for his extreme
prejudice against self-represented litigants.
To avoid repetitions of this appeal’s background, I incorporate herein
with this reference, the factual contents under “PETITION”, starting at page
24 of my related WRIT G054465. Also, the early footnotes of this brief,
provide true background information on the 2002 criminal forgery operations,
resulting in the fake sale of a double-priced house, and without passing its
legal ownership.
Frank’s betrayal was evidently initiated with monetary greed once he
realized that an actually SFT 1,200 home (worth around $200,000) had been
misrepresented to me as an SFT 1,800 home for $443,000, and that he could
reap a big chunk of that fraudulent difference by conspiring with the other
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lead defendants to conceal from me the true square footage, and age of the
home, by concealing from me Aloma’s MLS-listing sheet, and the appraisal
report (after charging me $500 for it), both of which Frank was supposed to
send me as soon as possible, which he never did.
The trial court’s reporter transcript (TR 10/26/07), incorporated herein
with this reference, contains the judicial findings of the court, as poof of fact to
the above concerted conspiracies in Frank/Tolu fraudulent concealments in
preventing the appraisal-report, or even an MLS-sheet, to reach me, in
addition to all of their additional fraudulent misrepresentations regarding the
true nature of their prospective loan/s, as documented in the SAC. Frank,
and/or Tolu, must have conspired, and negotiated with Cameron Merage, the
“fraud-master of First Team Real Estate”, to split the difference of $443,000 -$257,000 == $196,000 (i.e.: the gross proceeds from their forged transactions,
minus the gross payment to the Ortiz sellers) (SCT 692).
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UNCONTESTED ULTIMATE MATERIAL FACTS OF THE CASE:
The uncontested ultimate material facts as to the subject property,
mostly listed in plaintiff’s opposition to Peimani’s Demurrer (SCT 168; 226-244),
are the following:
1- Two forged deeds of trust encumbering Aloma (void as recorded);
2- One forged Grant-Deed granting Aloma to appellant (void as recorded);
3- One forged "Preliminary Change of Ownership Report" (void as recorded);
4- One forged "INTERSPOUSAL TRANSFER GRANT DEED" (void as recorded);
5- Dumping a $257,528 property, for double the price (SCT 692), without even
passing title to appellant, or executing loan/s, while cashing at least $443,000
proceeds, by forging all papers, per their exhibits (SCT 637-1050) ;
6- 414-page packet of 2013 discovered “escrow documents” containing forged
signatures, ending with more forged signatures, and forged fingerprints, in a
forged notary book (SCT 637-1050) of “Fraud-Master Cameron Merage”, the
alter-ego brainchild of his “First Team Real Estate criminal enterprise”; 2
2
https://kareemsalessi.files.wordpress.com/2010/04/escrow-file-part-5-forged-fingerprintssignatures-by-22firstteeamrealestate-forgers22.pdf
(SCT 628-635) were the totally forged Aloma GRANT-DEEDS retrieved by appellant, end 2013.
All signatures, and notary stamps, on those recorded documents were uncontested, and forensically
proven, forgeries. The 414 pages (SCT 637-1050) produced by “Coast Cities Escrow”, the self-admitted
forgery-center of First Team Real Estate [as admitted in a 2006 Request For Admissions (RFA)], do
NOT include even a single notarized page, or a single recorded document, because the fraudulent
lawyer who produced them knew that such pages would be the ultimate proofs of their forgeries, and
of their 11-year cover-ups, by the aiding and abetting of Merage’s fraudulent counsel. The absence of
notarized documents in the 414-page packet also proves that plaintiff Salessi had NOT signed any loan
documents, because had he signed any, it would have had to have been notarized in order to be
executed. This is the opposite of the G038002 opinion, falsely speculating that Salessi had signed the
loan documents, despite declaring that it could not determine if he had signed any.
The atrocities of defendants, and public officials, as against plaintiff Salessi in the related
cases, far outweigh the sufferings of plaintiffs ERIK SUNDQUIST and RENÉE SUNDQUIST, resulting in
a $45,000,000 (45-million) judgment against BOA, rendered by a rare honest bankruptcy judge below:
http://stopforeclosurefraud.com/2017/03/29/in-re-sundquist-v-bank-of-america-na-bank-of-america-hitwith-45-million-in-punitive-damages-for-stay-violations/
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My comment below the article, incorporated herein with this reference, estimates that, based on the
above BK-decision, $5,000,000 is the average worth of each USA family destroyed by a fraudulent
foreclosure, and/or with the outright theft of their home, the latter of which occurred to Salessi with
premeditated plans to shoot to kill him upon an armed raid, on 8/11/09, as also documented in this
comment, all because they could NOT legally foreclose, owing to their own underlying forgeries:
http://stopforeclosurefraud.com/2017/07/12/homeowner-wells-fargo-settle-lawsuit-over-alleged-theftduring-foreclosure-process/comment-page-1/#comment-551920
Kareem Salessi says:
04/18/2017 at 6:25 pm
“Kareem Salessi 4-18-17”
“Salessi Weapons of Mass Disclosure” (“Salessi WMD”)
BOA reaction is in accordance with my statements in this recent comment:
http://stopforeclosurefraud.com/2017/03/29/in-re-sundquist-v-bank-of-america-na-bank-of-america-hitwith-45-million-in-punitive-damages-for-stay-violations/#comment-551372
It is noteworthy that the victim plaintiff family was to receive only $5 million of the $45 million award.
If every destroyed American family, due to fraudulent foreclosures, is worth $5,000,000. then,
20,000,000 million American families fraudulently foreclosed on, in the past ten years should
collectively be awarded $100,000,000,000,000. ($100 TRILLION DOLLARS), which should be enough
grounds for the new USA Government to undertake the total destruction of the criminals who brought
this about, and continue to murder Americans with similar fraudulent foreclosures on colossal scales.
Just as Prof. William Black how to round them up, and lock them up, until, they come up with the $100
trillion above.
Bill Black: The Banks Have Blood on Their Hands
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B4xEYSUQsZg
thank you
“Kareem Salessi 4/18/17”
************************************ END OF FIRST COMMENT *************************
The follow up comment to the above comment, which was NOT posted, but which is attached
herein below, sheds further light on the details of the criminal activities, as against Salessi, and
against millions of similarly situated victims across the country:
*********************BELOW FOLLOWUP COMMENT WAS NOT POSTED BY THE WEBSITE:
"Kareem_Salessi_8-18-17" "Salessi_WMD"
Realtors, escrow, title officer, mortgage brokers, lenders, notaries, regularly forge documents.
See related new cases at: http://titleinsurancecenter.com/
Here is just one published example from above link:
CHANDA v. FEDERAL HOME LOANS CORP. 215 Cal.App.4th 746 (2013)
http://titleinsurancecenter.com/Title%20Insurance%20Pages/Cases/Opinions/Chanda_v_FederalHomeLoans.PDF

As a potential learning experience for "USA_Foreclosure-Genocide_Victims", whose many loan,
escrow, and foreclosure, documents have likely been forged, my backstory to my above comments
may provide additional insight:
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In late 2007, I prevailed in my original case# 04CC11080 with a total of $825,000 partial judgments
against four defaulting defendants, whereby the trial judge realized having made a mistake in having
formerly summarily dismissed the other defendants, then expressing his wishes that the court of
appeal reverse and remand to his court for full prosecution. However, I was subsequently defrauded
by "fraudulent appellate attorney Richard Knickerbocker", who maliciously destroyed my appeal, after
stealing my funds.
Some of the already dismissed defendants are named below.
The reason the above-named Orange County gangsters resorted to their armed raid with the intent to
shoot to kill me was the fact that they could NOT foreclose because all their executed loan, grant-deed,
and foreclosure, documents had been forged, either by themselves, by their former agents-in-crime,
such as "First Team Real Estate forgery factory", operated by its "gangster owner Cameron Merage",
or by their new agents-in-crime, namely the Orange County courts, and sheriff's employees, such as
judges William Monroe, and Richard Pacheco (who forged their own court documents upon demand by
drug dealers)!
A "so-called lawful foreclosure" can be performed only on legally executed loan/s, and its associated
legally executed grant deeds, NOT on forged loans, and/or forged grant deed/s. This is the reason that
a lawful, and/or, legal foreclosure, was impossible for those terrorists, who have continued to terrorize
the public, with the same modus operandi, under the color of law.
I had extensively documented their "self-admitted forgeries" in my court files, in addition to forensic
handwriting expert-witness analysis (posted online), proving that all their recorded loan and grant
deeds had been forged, therefore there had never existed any valid, and/or executed, mortgages on the
house to be enforced, and foreclosed on by "Wachovia drug dealers", or anyone else, in addition to
the fact that the GRANT DEED was also a complete forgery!
As a result of their actual forgeries, the only way for their gangster lawyers' criminal success, in
stealing my house, was to bribe their way through every obstacle, which is exactly what they did [and
have been doing with millions of USA victims]!
Here are additional proofs of their blatant forgeries from their own mouths:
1March 28, 2006, undisclosed letter from "fraudulent attorney Douglas Farrell", supposedly on
my behalf, telling the "First Team fraudulent attorney Marc Cwern" [a self-proclaimed Mafia consigliere]
that according to Farrell's knowledge [from Commonwealth Title] "Ms. Simmons was the First Team
forger", and asking Cwern to confirm it. Farrell knew this because "Commonwealth Title forgery"
agents were routinely participating in those document forgery operations for executing bogus loans.
They are the same forgers as LPS-DocX, belonging to Fidelity.
This letter was retrieved in a 2011 discovery of "Commonwealth Title Insurance Fraud Company", and
has been ignored by all courts until now:
https://kareemsalessi.files.wordpress.com/2010/04/22fraudulent-attorney-douglas-farrell22-knew-22simmons-was-firstteamrealestate-forger22.pdf

2- "Escrow_officer-forger_Ann_Skinner" notary book pages bearing "SIX FORGED FINGERPRINTS
AND SIGNATURES" of 11/5/2002:
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This was the last two pages of a 414-page discovery package retrieved from
"FIRSTTEAMREALESTATE" fraudulent lawyer, in late 2013, during a discovery in the fraudulent federal
court which dismissed the action immediately after this discovery!"
"Federal Judge David Carter" had concealed his extensive conflicts of interest with multiple
defendants, especially with the "bribed Judge William Monroe", which is why Judge Carter pulled
many stunts to illegally destroy and dismiss my case, "in conspiracy with defendant Judge William
Monroe", who called Judge Carter at least twice about being served my complaint and my discovery
subpoena, whereby telling Judge Carter to kill my cases, which is exactly what Judge Carter did.
The 414-page discovery-package-file, which could be sent to people suing "FIRSTTEAMREALESTATE"
criminals and/or, any title companies, is a masterpiece forgery file which could be utilized as a
guidance, and disclosure of how those forgery criminals operate.
"Corrupt Orange County Sheriff investigator Copic" (OCSD), and OCDA, had repeatedly told me that
they refused to investigate escrow company forgeries.
OCSD, and OCDA, and probably all similar "bogus USA law-enforcements", and reportedly under
control of Freemasons, are cores of corruption, under the color of law, according to my personal
knowledge, experience, and documentations:
https://kareemsalessi.files.wordpress.com/2010/04/escrow-file-part-5-forged-fingerprints-signatures-by-22firstteeamrealestate-forgers22.pdf

"Gangster attorney Fredrick Hickman" was the first appearing corrupt drug cartel attorney who, I
believe, first bribed "corrupt Orange County Judge William Monroe" to kill my 2008 complaint, filed for
injunction against the drug cartel's fraudulent foreclosure, cancellation of forged instruments, and for
QUIET TITLE.
My personally retained "fraudulent attorney Barry A. Ross"
http://members.calbar.ca.gov/fal/Member/Detail/58166
who had filed the 2008 case on my behalf, turned out to be a total conman who defrauded me by
stealing my money, and filing a defective complaint, by taking out the main parts of "QUIET TITLE",
and "CANCELLATION OF FORGED INSTRUMENTS", which filing was my precondition to retain
"conman Barry Ross", despite which precondition "Barry Ross betrayed me", and deleted those coresections from the complaint, before filing it.
I believe that Barry Ross sold me out to "Wachovia Drug Cartel" in return for a bribe, immediately after
I retained him and gave him my fully drafted complaint, which was ready to file under "Barry A. Ross
label".
I believe that "Barry Ross defrauded me" by first delivering my complaint-TRO-package to Hickman's
"drug trafficking law firm AFRCT" to bargain for a bribe in return for destroying my slam-dunk case, by
first reducing my complaint to a defective minimum before filing it, and then to abandon my case
immediately thereafter, which he did, and then by suing me for more money, instead of refunding my
stolen funds. "CALBAR MAFIA" also declined to take action against any of the gangster lawyers I
complained of.
"FIRSTTEAMREALESTATE FRAUD" is the forgery brain-child of "fraudster_Cameron_Merage", who
has perfected similar frauds on thousands of victims in Orange County, and elsewhere. "First Team's
414-page forgery-package" could be sent to victims who intend to sue them.
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COURTS’ SILENT CONVENTIONS AGAINST PRO SE LITIGANTS:
According to plaintiff’s, nearly two decades of, personal experience with
California state and federal courts, and what I had personally learned in law
seminars, when I was a law-student, USA courts have numerous undisclosed
conventions and/or rituals, some of which target self-represented parties,
especially in civil cases. Criminal defendants fair better in this regard,
because they can always have free attorney representation, when they
In the below 2008 appellate oral argument, I had explained to the court how the above financial
criminals operated their serial forgery and plunder, which the court accepted as against them, and to
which their attorneys didn't object, thus admitting to them by their waiver of denial, and by their
failures to explain.
Despite all that, that court of appeal didn't even consider my oral argument, or the forgery proofs, and
documents, which I had filed for judicial notice, in conjunction with the oral argument:
https://kareemsalessi.files.wordpress.com/2010/04/g038002-salessi-oral-argument-transcript-9-18-08.pdf

"USA CRIME BANKS FORGERY OPERATIONS", a case study:
Below is a 12-year-old report of how "World Savings Drug Cartel" serially forged loans, in the
thousands, through conduits like those reported here, just as their former loan manager, Paul Bishop,
has been litigating against them for ten years, in whistleblower actions:
http://www.metroactive.com/metro-santa-cruz/09.03.08/cover-0836.html
Many of the forged loans reported above were apparently cancelled through the efforts of "Attorney
Pamela Simmons". http://members.calbar.ca.gov/fal/Member/Detail/160523
Similar cancellation was the object of my 2008 complaint which Barry Ross sold off.
However, the cartel continued to expand its loan-forgery operations into "Wachovia Drug Cartel" until
a couple of years later when Wachovia in turn laundered all its drug money and its "forged, and
laundered, loan portfolios" into "Wells Fargo Drug Cartel", which I have extensively documented in my
court files, and on this website.
We all know that since the above (2007-2008) world history's largest known ($1/2-$2 trillion) drug
money laundering operation, their criminal operations have expanded at least five-fold, thanks to the
"USA_Financial_Crimes _Expansions_Acts”(a/k/a: Dodd-Frank Act) of the past seven years which
have helped flourish the phenomenal expansions, as I explained in response to some mortgage
bankers in this comment:
https://auggiecoupdblog.wordpress.com/2017/04/21/bank-of-america-dealer-in-public-employees-retirement-americansaltruistic-assembly-to-restore-self-enlightened-government/comment-page-1/#comment-31

Thank you for posting this comment.
"Kareem_Salessi_8/18/17"
***************************************************************END OF UNPOSTED COMENT ****************
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cannot afford it, as against civil pro se plaintiffs who lose their funds to
fraudster lawyers and end up filing pro se papers, such as this plaintiff here.
Some such conventions against pro se litigants, which I have
discovered and already documented in this court, and other court-files, is
courts’ silent conventions to kill pro se plaintiff cases at every stage of
proceedings, initially by not reading anything they file, then by ruling against
them in terminating motions such as in demurrers, by citing only to attorneyfiled opposing papers, all of which have occurred in this case, amounting to
the “willful blindness of courts”. Only when a plaintiff’s filing is unopposed,
such as the 2006 complaint here against defendant Peimani, would a court
read a plaintiff’s document, and/or hear his default prove up trial, even then
with much scrutiny, to the point of trial courts advocacy in defense of
defaulting defendants, as in this default trial.
I have personally encountered this realm in numerous related cases,
however, the 10/26/07 default prove up judgments, at issue here are those
directly related to this case, whereby the trial court bent over backwards for
defendants Peimani, and his bogus employer (“DBA-Century Funding”), by
refusing to judicially admit their breach of fiduciary duty, which would have
resulted in consequential, punitive, and other damage claims, not just the
$75,000 against them as a joint-and-several fraud-judgment. The details of
Judge Gray’s advocacy can be read in the 1/26/07 transcript, where Attorney
Chakmak insisted on the court’s finding of “breach of fiduciary duty”, in
addition to fraud and conspiracy, as against Peimani and his employer,
however, Judge Gray stated outright that: “…Let us not enter that territory”.
Just a year earlier, Judge Gray had said on the record that World Savings
was entitled to forge anything they wanted, and that he would dismiss them
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anyway, without even one amendment as to them, because “… they are a
bank and they can forge whatever they wanted and he was going to dismiss
them anyway …”. (See 9/18/08 transcript of G038002 Oral Argument), also
available at this link: https://kareemsalessi.files.wordpress.com/2010/04/g038002salessi-oral-argument-transcript-9-18-08.pdf

Furthermore, my research into American courts’ relentless support of
USA financial crimes industry such as banks, insurance, title, escrow, and
their associates-in-crimes, such as mortgage brokers in this instance, led me
to the finding that judges, and high-level officials (federal, state, and county),
regularly receive free funds in the forms of no-interest, or very low interest,
credit-finances such as mortgages, credit-lines, and debt-relief, which
finances are unavailable to the general public. I had documented one such
example of this in a comment chain regarding Senator Chris Dodd’s free
mortgages (FOA loans) from “Countrywide criminal enterprise”, now a part of
Bank Of America, during the Senator’s tenure as the Chairman of U.S.
Senate Finance Committee. Comment link:
https://auggiecoupdblog.wordpress.com/2017/04/21/bank-of-america-dealer-in-public-employees-retirementamericans-altruistic-assembly-to-restore-self-enlightened-government/comment-page-1/#comment-31
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THE REOPENING OF A NON-REVERSIBLE JUDGMENT:
This appeal is from consecutive abuses of discretion of four courts, one
in San Mateo, and three in the Orange County Central Court, in their
apparent abrogation of all court rules, and rules of civil procedure (collectively
“rule-rituals”), in contemplation of what appears to have been an illegally
planned scheme of fixing the case conducted by Attorney Lawrence
Jacobson, on behalf of defendant Peimani, according to Peimani’s advance
warnings to plaintiff, before retaining Mr. Jacobson, in resorting to a certain
“Mafia of Jewish lawyers” who used to aid and abetted his “Jewish boss
Orhan Tolu" in his illegal conducts, to successfully whitewash the aftermath of
Tolu’s fraudulent real-estate and mortgage activities (CT-142).
According to Peimani, in 2010, and upon the California Department of
Real Estate (DRE/BRE) demand of fraud recovery funds from Peimani, on
Salessi’s behalf, the above “Mafia of lawyers” had advised Orhan Tolu to
abandon his bogus “DBA-Century Funding” as well as his “Baldwin Mortgage”
which had purportedly registered the bogus DBA. (CT 188-194) show
Peimani’s partial correspondences with DRE proving, without a doubt, that
Peimani, and Tolu, were fully aware of the $75,000 judgment, thus rendering
multiple declarations of Attorney Jacobson to the contrary, as actual perjury,
obstruction of justice, and fraud upon court, such as the last line of (CT 120),
where he lied outright: “Further, Peimani filed this Motion diligently after
discovery of the existence of the judgment” (12/1/15), which was six years
after the above 2010 discovery through DRE, although Peimani and Orhan
Tolu had both received several recorded abstracts of judgment directly from
multiple county recorders since early 2008, as also stated in my opposition
papers. The above statement having been established a perjured lie, this
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court must make the finding that Peimani’s (12/1/15) motion years past
deadline: “a moving party ... must show diligence in making the motion after
discovery of the default.” ’ [Citations.]”” ((Younessi v. Woolf, 244 Cal.App.4th
1137, 1145 (2016)).
Other examples of Attorney Jacobson’s serial perjuries can be seen in
his

27-page

(3/4/16)

diatribe

(CT

651-678)

in

his

fraudulent

misrepresentations to the court that plaintiff Salessi had forged the registered
processor-server Tim Kinney’s signature on his 2/22/16 affidavit (CT 664).
The above fraud was promptly (3/10/16) followed by another 40-page diatribe
(CT 683-723) of perjuries, such as his declarations, under the penalty of
perjury, at the bottom of (CT 706) ¶¶ 6-7, plus the oath. A glance at the
referenced email of Attorney Tim Krantz (CT 715) proves that Mr. Jacobson
totally falsified Attorney Krantz attached email, just to get by with setting aside
the judgment. The above perjured filings evidently persuaded Judge Moss to
set aside the 9-year old judgment (CT 724-726). Salessi recently filed a new
affidavit of Tim Kinney in which Mr. Kinney authenticated his signature on his
original 2/22/16 affidavit (CT 664) as well as his signatures on his 2006
signed proofs of service (Dkt 08/01/2017).
The above 12/2/15 perjured declaration (CT 706) further incriminates
Mr. Jacobson, in that although it is hand-stamped “FILED” by the San Mateo
court, it had not been filed with that court, nor had it been served to Attorney
Krantz, or to plaintiff Salessi; worse yet, no EX PARTE NOTICE had been
given to either Attorney Krantz, or to plaintiff, whereby Mr. Jacobson had
managed to procure an illegal order, from the San Mateo court, to reopen the
non-reversible judgment case on the same date. That order, which Mr.
Jacobson subsequently emailed to Attorney Krantz, prompted Mr. Krantz to
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cancel his judgment-collection agreement with plaintiff Salessi, and to
substitute out of the case on the same date (SCT 133), thus destroying
Salessi’s judgment-collections from all the rest of the judgment-debtors,
addition to the destruction of my 9th Circuit appellate case# 13-57063, thus
amounting to Mr. Jacobson’s intentional interference with Salessi’s
prospective economic advantage, among other claims which plaintiff Salessi
may later prosecute in a lawsuit against him, and his law-firm, Jacobson &
Cohen, essentially for their modus operandi serial frauds by fabricating their
own Kellyane Conway style “ALTERNATIVE FACTS” (i.e.: fakeries) as
opposed to the true material facts (SCT 166-194), proved with incontestable
exhibits, as documented by plaintiff Salessi throughout his filings, as sworn
affidavits as well as the uncontested judicial admissions of the forgeries in the
Oral Arguments of G038002 and G040958, incorporated here-in-full with this
reference:
https://kareemsalessi.files.wordpress.com/2010/04/g038002-salessi-oral-argument-transcript-9-18-08.pdf
https://kareemsalessi.files.wordpress.com/2010/04/4-21-11-appeal-oral-argument-g040958.mp3

In doing the acts alleged, these lawyers violated numerous laws
including, but not limited to, those owed by attorneys license to practice law,
such as B & P 6068(d) that a lawyer is under a statutory duty never to
misstate the facts or law. [See Mammoth Mountain Ski Area v. Graham, 135
CA4th 1367 (2006). 427-428-court reported appellate counsel to State Bar
because a "serious mis-characterization of the record occurred in this case, at
oral argument"]. In the instant Salessi case, all such offenses of counsel are
in the written record, in addition to those falsifications reported by plaintiff
after oral arguments, and incontestable by counsel in follow up motions.
(SCT 427) citing the above case, had also pled against the corrupt
“Wachovia Drug Cartel” attorney Fred Hickman, and his corrupt law-firm
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AFRCT, which I have no doubts bribed the former Judge William Monroe, to
facilitate their theft of the Aloma subject property without foreclosure [because
a legal foreclosure on forged loans and grant-deeds is impossible, and/or is
void (SCT 168)], in a coordinated stream of criminal activities, as documented
in Salessi’s opposition to Peimani’s demurrer (SCT 166-194), including its
exhibits (SCT 202-1050), incorporated here-in-full with this reference, as if
fully set forth. As just one example of Judge Monroe’s atrocities, he physically
stole several court-documents from a related 2008 case-file, which filings
incriminated him, and/or his attorney accomplices; Judge Monroe also altered,
and forged, several court-reporter transcripts, as documented in my late-filed
13-57063 opening brief, mentioned above (SCT 204-369), also available
online with live links at:

https://kareemsalessi.files.wordpress.com/2010/04/e2809csalessi-informal-

opening-brief-case-13-57063-with-live-hyperlinkse2809d.pdf

“Judge Monroe consented to have stolen the above, and other court
documents, from Salessi's case file, by his waiver of denial, as documented
in…”; see bottom of (SCT 259).
Judge Dale Chase (retired), turned a whistleblower, disclosed the
nationwide bribery scheme of foreclosure judges in page 96 of his below
linked book, as quoted below:
“Given these circumstances, it was absolutely necessary for them
to involve the Judges in their criminal conduct. Foreclosure
Judges receive 10% of the original Promissory Note, after they
authorize the bank to steal and sell your assets in foreclosure.”
"THE GREAT AMERICAN ADVENTURE SECRETS OF AMERICA" [Political
history of government and law]
http://www.stopthecrime.net/docs/THE-GREAT-AMERICAN-ADVENTURE.pdf
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STATEMENT OF APPEALABILITY:
(CT 943) lists the issues presented in this appeal.
In sum, this is an appeal following a judgment of dismissal of an illegally
reopened complaint, against a joint-and-several judgment debtor Farrokh
Peimani (acting under the false disguise of a mortgage broker in the employ
of an unlicensed, and bogus “DBA-Century Funding”, in 2002), disposing of
all claims between appellant and Peimani, after having also illegally set aside
a nine-year old fraud-judgment of $75,000, obtained on 10/26/2007. The
bogus “Century Funding” was the official joint-and-several judgment debtor,
and one of the many bogus entities under which Orhan Tolu (Peimani’s boss)
has been operating fraudulent mortgage schemes for at least two decades.
The potential remand of this case to the trial court should also permit plaintiff
Salessi to fully re-litigate the case as against Orhan Tolu, in which case
Peimani would likely be relieved of any potential future judgments as against
himself.
The federal common law rule that a decree dismissing one of two
jointly liable defendants is not an appealable final decree does not control
state statutes regarding the appealability of judgments ((Code Civ. Proc.,
§§579, 904.1, subd. (a)). Tinsley v. Palo Alto Unified Sch. Dist., 91 Cal. App.
3d 871, 154 (1979). It is also appealable pursuant to other such authorities as
Ochoa v. Superior Court (1985) 39 Cal.3d 159, 163, stating:
““In testing the sufficiency of a complaint against a demurrer we are guided by the wellsettled rule that “a general demurrer admits the truth of all material factual allegations in
the complaint [citation]; that the question of plaintiff's ability to prove these allegations,
or the possible difficulty in making such proof does not concern the reviewing court
[citations]; and that plaintiff need only plead facts showing that he may be entitled to
some relief [citation].” (Alcorn v. Anbro Engineering, Inc. (1970) 2 Cal.3d 493””
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Several other orders/judgments, which culminated in the final termination of
the trial case include the following:
A- Illegal reopening of the case in San Mateo, without NOTICE to
appellant, and/or even filing any documents, upon the calendaring of
Peimani’s judgment-debtor examination, to preempt potential arrest
warrant for Peimani’s failure to appear, after viewing arrest warrant
orders against judgment debtor Dana Ballard (CT 123, 131, 132);
B- Setting aside a non-appealable default fraud-judgment of $75,000,
dated 10/26/07, later judicially admitted, and confirmed by this court
in its 2008 opinion of G038002 (CT 790);
C- Reassignments of the case, WITHOUT NOTICE to plaintiff, with
proven pattern to conceal the reassignments, in order to deprive
Salessi from exercising his statutory CCP 170.6 CHALLENGE;
D- Refusals of the trial court to undo any of the above mistakes, and/or
frauds, all of which actions had been done by courts;
E- Judge Crandall’s refusals in granting his, self-recommended, CCP
170.6 PEREMTORY, or Salessi’s subsequently filed combined 170.1,
and 170.6 challenges;
F- Judge Crandall’s striking of the challenges after NOTICE OF
APPEAL filed, despite his lack of authority to do so, as documented
in Salessi’s most recent filing in this case (Dkt 08/31/2017);
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STANDARD OF REVIEW
DEMURRER:
This court of appeal’s review should be de novo pursuant to California
Supreme Court standards, as set forth in Zelig v. City of Los Angeles, 27 Cal.
4th 1112, 1126 (2002):
In determining whether plaintiffs properly stated a claim for relief, our
standard of review is clear: “ ‘We treat the demurrer as admitting all
material facts properly pleaded, but not contentions, deductions or
conclusions of fact or law. [Citation.] We also consider matters which
may be judicially noticed.’ [Citation.] Further, we give the complaint a
reasonable interpretation, reading it as a whole and its parts in their
context. [Citation.] When a demurrer is sustained, we determine
whether the complaint states facts sufficient to constitute a cause of
action. [Citation.] And when it is sustained without leave to amend, we
decide whether there is a reasonable possibility that the defect can be
cured by amendment: if it can be, the trial court has abused its
discretion and we reverse; if not, there has been no abuse of discretion
and we affirm. [Citations.] **1181 The burden of proving such
reasonable possibility is squarely on the plaintiff.” [Citations.] [noting
that our review is de novo].”” Zelig v. City of Los Angeles @ 1126.
Furthermore, this court of appeal, at the beginning of a recent decision,
reversing the grant of a mortgage-fraud demurrer stated, inter alia: “If the
facts expressly alleged in the complaint conflict with an exhibit, the contents
of the exhibit take precedence.” [Citation] Lueras v. BAC Home Loans
Servicing, LP, 221 Cal.App.4th 49 (2013)
Because the “speaking exhibits” of the operative complaint, even
though they were from 2002-2005, and not up-to-date, they presented the
controlling facts, especially that no conflicting allegations existed in the
complaint. This is the reason why respondent’s counsel, despite having
churned the refiling of over 700 pages of paper leading up to his demurrer,
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had intentionally excluded Salessi’s “speaking exhibits”, because they proved
Peimani/Tolu faults. In his demurrer opposition, Salessi had updated the
exhibits, with nearly 900 pages of recently discovered exhibits, in order to
prove the extent of the 2002 frauds, and the fact that he could easily amend
his complaint [for the first time as to Peimani] to include the updated
discoveries, as presented to the trial court, all of which were ignored.
Furthermore, this court of appeal’s recent decision as to statutory
indemnity, fortifies Salessi’s position that Orhan Tolu, Peimani’s alter-ego
broker, who most likely retained Attorney Jacobson, should be added to an
amended complaint, upon remand: ““It is clear that the concept of statutory
indemnity exists in California law. Defendants' contention that the reference to
“indemnity” in the HSAA can only refer to traditional equitable indemnification
is therefore unpersuasive.”” Orange Cty. Water Dist. v. Alcoa Glob. Fasteners,
Inc., 12 Cal. App. 5th 252 (2017).
DISCUSSION:
Trial courts should not have reopened the case and should not have set
aside the default judgment decreed against respondent Peimani:
As explained above, with citations to the record, the San Mateo court
should not have reopened the case, and it abused its discretion in doing so.
Furthermore, Judge Moss abused the court’s discretion in setting aside the
default judgment when he had no authority to do so, as Salessi proved with
overwhelming points & authorities in Plaintiff’s 3/10/16 exparte at the trial
court (SCT 146-150). The Moss court abused its discretion to declare the
2007 judgment “void on its face” and to set it aside (SCT 150), top of page,
citing Cruz v. Fagor America, Inc., 146 Cal. App. 4th 488 (4th Dist. 2007).
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The default judgment was not void on its face, even according to the
harshest of standards examined by this appellate court below:
““Timeliness of Motion to Set Aside Default Judgment
Defendant effectively concedes his motion to vacate the default judgment was untimely
unless the judgment is void. (Code Civ. Proc., § 473, *582 subd. (b).) A void judgment
may be challenged at any time. (Id., subd. (d); [CITATION] A judgment may be void on
the face of the record or void for lack of proper service. Defendant contends the
judgment is void on the face of the record because the trial court is not authorized to
enter a default judgment in a quiet title action and the judgment is void because he was
not properly served. We will address these contentions and conclude the default
judgment is not void and the motion to vacate the default judgment was therefore
untimely. Yeung v. Soos, 119 Cal. App. 4th 576, 581 (2004)
Void on the Face of the Record
A judgment is void on the face of the record when it appears on the face of the record
that the trial court had no power to enter the default or the default judgment.[CITATION]
Thus, for example, a court has no power to enter a defendant's default after the
defendant has answered but has failed to appear for trial. (Code Civ. Proc., § 585 [a
default judgment may be had if the defendant fails to answer]. [CITATIONS] In addition,
a default judgment is void when the damages are in excess of the damages specified in
the complaint or the statement of damages. .[CITATION]
As we have discussed, the trial court is authorized to enter a default in a quiet title
action. (Code Civ. Proc., § 764.010.) The trial court may enter judgment following a
default after an evidentiary hearing. (Ibid.) Although plaintiffs presented substantial
documentary evidence of their title, the evidentiary hearing in this quiet title action was
not properly conducted. The trial court rendered judgment by the normal default proveup method, including the submission of documents and declarations. The trial court
should have held an evidentiary hearing. However, the improper procedure did not
deprive the trial court of the power to enter the judgment. The procedure was merely
erroneous. The judgment is not void on this ground. .[CITATION]””
Yeung v. Soos, 119 Cal. App. 4th 576, 582 (2004).
Furthermore, during the 3/11/16 hearings, I expressly objected to Mr.
Jacobson’s oral, and written, statements calling them pure fabrications (SCT
176) continuing onto the next page (SCT 177) with one falsified paragraph
cited from (CT 770), he declared that Salessi had received the appraisal
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report, in total contradiction to all the statements in the operative complaint as
well as the default-prove-up trial transcripts of 10/25/07, and 10/26/07,
whereby the Hon. Judge Gray, upon substantial scrutiny made the judicial
findings of Peimani’s fraudulent concealment in preventing me to obtain the
appraisal report for which I had paid him $500 in advance. The above
fabrication also made it clear that Mr. Jacobson had not even obtained the
trial transcripts to read their judicial findings. Mr. Jacobson had probably
assumed that the default judgment had been obtained without a prove-up-trial.
In fact the entire contents of (CT 770) was fabricated.
JUDGE ROBERT MOSS’ INPUT TOWARDS THE DEFAULT JUDGMENT:
Salessi’s above argument had personal support from the Hon. Judge
Moss himself, as follows: the default prove-up-trial was held on the two days
of 10/25/2007, and 10/26/2007. In the evening of 10/25/07, I, appellant
Salessi, attended a law seminar held by OTCLA, at Tustin Ranch Country
Club. According to memory, while walking out of the building, I encountered
the Hon. Judge Moss whereupon asking if his strategy in conducting default
prove-up-trials was to scrutinize and cross-examine witnesses, in order to
determine justifiable amounts of default judgments. Judge Moss responded
that he did not scrutinize plaintiffs in default prove-up-trials and that he
usually granted whatever they asked. The next day, upon meeting Attorney
John Chakmak, before the 1/26/07 hearing, I told him about the Judge Moss
consult, which he found encouraging for completing the default trial.
However, to the contrary of Judge Moss’ approach, the Hon. Judge
Gray heavily scrutinized and even took positions, especially in defense of
Peimani and his bogus employer “DBA-Century Funding”, by refusing to
make a judicial finding of the breach of fiduciary duty by Peimani, et al., even
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though it was mandated by statutes such as Cal.Civ.Code §2923.1
establishing mortgage brokers as fiduciary of borrowers, in addition to
countless case-laws, such as:

“A mortgage broker has a fiduciary duty to a

borrower. A mortgage lender does not.” Smith v. Home Loan Funding, Inc.,
192 Cal.App.4th 1331 (2011).
Additional legal arguments, voiding the setting aside of the default
judgment, had been discussed in (Dkt 04/14/2017) Opposition to dismiss this
appeal, incorporated here-in-full with this reference. This court’s own decision
rendering vacation of a default judgment void due to improper notice, as in
here, was also cited: Moghaddam v. Bone, 142 Cal. App. 4th 283 (2006).
The countless inconsistencies in judge Moss vacation of the default
judgment, in conjunction with those of trial courts in this and its related cases,
for over a decade, warrant remand and retrial on all the merits of the case, at
least as against the defaulted defendants, here Peimani, his alter ego Orhan
Tolu, and Commonwealth Title [which had triple-crossed Salessi in multiple
cases, plus ADR], and according to Ryan v. Crown Castle NG Networks, Inc.,
6 Cal. App. 5th 775 (2016): “inconsistent verdict warrants retrial on all issues”.
Furthermore, trial court failed its duty to provide neutral guidance to pro se
plaintiff [here Salessi] as to default-judgment requirements, how to protect it,
and the invalidity of attempts to set it aside ten years too late, pursuant to
Holloway v. Quetel, 242 Cal. App. 4th 1425 (2015). 3

3
Orhan Tolu was operating the fraudulent “Century Funding” and several similar shell entities,
and has continued to conduct similar fraudulent operations to this day, under newer shell-entity
names. My early 2017 complaint against Tolu, and Peimani, with the California Bureau of Real Estate
(BRE/DRE), for their 2002, frauds is still pending.
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JUDICIAL CHALLENGES ON APPEAL :
Furthermore, the striking of a judicial disqualification is an appealable
order upon the dismissal of the entire case, only if the rule-rituals have been
followed, by first filing a WRIT OF MANDAMUS G054465, which Salessi filed,
which WRIT is now incorporated here-in-full, with this reference, as if set forth.
CCP §170.3 (d) authorizes this appeal to include the denial of the judicial
recusal, and the denial of the above WIRT, based on constitutional due
process grounds, as proved in my WRIT G054465, with overwhelming points
and authorities, beginning at page 24, such as this paragraph at page 31:
“Statute providing that order denying motion to disqualify a judge is not appealable does
not apply to, and hence does not bar, review on appeal from final judgment of
nonstatutory claims that final judgment is constitutionally invalid because of judicial bias.
CCP §§170.1, 170.3(d)” People v. Peoples, 62 Cal. 4th 718 (2016).
On the above supreme court mandate this court must render the
depositions of trial court constitutionally invalid and set them aside.
Additionally, the 12/19/16 filing of Salessi’s NOTICE OF APPEAL cut
off Judge Crandall’s authority from filing a response, striking the statements
of disqualification, thus he was automatically deemed to have consented to
disqualification

on

factual

basis

alleged

in

Salessi’s

statement

of

disqualification, according to the latest related decision of Hayward v.
Superior Court, 389 P.3d 862 (Cal. 2017), with holding, inter alia:
1- temporary judge was properly deemed to have consented to
disqualification

on

factual

basis

alleged

in

statement

of

disqualification;
2- all orders issued by temporary judge were void and were required to
be vacated; /// /// ///
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Attorney Jacobson’s 12/21/16 opposition to Salessi peremptory
challenges (CT 925-930) was also illegally filed, and was unauthorized. The
opposition which excluded Salessi’s “Challenge For Cause”, pursuant to CCP
§170.1, et seq., conceded to this challenge by its waiver of denial, thus Judge
Crandall should have also conceded to it on that basis alone, by not filing his
purported 12/23/16 RESPONSE, which he probably filed due to the fact that
he never read any of Salessi’s filings, nor did he ever write any of his orders,
or judgments, nor did he ever look at the case docket to see that the 12/19/16
NOTICE cut off his authority.
The above, in addition to other reasons, have been documented in
Salessi’s recent 8/31/17 “THIRD REQUEST FOR EXTENSION…” (Dkt
08/31/2017), which is incorporated here-in-full with this reference, as if set
forth. That document’s trial court exhibit had even emphasized the Hayward
court’s recommendation that, upon receiving a judicial challenge, Judicial
Officers should contact the California Judicial Resources Network to ascertain
if they should disqualify themselves. Hayward provides this secure judicial
consulting website: http://www2.courtinfo.ca.gov/cjer/judicial/1715.htm
Furthermore, the intentional falsifications of case laws to
represent the opposite of their true meanings, which was the modus operandi
of Attorney Jacobson, was directly transferred to the trial court’s fabrication of
rulings, minute orders, and judgments, by totally misrepresenting the laws to
their contrary, and by totally disregarding the presented facts, making it clear
that the trial judge played no part in drafting them, and as documented by
appellant in multiple filings such as (SCT 1087-1092).
By his repeated waivers of denial, Judge Crandall admitted that he
never read any of plaintiff’s documents, and that he never prepared any of his
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orders. For instance, in contradiction to Supreme Court’s mandate in Chevron
U.S.A., Inc. v. Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd., 19 Cal. 4th 1182, 1195, (1999),
that: “It is axiomatic that language in a judicial opinion is to be understood in
accordance with the facts and issues before the court. An opinion is not
authority for propositions not considered”. The underlying trial-court orders
boldly fabricated the meanings and propositions of its own cited cases and
statutes, such as In re Abdul Y., (1982) 130 Cal. App. 3d 847, and Mass v.
Superior Court, 232 Cal. App.4th, 169 (2014), as plaintiff proved on (SCT
1088), and up to his 8/31/17 filing in this court (Dkt 08/31/2017). Therefore,
with such proven fabrications throughout the case, and even continued to this
day, the trial court has been seriously abusing its discretion, even post appeal.
Salessi incorporates here-in-full with this reference, the related
constitutional and due process arguments of his related CERTIORARI, in his
U.S. Supreme Court Case# 11-1013:

https://kareemsalessi.files.wordpress.com/2010/04/2-

15-12-salessi-petition-for-writ-of-certiorari-with-the-supreme-court-with-live-hyperlinks.pdf

G038002 [erroneous] OPINION SHOULD BE ABROGATED:
G038002 unpublished opinion, which is not the law of the case, should
be abrogated by this honorable court of appeal, to allow plaintiff Salessi to
prosecute his causes of action against several forgery defendants.
The G038002 opinion, filed several times by counsel, in the trial court
for fee-churning, and filed in other cases by all other dismissed defendants of
this case which were defendants in other cases, has created the false
presumption that the flawed opinion was the law of the case. However, in my
ERRATA (Dkt 04/17/2017) in this court, incorporated here-in-full with this
reference, I proved that the G038002 factual findings, and assumptions had
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been false, primarily due to the bogus opening brief filed by attorney Richard
Knickerbocker to destroy my case, pursuant to his predatory sociopathic
perversions as shown to the court on 7/14/16 with a sealed 9th Circuit filing,
and in the 12/19/16 judicial challenges (CT 913-914). Knickerbocker’s
attorney fraud, alone, is sufficient grounds for this court to abrogate G038002,
according to this court’s own standards: “attorneys' failure to oppose
demurrers and timely file an amended complaint entitled clients to relief
based on attorney fault.” Younessi v. Woolf, 244 Cal. App. 4th 1137 (2016).4
In its boiler-plate 8/1/16 court-order dismissing defendant Peimani,
copy-pasted from counsel’s fraudulent papers, the trial court abused its
4 This excerpt from appellant’s ERRATA shows one example of the G038002 errors:
“““In addition, the court had included factually false statements, such as the below quote
which may have been copy-pasted from a respondent’s brief, appearing at the bottom left
of page 23 of Peimani’s motion, where this court had stated:
““In any event, by mid-October Abercrombie was telling Salessi that the sellers had
other buyers waiting, and wanted to cancel the escrow; indeed, they wanted a nonrefundable $ 1,000 from Salessi not to cancel the escrow. Salessi declined that
chance to get out of the deal.””
The above statement is the exact opposite of what is in the operative complaint, at
paragraph 61 (1CT-225):
"61- During mid-October 2002 TOM asked me to go to his office
again. He Claimed that the sellers have other buyers waiting and
want to cancel the escrow. Next, he produced a fax from them
demanding a non-refundable $1,000. to keep the not to cancel the
escrow (COA-?TOTAL BREACH). I declined to accept it..."
To be crystal-clear, the above meant: I declined to accept the $1,000 non-refundable
payment to the sellers, to be taken out of my $5,000 good-faith deposit check, as a
condition to keep the escrow, and thus, I declined to keep the escrow, not that I declined to
get out of the escrow (“the deal”). That fax automatically cancelled the escrow, which was
not renewed, and I was happy about it, in order to purchase a much better house, at the
same price, at Dana Point. [in actuality, the fraudulent escrow had cashed, and stolen, the
$5,000 check long before that [this was discovered in 2013].”””
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discretion in applying the flawed G038002 opinion by blatantly applying it to
defendant Peimani multiple times, such as in the middle of (CT 865), stating:
“Based on the above [G038002], the court sustains the entire demurrer as to
the complaint for uncertainty”. Trial court was thus flawed, and based on that
sentence alone, this entire case should be reversed, and remanded with
instructions to add Orhan Tolu, the alter ego of the bogus Century Funding
(SCT169-175), (SCT 579-580), as discussed below:
Even if the G038002 had been correctly decided against the parties to it,
it should not have helped Peimani at all, because neither he, nor his bogus
employer was party to that appeal: “Decision by reviewing court did not
establish law of the case with any binding effect on litigant not party to the
appeal. Great Western Furniture Co., Inc., of Oakland v. Porter Corp. (App. 1
Dist. 1965) 48 Cal.Rptr. 76, 238 Cal.App.2d 502. Courts 99(6)
Cal. Civ. Proc. Code §906 (West).
Also, the above case states @ 515:
“Nor was an employer-employee relationship between Great Western
and Gorges established against Great Western in the prior appeal.
Great Western was not a party to such appeal (see fn. 15, ante) and the
opinion filed therein from which Porter now seeks to draw support did
not establish the law of the case with any binding effect on Great
Western. (See 3 Witkin, Cal. Procedure, p. 2419.) We have already
explained that the summary judgment in favor of Porter and against
Nizuk, which was affirmed on such appeal, was not res judicata of the
issue of liability in the instant case.”
It is axiomatic that language in a judicial opinion is to be understood in
accordance with the facts and issues before the court. An opinion is not
authority for propositions not considered. Chevron U.S.A., Inc. v. Workers'
Comp. Appeals Bd., 19 Cal. 4th 1182, 1195, (1999).
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G038002 was NOT authority for deciding upon the facts of the case,
already known to the court at Oral Argument (9/18/08), as uncontested by
respondents, because this court was fully aware of the fraudulent nature of
Knickerbocker’s filed opening brief, was aware of his fraud, and of the forgery
forensics, filed by Salessi and argued on 9/18/08, all of which facts were
disregarded in G038002. Now, with the reopening of the case it is a rare
occasion for this court to undo some of appellant Salessi’s sufferings, namely
by officially abrogating G038002, and allowing the prosecution of the case at
least against select defendants, such as Commonwealth Title which has
played key roles in the 2002 frauds, all the way to recent frauds as
documented in (SCT 394-413) and further supported by their 3/28/06 letter,
disclosed in a 2011 BK-discovery:
https://kareemsalessi.files.wordpress.com/2010/04/22fraudulent-attorney-douglas-farrell22-knew22simmons-was-firstteamrealestate-forger22.pdf

RESPONDENT’S DEMURRER SHOUD HAVE BEEN OVERRULED:
On appeal from the grant of a demurrer:
“[T]he burden is on the plaintiff to demonstrate that the trial court abused its discretion.
[Citations.] Plaintiff must show in what manner he can amend his complaint and how
that amendment will change the legal effect of his pleading.” [Citations] Such a showing
can be made to the reviewing court even if it was not made to the trial court. (Code Civ.
Proc., §472c, subd. (a); [CITATION]
Ouita Martin & Thomas A. Johns Gen. P'ship v. ETS Servs., LLC, No. H036605, 2011
WL 6102022, at *2 (Cal. Ct. App. Dec. 8, 2011)
In his opposition, and in repeated filings, Salessi had detailed how he
would amend the operative complaint for the first time as against this
defendant, and his alter-ego, Orhan Tolu, all to no avail, because the court
never read the opposition (SCT 166-181), or anything else that plaintiff filed.
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Salessi had repeatedly notified the court that the operative complaint
was deemed the original one, which had never been amended as to
defendant Peimani, however, because the court never read any of my papers,
it never realized that, instead, it abused its discretion by an approach of
willful-blindness by only copy-pasting its order/s from the defendant’s papers
which falsified that three amendments had already been made as to Peimani.
In addition to the above legal discussions requiring reversal and remand
of this case from the sustaining of a fraudulent demurrer, the following
discussion points out specific issues which were erroneously decided by the
trial court, either because the case had been fixed, as warned by Peimani in
late 2015 (SCT 142), or the obvious fact that the trial court abused its
discretion by not ever reading any of Salessi’s filed documents, and by
delegating the task to his law clerk to draw up a dismissal order by copypasting from the defense counsel’s papers, which had been the court’s
obvious modus operandi throughout. In my WRIT, and other filings in this
court, I have documented some of the facts proving that Judge Crandall had
not read my filings. I noticed this fact during the first hearing, on 7/14/16,
during the demurrer hearing, when I demanded that Judge Crandall read the
couple of pages of a 9th Circuit sealed-filing stating outright why, I believe, the
sociopathic Attorney Knickerbocker (CT 913-914) had destroyed my
G038002 appeal by filing a bogus opening brief. In that document, Judge
Crandall appearing startled by reading: “the corrupt Judge William Monroe…”,
and “Wachovia Drug Cartel”, stated something to this effect: “Mr. Salessi, I
don’t know Richard Knickerbocker, but I know that Judge Monroe is a very
reputable judge and that Wachovia is a very reputable bank. Statements like
these make you lose your credibility…”. (CT 915)
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In fact, the above disparaging phrases, against all three names, had
repeatedly appeared in my opposition papers to demurrer, and throughout its
self-drafted exhibits, such as in my 9th Circuit opening brief (SCT 204-369),
thus causing Judge Crandall to lose his own credibility for not having read
any of my documents, which is exactly what I confronted him with, to which
he refused to respond (CT 915). Then, when I asked him if he even knew
what the case was about, he responded: “to set aside default”, because he
didn’t even know that three weeks earlier (6/22/16) his own clerk (Ms. Quach)
had illegally procured an unauthorized order from Judge Moss, setting aside
default, after Judge Moss had already lost jurisdiction of the case on 6/14/16
(CT 852-856). See also the WRIT.

BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY SHOULD HAVE BEEN UPHELD:
Respondent’s demurrer as to this, and its subsuming fraud, and
conspiracy causes of actions (CT 865-866) should have been overruled,
because Peimani had both a statutory fiduciary duty, as a purported
mortgage originator/broker as well as a personal 22-year fiduciary friendship
of trust with Salessi as explained below:
Since meeting Frank, and his family, in Germany in 1983, we became
close friends and confidants. We took a couple of business trips with a
potential to generate a flow of German youth fashion-clothing export to San
Francisco, where he frequently visited. In the mid-1980s Frank moved to San
Mateo, but we kept in contact and I even visited him, and family. In 1990s
Frank tried to find a buyer for a 4.4 acre parcel of land which I then owned in
Redlands, California. He had travelled to Redlands a few times with potential
clients for showing the land (according to him). In 2001, after I moved to
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California, my company’s accounting and Redlands documents, including the
GRANT-DEED to the Redlands property were stolen from my CPA in Irvine,
by the deceptions of a family member pretending to pick them up for me.
Upon consulting the matter with Frank he recommended that I immediately
record a Lis Pendens on the title of the property to prevent its theft, until I
could retrieve the stolen documents. Although I had never heard of Lis
Pendens, I headed for the San Bernardino Recorder’s office (a major hub of
counterfeit crimes), finding myself in the middle of a wild goose chase,
needing to first file a lawsuit before filing and recording a Lis Pendens. I made
my first grand mistake by drafting a hand-written lawsuit, in conjunction with a
hand-written Lis Pendens, filing them and recording the Lis Pendens which is
still recorded on the title of that property, despite which it was stolen by a
couple of family members, with the criminal forgery conspiracies of a
gangster lawyer/CPA, Morton Devor of Los Angeles, and in return for a
fraction of its value. I made another mistake to personally file OCSC case#
05CC00124, whereafter several of my retained counsel betrayed and
defrauded me, resulting in the botching of that case in May 2008. Attorney
Herbert

Niermann,

representing

fraudster-defendant

Abdul

Mozayeni,

confessed to Judge Andrew Banks that in 1990-1991 I had retained him to
represent Salar and the Redlands property, and that he should not have
represented Mozayeni, despite which confession Judge Banks denied a
mistrial motion and dismissed the action in favor of defendants.
The above narrative proves that plaintiff Salessi and appellant Peimani
had a friendship, a relationship of trust with confidence, and thus a strong
fiduciary relationship, established over twenty years of uninterrupted friendly
association, from 1983 to end 2004, when I filed the underlying lawsuit,
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OCSC case# 04CC11080, which lawsuit Frank had encouraged me to file. In
fact Mr. Peimani was the only defendant with whom I had confided the filing
of lawsuit in advance, and had done my utmost to keep him out of it as
documented in the court files (SCT 139,153). The above fiduciary relationship
preceded Frank’s legally bound fiduciary duties in 2002 when he also acted
as a mortgage broker to obtain the best possible loan/s for me with the best
possible conditions, and with full disclosures, the ultimate opposite of all of
which conditions actually occurred.
Therefore, Frank’s breach of fiduciary duty cause of action subsumes
all his fraud and conspiracy causes of action, and is thus discussed here as
the all-inclusive claim against him as well as against Orhan Tolu, the
indivisible alter-ego of the bogus “DBA-Century Funding”. The 10/26/07
transcript contains Judge Gray’s judicial findings of these defendants’ frauds
and conspiracies, and already adjudicated those charges against them, with
res judicata, and estoppel effects. Judge Crandall didn’t know this because
he didn’t check the 10/26/07 transcript, and whoever drafted his order/s didn’t
check it either. In addition, the G038002 opinion had also affirmed the
10/26/07 judicial findings of conspiratorial frauds. However, since Judge Gray
prevented the charge of Breach of Fiduciary Duty (BFD), neither court made
a decision on that. Therefore, on that basis, fraud and its related conspiracy
charges, should be presumed res judicata as against them, while I prove BFD
below, as against Peimani, and Tolu (by default), according to the latest legal
authorities, starting with California Bureau of Real Estate (BRE/DRE) website
which everyone have free access to, and is a priceless reference-guide of
real-estate, mortgage lending, and their related laws.
http://www.dre.ca.gov in a simple search for related terms such as:
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“Mortgage Broker”, “Fiduciary Duty”, “Loan Disclosure”, et cet, the operative
laws of every year for the past tow decades come up, for instance the
following listed files which enumerate the extensive fiduciary duties of
mortgage brokers, mandating their truthful disclosure of all material facts
regarding every potential mortgage loan. The partial list:
http://www.dre.ca.gov/files/pdf/re7.pdf
Mortgage Loan Broker: Compliance Evaluation Manual
http://www.dre.ca.gov/files/pdf/re20.pdf
A CONSUMER GUIDE TO MORTGAGE-RELATED COMPLAINTS
http://www.dre.ca.gov/files/pdf/re35a.pdf
http://www.dre.ca.gov/files/pdf/re6.pdf
http://www.dre.ca.gov/files/pdf/re20.pdf
A claim for breach of fiduciary duty requires a showing that a fiduciary
relationship giving rise to a fiduciary duty existed, defendant breached that
duty, and damages resulted. See Apollo Capital Fund LLC v. Roth Capital
Partners LLC, 158 Cal. App. 4th 226, 244 (2007). “A fiduciary relationship is
‘any relation existing between parties to a transaction wherein one of the
parties is in duty bound to act with the utmost good faith for the benefit of the
other party.’ ” Wolf v. Superior Court, 107 Cal. App. 4th 25, 29 (2003)
((quoting Herbert v. Lankershim, 9 Cal. 2d 409, 483 (1937)). “Before a person
can be charged with a fiduciary obligation, he must either knowingly
undertake to act on behalf and for the benefit of another, or must enter into a
relationship which imposes that undertaking as a matter of law.” City of Hope
Nat'l Medical Center v. Genentech, Inc., 43 Cal. 4th 375, 386 (2008).
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California’s statutory breach of fiduciary duty:
West's Ann.Cal.Civ.Code § 2923.1
§ 2923.1. Fiduciary of borrower; violation; duty
(a) A mortgage broker providing mortgage brokerage services to a borrower is the
fiduciary of the borrower, and any violation of the broker's fiduciary duties shall be a
violation of the mortgage broker's license law. This fiduciary duty includes a
requirement that the mortgage broker place the economic interest of the borrower
ahead of his or her own economic interest. A mortgage broker who provides mortgage
brokerage services to the borrower owes this fiduciary duty to the borrower regardless
of whether the mortgage broker is acting as an agent for any other party in connection
with the residential mortgage loan transaction.
(b) For purposes of this section, the following definitions apply:
(1) “Licensed person” means a real estate broker licensed under the Real Estate Law
(Part 1 (commencing with Section 10000) of Division 4 of the Business and Professions
Code), a finance lender or broker licensed under the California Finance Lenders Law
(Division 9 (commencing with Section 22000) of the Financial Code), a residential
mortgage lender licensed under the California Residential Mortgage Lending Act
(Division 20 (commencing with Section 50000) of the Financial Code), a commercial or
industrial bank organized under the Banking Law (Division 1 (commencing with Section
99) of the Financial Code), a savings association organized under the Savings
Association Law (Division 2 (commencing with Section 5000) of the Financial Code),
and a credit union organized under the California Credit Union Law (Division 5
(commencing with Section 14000) of the Financial Code).
(2) “Mortgage broker” means a licensed person who provides mortgage brokerage
services. For purposes of this section, a licensed person who makes a residential
mortgage loan is a “mortgage broker,” and subject to the requirements of this section
applicable to mortgage brokers, only with respect to transactions in which the licensed
person provides mortgage brokerage services.
(3) “Mortgage brokerage services” means arranging or attempting to arrange, as
exclusive agent for the borrower or as dual agent for the borrower and lender, for
compensation or in expectation of compensation, paid directly or indirectly, a residential
mortgage loan made by an unaffiliated third party.
(4) “Residential mortgage loan” means a consumer credit transaction that is secured by
residential real property that is improved by four or fewer residential units.
(c) The duties set forth in this section shall not be construed to limit or narrow any other
fiduciary duty of a mortgage broker.
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As to the measure of damages when defrauded by fiduciaries:
““Civil Code section 3343 does not apply, however, “when a victim is defrauded by its
fiduciaries.” (Alliance Mortgage, supra, 10 Cal.4th at p.1241) Instead, in the case of
fraud by a fiduciary, “the ‘broader’ measure of damages **622 provided by sections
1709 and 3333 applies.” (Ibid., fns. omitted.) Section 3333 is the general tort damage
measure, permitting compensation “for all the detriment proximately caused” by the
breach of an obligation not arising from contract;6 Civil Code section 1709 provides that
“[o]ne who willfully deceives another with intent to induce him to alter his position to his
injury or risk, is liable for any damage which he thereby suffers.””
Fragale v. Faulkner, 110 Cal. App. 4th 229, 236 (2003)
Alliance Mortgage , supra, is the controlling case for this issue, where
borrowers had actually signed the loan papers, without reading them, based
upon their reliance on the false representations of loan conditions by their
mortgage broker (Alliance), due to which fraud, Breach of Fiduciary Duty was
prosecuted as the controlling cause of action, subsuming their conspiracy and
fraud claims, resulting in substantial amounts of consequential and punitive
damages, in the multiples of the borrowers’ actual and fraud damages.
Thus, for all the above good reasons, the breach of fiduciary duty, while
subsuming all its fraud and conspiracy charges, as detailed above, should
have been upheld against Peimani and Orhan Tolu, had the complaint been
amended, or had the case gone to trial, as also set forth in this recent, on all
fours, decision: Danko v. O'Reilly, 232 Cal.App.4th 732 (2014):
““An agreement [to conspire against someone] may be tacit as well as express
[Citation]. A conspirator's concurrence in the scheme “ ‘ “ ‘may be inferred from the
nature of the acts done, the relation of the parties, the interests of the alleged
conspirators, and other circumstances.’ ” ' ” (Wyatt v. Union Mortgage Co. 24 Cal.3d
773, 785 (1979). In this case, Morgan Keegan's [here, Peimani/Tolu] agreement to
participate in the scheme is evidenced by allegations that it structured the overall
transaction for AREI [here Cameron Merage, et al.] with knowledge that AREI intended
to conceal the existence of Koenig's criminal background from investors [here
concealing the fact that Aloma was worth half of defendants gross proceeds].
If plaintiffs [here, Salessi ]could show that Morgan Keegan [Peimani/Tolu] itself
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made false representations, there would be no need to include conspiracy allegations.
(See 5 Witkin, Cal. Procedure (5th ed. 2008) Pleading, § 921, p. 336.) The purpose of
conspiracy allegations is to establish a conspirator's liability as a joint tortfeasor
“regardless of whether [the conspirator] was a direct participant in the wrongful act.”
We conclude that the allegations of the complaint, if accepted as true, are
sufficient to support a cause of action for fraud against Morgan Keegan [Peimani/Tolu]
based upon a conspiracy theory, at least as to the contention that Morgan Keegan
[Peimani/Tolu] conspired with AREI [Cameron Merage] in a scheme to conceal Koenig's
felony conviction from investors [here, Aloma’s real value of $257,000, as opposed to
the embezzled $443,000].””
CONCLUSION:

All the above presented facts having been tried by the court in its
10/26/07 default prove-up-trial, and having been deemed judicial admissions
as against the tried defendants Peimani, and Oran Tolu (“Century Funding”
sham), this court of appeal should uphold the laws on the books and remand
the case, either for amendment, or for actual trial upon remand, for all the
actionable claims against these defendants, because, as far as plaintiff
Salessi is concerned, this case is trial-ready now.
I am the plaintiff/appellant in this action and in its related writ proceeding and know their
contents. I have personally drafted this opening, and have personally reviewed and am familiar
with the records, files and proceedings described in the subject of the within opening brief, and
I personally attended all hearings described therein. All the facts alleged in this opening brief
not otherwise supported by citations to exhibits or other documents are true of my own
personal knowledge, except as to those matters that are therein alleged on information and
belief, and as to those matters, that I believe them to be true.
I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the
foregoing is true and correct. Executed in Irvine, California.
Respectfully submitted.
Dated:
September 6, 2017

Kareem Salessi
Plaintiff/Appellant
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PROOF OF SERVICE BY U.S. MAIL IN CASE# G054397
I,

, declare:
I am NOT a party to this action. My business address is:

C/o Barrett Reporting Company, 17332 Irvine Boulevard #220 Tustin, CA 92780

On 9/6/17, I deposited in the United States mail at TUSTIN, California, a
copy (or original as the Code requires) of the following document(s):
APPELLANT’S OPENING BRIEF
Addressed to:
Mr. Lawrence A. Jacobson
Cohen and Jacobson, LLP
66 Bovet Road, Suite 285
San Mateo, CA 94402
Telephone: (650) 261-6280
California Supreme Court
350 McAlister Street
Room 1295
San Francisco, Ca. 94102

Clerk of the court:
Central Justice Center,
700 Civic Center Drive West,
Santa Ana, Ca. 92701

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
Executed on 9/6/17, in Orange County, California.

________________
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Court of Appeal Case # G054397
Court of Appeal WRIT # G054465
OCSC Case # 04CC11080

IN THE COURT OF APPEAL
STATE OF CALIFORNIA
FOURTH APPELLATE DISTRICT, DIVISION THREE

KAREEM SALESSI
Plaintiff and Appellant,
vs.
FARROKH PEIMANI,
Defendant and Respondent.

APPEAL FROM ORDERS & JUDGMENTS OF THE SUPERIOR COURT
OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF ORANGE,
HON. JAMES CRANDALL; ROBERT MOSS; CHARLES MARGINES

OPPOSITION TO SECOND MOTION TO DISMISS APPEAL FILED BY
RESPONDENT FARROKH PEIMANI ON 9/12/17
Kareem Salessi,
Plaintiff and Appellant
2082 Michelson Dr. S-100
Irvine, California, 92612

(949) 783-0165
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RENEWED MOTION TO DISMISS APPEAL:
As if the applicable California Rules of Civil and appellate Procedures
(collectively rule-rituals) were not complicated enough, defendant Peimani’s
counsel who has renewed his “motion to dismiss appeal” has upgraded his first
motion’s fabrications of facts and laws with new fabrications of facts and rulerituals, while citing to a few cases which are against his contentions, by
extracting out of context sentences to misrepresent the case opinions to the
contrary, as it had been his modus operandi throughout the trial case, in order
to confuse courts and divert attention from the real issues, by mass-producing
red herrings. Both of the dismissal motions have lacked, what appears to be,
mandatory “DECLARATIONS IN COMPLIANCE WITH CALIFORNIA RULES
OF COURT 8.57(a) IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS” under penalty of
perjury, probably because it would have implicated counsel. Thus, proven false
statements in both motions should implicate attorney perjury.
Therefore, this opposition to defendant Peimani’s renewed motion to
dismiss appeal will once again try to focus on defeating its core [false]
allegations that the orders/judgment appealed from were “not appealable”, and
defeating the motion’s false allegations that the 12/19/16 NOTICE OF APPEAL
had missed all the appellate deadline/s, including the orders/judgment which
had been legally appealable (according to Counsel).
This opposition will establish at least the following undisputable facts:
A- Defendant’s counsel continues to conspire with the trial court to destroy
this appeal, calling for sanctions, and entry of default against them;
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B- Plaintiff’s NOTICE OF APPEAL was timely as to all orders/judgments:
180 days from 6/22/16, and 142 days from 8/4/16 (i.e.: 38 days short of
180-day outer limit);
C- All the orders/judgments appealed from were appealable, had been
obtained by fraud, and should be set aside as void;

FACTS COMBINED WITH POINTS & AUTHORITIES:
A-Defendant’s counsel continues to conspire with trial court to destroy
this appeal, calling for sanctions, and entry of default against them:
Defendant/respondent Peimani, once facing judgment-collection-action
in late 2015, with eminent arrest warrant, and before resorting to counsel, had
warned and blackmailed me (Salessi), that if I did not give up pursuit of my
2007 money-judgment against him, he would have to resort to the same “Mafia
of Jewish lawyers” who cover-up the frauds of his “Jewish boss Orhan Tolu”,
and that those lawyers are specialized in illegal fixing of court-cases filed
against “their Jewish clients, for whom they do anything”.
In my “third request for extension of time to file opening brief” (Dkt
8/31/17), I attached a minute-order of the trial court, together with my filing in
that court explaining why it had been a fabricated order. Ms. Quach, the court
clerk, who I believe has been in conspiracy with counsel since the transfer of
the case to that court (C33), had told me that she had given my above filing to
the “court’s general counsel” (not to the judge) to correct their original order
and to file a new order the same day, which didn’t happen, until I e-filed my
opening brief on 9/6/17, around 12:45 pm (during the court’s lunchtime).
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Peimani’s counsel, having immediately received the OB by TrueFiling eservice, must have promptly contacted his co-conspirator/s in C33, and must
have illegally transmitted my Opening Brief in order for the court to scramble
another minute-order striking my latest filing, and filing it within three hours of
my OB (Exhibit-U2). The new minute-order had again misstated laws and
facts, such as misstating that CCP §1014 mandates the service of all
documents to all parties to the action, while CCP §1014 only defines what
constitutes appearance in a case. The minute-order also contradicted the
essence of its other cited rule-rituals, for instance, the fact that dismissed
defendants are not required to be served documents after their dismissals.
The court, having quickly scrambled its new minute-order filed and eserved it to dismissed defendants and to my former judgment-collection
attorney Tim Krantz, who has multiple declarations in the court-file, in addition
to his substitution out of the case in 2015; yet, the court didn’t e-serve the MO
to me, plaintiff Salessi, as its modus operandi fraud; it served it to me by mail.
Contradicting its above-alleged service requirements, the same court, in
its previous order/s had persevered that it had been totally unnecessary for me,
plaintiff Salessi, to receive “MANDATORY NOTICES” of two case
reassignment orders issued on 6/14/16, including the “ALL PURPOSE
ASSIGNMENT WITH THE NOTICE OF RIGHT TO FILE A 170.6
PEREMPTORY CHALLENGE”. Thus, the trial court’s 9/6/17 minute-order, as
concocted with the obvious conspiracy of Peimani’s counsel, further proves the
extreme prejudice of that court as against plaintiff Salessi, and further supports
Peimani’s 2015 threats, that if I didn’t stop my judgment-collection, he would
have to resort to Orhan Tolu’s Mafia of Jewish lawyers to fix the case by
cancelling my judgment [just as it actually occurred in the trial court].
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The above 2015 statements of Peimani, in resorting to “The Jewish
Mafia”, which statements have never been disputed by Peimani or his counsel,
must be deemed admitted by this court as Peimani’s statement against selfinterest, pursuant to the operative laws, including California Evidence Code
(CEC) §1230, and countless related case laws. 2
B-Plaintiff’s NOTICE OF APPEAL was timely as to all orders/judgments:
180 days from 6/22/16, and 142 days from 8/4/16 (i.e.: 38 days short of
180-day outer limit);
Plaintiff/Appellant Salessi’s 12/19/16 NOTICE OF APPEAL was filed
prematurely as to all the 2016 orders/judgments, except as to the order setting
aside default judgment, filed but not served on 6/22/16. The 12/19/16 NOTICE
OF APPEAL had been timed to catch the 180-day deadline of the 6/22/16
order, even though it was a void-on-its-face order, pursuant to Garibotti v.
Hinkle, 243 Cal. App. 4th 470 (2015), as explained in Salessi’s opposition to
Peimani’s first motion to dismiss appeal (Dkt 4/14/17 & 4/17/17), incorporated
here-in-full with this reference, as if set forth: ““…If that motion is not determined
within the 60-day period, or within that period, as extended, the effect shall be
2
Although there exist many honest “Jewish lawyers” in USA who are not tied to the corrupt
network of lawyers, and court-staff, who routinely conspire to “fix cases” as against their clients’
victims, as Peimani had disclosed. The honest lawyers evidently fear to appear against the mob type.
At the top of national USA levels, “Jewish Lawyers Mafia” has reportedly corrupted the USA
regime from the top-down by deception, extortion, blackmail, and even the blacklisting of USA congress,
as recently disclosed by the former congresswoman Cynthia McKinney:

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=congress+pledge+to+israel

Recent history genocides, attributed to related organized crimes, have been listed in Salessi’s below
unopposed federal filings: Page 7-8 of: https://kareemsalessi.files.wordpress.com/2017/04/case-2-17-cv00141-jlr-document-166-filed-031517.pdf and in its follow up document:
https://kareemsalessi.files.wordpress.com/2017/04/case-2-17-cv-00141-jlr-document-186-filed-050417.pdf
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a denial of the motion without further order of the court.” (§663a, subd. (b).)””
Garibotti, supra.
Thus, the nullity of 6/22/16 order, setting aside the 2007 default judgment,
automatically voided all the subsequent orders/judgment of the trial court.
Farrokh Peimani (a/k/a: "Frank Pay-Money"), hereinafter "Frank" or
"Peimani", who is the mortgage-fraud Judgment-Defendant/respondent in this
appeal, has yet again renewed a newly malicious "MOTION TO DISMISS
APPEAL", despite this court's judicial findings in its order (Dkt 4/27/17), that,
not only plaintiff’s motion to set aside dismissal had tolled the appellate
deadline, but also this court’s finding that the trial court’s 11/2/16 order denying
that motion had never been served to appellant Salessi, thus extending the
appellate deadline well into 2017, and way past appellant’s 12/19/16 NOTICE
OF APPEAL. The court's order is quoted below:
““THE COURT:*
On March 23, 2017, respondent filed a motion to dismiss the appeal. On
April 14, 2017, appellant filed an opposition to the motion to dismiss. On April 17, 2017
appellant filed a notice of errata to supplement the opposition.
The motion to dismiss is DENIED, without prejudice to the filing of a new
motion to dismiss after the filing of the appellant’s opening brief. The motion failed to
establish that the time to appeal was not extended pursuant to California Rules of Court,
rule 8.108. Moreover, despite reference in the motion to the clerk’s purported service of
the court’s November 2, 2016 order denying plaintiff’s motion to set aside dismissal of
case, the available record does not make clear that such service occurred. The unopposed
request for judicial notice is GRANTED.””

Had this honorable court, in its above order, cited its own decision in
Anderson v. Chikovani, 181 Cal. App. 4th 1397 (2010), Peimani’s counsel
would probably have not filed a new malicious motion to dismiss, because the
circumstances of the dismissal motion in the above decision were identical to
the current motion, as summarized in this appellate-news page:
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Anderson v. Chikovani, 181 Cal. App. 4th 1397 (2010)
http://socal-appellate.blogspot.com/2010/02/appealing-from-new-trial-denial-service.html

Appealing From New Trial Denial: Service Matters
New from the 4/3, Anderson v. Chikovani:
““[W]here a party files a valid motion for new trial, and the trial court issues a timely
order denying that motion, but no one serves the order or notice of entry of that
order, then the applicable deadline for filing the notice of appeal from the judgment
is 180 days after entry of judgment." [i.e.: 180 days from 8/4/16]
More specifically . . . a minute order which is filed in the 60-day period that the trial
court has jurisdiction to consider the new trial motion, but which is not served
during that window, is not denied "by operation of law." It's denied by the
determination of the court. And so the appeal deadline is 180 days from judgment,
not 60 days from denial by operation of law:
"[E]ntry of a minute order denying the new trial motion, as occurred here, is a
'determination' that obviates denial by operation of law. Because appellants’ new
trial motion was not denied by operation of law but rather by a minute order that
was timely entered but never served, it triggered the latest possible deadline for
filing a notice of appeal under rule 8.108(b): Appellants had 180 days from entry
of judgment to file their notice of appeal. (Rule 8.108(b)(1)(C).)””
(MOTION @ page10) contains newly twisted facts, such as:
“Moreover, the Court entered a minute order denying the Motion to Set Aside
Dismissal on November 2, 2016, with the clerk mailing such minute order on
the same date. 4CT/905-07…” [False: This minute-order (MO) had been the
denial of plaintiff’s objections to defendant’s proposed order, not the denial of
the motion, which was filed on 9/22/16, but NOT served, as detailed below]:
- To the contrary of the above falsehood, Salessi’s motion had been denied
with the (NEVER SERVED) minute-order of 9/22/16 (CT 894-895), filed
at 1:30 p.m., in advance of the 2 p.m. hearing of the motion. Worse yet,
-8-

in the same unserved minute-order (MO), the court, having first confirmed
that Salessi had not received the mandatory NOTICE, of the all-purposeassignment to C33, it took one step further by writing that Salessi had
lost his chance to exercise a peremptory challenge.
- Next: to the contrary of its own above MO, and less than an hour after
filing it, the court advised Salessi in open court to file a peremptory
challenge “to preserve his right to it on appeal…”! Salessi followed the
courts advice by filing his 170.6 challenge the same day, which the court
subsequently denied the next day, thus proving the court’s egregiously
actual bias against plaintiff.
- Furthermore, with its filing, but not serving the 9/22/16 MO (CT 894-895),
the court automatically pushed Salessi’s NOTICE OF APPEAL
DEADLINE TO 180 days from 8/4/16, by eliminating any potentially
shorter deadline/s which may have triggered, had the said minute order
been served. Thus, the deceptions against Salessi backfired.
- In addition to the above, the 11/2/16 final order of denial of Salessi’s
motion was e-served by the court only to defendant’s counsel (CT 908910), despite which counsel had formerly falsified that appellant had been
served with that order [a falsity which this court caught above].
-

Furthermore, it is even more significant that the 11/2/16 final order was
already moot with the filing of the unserved minute order of 9/22/16,
which had already extended the deadline to 180 days from 8/4/16, which
deadline could not be shortened, as specified in this P&A. 3

3 In Appellant’s previous opposition, I had detailed how the 8/1/16-8/4/16 dismissal papers (CT 858-869)
had been concocted on 8/4/16, and backdated to 8/1/16, to defeat my 8/2/16 motion to vacate the
judgment. That undisputed explanation is incorporated here-in-full, with this reference.
-9-

C-

All the orders/judgments, appealed from, were appealable, had been

obtained by fraud, and should be set aside as void;
(MOTION @ Page 36) shows appellant’s partial appealabilities:
[x] Judgment of dismissal after an order sustaining a demurrer
[x] An order after judgment under Code Civ. Proc., § 904.1 (a)(2)
[x] An order or judgment under Code Civ. Proc., § 904.1 (a)(3)-(13)
[x] Other (describe and specify code section that authorizes this appeal): CCP
§170.1: 170.9; Mass v. Court, 383 P.3d 637
************************************************************************
The 37-page attachment, to the above case information statement form-pages,
is missing in the motion, but is available at (EXHIBIT-2) of (Dkt 1/24/16: P.1631) and is incorporated here-in-full with this reference. The actual motion
papers are at (CT 835-856).
(Motion @ page 15) footnote falsely contends that: ““Appellant may have
abandoned the appeal of “judicial challenges,” as his Case Information Sheet
references only orders dated June 22, 2016, and August 4, 2016””
Counsel’s above statement is proven false by the last exhibit to the above
(EXHIBIT-2) at pages 32-37, with the following title of the appealed order/s:
12/23/16 ORDER DENYING JUDICIAL CHALLENGES.
Therefore, the right to the above denials is in full force and effect, as set
forth in appellant’s opening brief. If properly reversed on constitutional, and due
process grounds, such reversal would not require a decision on the remainder
of appellant’s opening brief, because all the orders and judgment/s of the trial
court would be deemed void. Such reversal is specifically warranted, as
instructed in the latest updated, online edition, of Thomson Reuters version of
- 10 -

California Judges Benchbook Civ. Proc. Before Trial Chapter 7 Highlights,
incorporated here-in-full, with this reference. The chapter which deals only with
judicial challenges begins with the following directly relevant text:
““Constructive notice of an all-purpose assignment is insufficient to
trigger the 15-day period for making a peremptory challenge: a party
must receive actual notice. See §7.8.
/// /// ///
[§ 7.8] Assignment to Judge for All Purposes
When a case is assigned to a judge for all purposes, any peremptory
challenge to that judge must be made within 15 days after notice of the
assignment, or if the party making the challenge has not yet appeared in
the action, within 15 days after the party’s appearance. CCP
§170.6(a)(2); National Fin. Lending, LLC v Superior Court (2013) 222
CA4th 262, 270; Entente Design, Inc. v Superior Court (2013) 214 CA4th
385, 390. Constructive notice of an all-purpose assignment is
insufficient to trigger the 15-day period: a party must receive actual
notice. Jones v Superior Court (2016) 246 CA4th 390; Motion Picture &
Television Fund Hosp. v Superior Court (2001) 88 CA4th 488, 490 (time
begins to run when parties receive notice of assignment or re assignment
to different judge). The time to file a peremptory challenge is extended
under CCP §1013 by five days when notice of the assignment is served
by mail. 88 CA4th at 494.””
Therefore, based on the absence of due process in Judge Moss court’s
failure to serve its 6/14/16 NOTICE of assignment to the presiding judge,
followed by the presiding Judge Margines court’s failure to serve Salessi the
case’s NOTICE of all-purpose assignment to C33 on 6/14/16, both triggered
absence of constitutional due process for failure to serve NOTICE, thus
granting Salessi the right to appeal from the denial of judicial challenges, on
the basis of having already complied with filing a WRIT OF MANDATE, coupled
with the due process exceptions set forth in Mass v. Court, 383 P.3d 637 as
well as in Marriage of M.A. & M.A. (2015) 234 CA4th 894, 897, as quoted from
- 11 -

the above source: “There is a limited exception to the general rule that review
is available only by a writ of mandate. This exception applies to claims asserting
a deprivation of due process.”
Based on the same above Benchbook, Marriage of M.A. & M.A., is the
controlling case rendering void the trial judge’s 12/23/16 response to plaintiff’s
judicial challenges, because the court had lost jurisdiction of the case as of
12/19/17, when Salessi’s NOTICE OF APPEAL was filed. Judge Crandall didn’t
know it, because he didn’t look at the docket. In addition, as set forth in the
Opening Brief, Peimani’s counsel, in his unauthorized 12/21/16 opposition, did
not oppose Salessi’s challenge for cause, thus conceding to it (CT 925-930).
Judge Crandall also expressed his judicial bias against plaintiff Salessi
by calling him not credible, at the first hearing (7/14/16), once he read about
attorney Knickerbocker’s sociopathic perversions, from a 9th Circuit Court
document. “Giving the impression that the judge believed that sexual
harassment cases are a misuse of the judicial system and that the plaintiff
lacked credibility, a conclusion that was based on stereotypical attitudes and
misconceptions.” Catchpole v Brannon (1995) 36 CA4th 237, 249.
Further applicable excerpts from the same Judges Benchbook:
““Bias or prejudice toward attorney: A judge’s bias or prejudice toward an attorney in
the proceeding may also be grounds for the judge’s disqualification. CCP §170.1(a)
(6)(B). See Hernandez v Vitamin Shoppe Indus., Inc. (2009) 174 CA4th 1441 (judge was
disqualified based on “appearance of probable bias toward a lawyer;” judge’s comments
strongly suggested that judge believed lawyer lacked credibility and was engaging in
unprofessional behavior for his own financial gain; “To a member of the discerning public,
it would reasonably appear” that judge had “formed such a negative opinion of” lawyer
“that he would be unable to give him fair consideration in any future hearings in this
case”).””

- 12 -

(Motion @ page 9) fabricates its own rule-rituals contending that
Salessi’s 9/22/16 “Motion to Set Aside Dismissal of Case & Remand for
Reassignment” should not be considered as a “motion to vacate judgment”.
Counsel is mistaken as proved with the following extended applicable rulerituals, regarding the above-mentioned “motion to set aside dismissal” (i.e.:
vacate judgment), copy-pasted below from its related webpage:
http://www.courts.ca.gov/cms/rules/index.cfm?title=eight&linkid=rule8_108
““Subdivision (c). The Code of Civil Procedure provides two distinct statutory motions to
vacate a judgment: (1) a motion to vacate a judgment and enter "another and different judgment"
because of judicial error (id., § 663), which requires a notice of intention to move to vacate (id.,
§ 663a); and (2) a motion to vacate a judgment because of mistake, inadvertence, surprise, or
neglect, which requires a motion to vacate but not a notice of intention to so move (id., § 473,
subd. (b)). The courts also recognize certain nonstatutory motions to vacate a judgment, e.g.,
when the judgment is void on the face of the record or was obtained by extrinsic fraud. (See 8
Witkin, Cal. Procedure (4th ed. 1997) Attack on Judgment in Trial Court, §§ 222–236, pp. 726–
750.) Subdivision (c) is intended to apply to all such motions.
In subdivision (c) the phrase "within the time prescribed by rule 8.104 to appeal from the
judgment" is intended to incorporate in full the provisions of rule 8.104(a). [In the instant trial
case, Salessi’s motion to vacate judgment was both statutory, under the above §473 as
well as based on the non-statutory elements of void dismissal judgment, and orders,
obtained by extrinsic fraud]
Under subdivision (c)(1), the 30-day extension of the time to appeal from the judgment begins
when the superior court clerk or a party serves the order denying the motion or notice of entry
of that order. This provision is discussed further under subdivision (b) of this comment.””
[In the instant Salessi v. Peimani case, no such document was ever served]

Therefore, Plaintiff’s motion to vacate the dismissal judgment and
remand the case for reassignment, which was filed on 8/2/16, was based on
CCP §473(b), as a “void on its face dismissal judgment”, as set forth in above
statute page, in addition to the above-described non-statutory elements as
“void judgment and orders obtained by extrinsic fraud”, as explained in
appellant’s attachments to his case information statement at (EXHIBIT-2) of
(Dkt 1/24/16: P.16-31), and in his actual motion papers (CT 835-856). None of
- 13 -

plaintiff’s extrinsic-fraud allegations, based on his presented evidence, was
ever disputed by either Peimani’s counsel, or by the court, thus rendering them
proofs of facts, by their waivers of denial. As such, extrinsic fraud and voidness
of the trial court orders, and the dismissal judgment must be presumed true
material facts by this review court.
For yet another reason, the applicable notice of appeal deadline was
extended to 180 days from the fraudulent 8/4/16 service, of the fraudulently
concocted dismissal judgment, thus pushing it to early February 2017. This
rule-rutial is summarized in the following appellate practice site at page 12:
http://www.nacle.com/CourseNotes/CN-APP002.pdf
c. Notice of motion to vacate judgment extends time for 30 days after entry of order, or
90 days after filing such notice [of entry of order], or 180 days after entry of judgment –
whichever is less. (CRC, Rule 8.108.)
d. Premature notice is deemed valid. (CRC, Rule 8.104.)
e. If proper notice of entry of judgment is not given, for whatever reason, the
outside limit for filing a notice of appeal is 180 days after entry of judgment. (CRC,
Rules 8.104, 8.108.)
In the instant case, as evident from the above (EXHIBIT-2), no “NOTICE
OF ENTRY OF JUDGMENT” was ever served by anyone, instead a dismissal
judgment was filed and entered on 8/4/16 (Dkt 1/24/16: P.26-27), after it had
been fraudulently backdated to 8/1/16, and attached to the end of a bunch of
other documents as an evident scheme to conceal it, and/or to defuse my timely
8/2/16 motion, thus triggering the 180-day rule, which 180 is also confirmed in
this O.C. local appellate-practice article, at page 2:
http://www.plaintiffmagazine.com/recent-issues/item/10-common-mistakes-in-appellate-procedure

““180 days after entry of judgment. (Cal. Rules of Court, rule 8.104(a)(1)(C).) If
no notice of entry of judgment is given, then the appealing party has 180 days
to file the notice of appeal.” …
- 14 -

“Don’t forget to include in your calculations extensions of time after the denial
of post-trial motions, which in unlimited jurisdiction cases is usually 30 days
from the notice of entry of the order. (Cal. Rules of Court, rule 8.108.) The
deadline cannot be extended beyond the 180-day outside limit nor can it
shorten the normal appeal period. One caveat: the post-trial motion must be
valid and timely.””
(Motion @ page 17) repeatedly, and falsely, states that: “Notice of Entry
of Judgment was filed and served on August 4, 2016. 3CT/858-869”, thus
proving counsel’s continued modus operandi of trying to pass the abovementioned (EXHIBIT-2) frauds as “NOTICE OF ENTRY OF JUDGMENT”,
which NOTICE was never filed, or served, thus triggering the 180-day rule. In
the instant case, no such orders were filed, therefore, only the 180-day rule
applies. The file-stamped 11/2/16 order (Dkt 1/24/17: P.28-31), was e-served
by the trial-court-clerk only to Peimani’s counsel, as confirmed by the court
clerk, and by this appellate court in its above-cited order, thus extending the
notice of appeal deadline to 180 days after 11/2/16, or at the minimum, to 180
days after 8/4/16, both of which stretched well into 2017.

DEFAULT SHOULD ENTER AGAINST RESPONDENT PEIMANI:
Ever since California’s court system was established, it has followed the
maxim that one who seeks equity must do equity with clean hands. Here,
defendant, his counsel, in addition to the trial court, have operated with unclean
hands, as set forth in Bell v. Pleasant, 145 Cal. 410, 425 (1904): “Equity follows
the law, and, a legal condition or status being once established, the burden of
proof of facts necessary in equity to change the status is upon him who asserts
the equitable right.”
- 15 -

In support of the above-named unclean-hands triad, Salessi has firmly
proved to the trial court, and to this court, the following facts:
- that in 2006, Peimani had been properly served by Tim Kinney (a former
registered process server) and that Peimani’s counsel having known about
those facts before taking the case, forged and fabricated many documents,
including a false claim accusing Salessi to have forged Tim Kinney’s signature
on his 2/22/16 affidavit;
- that Salessi procured a second affidavit from Tim Kinney authenticating
his 2/22/16 signature, in addition to his 2006 POS-signatures, and provided his
phone number and address, and Tim Kinney’s readiness to testify to same in
any legal proceedings (Dkt 7/30/17);
- that Peimani’s counsel having had unclean hands all along, never
bothered to contact Tim Kinney to procure his own testimony from Mr. Kinney,
thus proving that Peimani’s counsel had initiated his reopening of the case, and
setting aside the default judgment, based on his own unclean hands, and
extrinsic fraud upon the court, just to make money;
- that Peimani counsel’s calculated follow up stunts, in conspiracy with
court insiders, as documented by Salessi, none of which was ever disputed by
anyone, has provided overwhelming proof of fact as to Salessi’s allegations of
fraud in obtaining the orders and a judgment, dismissing Peimani from a nonreversible ten year old default judgment, by continuing to mischaracterize the
record on appeal, just as Peimani blackmailed and warned me with before
retaining counsel, thus calling for entry of default, and other sanctions,
including reporting to the State Bar, pursuant to Mammoth Mountain Ski Area
v. Graham, 135 CA4th 1367 (2006), also discussed in Opening Brief @ page
17, and incorporated herein with this reference. As just one example of
- 16 -
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SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA,
COUNTY OF ORANGE
CENTRAL JUSTICE CENTER
MINUTE ORDER
DATE: 09/06/2017

�

TIME: 03:49:00 PM
JUDICIAL OFFICER PRESIDING: James Crandall
CLERK: Nga Quach
REPORTER/ERM: None
BAILIFF/COURT ATTENDANT: None

DEPT: C33

CASE !NIT.DATE: 11/05/2004
CASE NO: 04CC11080
CASE TITLE: Salessi vs. Abercrombie
CASE CATEGORY: Civil - Unlimited
CASE TYPE: Fraud
EVENT ID/DOCUMENT ID: 72658062
EVENT TYPE: Chambers Work

APPEARANCES
There are no appearances by any party.
The court hereby strikes the pleading filed by Kareem Salessi on August 16, 2017, entitled "STATUS
CONFERENCE, held 8/7/17: Salessi's Unilateral Report and Declaration of Proceedings: COURT
ORDER & Salessi's Subsequent Finding Negating COURT ORDER; Request to consult Cal. Judicial
Resource Network."
The pleading appears to be a motion. An application for an order is a motion. (Code Civ. Proc.,§ 1003.)
A notice of motion must state the specific order sought. (Code Civ. Proc., § 1010.) It must also identify
the date, time and location of the hearing. (Cal. Rules of Court, rule 3.1110(b).) The pleading fails to
comply with the requirements for a motion.
The pleading also improperly seeks reconsideration without complying with the requirements of Code of
Civil Procedure section 1008. Reconsideration cannot be granted based on claims that the court
misinterpreted the law in its initial ruling. (Gilberd v. AC Transit (1995) 32 Cal.App.4th 1494, 1500.)
Furthermore, the proof of service reflects that it has been served on counsel for one defendant. The
papers must be served on all parties who have appeared in the action. (Code Civ. Proc.,§ 1014.)
The court has authority on its own motion to strike pleadings not drawn in conformity with the laws of this
state or with a court rule. (See Code Civ. Proc.,§ 436 subd. (b); Lodi v. Lodi (1985) 173 Cal.App.3d 628,
631.) Because the pleading fails to comply with the requirements for filing a motion or a motion for
reconsideration, and does not reflect that it was served on all parties to this action, it is ordered stricken.

DATE: 09/06/2017
DEPT: C33

MINUTE ORDER

Page 1
Calendar No.
69.268691. 4 of 5

CASE TITLE: Salessi vs. Abercrombie

CASE NO: 04CC11080

Notwithstanding the forgoing, the court clarifies the Court's August 7, 2017 order. The order contained a
typographical error and referred to Code of Civil Procedure section 917 when it should have referred to
Code of Civil Procedure section 916. The court's August 7th order remains unchanged in all material
respects.
Clerk to give notice by eService.

DATE: 09/06/2017
DEPT: C33

MINUTE ORDER

Page 2
Calendar No.
69.268691. 5 of 5
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NOT TO BE PUBLISHED IN OFFICIAL REPORTS
California Rules of Court, rule 8.1115(a), prohibits courts and parties from citing or relying on opinions not certified for
publication or ordered published, except as specified by rule 8.1115(b). This opinion has not been certified for publication
or ordered published for purposes of rule 8.1115.

IN THE COURT OF APPEAL OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
FOURTH APPELLATE DISTRICT
DIVISION THREE

KAREEM SALESSI,
Plaintiff and Appellant,

G054397

v.

(Super. Ct. No. 04CC11080)

FARROKH PEIMANI,

OPINION

Defendant and Respondent.

Appeal from a judgment and postjudgment orders of the Superior Court of
Orange County, James L. Crandall, Judge. Affirmed in part and dismissed in part.
Kareem Salessi, in pro. per., for Plaintiff and Appellant.
Cohen and Jacobson, Sean M. Jacobson and Lawrence A. Jacobson for
Defendant and Respondent.

*

*

*

In 2004, Kareem Salessi filed the underlying complaint against 19
defendants, including respondent Farrokh Peimani, arising out of the purchase of a home
in Laguna Niguel. Most of the defendants prevailed on demurrers or judgments on the
pleadings. We affirmed several of those orders in a prior opinion filed in 2008. (Salessi
v. Shadab (Sep. 30, 2008, G038002) [nonpub. opn.].) We described the complaint as “a
desultory document to say the least,” noting it was overrun with conclusions and
arguments and descended into a labyrinth of nonsensical conspiracy theories, highlighted
by a claim that the White House ordered the attacks of September 11, 2001.
This case was resurrected when defendant Farrokh Peimani, who did not
previously appear, successfully moved to vacate a default judgment, and subsequently
obtained an order of dismissal following the sustaining of a demurrer. Salessi appealed
from the order granting the motion to set aside the defaults, the judgment of dismissal,
and from a subsequent order denying his motion to set aside the dismissal. Although not
entirely clear, Salessi also purports to appeal from unspecified “judicial challenges.” We
conclude the appeal from the orders setting aside the defaults and from the subsequent
judgment are untimely, and the appeal from the postjudgment order refusing to set aside
the dismissal lacks merit. Accordingly, we affirm.

FACTS

The relevant timeline of procedural events is as follows:
December 1, 2015 — Peimani moved for relief from default and a default
judgment on the ground that he was never served with the complaint.
March 11, 2016 — the court ordered the default and default judgment
vacated.
July 14, 2016 — the court sustained a demurrer to the operative complaint.
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August 1, 2016 — the court entered a judgment of dismissal.
August 2, 2016 — Salessi filed a “Motion to Set Aside Dismissal of Case
& Remand for Reassignment” on the ground that he had not been properly served with a
notice that the case had been reassigned to a different judge. He claimed this prejudiced
him because he “likely” would have filed a peremptory challenge.
August 4, 2016 — Peimani filed and served a notice of entry of judgment
re: dismissal. From this point, Salessi had 60 days to appeal the judgment (Cal. Rules of
1

Court, rule 8.104), which expired on October 3, 2016, unless the time was extended
under rule 8.108.
September 22, 2016 — the court entered a minute order denying the motion
to set aside the dismissal.
November 2, 2016 — the court entered a formal order denying the Motion
to Set Aside the Dismissal and ordered the clerk to provide notice by eService. The clerk
served Salessi.

2

December 19, 2016 — Salessi appealed from the order setting aside the
defaults, the judgment of dismissal, and the postjudgment order denying his motion to set
aside the dismissal.
Peimani filed a motion to dismiss this appeal in its entirety. We grant the
motion to dismiss in part and otherwise affirm the orders of the court.

1

All rule references are to the California Rules of Court.

2

On our own motion, the court augments the record to include the proof of
service in the superior court record, dated November 2, 2016. (Rule 8.155.)
3

DISCUSSION

A fundamental tenant of appellate law in California is that we have no
jurisdiction to entertain late appeals. (Van Beurden Ins. Services, Inc. v. Customized
Worldwide Weather Ins. Agency, Inc. (1997) 15 Cal.4th 51, 56.) The order granting the
motion to set aside the default judgment was entered on March 11, 2016. An order
setting aside a default judgment is an appealable order. (County of Stanislaus v. Johnson,
(1996) 43 Cal.App.4th 832, 834.) “The entry date of an appealable order that is entered
in the minutes is the date it is entered in the permanent minutes. But if the minute order
directs that a written order be prepared, the entry date is the date the signed order is
filed.” (Rule 8.104(c)(2).) The minute order granting the motion did not direct that a
written order be prepared. Thus, the last possible date on which a valid notice of appeal
could be filed was 180 days after March 11, 2016. (Rule 8.104 (a)(1)(C).) That date was
September 7, 2016. Salessi’s notice of appeal was filed on December 19, 2016, nearly
three and one-half months late. We lack jurisdiction to review this order. Accordingly,
we grant Peimani’s opposed motion to dismiss the appeal from the order setting aside the
default judgment and we also grant the request for judicial notice included in the motion.
As we pointed out above, any appeal from the judgment of dismissal had to
be filed by October 3, 2016, unless the time was extended under rule 8.108. That rule
provides an extension for, as relevant here, the filing of a motion to vacate the judgment.
In no event, however, could the extension extend beyond 90 days from the date Salessi
filed his motion to vacate. (Rule 8.108, subd. (c)(2).) That deadline expired October 31,
2016. The appeal was not filed until December 19, 2016. Accordingly, any appeal from
the judgment is late, and we have no jurisdiction to entertain it. We therefore grant the
motion to dismiss the appeal from the judgment of dismissal.
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However, a statutory motion to vacate the judgment pursuant to Code of
Civil Procedure section 473 is an appealable order. (Generale Bank Nederland v. Eyes of
the Beholder Ltd. (1998) 61 Cal.App.4th 1384, 1394 [“‘While a denial of a motion to set
aside a previous judgment is generally not an appealable order, in cases where the law
makes express provision for a motion to vacate such as under Code of Civil Procedure
section 473, an order denying such a motion is regarded as a special order made after
3

final judgment and is appealable’”].) Salessi cited section 473 as a basis for his motion
to vacate the dismissal, and thus we will deem the order denying the motion appealable.
Salessi was served with a notice of entry of the order on November 2, 2016, and appealed
within 60 days. (See rule 8.104(a)(1)(A).) Because Salessi has timely appealed from an
appealable order, we deny Peimani’s motion to dismiss the appeal from the denial of the
motion to set aside the dismissal.
Nonetheless, we find the court did not err in denying the motion to vacate
the dismissal. The basis of his motion was that on June 14, 2016, while the demurrer was
pending, the prior judge recused himself, and the case was reassigned to Judge Crandall.
The clerk’s notice of reassignment was sent to Salessi’s prior attorney, who had already
substituted out of the case, and not to Salessi, who was representing himself. That notice
gave the parties 15 days to file a peremptory challenge. Although Salessi claims he
discovered the reassignment minute order on July 22, 2016, the record contains a proof of
service, dated June 23, 2016, for a notice continuing the demurrer due to the
reassignment of the case to a different department. However, that notice did not
reference the 15 days to file a peremptory challenge. So he knew about the reassignment,
but not necessarily the limitation on filing a peremptory challenge. In his motion to set
aside the dismissal, he argued the lack of notice of the minute order prejudiced him
because he “likely” would have filed a peremptory challenge.
3

All statutory references are to the Code of Civil Procedure.
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The court clearly should have notified Salessi himself of the reassignment,
not Salessi’s prior attorney. However, that was no basis for vacating the dismissal. If
Salessi had wanted to file a peremptory challenge to Judge Crandall, he should have done
so prior to the judgment. If the court had deemed it untimely notwithstanding the lack of
notice, Salessi could have filed a writ. (§ 170.3, subd. (d) [denial of disqualification
motion is not appealable and can only be reviewed by statutory writ within 10 days of the
order].) By the time Salessi filed his motion to set aside the dismissal, judgment had
been entered. We are not aware of any authority that would empower the court to vacate
a judgment on the ground that a party would have liked to have filed a peremptory
challenge before the judgment.
Moreover, to obtain reversal on appeal, Salessi must demonstrate that the
error created a miscarriage of justice, meaning it is reasonably probable that, absent the
error, Salessi would have obtained a more favorable result. (Bowman v. Wyatt (2010)
186 Cal.App.4th 286, 327.) We find the error did not prejudice Salessi. If Salessi had
been given proper notice of the reassignment, maybe he would have exercised a
peremptory challenge. But there is nothing in the record to suggest Judge Crandall
provided an unfair forum for the demurrer. And absent some patent unfairness, it is
impossible to prove prejudice on the generic ground that another judge might have ruled
differently. That would be, as one court put it, “an inherently speculative enterprise.”
(People v. Superior Court (Tejada) (2016) 1 Cal.App.5th 892, 900.)
Finally, as noted parenthetically above, the denial of a judicial
disqualification motion is not appealable. It may only be challenged by a statutory writ.
(§ 170.3, subd. (d).) thus, to the extent Selessi seeks to appeal unspecified “judicial
challenges,” we lack jurisdiction to consider the matter.
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DISPOSITION

The order denying Salessi’s motion to set aside the dismissal is affirmed.
The appeal is otherwise dismissed. Respondent shall recover his costs incurred on
appeal.

IKOLA, J.
WE CONCUR:

O’LEARY, P. J.

ARONSON, J.
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APPELLANT’S PETITION FOR REHEARING:
This honorable court issued its OPINION on 12/5/2018. Today (12/20/18) is
my deadline to file this petition for rehearing:
This honorable court appears to have overlooked the time-calculations
presented by appellant Salessi, and further appears to have overlooked several
of appellant's filed documents, such as his ERRATA filed with this court on
4/17/17, which contained this seminal paragraph:
"Page 9 of the OPPOSITION, line 11, “March 29, 2014”, should be
replaced with “December 17, 2016”, as the actual 180th day after
6/22/16, which was automatically pushed to Monday, 12/19/16;"
The 3/11/16 minute order of the trial court did not become an "appealable
order" until 6/22/16 (CT 812-814), however, after the unfortunate 6/14/16
recusal of Judge Moss from the case, thus rendering those orders void in the
first place. However, assuming that the, never-served, 6/22/16 orders were
lawfully-appealable orders, then 6/22/16 became the base-date which kicked
off the running of the 180-day appeal deadline to 12/19/16; thus, this court's
contention that the 180 days began with 3/11/16 is misplaced, as explored in
my opposition to Peimani's second motion to dismiss, and in its ERRRATA.
The opposition's 3rd page began with: "B- Plaintiff’s NOTICE OF
APPEAL was timely as to all orders/judgments: 180 days from 6/22/16, and
142 days from 8/4/16 (i.e.: 38 days short of 180-day outer limit);".
In my second Opposition, page 14, I had further clarified that:
"e. If proper notice of entry of judgment is not given, for whatever reason,
the outside limit for filing a notice of appeal is 180 days after entry of
judgment. (CRC, Rules 8.104, 8.108.)”, as adopted from:
http://www.nacle.com/CourseNotes/CN-APP002.pdf
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The above document, on its page-5, also advises that orders sustaining
demurrers are not appealable, but more importantly on its page 29 documents
that motions, like my 8/2/16 motion, tolled the appellate deadline. The tolling
which was also documented in my above Opposition, at page 9, was also
confirmed on page 5 of this court's opinion, despite which it decided to
arbitrarily dismiss my appeal in its entirety, while disregarding its merits.
Upon listening to the Oral Argument recording, I heard the court tell Mr.
Jacobson that it appeared that my NOTICE OF APPEAL had been filed late. I
had not caught on to that statement, otherwise I would have clarified the dates
during the hearing, in which I did emphasize that I had fully explored every
possible iteration of my appellate deadlines, in my operative papers.
The, fraudulently concocted, and backdated, 8/4/16 documents, were
preempted with my 8/2/16 motion to vacate the dismissal judgment, which
motion tolled the 8/4/16 papers' appellate date's validity to at least 180 days
thereafter, not 60 days thereafter, as explained in my 9/27/17 opposition to
Peimani's second motion to dismiss appeal, and in compliance with rule 8.108.
As proved in the opposition, the tolling motion does not shorten the 180-day
deadline, which this court appears to have incorrectly applied in its opinion.
Furthermore, the Court Opinion’s first cited case, fully supports the fact
that any final order/judgment, which was not served to appellant Salessi by the
trial court clerk, did not start the appeal clock running:
““(2) What is not in dispute here is that the clerk's mailing of the filestamped copy of the judgment commenced the 60-day time limit for ruling
*58 on the new trial motion only if it constituted a formal “notice of entry”
of judgment mailed by the clerk “[u]pon order of the court.” (Code Civ.
Proc., § 664.5.) If not, it is immaterial that Van Beurden otherwise
received actual notice of the date the judgment was entered. The Court
of Appeal correctly so held; the parties agree.””
-3-

“The Legislature subsequently amended Code of Civil Procedure section
660 to refer expressly to notice of entry of judgment by the clerk of the
court, pursuant to section 664.5.” Van Beurden Ins. Servs., Inc. v.
Customized Worldwide Weather Ins. Agency, Inc., 15 Cal. 4th 51 (1997)
Furthermore, the Court's opinion has completely overlooked my timely
filed WRIT-PETITION G054465, which had been referenced throughout the
briefs. Page 119, of the WRIT-pdf, documents how Judge Crandall's clerk (Ms.
Quach) had fraudulently concocted, and backdated 8/1/16 orders, after my
filing of the 8/2/16 motion which preempted the filing of such orders! As
explained in the WRIT, and mentioned in the oral argument, I believe that (for
the second time) Mr. Jacobson had bribed Ms. Quach to concoct the 8/1/16
order. Page 117-118 documents the first time Mr. Jacobson must have bribed
Ms. Quach to concoct the fraudulent 6/22/16 order of setting aside the
judgment, by Judge Moss, who had already recused himself from the case,
thus rendering his 6/22/16 orders void, by the operation of law.
On the contrary to the, possibly forged, 6/22/16 Judge Moss signatures,
the latest orders of Judge Crandall court, which were backdated to 8/1/16,
appear to have original signatures of the Hon. Judge Crandall, because once I
confronted, and accused, Ms. Quach of having concocted the 8/1/16
documents on, or after, 8/4/16 and of having backdated them to 8/1/16, she
confirmed to me on the phone to have concocted them by emphasizing that:
“Yes, but... whatever I did was with the judge’s own approval...” (i.e.: Yes, I
concocted them, but that the judge approved it), thus amounting to her own
admission for backdating the 8/1/16 order, and for having fraudulently procured
Judge Crandall's signature on it, purely in order to defeat my already filed
motion, and most likely in return for a monetary bribe from Mr. Jacobson,
concurrent with the FBI-arrests of over a dozen Orange County Court clerks,
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in conjunction with the arrest of dozens of lawyers, for having fixed countless
cases, with similarly fraudulent conspiracies, by forgery of judge signatures on
fraudulent dismissal orders.
The court’s Opinion further claims that I could not prove to have been
prejudiced with the recusal of Judge Moss, even though it was without NOTICE
to me. However, I had been prejudiced thereof, as explained further below:
When I received the late reassignment to department C33 (without a
judge name), from Mr. Jacobson only (not from court), I had presumed that C33
was the court of Judge Moss, because C14, where I had previously seen him,
did not have a judge name above its door, and that I had seen multiple jurists
in C-14, giving it the appearance of a transitory-court.
Had the case remained with Judge Moss, I would have reminded him that
he had personally approved the default judgments, with his personal feedback,
on the eve of the of the default-prove-up trial, on October 26, 2007.
Furthermore, in the event that Judge Moss had recalled his memory of the
above-mentioned feedback, and based thereon had recused himself on
6/14/16, then all his prior orders were automatically rendered void, by the
operation of law, for having recused himself as a "presumed witness".
The Opinion also states that if I had wished to file a peremptory challenge
to Judge Crandall, I should have done so before the entry of judgment [probably
referring to 8/4/16]. However, I knew that a CCP 170.6 had a statutory deadline
of 15 days, which had long expired after the un-served 6/14/16 assignment to
Judge Crandall, who first advised/ordered me on 9/22/16 to file a CCP 170.6
to preserve my statutory right to it, which is exactly what I did on the same day
(CT 896). Judge Crandall's subsequent refusal to recuse himself prompted me
to e-file my combined 170.1 + 170.6 challenges (CT 911) on 12/17/16, which
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is filed-stamped 12/19/16, because the 17th was a Saturday, and everything efiled during that weekend was automatically dated 12/19/16 (8 a.m.).
The above challenges were first orally invoked during a 12/7/16 status
conference, of which there is no transcript. The subsequently filed 264-page
WRIT G054465 was against Judge Crandall's subsequent denial of those
challenges (CT 933), on 12/23/16, which was after my Notice of Appeal was
already on file since 12/19/16, which cut off Judge Crandall’s jurisdiction to file
his 12/23/16 objection, thus rendering him recused by the operation of law.
As discussed in page-6 of the Opinion, there was a miscarriage of justice
in Judge Moss recusal from the case, without its formal/actual NOTICE to me,
because Judge Moss had an albeit remote connection to the default judgments
during their default prove-up trial. Despite all the above, the final excerpt of this
courts' own Opinion to evaluate the prejudice against me as "(an inherently
speculative enterprise)" is in contradiction with the actual paragraph it was
extracted from, which states:
"As explained above, a party can disqualify a judge by executing a sworn
statement indicating a belief that the party cannot have a fair trial before
the assigned judge. Section 170.6 would ring hollow if the moving party
were required to prove in a writ petition that the disqualification motion
would actually make a difference in the outcome of the case (an
inherently speculative enterprise) or that the moving party could not
successfully move to disqualify the trial judge for cause under section
170.3 (a showing that would undermine § 170.6 by requiring the party to
disclose the specific reason for believing the judge was not fair and
impartial and to explain why evidence could not be marshaled to
disqualify the judge for cause)."
People v. Superior Court (Tejeda), 1 Cal. App. 5th 892, 900, 205 Cal.
Rptr. 3d 200, 205–06 (Ct. App. 2016), reh'g denied (Aug. 5, 2016), review
denied (Nov. 30, 2016)
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Therefore, the Court-Opinion's "(inherently speculative enterprise)"
excerpt refers to what the court is victimizing me with, in contradiction with its
own above opinion, and by overtly expecting me to "prove" to this court the
"speculative" [and unknown] circumstances which might have led to Judge
Crandall's prejudice against me, and thus demanding from me to prove to this
court exactly why the recusal would have made a difference, even though I had
substantially documented judge Crandall’s actual biases, such as by proving
that he had evidently never read any of my filings, nor had he ever looked up
the case's Register-Of-Action (ROA), owing to his total lack of knowledge about
the case.
CONCLUSION:
For all the foregoing reasons, I, appellant Kareem Salessi, respectfully request
that this honorable court take all the aforementioned matters into submission
for a rehearing, leading to the reversal of its dismissal, and to take the entire
appeal under submission for full consideration, based upon its actual merits.

Respectfully submitted.
Dated:
December 20, 2018

Kareem Salessi
Plaintiff/Appellant
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